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Chapter 0Original prefae
The Life DivineSri Aurobindo

Figure 1: Sri Aurobindo (15 August 1872 - 5 Deember 1950)VOLUME 21 and 22THE COMPLETE WORKS OF SRI AUROBINDOSri Aurobindo Ashram Trust 2005Published by Sri Aurobindo Ashram Publiation DepartmentPrinted at Sri Aurobindo Ashram Press, PondiherryPRINTED IN INDIA0.1 Publisher's NoteThe Life Divine �rst appeared serially in the monthly review Arya between August 1914 and Jan-uary 1919. Eah instalment was written immediately before its publiation. In 1939 and 1940 SriAurobindo revised The Life Divine for book publiation. The �rst volume of the revised version,onsisting of the �rst twenty-seven hapters of the Arya text, along with a newly written twenty-eighth hapter, was published in November 1939. The revision of all but two of the Arya hapterswas light. The seond volume of the revised version was published in July 1940. The revision of this1



volume was extensive. Eight Arya hapters were disarded and seventeen onsiderably revised, whiletwelve new hapters were written. Volume I was reprinted in 1943 and 1947, Volume II in 1944. Aone-volume edition was brought out in the United States in 1949. New editions were published inIndia in 1955, 1970 and 2001, and in the United States in 1990. The editions of 1970 and 1990 werereprinted many times.The present edition has been heked against all editions published before 1950 and, when nees-sary, the author's manusripts.0.2 Contents� Book One - Omnipresent Reality and the Universe{ Chapter I - The Human Aspiration{ Chapter II - The Two Negations - The Materialist Denial{ Chapter III - The Two Negations - The Refusal of the Aseti{ Chapter IV - Reality Omnipresent{ Chapter V - The Destiny of the Individual{ Chapter VI - Man in the Universe{ Chapter VII - The Ego and the Dualities{ Chapter VIII - The Methods of Vedanti Knowledge{ Chapter IX - The Pure Existent{ Chapter X - Consious Fore{ Chapter XI - Delight of Existene: The Problem{ Chapter XII - Delight of Existene: The Solution{ Chapter XIII - The Divine Maya{ Chapter XIV - The Supermind as Creator{ Chapter XV - The Supreme Truth-Consiousness{ Chapter XVI - The Triple Status of Supermind{ Chapter XVII - The Divine Soul{ Chapter XVIII - Mind and Supermind{ Chapter XIX - Life{ Chapter XX - Death, Desire and Inapaity{ Chapter XXI - The Asent of Life{ Chapter XXII - The Problem of Life{ Chapter XXIII - The Double Soul in Man{ Chapter XXIV - Matter{ Chapter XXV - The Knot of Matter{ Chapter XXVI - The Asending Series of Substane{ Chapter XXVII - The Sevenfold Chord of Being{ Chapter XXVIII - Supermind, Mind and the Overmind Maya2
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Figure 2: Sri Aurobindo, 1950

Figure 3: A page of Arya, revised by Sir Aurobindo4



Chapter 1The Human Aspiration\She follows to the goal of those that are passing on beyond, she is the �rst in the eternalsuession of the dawns that are oming, - Usha widens bringing out that whih lives, awakeningsomeone who was dead. . . . What is her sope when she harmonises with the dawns that shoneout before and those that now must shine? She desires the anient mornings and ful�ls theirlight; projeting forwards her illumination she enters into ommunion with the rest that are toome." Kutsa Angirasa - Rig Veda.1\Threefold are those supreme births of this divine fore that is in the world, they are true,they are desirable; he moves there wide-overt within the In�nite and shines pure, luminousand ful�lling. . . . That whih is immortal in mortals and possessed of the truth, is a god andestablished inwardly as an energy working out in our divine powers. . . . Beome high-uplifted,O Strength, piere all veils, manifest in us the things of the Godhead."Vamadeva - Rig Veda.2THE EARLIEST preoupation of man in his awakened thoughts and, as it seems, his inevitableand ultimate preoupation, - for it survives the longest periods of septiism and returns after everybanishment, - is also the highest whih his thought an envisage. It manifests itself in the divinationof Godhead, the impulse towards perfetion, the searh after pure Truth and unmixed Bliss, thesense of a seret immortality. The anient dawns of human knowledge have left us their witness tothis onstant aspiration; today we see a humanity satiated but not satis�ed by vitorious analysisof the externalities of Nature preparing to return to its primeval longings. The earliest formula ofWisdom promises to be its last, - God, Light, Freedom, Immortality.These persistent ideals of the rae are at one the ontradition of its normal experiene and theaÆrmation of higher and deeper experienes whih are abnormal to humanity and only to be attained,in their organised entirety, by a revolutionary individual e�ort or an evolutionary general progression.To know, possess and be the divine being in an animal and egoisti onsiousness, to onvert ourtwilit or obsure physial mentality into the plenary supramental illumination, to build peae anda self-existent bliss where there is only a stress of transitory satisfations besieged by physial painand emotional su�ering, to establish an in�nite freedom in a world whih presents itself as a groupof mehanial neessities, to disover and realise the immortal life in a body subjeted to death andonstant mutation, - this is o�ered to us as the manifestation of God in Matter and the goal of Naturein her terrestrial evolution. To the ordinary material intellet whih takes its present organisation ofonsiousness for the limit of its possibilities, the diret ontradition of the unrealised ideals with1I. 113. 8, 10.2IV. 1. 7; IV. 2. 1; IV. 4. 5. 5



the realised fat is a �nal argument against their validity. But if we take a more deliberate view ofthe world's workings, that diret opposition appears rather as part of Nature's profoundest methodand the seal of her ompletest santion.For all problems of existene are essentially problems of harmony. They arise from the pereptionof an unsolved disord and the instint of an undisovered agreement or unity. To rest ontent withan unsolved disord is possible for the pratial and more animal part of man, but impossible forhis fully awakened mind, and usually even his pratial parts only esape from the general neessityeither by shutting out the problem or by aepting a rough, utilitarian and unillumined ompromise.For essentially, all Nature seeks a harmony, life and matter in their own sphere as muh as mind inthe arrangement of its pereptions. The greater the apparent disorder of the materials o�ered or theapparent disparateness, even to irreonilable opposition, of the elements that have to be utilised,the stronger is the spur, and it drives towards a more subtle and puissant order than an normallybe the result of a less diÆult endeavour. The aordane of ative Life with a material of form inwhih the ondition of ativity itself seems to be inertia, is one problem of opposites that Naturehas solved and seeks always to solve better with greater omplexities; for its perfet solution wouldbe the material immortality of a fully organised mind-supporting animal body. The aordane ofonsious mind and onsious will with a form and a life in themselves not overtly self-onsious andapable at best of a mehanial or subonsious will is another problem of opposites in whih she hasprodued astonishing results and aims always at higher marvels; for there her ultimate mirale wouldbe an animal onsiousness no longer seeking but possessed of Truth and Light, with the pratialomnipotene whih would result from the possession of a diret and perfeted knowledge. Not only,then, is the upward impulse of man towards the aordane of yet higher opposites rational in itself,but it is the only logial ompletion of a rule and an e�ort that seem to be a fundamental methodof Nature and the very sense of her universal strivings.We speak of the evolution of Life in Matter, the evolution of Mind in Matter; but evolution is aword whih merely states the phenomenon without explaining it. For there seems to be no reason whyLife should evolve out of material elements or Mind out of living form, unless we aept the Vedantisolution that Life is already involved in Matter and Mind in Life beause in essene Matter is a formof veiled Life, Life a form of veiled Consiousness. And then there seems to be little objetion to afarther step in the series and the admission that mental onsiousness may itself be only a form and aveil of higher states whih are beyond Mind. In that ase, the unonquerable impulse of man towardsGod, Light, Bliss, Freedom, Immortality presents itself in its right plae in the hain as simply theimperative impulse by whih Nature is seeking to evolve beyond Mind, and appears to be as natural,true and just as the impulse towards Life whih she has planted in ertain forms of Matter or theimpulse towards Mind whih she has planted in ertain forms of Life. As there, so here, the impulseexists more or less obsurely in her di�erent vessels with an ever-asending series in the power of itswill-to-be; as there, so here, it is gradually evolving and bound fully to evolve the neessary organsand faulties. As the impulse towards Mind ranges from the more sensitive reations of Life in themetal and the plant up to its full organisation in man, so in man himself there is the same asendingseries, the preparation, if nothing more, of a higher and divine life. The animal is a living laboratoryin whih Nature has, it is said, worked out man. Man himself may well be a thinking and livinglaboratory in whom and with whose onsious o-operation she wills to work out the superman, thegod. Or shall we not say, rather, to manifest God? For if evolution is the progressive manifestationby Nature of that whih slept or worked in her, involved, it is also the overt realisation of that whihshe seretly is. We annot, then, bid her pause at a given stage of her evolution, nor have we the rightto ondemn with the religionist as perverse and presumptuous or with the rationalist as a disease orhalluination any intention she may evine or e�ort she may make to go beyond. If it be true thatSpirit is involved in Matter and apparent Nature is seret God, then the manifestation of the divinein himself and the realisation of God within and without are the highest and most legitimate aimpossible to man upon earth. 6



Thus the eternal paradox and eternal truth of a divine life in an animal body, an immortalaspiration or reality inhabiting a mortal tenement, a single and universal onsiousness representingitself in limited minds and divided egos, a transendent, inde�nable, timeless and spaeless Beingwho alone renders time and spae and osmos possible, and in all these the higher truth realisableby the lower term, justify themselves to the deliberate reason as well as to the persistent instint orintuition of mankind. Attempts are sometimes made to have done �nally with questionings whihhave so often been delared insoluble by logial thought and to persuade men to limit their mentalativities to the pratial and immediate problems of their material existene in the universe; butsuh evasions are never permanent in their e�et. Mankind returns from them with a more vehementimpulse of inquiry or a more violent hunger for an immediate solution. By that hunger mystiismpro�ts and new religions arise to replae the old that have been destroyed or stripped of signi�aneby a septiism whih itself ould not satisfy beause, although its business was inquiry, it wasunwilling suÆiently to inquire. The attempt to deny or stie a truth beause it is yet obsure inits outward workings and too often represented by obsurantist superstition or a rude faith, is itselfa kind of obsurantism. The will to esape from a osmi neessity beause it is arduous, diÆultto justify by immediate tangible results, slow in regulating its operations, must turn out eventuallyto have been no aeptane of the truth of Nature but a revolt against the seret, mightier will ofthe great Mother. It is better and more rational to aept what she will not allow us as a rae torejet and lift it from the sphere of blind instint, obsure intuition and random aspiration into thelight of reason and an instruted and onsiously self-guiding will. And if there is any higher lightof illumined intuition or self-revealing truth whih is now in man either obstruted and inoperativeor works with intermittent glanings as if from behind a veil or with oasional displays as of thenorthern lights in our material skies, then there also we need not fear to aspire. For it is likely thatsuh is the next higher state of onsiousness of whih Mind is only a form and veil, and through thesplendours of that light may lie the path of our progressive self-enlargement into whatever higheststate is humanity's ultimate resting-plae.
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Chapter 2The Two Negations - The MaterialistDenial\He energised onsious-fore (in the austerity of thought) and ame to the knowledge thatMatter is the Brahman. For from Matter all existenes are born; born, by Matter they inreaseand enter into Matter in their passing hene. Then he went to Varuna, his father, and said,`Lord, teah me of the Brahman.' But he said to him: `Energise (again) the onsious-energyin thee; for the Energy is Brahman.' " Taittiriya Upanishad.1THE AFFIRMATION of a divine life upon earth and an immortal sense in mortal existene anhave no base unless we reognise not only eternal Spirit as the inhabitant of this bodily mansion, thewearer of this mutable robe, but aept Matter of whih it is made, as a �t and noble material outof whih He weaves onstantly His garbs, builds reurrently the unending series of His mansions.Nor is this, even, enough to guard us against a reoil from life in the body unless, with theUpanishads, pereiving behind their appearanes the identity in essene of these two extreme termsof existene, we are able to say in the very language of those anient writings, \Matter also isBrahman", and to give its full value to the vigorous �gure by whih the physial universe is desribedas the external body of the Divine Being. Nor, - so far divided apparently are these two extremeterms, - is that identi�ation onvining to the rational intellet if we refuse to reognise a seriesof asending terms (Life, Mind, Supermind and the grades that link Mind to Supermind) betweenSpirit and Matter. Otherwise the two must appear as irreonilable opponents bound together in anunhappy wedlok and their divore the one reasonable solution. To identify them, to represent eahin the terms of the other, beomes an arti�ial reation of Thought opposed to the logi of fats andpossible only by an irrational mystiism.If we assert only pure Spirit and a mehanial unintelligent substane or energy, alling one Godor Soul and the other Nature, the inevitable end will be that we shall either deny God or else turnfrom Nature. For both Thought and Life, a hoie then beomes imperative. Thought omes todeny the one as an illusion of the imagination or the other as an illusion of the senses; Life omesto �x on the immaterial and ee from itself in a disgust or a self-forgetting estasy, or else to denyits own immortality and take its orientation away from God and towards the animal. Purusha andPrakriti, the passively luminous Soul of the Sankhyas and their mehanially ative Energy, havenothing in ommon, not even their opposite modes of inertia; their antinomies an only be resolvedby the essation of the inertly driven Ativity into the immutable Repose upon whih it has beenasting in vain the sterile proession of its images. Shankara's wordless, inative Self and his Mayaof many names and forms are equally disparate and irreonilable entities; their rigid antagonism1III. l, 2. 9



an terminate only by the dissolution of the multitudinous illusion into the sole Truth of an eternalSilene.The materialist has an easier �eld; it is possible for him by denying Spirit to arrive at a morereadily onvining simpliity of statement, a real Monism, the Monism of Matter or else of Fore.But in this rigidity of statement it is impossible for him to persist permanently. He too ends bypositing an unknowable as inert, as remote from the known universe as the passive Purusha or thesilent Atman. It serves no purpose but to put o� by a vague onession the inexorable demands ofThought or to stand as an exuse for refusing to extend the limits of inquiry.Therefore, in these barren ontraditions the human mind annot rest satis�ed. It must seek alwaysa omplete aÆrmation; it an �nd it only by a luminous reoniliation. To reah that reoniliationit must traverse the degrees whih our inner onsiousness imposes on us and, whether by objetivemethod of analysis applied to Life and Mind as to Matter or by subjetive synthesis and illumination,arrive at the repose of the ultimate unity without denying the energy of the expressive multipliity.Only in suh a omplete and atholi aÆrmation an all the multiform and apparently ontraditorydata of existene be harmonised and the manifold oniting fores whih govern our thought andlife disover the entral Truth whih they are here to symbolise and variously ful�l. Then only anour Thought, having attained a true entre, easing to wander in irles, work like the Brahman ofthe Upanishad, �xed and stable even in its play and its worldwide oursing, and our life, knowing itsaim, serve it with a serene and settled joy and light as well as with a rhythmially disursive energy.But when that rhythm has one been disturbed, it is neessary and helpful that man should testseparately, in their extreme assertion, eah of the two great opposites. It is the mind's natural wayof returning more perfetly to the aÆrmation it has lost. On the road it may attempt to rest inthe intervening degrees, reduing all things into the terms of an original Life-Energy or of sensationor of Ideas; but these exlusive solutions have always an air of unreality. They may satisfy for atime the logial reason whih deals only with pure ideas, but they annot satisfy the mind's sense ofatuality. For the mind knows that there is something behind itself whih is not the Idea; it knows,on the other hand, that there is something within itself whih is more than the vital Breath. EitherSpirit or Matter an give it for a time some sense of ultimate reality; not so any of the priniplesthat intervene. It must, therefore, go to the two extremes before it an return fruitfully upon thewhole. For by its very nature, served by a sense that an pereive with distintness only the partsof existene and by a speeh that, also, an ahieve distintness only when it arefully divides andlimits, the intellet is driven, having before it this multipliity of elemental priniples, to seek unity byreduing all ruthlessly to the terms of one. It attempts pratially, in order to assert this one, to getrid of the others. To pereive the real soure of their identity without this exlusive proess, it musteither have overleaped itself or must have ompleted the iruit only to �nd that all equally reduethemselves to That whih esapes de�nition or desription and is yet not only real but attainable.By whatever road we may travel, That is always the end at whih we arrive and we an only esapeit by refusing to omplete the journey.It is therefore of good augury that after many experiments and verbal solutions we should now �ndourselves standing today in the presene of the two that have alone borne for long the most rigoroustests of experiene, the two extremes, and that at the end of the experiene both should have ometo a result whih the universal instint in mankind, that veiled judge, sentinel and representativeof the universal Spirit of Truth, refuses to aept as right or as satisfying. In Europe and in India,respetively, the negation of the materialist and the refusal of the aseti have sought to assertthemselves as the sole truth and to dominate the oneption of Life. In India, if the result has beena great heaping up of the treasures of the Spirit, - or of some of them, - it has also been a greatbankrupty of Life; in Europe, the fullness of rihes and the triumphant mastery of this world'spowers and possessions have progressed towards an equal bankrupty in the things of the Spirit.Nor has the intellet, whih sought the solution of all problems in the one term of Matter, foundsatisfation in the answer that it has reeived. 10



Therefore the time grows ripe and the tendeny of the world moves towards a new and ompre-hensive aÆrmation in thought and in inner and outer experiene and to its orollary, a new and rihself-ful�lment in an integral human existene for the individual and for the rae.From the di�erene in the relations of Spirit and Matter to the Unknowable whih they bothrepresent, there arises also a di�erene of e�etiveness in the material and the spiritual negations.The denial of the materialist although more insistent and immediately suessful, more faile in itsappeal to the generality of mankind, is yet less enduring, less e�etive �nally than the absorbing andperilous refusal of the aseti. For it arries within itself its own ure. Its most powerful elementis the Agnostiism whih, admitting the Unknowable behind all manifestation, extends the limits ofthe unknowable until it omprehends all that is merely unknown. Its premiss is that the physialsenses are our sole means of Knowledge and that Reason, therefore, even in its most extended andvigorous ights, annot esape beyond their domain; it must deal always and solely with the fatswhih they provide or suggest; and the suggestions themselves must always be kept tied to theirorigins; we annot go beyond, we annot use them as a bridge leading us into a domain where morepowerful and less limited faulties ome into play and another kind of inquiry has to be instituted.A premiss so arbitrary pronounes on itself its own sentene of insuÆieny. It an only bemaintained by ignoring or explaining away all that vast �eld of evidene and experiene whihontradits it, denying or disparaging noble and useful faulties, ative onsiously or obsurely orat worst latent in all human beings, and refusing to investigate supraphysial phenomena exeptas manifested in relation to matter and its movements and oneived as a subordinate ativity ofmaterial fores. As soon as we begin to investigate the operations of mind and of supermind, inthemselves and without the prejudgment that is determined from the beginning to see in them onlya subordinate term of Matter, we ome into ontat with a mass of phenomena whih esape entirelyfrom the rigid hold, the limiting dogmatism of the materialist formula. And the moment we reognise,as our enlarging experiene ompels us to reognise, that there are in the universe knowable realitiesbeyond the range of the senses and in man powers and faulties whih determine rather than aredetermined by the material organs through whih they hold themselves in touh with the worldof the senses, - that outer shell of our true and omplete existene, - the premiss of materialistiAgnostiism disappears. We are ready for a large statement and an ever-developing inquiry.But, �rst, it is well that we should reognise the enormous, the indispensable utility of the verybrief period of rationalisti Materialism through whih humanity has been passing. For that vast�eld of evidene and experiene whih now begins to reopen its gates to us, an only be safely enteredwhen the intellet has been severely trained to a lear austerity; seized on by unripe minds, it lendsitself to the most perilous distortions and misleading imaginations and atually in the past enrusteda real nuleus of truth with suh an aretion of perverting superstitions and irrationalising dogmasthat all advane in true knowledge was rendered impossible. It beame neessary for a time to makea lean sweep at one of the truth and its disguise in order that the road might be lear for a newdeparture and a surer advane. The rationalisti tendeny of Materialism has done mankind thisgreat servie.For the faulties that transend the senses, by the very fat of their being immeshed in Matter,missioned to work in a physial body, put in harness to draw one ar along with the emotional desiresand nervous impulses, are exposed to a mixed funtioning in whih they are in danger of illuminatingonfusion rather than larifying truth. Espeially is this mixed funtioning dangerous when men withunhastened minds and unpuri�ed sensibilities attempt to rise into the higher domains of spiritualexperiene. In what regions of unsubstantial loud and semibrilliant fog or a murk visited by asheswhih blind more than they enlighten, do they not lose themselves by that rash and prematureadventure! An adventure neessary indeed in the way in whih Nature hooses to e�et her advane,- for she amuses herself as she works, - but still, for the Reason, rash and premature.It is neessary, therefore, that advaning Knowledge should base herself on a lear, pure and11



disiplined intellet. It is neessary, too, that she should orret her errors sometimes by a return tothe restraint of sensible fat, the onrete realities of the physial world. The touh of Earth is alwaysreinvigorating to the son of Earth, even when he seeks a supraphysial Knowledge. It may even besaid that the supraphysial an only be really mastered in its fullness - to its heights we an alwaysreah - when we keep our feet �rmly on the physial. \Earth is His footing,"2 says the Upanishadwhenever it images the Self that manifests in the universe. And it is ertainly the fat that the widerwe extend and the surer we make our knowledge of the physial world, the wider and surer beomesour foundation for the higher knowledge, even for the highest, even for the Brahmavidya.In emerging, therefore, out of the materialisti period of human Knowledge we must be arefulthat we do not rashly ondemn what we are leaving or throw away even one tittle of its gains,before we an summon pereptions and powers that are well grasped and seure, to oupy theirplae. Rather we shall observe with respet and wonder the work that Atheism has done for theDivine and admire the servies that Agnostiism has rendered in preparing the illimitable inreaseof knowledge. In our world error is ontinually the handmaid and path�nder of Truth; for error isreally a half-truth that stumbles beause of its limitations; often it is Truth that wears a disguise inorder to arrive unobserved near to its goal. Well, if it ould always be, as it has been in the greatperiod we are leaving, the faithful handmaid, severe, onsientious, lean-handed, luminous withinits limits, a half-truth and not a rekless and presumptuous aberration.A ertain kind of Agnostiism is the �nal truth of all knowledge. For when we ome to the endof whatever path, the universe appears as only a symbol or an appearane of an unknowable Realitywhih translates itself here into di�erent systems of values, physial values, vital and sensationalvalues, intelletual, ideal and spiritual values. The more That beomes real to us, the more it isseen to be always beyond de�ning thought and beyond formulating expression. \Mind attains notthere, nor speeh."3 And yet as it is possible to exaggerate, with the Illusionists, the unreality ofthe appearane, so it is possible to exaggerate the unknowableness of the Unknowable. When wespeak of It as unknowable, we mean, really, that It esapes the grasp of our thought and speeh,instruments whih proeed always by the sense of di�erene and express by the way of de�nition;but if not knowable by thought, It is attainable by a supreme e�ort of onsiousness. There is even akind of Knowledge whih is one with Identity and by whih, in a sense, It an be known. Certainly,that Knowledge annot be reprodued suessfully in the terms of thought and speeh, but when wehave attained to it, the result is a revaluation of That in the symbols of our osmi onsiousness, notonly in one but in all the ranges of symbols, whih results in a revolution of our internal being and,through the internal, of our external life. Moreover, there is also a kind of Knowledge through whihThat does reveal itself by all these names and forms of phenomenal existene whih to the ordinaryintelligene only oneal It. It is this higher but not highest proess of Knowledge to whih we anattain by passing the limits of the materialisti formula and srutinising Life, Mind and Supermindin the phenomena that are harateristi of them and not merely in those subordinate movementsby whih they link themselves to Matter.The Unknown is not the Unknowable;4 it need not remain the unknown for us, unless we hooseignorane or persist in our �rst limitations. For to all things that are not unknowable, all things in theuniverse, there orrespond in that universe faulties whih an take ognisane of them, and in man,the miroosm, these faulties are always existent and at a ertain stage apable of development. Wemay hoose not to develop them; where they are partially developed, we may disourage and imposeon them a kind of atrophy. But, fundamentally, all possible knowledge is knowledge within the powerof humanity. And sine in man there is the inalienable impulse of Nature towards self-realisation, nostruggle of the intellet to limit the ation of our apaities within a determined area an for everprevail. When we have proved Matter and realised its seret apaities, the very knowledge whih2\Padbhy�a _m pr.thiv�i." - Mundaka Upanishad, II. 1. 4. \Pr.thiv�i p�ajasyam." - Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, I. 1. 1.3Kena Upanishad, I. 3.4Other is That than the Known; also it is above the Unknown. - Kena Upanishad, I. 3.12



has found its onveniene in that temporary limitation, must ry to us, like the Vedi Restrainers,\Forth now and push forward also in other �elds."5If modern Materialism were simply an unintelligent aquiesene in the material life, the advanemight be inde�nitely delayed. But sine its very soul is the searh for Knowledge, it will be unableto ry a halt; as it reahes the barriers of senseknowledge and of the reasoning from sense-knowledge,its very rush will arry it beyond and the rapidity and sureness with whih it has embraed thevisible universe is only an earnest of the energy and suess whih we may hope to see repeated inthe onquest of what lies beyond, one the stride is taken that rosses the barrier. We see alreadythat advane in its obsure beginnings.Not only in the one �nal oneption, but in the great line of its general results Knowledge, bywhatever path it is followed, tends to beome one. Nothing an be more remarkable and suggestivethan the extent to whih modern Siene on�rms in the domain of Matter the oneptions and eventhe very formulae of language whih were arrived at, by a very di�erent method, in the Vedanta,- the original Vedanta, not of the shools of metaphysial philosophy, but of the Upanishads. Andthese, on the other hand, often reveal their full signi�ane, their riher ontents only when theyare viewed in the new light shed by the disoveries of modern Siene, - for instane, that Vedantiexpression whih desribes things in the Cosmos as one seed arranged by the universal Energy inmultitudinous forms.6 Signi�ant, espeially, is the drive of Siene towards a Monism whih isonsistent with multipliity, towards the Vedi idea of the one essene with its many beomings.Even if the dualisti appearane of Matter and Fore be insisted on, it does not really stand in theway of this Monism. For it will be evident that essential Matter is a thing non-existent to the sensesand only, like the Pradhana of the Sankhyas, a oneptual form of substane; and in fat the point isinreasingly reahed where only an arbitrary distintion in thought divides form of substane fromform of energy.Matter expresses itself eventually as a formulation of some unknown Fore. Life, too, that yetunfathomed mystery, begins to reveal itself as an obsure energy of sensibility imprisoned in itsmaterial formulation; and when the dividing ignorane is ured whih gives us the sense of a gulfbetween Life and Matter, it is diÆult to suppose that Mind, Life and Matter will be found to beanything else than one Energy triply formulated, the triple world of the Vedi seers. Nor will theoneption then be able to endure of a brute material Fore as the mother of Mind. The Energy thatreates the world an be nothing else than a Will, and Will is only onsiousness applying itself toa work and a result.What is that work and result, if not a self-involution of Consiousness in form and a self-evolutionout of form so as to atualise some mighty possibility in the universe whih it has reated? Andwhat is its will in Man if not a will to unending Life, to unbounded Knowledge, to unfettered Power?Siene itself begins to dream of the physial onquest of death, expresses an insatiable thirst forknowledge, is working out something like a terrestrial omnipotene for humanity. Spae and Timeare ontrating to the vanishing-point in its works, and it strives in a hundred ways to make man themaster of irumstane and so lighten the fetters of ausality. The idea of limit, of the impossiblebegins to grow a little shadowy and it appears instead that whatever man onstantly wills, he mustin the end be able to do; for the onsiousness in the rae eventually �nds the means. It is not inthe individual that this omnipotene expresses itself, but the olletive Will of mankind that worksout with the individual as a means. And yet when we look more deeply, it is not any onsiousWill of the olletivity, but a superonsious Might that uses the individual as a entre and means,the olletivity as a ondition and �eld. What is this but the God in man, the in�nite Identity, themultitudinous Unity, the Omnisient, the Omnipotent, who having made man in His own image,5Rig Veda, I. 4. 5.6Swetaswatara Upanishad, VI. 12. 13



with the ego as a entre of working, with the rae, the olletive Narayana,7 the vi�svam�anava8 asthe mould and irumsription, seeks to express in them some image of the unity, omnisiene,omnipotene whih are the self-oneption of the Divine? \That whih is immortal in mortals is aGod and established inwardly as an energy working out in our divine powers."9 It is this vast osmiimpulse whih the modern world, without quite knowing its own aim, yet serves in all its ativitiesand labours subonsiously to ful�l.But there is always a limit and an enumbrane, - the limit of the material �eld in the Knowledge,the enumbrane of the material mahinery in the Power. But here also the latest trend is highlysigni�ant of a freer future. As the outposts of sienti� Knowledge ome more and more to be seton the borders that divide the material from the immaterial, so also the highest ahievements ofpratial Siene are those whih tend to simplify and redue to the vanishing-point the mahineryby whih the greatest e�ets are produed. Wireless telegraphy is Nature's exterior sign and pretextfor a new orientation. The sensible physial means for the intermediate transmission of the physialfore is removed; it is only preserved at the points of impulsion and reeption. Eventually eventhese must disappear; for when the laws and fores of the supraphysial are studied with the rightstarting-point, the means will infallibly be found for Mind diretly to seize on the physial energyand speed it aurately upon its errand. There, one we bring ourselves to reognise it, lie the gatesthat open upon the enormous vistas of the future.Yet even if we had full knowledge and ontrol of the worlds immediately above Matter, therewould still be a limitation and still a beyond. The last knot of our bondage is at that point wherethe external draws into oneness with the internal, the mahinery of ego itself beomes subtilised tothe vanishing-point and the law of our ation is at last unity embraing and possessing multipliityand no longer, as now, multipliity struggling towards some �gure of unity. There is the entralthrone of osmi Knowledge looking out on her widest dominion; there the empire of oneself withthe empire of one's world;10 there the life11 in the eternally onsummate Being and the realisation ofHis divine nature12 in our human existene.

7A name of Vishnu, who, as the God in man, lives onstantly assoiated in a dual unity with Nara, the humanbeing.8The universal man.9Rig Veda, IV. 2. 1.10Sv�ar�ajya and s�amr�ajya, the double aim proposed to itself by the positive Yoga of the anients.11S�alokya-mukti, liberation by onsious existene in one world of being with the Divine.12S�adharmya-mukti, liberation by assumption of the Divine Nature.14



Chapter 3The Two Negations - The Refusal of theAseti\All this is the Brahman; this Self is the Brahman and the Self is fourfold."\Beyond relation, featureless, unthinkable, in whih all is still." Mandukya Upanishad1AND STILL there is a beyond.For on the other side of the osmi onsiousness there is, attainable to us, a onsiousness yetmore transendent, - transendent not only of the ego, but of the Cosmos itself, - against whihthe universe seems to stand out like a petty piture against an immeasurable bakground. Thatsupports the universal ativity, - or perhaps only tolerates it; It embraes Life with Its vastness, - orelse rejets it from Its in�nitude.If the materialist is justi�ed from his point of view in insisting on Matter as reality, the relativeworld as the sole thing of whih we an in some sort be sure and the Beyond as wholly unknowable, ifnot indeed non-existent, a dream of the mind, an abstration of Thought divoring itself from reality,so also is the Sannyasin, enamoured of that Beyond, justi�ed from his point of view in insisting onpure Spirit as the reality, the one thing free from hange, birth, death, and the relative as a reationof the mind and the senses, a dream, an abstration in the ontrary sense of Mentality withdrawingfrom the pure and eternal Knowledge.What justi�ation, of logi or of experiene, an be asserted in support of the one extreme whihannot be met by an equally ogent logi and an equally valid experiene at the other end? The worldof Matter is aÆrmed by the experiene of the physial senses whih, beause they are themselvesunable to pereive anything immaterial or not organised as gross Matter, would persuade us thatthe suprasensible is the unreal. This vulgar or rusti error of our orporeal organs does not gain invalidity by being promoted into the domain of philosophial reasoning. Obviously, their pretension isunfounded. Even in the world of Matter there are existenes of whih the physial senses are inapableof taking ognisane. Yet the denial of the suprasensible as neessarily an illusion or a halluinationdepends on this onstant sensuous assoiation of the real with the materially pereptible, whih isitself a halluination. Assuming throughout what it seeks to establish, it has the vie of the argumentin a irle and an have no validity for an impartial reasoning.Not only are there physial realities whih are suprasensible, but, if evidene and experiene areat all a test of truth, there are also senses whih are supraphysial2 and an not only take ognisane1Verses 2, 7.2S�uks.ma indriyas, subtle organs, existing in the subtle body (s�uks.ma deha), and the means of subtle vision andexperiene (s�uks.ma dr.s.t. i). 15



of the realities of the material world without the aid of the orporeal sense-organs, but an bring usinto ontat with other realities, supraphysial and belonging to another world - inluded, that is tosay, in an organisation of onsious experienes that are dependent on some other priniple than thegross Matter of whih our suns and earths seem to be made.Constantly asserted by human experiene and belief sine the origins of thought, this truth, nowthat the neessity of an exlusive preoupation with the serets of the material world no longerexists, begins to be justi�ed by new-born forms of sienti� researh. The inreasing evidenes,of whih only the most obvious and outward are established under the name of telepathy with itsognate phenomena, annot long be resisted exept by minds shut up in the brilliant shell of thepast, by intellets limited in spite of their auteness through the limitation of their �eld of experieneand inquiry, or by those who onfuse enlightenment and reason with the faithful repetition of theformulas left to us from a bygone entury and the jealous onservation of dead or dying intelletualdogmas.It is true that the glimpse of supraphysial realities aquired by methodial researh has beenimperfet and is yet ill-aÆrmed; for the methods used are still rude and defetive. But theseredisovered subtle senses have at least been found to be true witnesses to physial fats beyond therange of the orporeal organs. There is no justi�ation, then, for souting them as false witnesses whenthey testify to supraphysial fats beyond the domain of the material organisation of onsiousness.Like all evidene, like the evidene of the physial senses themselves, their testimony has to beontrolled, srutinised and arranged by the reason, rightly translated and rightly related, and their�eld, laws and proesses determined. But the truth of great ranges of experiene whose objetsexist in a more subtle substane and are pereived by more subtle instruments than those of grossphysial Matter, laims in the end the same validity as the truth of the material universe. The worldsbeyond exist: they have their universal rhythm, their grand lines and formations, their self-existentlaws and mighty energies, their just and luminous means of knowledge. And here on our physialexistene and in our physial body they exerise their inuenes; here also they organise their meansof manifestation and ommission their messengers and their witnesses.But the worlds are only frames for our experiene, the senses only instruments of experiene andonvenienes. Consiousness is the great underlying fat, the universal witness for whom the world isa �eld, the senses instruments. To that witness the worlds and their objets appeal for their realityand for the one world or the many, for the physial equally with the supraphysial we have no otherevidene that they exist. It has been argued that this is no relation peuliar to the onstitutionof humanity and its outlook upon an objetive world, but the very nature of existene itself; allphenomenal existene onsists of an observing onsiousness and an ative objetivity, and the Ationannot proeed without the Witness beause the universe exists only in or for the onsiousness thatobserves and has no independent reality. It has been argued in reply that the material universe enjoysan eternal self-existene: it was here before life and mind made their appearane; it will survive afterthey have disappeared and no longer trouble with their transient strivings and limited thoughts theeternal and inonsient rhythm of the suns. The di�erene, so metaphysial in appearane, is yetof the utmost pratial import, for it determines the whole outlook of man upon life, the goal thathe shall assign for his e�orts and the �eld in whih he shall irumsribe his energies. For it raisesthe question of the reality of osmi existene and, more important still, the question of the value ofhuman life.If we push the materialist onlusion far enough, we arrive at an insigni�ane and unreality inthe life of the individual and the rae whih leaves us, logially, the option between either a feverishe�ort of the individual to snath what he may from a transient existene, to \live his life", as itis said, or a dispassionate and objetless servie of the rae and the individual, knowing well thatthe latter is a transient �tion of the nervous mentality and the former only a little more long-livedolletive form of the same regular nervous spasm of Matter. We work or enjoy under the impulsionof a material energy whih deeives us with the brief delusion of life or with the nobler delusion of an16



ethial aim and a mental onsummation. Materialism like spiritual Monism arrives at a Maya thatis and yet is not, - is, for it is present and ompelling, is not, for it is phenomenal and transitoryin its works. At the other end, if we stress too muh the unreality of the objetive world, we arriveby a di�erent road at similar but still more trenhant onlusions, - the �titious harater of theindividual ego, the unreality and purposelessness of human existene, the return into the Non-Beingor the relationless Absolute as the sole rational esape from the meaningless tangle of phenomenallife.And yet the question annot be solved by logi arguing on the data of our ordinary physialexistene; for in those data there is always a hiatus of experiene whih renders all argument in-onlusive. We have, normally, neither any de�nitive experiene of a osmi mind or supermind notbound up with the life of the individual body, nor, on the other hand, any �rm limit of experienewhih would justify us in supposing that our subjetive self really depends upon the physial frameand an neither survive it nor enlarge itself beyond the individual body. Only by an extension ofthe �eld of our onsiousness or an unhoped-for inrease in our instruments of knowledge an theanient quarrel be deided.The extension of our onsiousness, to be satisfying, must neessarily be an inner enlargement fromthe individual into the osmi existene. For the Witness, if he exists, is not the individual embodiedmind born in the world, but that osmi Consiousness embraing the universe and appearing as animmanent Intelligene in all its works to whih either world subsists eternally and really as Its ownative existene or else from whih it is born and into whih it disappears by an at of knowledgeor by an at of onsious power. Not organised mind, but that whih, alm and eternal, broodsequally in the living earth and the living human body and to whih mind and senses are dispensableinstruments, is the Witness of osmi existene and its Lord.The possibility of a osmi onsiousness in humanity is oming slowly to be admitted in modernPsyhology, like the possibility of more elasti instruments of knowledge, although still lassi�ed,even when its value and power are admitted, as a halluination. In the psyhology of the East ithas always been reognised as a reality and the aim of our subjetive progress. The essene of thepassage over to this goal is the exeeding of the limits imposed on us by the ego-sense and at leasta partaking, at most an identi�ation with the self-knowledge whih broods seret in all life and inall that seems to us inanimate.Entering into that Consiousness, we may ontinue to dwell, like It, upon universal existene. Thenwe beome aware, - for all our terms of onsiousness and even our sensational experiene begin tohange, - of Matter as one existene and of bodies as its formations in whih the one existeneseparates itself physially in the single body from itself in all others and again by physial meansestablishes ommuniation between these multitudinous points of its being. Mind we experienesimilarly, and Life also, as the same existene one in its multipliity, separating and reuniting itself ineah domain by means appropriate to that movement. And, if we hoose, we an proeed farther and,after passing through many linking stages, beome aware of a supermind whose universal operationis the key to all lesser ativities. Nor do we beome merely onsious of this osmi existene, butlikewise onsious in it, reeiving it in sensation, but also entering into it in awareness. In it we liveas we lived before in the ego-sense, ative, more and more in ontat, even uni�ed more and morewith other minds, other lives, other bodies than the organism we all ourselves, produing e�etsnot only on our own moral and mental being and on the subjetive being of others, but even onthe physial world and its events by means nearer to the divine than those possible to our egoistiapaity.Real then to the man who has had ontat with it or lives in it, is this osmi onsiousness, witha greater than the physial reality; real in itself, real in its e�ets and works. And as it is thus realto the world whih is its own total expression, so is the world real to it; but not as an independentexistene. For in that higher and less hampered experiene we pereive that onsiousness and17



being are not di�erent from eah other, but all being is a supreme onsiousness, all onsiousness isselfexistene, eternal in itself, real in its works and neither a dream nor an evolution. The world isreal preisely beause it exists only in onsiousness; for it is a Consious Energy one with Being thatreates it. It is the existene of material form in its own right apart from the self-illumined energywhih assumes the form, that would be a ontradition of the truth of things, a phantasmagoria, anightmare, an impossible falsehood.But this onsious Being whih is the truth of the in�nite supermind, is more than the universeand lives independently in Its own inexpressible in�nity as well as in the osmi harmonies. Worldlives by That; That does not live by the world. And as we an enter into the osmi onsiousnessand be one with all osmi existene, so we an enter into the world-transending onsiousness andbeome superior to all osmi existene. And then arises the question whih �rst ourred to us,whether this transendene is neessarily also a rejetion. What relation has this universe to theBeyond?For at the gates of the Transendent stands that mere and perfet Spirit desribed in the Upan-ishads, luminous, pure, sustaining the world but inative in it, without sinews of energy, withoutaw of duality, without sar of division, unique, idential, free from all appearane of relation and ofmultipliity, - the pure Self of the Adwaitins,3 the inative Brahman, the transendent Silene. Andthe mind when it passes those gates suddenly, without intermediate transitions, reeives a sense ofthe unreality of the world and the sole reality of the Silene whih is one of the most powerful andonvining experienes of whih the human mind is apable. Here, in the pereption of this pureSelf or of the Non-Being behind it, we have the startingpoint for a seond negation, - parallel at theother pole to the materialisti, but more omplete, more �nal, more perilous in its e�ets on theindividuals or olletivities that hear its potent all to the wilderness, - the refusal of the aseti.It is this revolt of Spirit against Matter that for two thousand years, sine Buddhism disturbedthe balane of the old Aryan world, has dominated inreasingly the Indian mind. Not that thesense of the osmi illusion is the whole of Indian thought; there are other philosophial statements,other religious aspirations. Nor has some attempt at an adjustment between the two terms beenwanting even from the most extreme philosophies. But all have lived in the shadow of the greatRefusal and the �nal end of life for all is the garb of the aseti. The general oneption of existenehas been permeated with the Buddhisti theory of the hain of Karma and with the onsequentantinomy of bondage and liberation, bondage by birth, liberation by essation from birth. Thereforeall voies are joined in one great onsensus that not in this world of the dualities an there be ourkingdom of heaven, but beyond, whether in the joys of the eternal Vrindavan4 or the high beatitude ofBrahmaloka,5 beyond all manifestations in some ine�able Nirvana6 or where all separate experieneis lost in the featureless unity of the inde�nable Existene. And through many enturies a great armyof shining witnesses, saints and teahers, names sared to Indian memory and dominant in Indianimagination, have borne always the same witness and swelled always the same lofty and distantappeal, - renuniation the sole path of knowledge, aeptation of physial life the at of the ignorant,essation from birth the right use of human birth, the all of the Spirit, the reoil from Matter.For an age out of sympathy with the aseti spirit - and throughout all the rest of the world thehour of the Anhorite may seem to have passed or to be passing - it is easy to attribute this greattrend to the failing of vital energy in an anient rae tired out by its burden, its one vast sharein the ommon advane, exhausted by its many-sided ontribution to the sum of human e�ort andhuman knowledge. But we have seen that it orresponds to a truth of existene, a state of onsious3The Vedanti Monists.4Goloka, the Vaishnava heaven of eternal Beauty and Bliss.5The highest state of pure existene, onsiousness and beatitude attainable by the soul without omplete extintionin the Inde�nable.6Extintion, not neessarily of all being, but of being as we know it; extintion of ego, desire and egoisti ationand mentality. 18



realisation whih stands at the very summit of our possibility. In pratie also the aseti spirit is anindispensable element in human perfetion and even its separate aÆrmation annot be avoided solong as the rae has not at the other end liberated its intellet and its vital habits from subjetionto an always insistent animalism.We seek indeed a larger and ompleter aÆrmation. We pereive that in the Indian aseti idealthe great Vedanti formula,\One without a seond", has not been read suÆiently in the light of that other formula equallyimperative, \All this is the Brahman". The passionate aspiration of man upward to the Divine hasnot been suÆiently related to the desending movement of the Divine leaning downward to embraeeternally Its manifestation. Its meaning in Matter has not been so well understood as Its truth inthe Spirit. The Reality whih the Sannyasin seeks has been grasped in its full height, but not, as bythe anient Vedantins, in its full extent and omprehensiveness. But in our ompleter aÆrmation wemust not minimise the part of the pure spiritual impulse. As we have seen how greatly Materialismhas served the ends of the Divine, so we must aknowledge the still greater servie rendered byAsetiism to Life. We shall preserve the truths of material Siene and its real utilities in the �nalharmony, even if many or even if all of its existing forms have to be broken or left aside. An evengreater sruple of right preservation must guide us in our dealing with the legay, however atuallydiminished or depreiated, of the Aryan past.
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Chapter 4Reality Omnipresent\If one knows Him as Brahman the Non-Being, he beomes merely the non-existent. If oneknows that Brahman Is, then is he known as the real in existene." Taittiriya Upanishad.1SINCE, then, we admit both the laim of the pure Spirit to manifest in us its absolute freedom andthe laim of universal Matter to be the mould and ondition of our manifestation, we have to �nd atruth that an entirely reonile these antagonists and an give to both their due portion in Life andtheir due justi�ation in Thought, amering neither of its rights, denying in neither the sovereigntruth from whih even its errors, even the exlusiveness of its exaggerations draw so onstant astrength. For wherever there is an extreme statement that makes suh a powerful appeal to thehuman mind, we may be sure that we are standing in the presene of no mere error, superstitionor halluination, but of some sovereign fat disguised whih demands our fealty and will avengeitself if denied or exluded. Herein lies the diÆulty of a satisfying solution and the soure of thatlak of �nality whih pursues all mere ompromises between Spirit and Matter. A ompromise is abargain, a transation of interests between two oniting powers; it is not a true reoniliation. Truereoniliation proeeds always by a mutual omprehension leading to some sort of intimate oneness.It is therefore through the utmost possible uni�ation of Spirit and Matter that we shall best arriveat their reoniling truth and so at some strongest foundation for a reoniling pratie in the innerlife of the individual and his outer existene.We have found already in the osmi onsiousness a meeting-plae where Matter beomes real toSpirit, Spirit beomes real to Matter. For in the osmi onsiousness Mind and Life are intermedi-aries and no longer, as they seem in the ordinary egoisti mentality, agents of separation, fomentersof an arti�ial quarrel between the positive and negative priniples of the same unknowable Reality.Attaining to the osmi onsiousness Mind, illuminated by a knowledge that pereives at one thetruth of Unity and the truth of Multipliity and seizes on the formulae of their interation, �ndsits own disords at one explained and reoniled by the divine Harmony; satis�ed, it onsents tobeome the agent of that supreme union between God and Life towards whih we tend. Matterreveals itself to the realising thought and to the subtilised senses as the �gure and body of Spirit,- Spirit in its self-formative extension. Spirit reveals itself through the same onsenting agents asthe soul, the truth, the essene of Matter. Both admit and onfess eah other as divine, real andessentially one. Mind and Life are dislosed in that illumination as at one �gures and instrumentsof the supreme Consious Being by whih It extends and houses Itself in material form and in thatform unveils Itself to Its multiple entres of onsiousness. Mind attains its self-ful�lment when itbeomes a pure mirror of the Truth of Being whih expresses itself in the symbols of the universe;Life, when it onsiously lends its energies to the perfet self-�guration of the Divine in ever-newforms and ativities of the universal existene.1II. 6. 21



In the light of this oneption we an pereive the possibility of a divine life for man in the worldwhih will at one justify Siene by dislosing a living sense and intelligible aim for the osmi andthe terrestrial evolution and realise by the trans�guration of the human soul into the divine the greatideal dream of all high religions.But what then of that silent Self, inative, pure, self-existent, self-enjoying, whih presented itselfto us as the abiding justi�ation of the aseti? Here also harmony and not irreonilable oppositionmust be the illuminative truth. The silent and the ative Brahman are not di�erent, opposite andirreonilable entities, the one denying, the other aÆrming a osmi illusion; they are one Brahmanin two aspets, positive and negative, and eah is neessary to the other. It is out of this Silene thatthe Word whih reates the worlds for ever proeeds; for the Word expresses that whih is self-hiddenin the Silene. It is an eternal passivity whih makes possible the perfet freedom and omnipoteneof an eternal divine ativity in innumerable osmi systems. For the beomings of that ativity derivetheir energies and their illimitable poteny of variation and harmony from the impartial support ofthe immutable Being, its onsent to this in�nite feundity of its own dynami Nature.Man, too, beomes perfet only when he has found within himself that absolute alm and passivityof the Brahman and supports by it with the same divine tolerane and the same divine bliss a freeand inexhaustible ativity. Those who have thus possessed the Calm within an pereive alwayswelling out from its silene the perennial supply of the energies that work in the universe. It is not,therefore, the truth of the Silene to say that it is in its nature a rejetion of the osmi ativity.The apparent inompatibility of the two states is an error of the limited Mind whih, austomedto trenhant oppositions of aÆrmation and denial and passing suddenly from one pole to the other,is unable to oneive of a omprehensive onsiousness vast and strong enough to inlude both in asimultaneous embrae. The Silene does not rejet the world; it sustains it. Or rather it supportswith an equal impartiality the ativity and the withdrawal from the ativity and approves also thereoniliation by whih the soul remains free and still even while it lends itself to all ation.But, still, there is the absolute withdrawal, there is the Non-Being. Out of the Non-Being, says theanient Sripture, Being appeared.2 Then into the Non-Being it must surely sink again. If the in�niteindisriminate Existene permits all possibilities of disrimination and multiple realisation, does notthe Non-Being at least, as primal state and sole onstant reality, negate and rejet all possibility ofa real universe? The Nihil of ertain Buddhist shools would then be the true aseti solution; theSelf, like the ego, would be only an ideative formation by an illusory phenomenal onsiousness.But again we �nd that we are being misled by words, deeived by the trenhant oppositions ofour limited mentality with its fond reliane on verbal distintions as if they perfetly representedultimate truths and its rendering of our supramental experienes in the sense of those intolerantdistintions. Non-Being is only a word. When we examine the fat it represents, we an no longerbe sure that absolute non-existene has any better hane than the in�nite Self of being more thanan ideative formation of the mind. We really mean by this Nothing something beyond the last termto whih we an redue our purest oneption and our most abstrat or subtle experiene of atualbeing as we know or oneive it while in this universe. This Nothing then is merely a somethingbeyond positive oneption. We eret a �tion of nothingness in order to overpass, by the methodof total exlusion, all that we an know and onsiously are. Atually when we examine losely theNihil of ertain philosophies, we begin to pereive that it is a zero whih is All or an inde�nableIn�nite whih appears to the mind a blank, beause mind grasps only �nite onstrutions, but is infat the only true Existene.32In the beginning all this was the Non-Being. It was thene that Being was born. - Taittiriya Upanishad, II. 7.3Another Upanishad rejets the birth of being out of Non-Being as an impossibility; Being, it says, an only beborn from Being. But if we take Non-Being in the sense, not of an inexistent Nihil but of an x whih exeeds our ideaor experiene of existene, - a sense appliable to the Absolute Brahman of the Adwaita as well as the Void or Zero ofthe Buddhists, - the impossibility disappears, for That may very well be the soure of being, whether by a oneptualor formative Maya or a manifestation or reation out of itself.22



And when we say that out of Non-Being Being appeared, we pereive that we are speaking interms of Time about that whih is beyond Time. For what was that portentous date in the historyof eternal Nothing on whih Being was born out of it or when will ome that other date equallyformidable on whih an unreal all will relapse into the perpetual void? Sat and Asat, if they haveboth to be aÆrmed, must be oneived as if they obtained simultaneously. They permit eah othereven though they refuse to mingle. Both, sine we must speak in terms of Time, are eternal. Andwho shall persuade eternal Being that it does not really exist and only eternal Non-Being is? In suha negation of all experiene how shall we �nd the solution that explains all experiene?Pure Being is the aÆrmation by the Unknowable of Itself as the free base of all osmi existene.We give the name of Non-Being to a ontrary aÆrmation of Its freedom from all osmi existene, -freedom, that is to say, from all positive terms of atual existene whih onsiousness in the universean formulate to itself, even from the most abstrat, even from the most transendent. It does notdeny them as a real expression of Itself, but It denies Its limitation by all expression or any expressionwhatsoever. The Non-Being permits the Being, even as the Silene permits the Ativity. By thissimultaneous negation and aÆrmation, not mutually destrutive, but omplementary to eah otherlike all ontraries, the simultaneous awareness of onsious Self-being as a reality and the Unknowablebeyond as the same Reality beomes realisable to the awakened human soul. Thus was it possiblefor the Buddha to attain the state of Nirvana and yet at puissantly in the world, impersonal in hisinner onsiousness, in his ation the most powerful personality that we know of as having lived andprodued results upon earth.When we ponder on these things, we begin to pereive how feeble in their self-assertive violeneand how onfusing in their misleading distintness are the words that we use. We begin also topereive that the limitations we impose on the Brahman arise from a narrowness of experiene in theindividual mind whih onentrates itself on one aspet of the Unknowable and proeeds forthwithto deny or disparage all the rest. We tend always to translate too rigidly what we an oneive orknow of the Absolute into the terms of our own partiular relativity. We aÆrm the One and Identialby passionately disriminating and asserting the egoism of our own opinions and partial experienesagainst the opinions and partial experienes of others. It is wiser to wait, to learn, to grow, and, sinewe are obliged for the sake of our self-perfetion to speak of these things whih no human speeh anexpress, to searh for the widest, the most exible, the most atholi aÆrmation possible and foundon it the largest and most omprehensive harmony.We reognise, then, that it is possible for the onsiousness in the individual to enter into a state inwhih relative existene appears to be dissolved and even Self seems to be an inadequate oneption.It is possible to pass into a Silene beyond the Silene. But this is not the whole of our ultimateexperiene, nor the single and all-exluding truth. For we �nd that this Nirvana, this self-extintion,while it gives an absolute peae and freedom to the soul within is yet onsistent in pratie with adesireless but e�etive ation without. This possibility of an entire motionless impersonality and voidCalm within doing outwardly the works of the eternal verities, Love, Truth and Righteousness, wasperhaps the real gist of the Buddha's teahing, - this superiority to ego and to the hain of personalworkings and to the identi�ation with mutable form and idea, not the petty ideal of an esape fromthe trouble and su�ering of the physial birth. In any ase, as the perfet man would ombine inhimself the silene and the ativity, so also would the ompletely onsious soul reah bak to theabsolute freedom of the Non-Being without therefore losing its hold on Existene and the universe. Itwould thus reprodue in itself perpetually the eternal mirale of the divine Existene, in the universe,yet always beyond it and even, as it were, beyond itself. The opposite experiene ould only be aonentration of mentality in the individual upon Non-existene with the result of an oblivion andpersonal withdrawal from a osmi ativity still and always proeeding in the onsiousness of theEternal Being.Thus, after reoniling Spirit and Matter in the osmi onsiousness, we pereive the reonilia-tion, in the transendental onsiousness, of the �nal assertion of all and its negation. We disover23



that all aÆrmations are assertions of status or ativity in the Unknowable; all the orrespondingnegations are assertions of Its freedom both from and in that status or ativity. The Unknowableis Something to us supreme, wonderful and ine�able whih ontinually formulates Itself to our on-siousness and ontinually esapes from the formulation It has made. This it does not as somemaliious spirit or freakish magiian leading us from falsehood to greater falsehood and so to a �nalnegation of all things, but as even here the Wise beyond our wisdom guiding us from reality to everprofounder and vaster reality until we �nd the profoundest and vastest of whih we are apable. Anomnipresent reality is the Brahman, not an omnipresent ause of persistent illusions.If we thus aept a positive basis for our harmony - and on what other an harmony be founded?- the various oneptual formulations of the Unknowable, eah of them representing a truth beyondoneption, must be understood as far as possible in their relation to eah other and in their e�etupon life, not separately, not exlusively, not so aÆrmed as to destroy or unduly diminish all otheraÆrmations. The real Monism, the true Adwaita, is that whih admits all things as the one Brahmanand does not seek to biset Its existene into two inompatible entities, an eternal Truth and an eternalFalsehood, Brahman and not-Brahman, Self and not-Self, a real Self and an unreal, yet perpetualMaya. If it be true that the Self alone exists, it must be also true that all is the Self. And if this Self,God or Brahman is no helpless state, no bounded power, no limited personality, but the self-onsientAll, there must be some good and inherent reason in it for the manifestation, to disover whih wemust proeed on the hypothesis of some poteny, some wisdom, some truth of being in all that ismanifested. The disord and apparent evil of the world must in their sphere be admitted, but notaepted as our onquerors. The deepest instint of humanity seeks always and seeks wisely wisdomas the last word of the universal manifestation, not an eternal mokery and illusion, - a seret and�nally triumphant good, not an all-reative and invinible evil, - an ultimate vitory and ful�lment,not the disappointed reoil of the soul from its great adventure.For we annot suppose that the sole Entity is ompelled by something outside or other than Itself,sine no suh thing exists. Nor an we suppose that It submits unwillingly to something partialwithin Itself whih is hostile to its whole Being, denied by It and yet too strong for It; for thiswould be only to eret in other language the same ontradition of an All and something other thanthe All. Even if we say that the universe exists merely beause the Self in its absolute impartialitytolerates all things alike, viewing with indi�erene all atualities and all possibilities, yet is theresomething that wills the manifestation and supports it, and this annot be something other thanthe All. Brahman is indivisible in all things and whatever is willed in the world has been ultimatelywilled by the Brahman. It is only our relative onsiousness, alarmed or ba�ed by the phenomenaof evil, ignorane and pain in the osmos, that seeks to deliver the Brahman from responsibilityfor Itself and its workings by ereting some opposite priniple, Maya or Mara, onsious Devil orself-existent priniple of evil. There is one Lord and Self and the many are only His representationsand beomings.If then the world is a dream or an illusion or a mistake, it is a dream originated and willed by theSelf in its totality and not only originated and willed, but supported and perpetually entertained.Moreover, it is a dream existing in a Reality and the stu� of whih it is made is that Reality, forBrahman must be the material of the world as well as its base and ontinent. If the gold of whihthe vessel is made is real, how shall we suppose that the vessel itself is a mirage? We see that thesewords, dream, illusion, are triks of speeh, habits of our relative onsiousness; they represent aertain truth, even a great truth, but they also misrepresent it. Just as Non-Being turns out tobe other than mere nullity, so the osmi Dream turns out to be other than mere phantasm andhalluination of the mind. Phenomenon is not phantasm; phenomenon is the substantial form of aTruth.We start, then, with the oneption of an omnipresent Reality of whih neither the Non-Being atthe one end nor the universe at the other are negations that annul; they are rather di�erent states ofthe Reality, obverse and reverse aÆrmations. The highest experiene of this Reality in the universe24



shows it to be not only a onsious Existene, but a supreme Intelligene and Fore and a self-existent Bliss; and beyond the universe it is still some other unknowable existene, some utter andine�able Bliss. Therefore we are justi�ed in supposing that even the dualities of the universe, wheninterpreted not as now by our sensational and partial oneptions, but by our liberated intelligeneand experiene, will be also resolved into those highest terms. While we still labour under the stressof the dualities, this pereption must no doubt onstantly support itself on an at of faith, but afaith whih the highest Reason, the widest and most patient reetion do not deny, but rather aÆrm.This reed is given, indeed, to humanity to support it on its journey, until it arrives at a stage ofdevelopment when faith will be turned into knowledge and perfet experiene and Wisdom will bejusti�ed of her works.
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Chapter 5The Destiny of the Individual\By the Ignorane they ross beyond Death and by the Knowledge enjoy Immortality. . . .By the Non-Birth they ross beyond Death and by the Birth enjoy Immortality."Isha Upanishad.1AN OMNIPRESENT Reality is the truth of all life and existene whether absolute or relative,whether orporeal or inorporeal, whether animate or inanimate, whether intelligent or unintelligent;and in all its in�nitely varying and even onstantly opposed self-expressions, from the ontraditionsnearest to our ordinary experiene to those remotest antinomies whih lose themselves on the vergesof the Ine�able, the Reality is one and not a sum or onourse. From that all variations begin, inthat all variations onsist, to that all variations return. All aÆrmations are denied only to lead to awider aÆrmation of the same Reality. All antinomies onfront eah other in order to reognise oneTruth in their opposed aspets and embrae by the way of onit their mutual Unity. Brahman isthe Alpha and the Omega. Brahman is the One besides whom there is nothing else existent.But this unity is in its nature inde�nable. When we seek to envisage it by the mind we areompelled to proeed through an in�nite series of oneptions and experienes. And yet in the endwe are obliged to negate our largest oneptions, our most omprehensive experienes in order toaÆrm that the Reality exeeds all de�nitions. We arrive at the formula of the Indian sages, neti neti,\It is not this, It is not that", there is no experiene by whih we an limit It, there is no oneptionby whih It an be de�ned.An Unknowable whih appears to us in many states and attributes of being, in many forms ofonsiousness, in many ativities of energy, this is what Mind an ultimately say about the existenewhih we ourselves are and whih we see in all that is presented to our thought and senses. It isin and through those states, those forms, those ativities that we have to approah and know theUnknowable. But if in our haste to arrive at a Unity that our mind an seize and hold, if in ourinsistene to on�ne the In�nite in our embrae we identify the Reality with any one de�nable stateof being however pure and eternal, with any partiular attribute however general and omprehensive,with any �xed formulation of onsiousness however vast in its sope, with any energy or ativityhowever boundless its appliation, and if we exlude all the rest, then our thoughts sin against Itsunknowableness and arrive not at a true unity but at a division of the Indivisible.So strongly was this truth pereived in the anient times that the Vedanti Seers, even afterthey had arrived at the rowning idea, the onvining experiene of Sahhidananda as the highestpositive expression of the Reality to our onsiousness, ereted in their speulations or went on intheir pereptions to an Asat, a Non-Being beyond, whih is not the ultimate existene, the pureonsiousness, the in�nite bliss of whih all our experienes are the expression or the deformation.1Verses 11, 14. 27



If at all an existene, a onsiousness, a bliss, it is beyond the highest and purest positive form ofthese things that here we an possess and other therefore than what here we know by these names.Buddhism, somewhat arbitrarily delared by the theologians to be an un-Vedi dotrine beauseit rejeted the authority of the Sriptures, yet goes bak to this essentially Vedanti oneption.Only, the positive and syntheti teahing of the Upanishads beheld Sat and Asat not as oppositesdestrutive of eah other, but as the last antinomy through whih we look up to the Unknowable.And in the transations of our positive onsiousness, even Unity has to make its aount withMultipliity; for the Many also are Brahman. It is by Vidya, the Knowledge of the Oneness, that weknow God; without it Avidya, the relative and multiple onsiousness, is a night of darkness and adisorder of Ignorane. Yet if we exlude the �eld of that Ignorane, if we get rid of Avidya as if itwere a thing non-existent and unreal, then Knowledge itself beomes a sort of obsurity and a soureof imperfetion. We beome as men blinded by a light so that we an no longer see the �eld whihthat light illumines.Suh is the teahing, alm, wise and lear, of our most anient sages. They had the patiene andthe strength to �nd and to know; they had also the larity and humility to admit the limitation ofour knowledge. They pereived the borders where it has to pass into something beyond itself. It wasa later impatiene of heart and mind, vehement attration to an ultimate bliss or high masterfulnessof pure experiene and trenhant intelligene whih sought the One to deny the Many and beauseit had reeived the breath of the heights sorned or reoiled from the seret of the depths. But thesteady eye of the anient wisdom pereived that to know God really, it must know Him everywhereequally and without distintion, onsidering and valuing but not mastered by the oppositions throughwhih He shines.We will put aside then the trenhant distintions of a partial logi whih delares that beausethe One is the reality, the Many are an illusion, and beause the Absolute is Sat, the one existene,the relative is Asat and non-existent. If in the Many we pursue insistently the One, it is to returnwith the benedition and the revelation of the One on�rming itself in the Many.We will guard ourselves also against the exessive importane that the mind attahes to partiularpoints of view at whih it arrives in its more powerful expansions and transitions. The pereptionof the spiritualised mind that the universe is an unreal dream an have no more absolute a valueto us than the pereption of the materialised mind that God and the Beyond are an illusory idea.In the one ase the mind, habituated only to the evidene of the senses and assoiating reality withorporeal fat, is either unaustomed to use other means of knowledge or unable to extend thenotion of reality to a supraphysial experiene. In the other ase the same mind, passing beyond tothe overwhelming experiene of an inorporeal reality, simply transfers the same inability and thesame onsequent sense of dream or halluination to the experiene of the senses. But we pereivealso the truth that these two oneptions dis�gure. It is true that for this world of form in whihwe are set for our selfrealisation, nothing is entirely valid until it has possessed itself of our physialonsiousness and manifested on the lowest levels in harmony with its manifestation on the highestsummits. It is equally true that form and matter asserting themselves as a selfexistent reality are anillusion of Ignorane. Form and matter an be valid only as shape and substane of manifestationfor the inorporeal and immaterial. They are in their nature an at of divine onsiousness, in theiraim the representation of a status of the Spirit.In other words, if Brahman has entered into form and represented Its being in material substane,it an only be to enjoy self-manifestation in the �gures of relative and phenomenal onsiousness.Brahman is in this world to represent Itself in the values of Life. Life exists in Brahman in orderto disover Brahman in itself. Therefore man's importane in the world is that he gives to it thatdevelopment of onsiousness in whih its trans�guration by a perfet self-disovery beomes possible.To ful�l God in life is man's manhood. He starts from the animal vitality and its ativities, but adivine existene is his objetive. 28



But as in Thought, so in Life, the true rule of self-realisation is a progressive omprehension.Brahman expresses Itself in many suessive forms of onsiousness, suessive in their relation evenif oexistent in being or oeval in Time, and Life in its self-unfolding must also rise to ever-newprovines of its own being. But if in passing from one domain to another we renoune what hasalready been given us from eagerness for our new attainment, if in reahing the mental life weast away or belittle the physial life whih is our basis, or if we rejet the mental and physialin our attration to the spiritual, we do not ful�l God integrally, nor satisfy the onditions of Hisselfmanifestation. We do not beome perfet, but only shift the �eld of our imperfetion or at mostattain a limited altitude. However high we may limb, even though it be to the Non-Being itself, welimb ill if we forget our base. Not to abandon the lower to itself, but to trans�gure it in the lightof the higher to whih we have attained, is true divinity of nature. Brahman is integral and uni�esmany states of onsiousness at a time; we also, manifesting the nature of Brahman, should beomeintegral and all-embraing.Besides the reoil from the physial life, there is another exaggeration of the aseti impulse whihthis ideal of an integral manifestation orrets. The nodus of Life is the relation between threegeneral forms of onsiousness, the individual, the universal and the transendent or supraosmi.In the ordinary distribution of life's ativities the individual regards himself as a separate beinginluded in the universe and both as dependent upon that whih transends alike the universe andthe individual. It is to this Transendene that we give urrently the name of God, who thus beomesto our oneptions not so muh supraosmi as extra-osmi. The belittling and degradation of boththe individual and the universe is a natural onsequene of this division: the essation of both osmosand individual by the attainment of the Transendene would be logially its supreme onlusion.The integral view of the unity of Brahman avoids these onsequenes. Just as we need not giveup the bodily life to attain to the mental and spiritual, so we an arrive at a point of view wherethe preservation of the individual ativities is no longer inonsistent with our omprehension ofthe osmi onsiousness or our attainment to the transendent and supraosmi. For the World-Transendent embraes the universe, is one with it and does not exlude it, even as the universeembraes the individual, is one with him and does not exlude him. The individual is a entre of thewhole universal onsiousness; the universe is a form and de�nition whih is oupied by the entireimmanene of the Formless and Inde�nable.This is always the true relation, veiled from us by our ignorane or our wrong onsiousness ofthings. When we attain to knowledge or right onsiousness, nothing essential in the eternal relationis hanged, but only the inview and the outview from the individual entre is profoundly modi�edand onsequently also the spirit and e�et of its ativity. The individual is still neessary to theation of the Transendent in the universe and that ation in him does not ease to be possibleby his illumination. On the ontrary, sine the onsious manifestation of the Transendent in theindividual is the means by whih the olletive, the universal is also to beome onsious of itself,the ontinuation of the illumined individual in the ation of the world is an imperative need of theworld-play. If his inexorable removal through the very at of illumination is the law, then the worldis ondemned to remain eternally the sene of unredeemed darkness, death and su�ering. And suha world an only be a ruthless ordeal or a mehanial illusion.It is so that aseti philosophy tends to oneive it. But individual salvation an have no realsense if existene in the osmos is itself an illusion. In the Monisti view the individual soul is onewith the Supreme, its sense of separateness an ignorane, esape from the sense of separateness andidentity with the Supreme its salvation. But who then pro�ts by this esape? Not the supreme Self,for it is supposed to be always and inalienably free, still, silent, pure. Not the world, for that remainsonstantly in the bondage and is not freed by the esape of any individual soul from the universalIllusion. It is the individual soul itself whih e�ets its supreme good by esaping from the sorrowand the division into the peae and the bliss. There would seem then to be some kind of reality ofthe individual soul as distint from the world and from the Supreme even in the event of freedom and29



illumination. But for the Illusionist the individual soul is an illusion and non-existent exept in theinexpliable mystery of Maya. Therefore we arrive at the esape of an illusory nonexistent soul froman illusory non-existent bondage in an illusory non-existent world as the supreme good whih thatnon-existent soul has to pursue! For this is the last word of the Knowledge, \There is none bound,none freed, none seeking to be free." Vidya turns out to be as muh a part of the Phenomenal asAvidya; Maya meets us even in our esape and laughs at the triumphant logi whih seemed to utthe knot of her mystery.These things, it is said, annot be explained; they are the initial and insoluble mirale. They arefor us a pratial fat and have to be aepted. We have to esape by a onfusion out of a onfusion.The individual soul an only ut the knot of ego by a supreme at of egoism, an exlusive attahmentto its own individual salvation whih amounts to an absolute assertion of its separate existene inMaya. We are led to regard other souls as if they were �gments of our mind and their salvationunimportant, our soul alone as if it were entirely real and its salvation the one thing that matters.I ome to regard my personal esape from bondage as real while other souls who are equally myselfremain behind in the bondage!It is only when we put aside all irreonilable antinomy between Self and the world that things fallinto their plae by a less paradoxial logi. We must aept the many-sidedness of the manifestationeven while we assert the unity of the Manifested. And is not this after all the truth that pursuesus wherever we ast our eyes, unless seeing we hoose not to see? Is not this after all the perfetlynatural and simple mystery of Consious Being that It is bound neither by Its unity nor by Itsmultipliity? It is \absolute" in the sense of being entirely free to inlude and arrange in Its ownway all possible terms of Its self-expression. There is none bound, none freed, none seeking to befree, - for always That is a perfet freedom. It is so free that It is not even bound by Its liberty. Itan play at being bound without inurring a real bondage. Its hain is a self-imposed onvention,Its limitation in the ego a transitional devie that It uses in order to repeat Its transendene anduniversality in the sheme of the individual Brahman.The Transendent, the Supraosmi is absolute and free in Itself beyond Time and Spae andbeyond the oneptual opposites of �nite and in�nite. But in osmos It uses Its liberty of self-formation, Its Maya, to make a sheme of Itself in the omplementary terms of unity and multipliity,and this multiple unity It establishes in the three onditions of the subonsient, the onsient andthe superonsient. For atually we see that the Many objetivised in form in our material universestart with a subonsious unity whih expresses itself openly enough in osmi ation and osmisubstane, but of whih they are not themselves super�ially aware. In the onsient the ego beomesthe super�ial point at whih the awareness of unity an emerge; but it applies its pereption ofunity to the form and surfae ation and, failing to take aount of all that operates behind, failsalso to realise that it is not only one in itself but one with others. This limitation of the universal\I" in the divided egosense onstitutes our imperfet individualised personality. But when the egotransends the personal onsiousness, it begins to inlude and be overpowered by that whih is tous superonsious; it beomes aware of the osmi unity and enters into the Transendent Self whihhere osmos expresses by a multiple oneness.The liberation of the individual soul is therefore the keynote of the de�nitive divine ation; itis the primary divine neessity and the pivot on whih all else turns. It is the point of Light atwhih the intended omplete self-manifestation in the Many begins to emerge. But the liberatedsoul extends its pereption of unity horizontally as well as vertially. Its unity with the transendentOne is inomplete without its unity with the osmi Many. And that lateral unity translates itselfby a multipliation, a reprodution of its own liberated state at other points in the Multipliity.The divine soul reprodues itself in similar liberated souls as the animal reprodues itself in similarbodies. Therefore, whenever even a single soul is liberated, there is a tendeny to an extension andeven to an outburst of the same divine self-onsiousness in other individual souls of our terrestrialhumanity and, - who knows? - perhaps even beyond the terrestrial onsiousness. Where shall we30



�x the limit of that extension? Is it altogether a legend whih says of the Buddha that as he stoodon the threshold of Nirvana, of the Non-Being, his soul turned bak and took the vow never to makethe irrevoable rossing so long as there was a single being upon earth undelivered from the knot ofthe su�ering, from the bondage of the ego?But we an attain to the highest without blotting ourselves out from the osmi extension. Brah-man preserves always Its two terms of liberty within and of formation without, of expression and offreedom from the expression. We also, being That, an attain to the same divine self-possession. Theharmony of the two tendenies is the ondition of all life that aims at being really divine. Libertypursued by exlusion of the thing exeeded leads along the path of negation to the refusal of thatwhih God has aepted. Ativity pursued by absorption in the at and the energy leads to an inferioraÆrmation and the denial of the Highest. But what God ombines and synthetises, wherefore shouldman insist on divoring? To be perfet as He is perfet is the ondition of His integral attainment.Through Avidya, the Multipliity, lies our path out of the transitional egoisti self-expressionin whih death and su�ering predominate; through Vidya onsenting with Avidya by the perfetsense of oneness even in that multipliity, we enjoy integrally the immortality and the beatitude. Byattaining to the Unborn beyond all beoming we are liberated from this lower birth and death; byaepting the Beoming freely as the Divine, we invade mortality with the immortal beatitude andbeome luminous entres of its onsious self-expression in humanity.
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Chapter 6Man in the Universe\The Soul of man, a traveller, wanders in this yle of Brahman, huge, a totality of lives, atotality of states, thinking itself di�erent from the Impeller of the journey. Aepted by Him,it attains its goal of Immortality." Swetaswatara Upanishad.1THE PROGRESSIVE revelation of a great, a transendent, a luminous Reality with the multi-tudinous relativities of this world that we see and those other worlds that we do not see as meansand material, ondition and �eld, this would seem then to be the meaning of the universe, - sinemeaning and aim it has and is neither a purposeless illusion nor a fortuitous aident. For the samereasoning whih leads us to onlude that world-existene is not a deeptive trik of Mind, justi�esequally the ertainty that it is no blindly and helplessly self-existent mass of separate phenomenalexistenes linging together and struggling together as best they an in their orbit through eternity,no tremendous self-reation and self-impulsion of an ignorant Fore without any seret Intelligenewithin aware of its starting-point and its goal and guiding its proess and its motion. An existene,wholly self-aware and therefore entirely master of itself, possesses the phenomenal being in whih itis involved, realises itself in form, unfolds itself in the individual.That luminous Emergene is the dawn whih the Aryan forefathers worshipped. Its ful�lledperfetion is that highest step of the world-pervading Vishnu whih they beheld as if an eye of visionextended in the purest heavens of the Mind. For it exists already as an all-revealing and all-guidingTruth of things whih wathes over the world and attrats mortal man, �rst without the knowledgeof his onsious mind, by the general marh of Nature, but at last onsiously by a progressiveawakening and self-enlargement, to his divine asension. The asent to the divine Life is the humanjourney, the Work of works, the aeptable Sari�e. This alone is man's real business in the worldand the justi�ation of his existene, without whih he would be only an inset rawling among otherephemeral insets on a spek of surfae mud and water whih has managed to form itself amid theappalling immensities of the physial universe.This Truth of things that has to emerge out of the phenomenal world's ontraditions is delaredto be an in�nite Bliss and self-onsious Existene, the same everywhere, in all things, in all timesand beyond Time, and aware of itself behind all these phenomena by whose intensest vibrations ofativity or by whose largest totality it an never be entirely expressed or in any way limited; for itis self-existent and does not depend for its being upon its manifestations. They represent it, but donot exhaust it; point to it, but do not reveal it. It is revealed only to itself within their forms. Theonsious existene involved in the form omes, as it evolves, to know itself by intuition, by self-vision,by self-experiene. It beomes itself in the world by knowing itself; it knows itself by beoming itself.Thus possessed of itself inwardly, it imparts also to its forms and modes the onsious delight of1I. 6. 33



Sahhidananda. This beoming of the in�nite Bliss-Existene-Consiousness in mind and life andbody, - for independent of them it exists eternally, - is the trans�guration intended and the utilityof individual existene. Through the individual it manifests in relation even as of itself it exists inidentity.The Unknowable knowing itself as Sahhidananda is the one supreme aÆrmation of Vedanta; itontains all the others or on it they depend. This is the one veritable experiene that remains whenall appearanes have been aounted for negatively by the elimination of their shapes and overingsor positively by the redution of their names and forms to the onstant truth that they ontain. Forful�lment of life or for transendene of life, and whether purity, alm and freedom in the spirit be ouraim or puissane, joy and perfetion, Sahhidananda is the unknown, omnipresent, indispensableterm for whih the human onsiousness, whether in knowledge and sentiment or in sensation andation, is eternally seeking.The universe and the individual are the two essential appearanes into whih the Unknowabledesends and through whih it has to be approahed; for other intermediate olletivities are bornonly of their interation. This desent of the supreme Reality is in its nature a self-onealing;and in the desent there are suessive levels, in the onealing suessive veils. Neessarily, therevelation takes the form of an asent; and neessarily also the asent and the revelation are bothprogressive. For eah suessive level in the desent of the Divine is to man a stage in an asension;eah veil that hides the unknown God beomes for the God-lover and God-seeker an instrument ofHis unveiling. Out of the rhythmi slumber of material Nature unonsious of the Soul and the Ideathat maintain the ordered ativities of her energy even in her dumb and mighty material trane, theworld struggles into the more quik, varied and disordered rhythm of Life labouring on the vergesof self-onsiousness. Out of Life it struggles upward into Mind in whih the unit beomes awake toitself and its world, and in that awakening the universe gains the leverage it required for its supremework, it gains self-onsious individuality. But Mind takes up the work to ontinue, not to ompleteit. It is a labourer of aute but limited intelligene who takes the onfused materials o�ered by Lifeand, having improved, adapted, varied, lassi�ed aording to its power, hands them over to thesupreme Artist of our divine manhood. That Artist dwells in supermind; for supermind is superman.Therefore our world has yet to limb beyond Mind to a higher priniple, a higher status, a higherdynamism in whih universe and individual beome aware of and possess that whih they both areand therefore stand explained to eah other, in harmony with eah other, uni�ed.The disorders of life and mind ease by diserning the seret of a more perfet order than thephysial. Matter below life and mind ontains in itself the balane between a perfet poise oftranquillity and the ation of an immeasurable energy, but does not possess that whih it ontains.Its peae wears the dull mask of an obsure inertia, a sleep of unonsiousness or rather of a druggedand imprisoned onsiousness. Driven by a fore whih is its real self but whose sense it annot yetseize nor share, it has not the awakened joy of its own harmonious energies.Life and mind awaken to the sense of this want in the form of a striving and seeking ignoraneand a troubled and ba�ed desire whih are the �rst steps towards self-knowledge and sel�ul�lment.But where then is the kingdom of their self-ful�lling? It omes to them by the exeeding of them-selves. Beyond life and mind we reover onsiously in its divine truth that whih the balane ofmaterial Nature grossly represented, - a tranquillity whih is neither inertia nor a sealed trane ofonsiousness but the onentration of an absolute fore and an absolute selfawareness, and an a-tion of immeasurable energy whih is at the same time an out-thrilling of ine�able bliss beause itsevery at is the expression, not of a want and an ignorant straining, but of an absolute peae andself-mastery. In that attainment our ignorane realises the light of whih it was a darkened or apartial reetion; our desires ease in the plenitude and ful�lment towards whih even in their mostbrute material forms they were an obsure and fallen aspiration.The universe and the individual are neessary to eah other in their asent. Always indeed they34



exist for eah other and pro�t by eah other. Universe is a di�usion of the divine All in in�niteSpae and Time, the individual its onentration within limits of Spae and Time. Universe seeks inin�nite extension the divine totality it feels itself to be but annot entirely realise; for in extensionexistene drives at a pluralisti sum of itself whih an neither be the primal nor the �nal unit, butonly a reurring deimal without end or beginning. Therefore it reates in itself a self-onsiousonentration of the All through whih it an aspire. In the onsious individual Prakriti turns bakto pereive Purusha, World seeks after Self; God having entirely beome Nature, Nature seeks tobeome progressively God.On the other hand it is by means of the universe that the individual is impelled to realise himself.Not only is it his foundation, his means, his �eld, the stu� of the divine Work; but also, sine theonentration of the universal Life whih he is takes plae within limits and is not like the intensiveunity of Brahman free from all oneption of bound and term, he must neessarily universalise andimpersonalise himself in order to manifest the divine All whih is his reality. Yet is he alled upon topreserve, even when he most extends himself in universality of onsiousness, a mysterious transen-dent something of whih his sense of personality gives him an obsure and egoisti representation.Otherwise he has missed his goal, the problem set to him has not been solved, the divine work forwhih he aepted birth has not been done.The universe omes to the individual as Life, - a dynamism the entire seret of whih he hasto master and a mass of olliding results, a whirl of potential energies out of whih he has todisengage some supreme order and some yet unrealised harmony. This is after all the real sense ofman's progress. It is not merely a restatement in slightly di�erent terms of what physial Naturehas already aomplished. Nor an the ideal of human life be simply the animal repeated on ahigher sale of mentality. Otherwise, any system or order whih assured a tolerable well-being and amoderate mental satisfation would have stayed our advane. The animal is satis�ed with a modiumof neessity; the gods are ontent with their splendours. But man annot rest permanently until hereahes some highest good. He is the greatest of living beings beause he is the most disontented,beause he feels most the pressure of limitations. He alone, perhaps, is apable of being seized bythe divine frenzy for a remote ideal.To the Life-Spirit, therefore, the individual in whom its potentialities entre is pre-eminently Man,the Purusha. It is the Son of Man who is supremely apable of inarnating God. This Man is theManu, the thinker, the Manomaya Purusha, mental person or soul in mind of the anient sages. Nomere superior mammal is he, but a oneptive soul basing itself on the animal body in Matter. He isonsious Name or Numen aepting and utilising form as a medium through whih Person an dealwith substane. The animal life emerging out of Matter is only the inferior term of his existene.The life of thought, feeling, will, onsious impulsion, that whih we name in its totality Mind, thatwhih strives to seize upon Matter and its vital energies and subjet them to the law of its ownprogressive transformation, is the middle term in whih he takes his e�etual station. But there isequally a supreme term whih Mind in man searhes after so that having found he may aÆrm it inhis mental and bodily existene. This pratial aÆrmation of something essentially superior to hispresent self is the basis of the divine life in the human being.Awakened to a profounder self-knowledge than his �rst mental idea of himself, Man begins tooneive some formula and to pereive some appearane of the thing that he has to aÆrm. But itappears to him as if poised between two negations of itself. If, beyond his present attainment, hepereives or is touhed by the power, light, bliss of a self-onsious in�nite existene and translateshis thought or his experiene of it into terms onvenient for his mentality, - In�nity, Omnisiene,Omnipotene, Immortality, Freedom, Love, Beatitude, God, - yet does this sun of his seeing appearto shine between a double Night, - a darkness below, a mightier darkness beyond. For when he strivesto know it utterly, it seems to pass into something whih neither any one of these terms nor the sumof them an at all represent. His mind at last negates God for a Beyond, or at least it seems to �ndGod transending Himself, denying Himself to the oneption. Here also, in the world, in himself,35



and around himself, he is met always by the opposites of his aÆrmation. Death is ever with him,limitation invests his being and his experiene, error, inonsiene, weakness, inertia, grief, pain, evilare onstant oppressors of his e�ort. Here also he is driven to deny God, or at least the Divine seemsto negate or to hide itself in some appearane or outome whih is other than its true and eternalreality.And the terms of this denial are not, like that other and remoter negation, inoneivable andtherefore naturally mysterious, unknowable to his mind, but appear to be knowable, known, de�nite,- and still mysterious. He knows not what they are, why they exist, how they ame into being. Hesees their proesses as they a�et and appear to him; he annot fathom their essential reality.Perhaps they are unfathomable, perhaps they also are really unknowable in their essene? Or,it may be, they have no essential reality, - are an illusion, Asat, non-being. The superior Negationappears to us sometimes as a Nihil, a Non-Existene; this inferior negation may also be, in its essene,a Nihil, a nonexistene. But as we have already put away from us this evasion of the diÆulty withregard to that higher, so also we disard it for this inferior Asat. To deny entirely its reality or toseek an esape from it as a mere disastrous illusion is to put away from us the problem and to shunour work. For Life, these things that seem to deny God, to be the opposites of Sahhidananda, arereal, even if they turn out to be temporary. They and their opposites, good, knowledge, joy, pleasure,life, survival, strength, power, inrease, are the very material of her workings.It is probable indeed that they are the result or rather the inseparable aompaniments, not of anillusion, but of a wrong relation, wrong beause it is founded on a false view of what the individualis in the universe and therefore a false attitude both towards God and Nature, towards self andenvironment. Beause that whih he has beome is out of harmony both with what the world ofhis habitation is and what he himself should be and is to be, therefore man is subjet to theseontraditions of the seret Truth of things. In that ase they are not the punishment of a fall, butthe onditions of a progress. They are the �rst elements of the work he has to ful�l, the prie he hasto pay for the rown whih he hopes to win, the narrow way by whih Nature esapes out of Matterinto onsiousness; they are at one her ransom and her stok.For out of these false relations and by their aid the true have to be found. By the Ignorane wehave to ross over death. So too the Veda speaks ryptially of energies that are like women evilin impulse, wandering from the path, doing hurt to their Lord, whih yet, though themselves falseand unhappy, build up in the end \this vast Truth", the Truth that is the Bliss. It would be, then,not when he has exised the evil in Nature out of himself by an at of moral surgery or parted withlife by an abhorrent reoil, but when he has turned Death into a more perfet life, lifted the smallthings of the human limitation into the great things of the divine vastness, transformed su�ering intobeatitude, onverted evil into its proper good, translated error and falsehood into their seret truththat the sari�e will be aomplished, the journey done and Heaven and Earth equalised join handsin the bliss of the Supreme.Yet how an suh ontraries pass into eah other? By what alhemy shall this lead of mortalitybe turned into that gold of divine Being? But if they are not in their essene ontraries? If they aremanifestations of one Reality, idential in substane? Then indeed a divine transmutation beomesoneivable.We have seen that the Non-Being beyond may well be an inoneivable existene and perhapsan ine�able Bliss. At least the Nirvana of Buddhism whih formulated one most luminous e�ort ofman to reah and to rest in this highest Non-Existene, represents itself in the psyhology of theliberated yet upon earth as an unspeakable peae and gladness; its pratial e�et is the extintionof all su�ering through the disappearane of all egoisti idea or sensation and the nearest we anget to a positive oneption of it is that it is some inexpressible Beatitude (if the name or any namean be applied to a peae so void of ontents) into whih even the notion of self-existene seems tobe swallowed up and disappear. It is a Sahhidananda to whih we dare no longer apply even the36



supreme terms of Sat, of Chit and of Ananda. For all terms are annulled and all ognitive experieneis overpassed.On the other hand, we have hazarded the suggestion that sine all is one Reality, this infe-rior negation also, this other ontradition or non-existene of Sahhidananda is none other thanSahhidananda itself. It is apable of being oneived by the intellet, pereived in the vision, evenreeived through the sensations as verily that whih it seems to deny, and suh would it always be toour onsious experiene if things were not falsi�ed by some great fundamental error, some possessingand ompelling Ignorane, Maya or Avidya. In this sense a solution might be sought, not perhaps asatisfying metaphysial solution for the logial mind, - for we are standing on the border-line of theunknowable, the ine�able and straining our eyes beyond, - but a suÆient basis in experiene for thepratie of the divine life.To do this we must dare to go below the lear surfaes of things on whih the mind loves to dwell,to tempt the vast and obsure, to penetrate the unfathomable depths of onsiousness and identifyourselves with states of being that are not our own. Human language is a poor help in suh a searh,but at least we may �nd in it some symbols and �gures, return with some just expressible hintswhih will help the light of the soul and throw upon the mind some reetion of the ine�able design.
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Chapter 7The Ego and the Dualities\The soul seated on the same tree of Nature is absorbed and deluded and has sorrow beauseit is not the Lord, but when it sees and is in union with that other self and greatness of it whihis the Lord, then sorrow passes away from it." Swetaswatara Upanishad.1IF ALL is in truth Sahhidananda, death, su�ering, evil, limitation an only be the reations,positive in pratial e�et, negative in essene, of a distorting onsiousness whih has fallen fromthe total and unifying knowledge of itself into some error of division and partial experiene. Thisis the fall of man typi�ed in the poeti parable of the Hebrew Genesis. That fall is his deviationfrom the full and pure aeptane of God and himself, or rather of God in himself, into a dividingonsiousness whih brings with it all the train of the dualities, life and death, good and evil, joyand pain, ompleteness and want, the fruit of a divided being. This is the fruit whih Adam andEve, Purusha and Prakriti, the soul tempted by Nature, have eaten. The redemption omes by thereovery of the universal in the individual and of the spiritual term in the physial onsiousness.Then alone the soul in Nature an be allowed to partake of the fruit of the tree of life and be as theDivine and live for ever. For then only an the purpose of its desent into material onsiousnessbe aomplished, when the knowledge of good and evil, joy and su�ering, life and death has beenaomplished through the reovery by the human soul of a higher knowledge whih reoniles andidenti�es these opposites in the universal and transforms their divisions into the image of the divineUnity.To Sahhidananda extended in all things in widest ommonalty and impartial universality, death,su�ering, evil and limitation an only be at the most reverse terms, shadow-forms of their luminousopposites. As these things are felt by us, they are notes of a disord. They formulate separation wherethere should be a unity, misomprehension where there should be an understanding, an attempt toarrive at independent harmonies where there should be a self-adaptation to the orhestral whole. Alltotality, even if it be only in one sheme of the universal vibrations, even if it be only a totality ofthe physial onsiousness without possession of all that is in movement beyond and behind, mustbe to that extent a reversion to harmony and a reoniliation of jarring opposites. On the otherhand, to Sahhidananda transendent of the forms of the universe the dual terms themselves, evenso understood, an no longer be justly appliable. Transendene trans�gures; it does not reonile,but rather transmutes opposites into something surpassing them that e�aes their oppositions.At �rst, however, we must strive to relate the individual again to the harmony of the totality.There it is neessary for us - otherwise there is no issue from the problem - to realise that the termsin whih our present onsiousness renders the values of the universe, though pratially justi�edfor the purposes of human experiene and progress, are not the sole terms in whih it is possible to1IV. 7. 39



render them and may not be the omplete, the right, the ultimate formulas. Just as there may besense-organs or formations of sense-apaity whih see the physial world di�erently and it may wellbe better, beause more ompletely, than our sense-organs and sense-apaity, so there may be othermental and supramental envisagings of the universe whih surpass our own. States of onsiousnessthere are in whih Death is only a hange in immortal Life, pain a violent bakwash of the waters ofuniversal delight, limitation a turning of the In�nite upon itself, evil a irling of the good aroundits own perfetion; and this not in abstrat oneption only, but in atual vision and in onstant andsubstantial experiene. To arrive at suh states of onsiousness may, for the individual, be one ofthe most important and indispensable steps of his progress towards self-perfetion.Certainly, the pratial values given us by our senses and by the dualisti sense-mind must holdgood in their �eld and be aepted as the standard for ordinary life-experiene until a larger harmonyis ready into whih they an enter and transform themselves without losing hold of the realitieswhih they represent. To enlarge the sense-faulties without the knowledge that would give theold sense-values their right interpretation from the new standpoint might lead to serious disordersand inapaities, might un�t for pratial life and for the orderly and disiplined use of the reason.Equally, an enlargement of our mental onsiousness out of the experiene of the egoisti dualitiesinto an unregulated unity with some form of total onsiousness might easily bring about a onfusionand inapaity for the ative life of humanity in the established order of the world's relativities. This,no doubt, is the root of the injuntion imposed in the Gita on the man who has the knowledge not todisturb the life-basis and thought-basis of the ignorant; for, impelled by his example but unable toomprehend the priniple of his ation, they would lose their own system of values without arrivingat a higher foundation.Suh a disorder and inapaity may be aepted personally and are aepted by many great soulsas a temporary passage or as the prie to be paid for the entry into a wider existene. But the rightgoal of human progress must be always an e�etive and syntheti reinterpretation by whih the lawof that wider existene may be represented in a new order of truths and in a more just and puissantworking of the faulties on the lifematerial of the universe. For the senses the sun goes round theearth; that was for them the entre of existene and the motions of life are arranged on the basis of amisoneption. The truth is the very opposite, but its disovery would have been of little use if therewere not a siene that makes the new oneption the entre of a reasoned and ordered knowledgeputting their right values on the pereptions of the senses. So also for the mental onsiousnessGod moves round the personal ego and all His works and ways are brought to the judgment of ouregoisti sensations, emotions and oneptions and are there given values and interpretations whih,though a perversion and inversion of the truth of things, are yet useful and pratially suÆient in aertain development of human life and progress. They are a rough pratial systematisation of ourexperiene of things valid so long as we dwell in a ertain order of ideas and ativities. But they donot represent the last and highest state of human life and knowledge. \Truth is the path and notthe falsehood." The truth is not that God moves round the ego as the entre of existene and anbe judged by the ego and its view of the dualities, but that the Divine is itself the entre and thatthe experiene of the individual only �nds its own true truth when it is known in the terms of theuniversal and the transendent. Nevertheless, to substitute this oneption for the egoisti withoutan adequate base of knowledge may lead to the substitution of new but still false and arbitrary ideasfor the old and bring about a violent instead of a settled disorder of right values. Suh a disorderoften marks the ineption of new philosophies and religions and initiates useful revolutions. Butthe true goal is only reahed when we an group round the right entral oneption a reasoned ande�etive knowledge in whih the egoisti life shall redisover all its values transformed and orreted.Then we shall possess that new order of truths whih will make it possible for us to substitute amore divine life for the existene whih we now lead and to e�etualise a more divine and puissantuse of our faulties on the life-material of the universe.That new life and power of the human integer must neessarily repose on a realisation of the great40



verities whih translate into our mode of oneiving things the nature of the divine existene. Itmust proeed through a renuniation by the ego of its false standpoint and false ertainties, throughits entry into a right relation and harmony with the totalities of whih it forms a part and with thetransendenes from whih it is a desent, and through its perfet self-opening to a truth and a lawthat exeed its own onventions, - a truth that shall be its ful�lment and a law that shall be itsdeliverane. Its goal must be the abolition of those values whih are the reations of the egoistiview of things; its rown must be the transendene of limitation, ignorane, death, su�ering andevil.The transendene, the abolition are not possible here on earth and in our human life if the termsof that life are neessarily bound to our present egoisti valuations. If life is in its nature individualphenomenon and not representation of a universal existene and the breathing of a mighty Life-Spirit,if the dualities whih are the response of the individual to its ontats are not merely a response butthe very essene and ondition of all living, if limitation is the inalienable nature of the substaneof whih our mind and body are formed, disintegration of death the �rst and last ondition of alllife, its end and its beginning, pleasure and pain the inseparable dual stu� of all sensation, joy andgrief the neessary light and shade of all emotion, truth and error the two poles between whih allknowledge must eternally move, then transendene is only attainable by the abandonment of humanlife in a Nirvana beyond all existene or by attainment to another world, a heaven quite otherwiseonstituted than this material universe.It is not very easy for the ustomary mind of man, always attahed to its past and presentassoiations, to oneive of an existene still human, yet radially hanged in what are now our �xedirumstanes. We are in respet to our possible higher evolution muh in the position of the originalApe of the Darwinian theory. It would have been impossible for that Ape leading his instintivearboreal life in primeval forests to oneive that there would be one day an animal on the earthwho would use a new faulty alled reason upon the materials of his inner and outer existene, whowould dominate by that power his instints and habits, hange the irumstanes of his physiallife, build for himself houses of stone, manipulate Nature's fores, sail the seas, ride the air, developodes of ondut, evolve onsious methods for his mental and spiritual development. And if suh aoneption had been possible for the Ape-mind, it would still have been diÆult for him to imaginethat by any progress of Nature or long e�ort of Will and tendeny he himself ould develop into thatanimal. Man, beause he has aquired reason and still more beause he has indulged his power ofimagination and intuition, is able to oneive an existene higher than his own and even to envisagehis personal elevation beyond his present state into that existene. His idea of the supreme state isan absolute of all that is positive to his own onepts and desirable to his own instintive aspiration, -Knowledge without its negative shadow of error, Bliss without its negation in experiene of su�ering,Power without its onstant denial by inapaity, purity and plenitude of being without the opposingsense of defet and limitation. It is so that he oneives his gods; it is so that he onstruts hisheavens. But it is not so that his reason oneives of a possible earth and a possible humanity. Hisdream of God and Heaven is really a dream of his own perfetion; but he �nds the same diÆulty inaepting its pratial realisation here for his ultimate aim as would the anestral Ape if alled uponto believe in himself as the future Man. His imagination, his religious aspirations may hold that endbefore him; but when his reason asserts itself, rejeting imagination and transendent intuition, heputs it by as a brilliant superstition ontrary to the hard fats of the material universe. It beomesthen only his inspiring vision of the impossible. All that is possible is a onditioned, limited andprearious knowledge, happiness, power and good.Yet in the priniple of reason itself there is the assertion of a Transendene. For reason is inits whole aim and essene the pursuit of Knowledge, the pursuit, that is to say, of Truth by theelimination of error. Its view, its aim is not that of a passage from a greater to a lesser error, but itsupposes a positive, pre-existent Truth towards whih through the dualities of right knowledge andwrong knowledge we an progressively move. If our reason has not the same instintive ertitude41



with regard to the other aspirations of humanity, it is beause it laks the same essential illuminationinherent in its own positive ativity. We an just oneive of a positive or absolute realisationof happiness, beause the heart to whih that instint for happiness belongs has its own form ofertitude, is apable of faith, and beause our minds an envisage the elimination of unsatis�edwant whih is the apparent ause of su�ering. But how shall we oneive of the elimination ofpain from nervous sensation or of death from the life of the body? Yet the rejetion of pain is asovereign instint of the sensations, the rejetion of death a dominant laim inherent in the esseneof our vitality. But these things present themselves to our reason as instintive aspirations, not asrealisable potentialities.Yet the same law should hold throughout. The error of the pratial reason is an exessivesubjetion to the apparent fat whih it an immediately feel as real and an insuÆient ourage inarrying profounder fats of potentiality to their logial onlusion. What is, is the realisation ofan anterior potentiality; present potentiality is a lue to future realisation. And here potentialityexists; for the mastery of phenomena depends upon a knowledge of their auses and proesses andif we know the auses of error, sorrow, pain, death, we may labour with some hope towards theirelimination. For knowledge is power and mastery.In fat, we do pursue as an ideal, so far as we may, the elimination of all these negative or adversephenomena. We seek onstantly to minimise the auses of error, pain and su�ering. Siene, as itsknowledge inreases, dreams of regulating birth and of inde�nitely prolonging life, if not of e�etingthe entire onquest of death. But beause we envisage only external or seondary auses, we anonly think of removing them to a distane and not of eliminating the atual roots of that againstwhih we struggle. And we are thus limited beause we strive towards seondary pereptions and nottowards root-knowledge, beause we know proesses of things, but not their essene. We thus arriveat a more powerful manipulation of irumstanes, but not at essential ontrol. But if we ould graspthe essential nature and the essential ause of error, su�ering and death, we might hope to arrive ata mastery over them whih should be not relative but entire. We might hope even to eliminate themaltogether and justify the dominant instint of our nature by the onquest of that absolute good,bliss, knowledge and immortality whih our intuitions pereive as the true and ultimate ondition ofthe human being.The anient Vedanta presents us with suh a solution in the oneption and experiene of Brahmanas the one universal and essential fat and of the nature of Brahman as Sahhidananda.In this view the essene of all life is the movement of a universal and immortal existene, theessene of all sensation and emotion is the play of a universal and self-existent delight in being, theessene of all thought and pereption is the radiation of a universal and all-pervading truth, theessene of all ativity is the progression of a universal and self-e�eting good.But the play and movement embodies itself in a multipliity of forms, a variation of tendenies,an interplay of energies. Multipliity permits of the interferene of a determinative and temporarilydeformative fator, the individual ego; and the nature of the ego is a self-limitation of onsiousnessby a willed ignorane of the rest of its play and its exlusive absorption in one form, one ombinationof tendenies, one �eld of the movement of energies. Ego is the fator whih determines the reationsof error, sorrow, pain, evil, death; for it gives these values to movements whih would otherwise berepresented in their right relation to the one Existene, Bliss, Truth and Good. By reovering the rightrelation we may eliminate the ego-determined reations, reduing them eventually to their true values;and this reovery an be e�eted by the right partiipation of the individual in the onsiousness ofthe totality and in the onsiousness of the transendent whih the totality represents.Into later Vedanta there rept and arrived at �xity the idea that the limited ego is not only theause of the dualities, but the essential ondition for the existene of the universe. By getting rid ofthe ignorane of the ego and its resultant limitations we do indeed eliminate the dualities, but weeliminate along with them our existene in the osmi movement. Thus we return to the essentially42



evil and illusory nature of human existene and the vanity of all e�ort after perfetion in the life ofthe world. A relative good linked always to its opposite is all that here we an seek. But if we adhereto the larger and profounder idea that the ego is only an intermediate representation of somethingbeyond itself, we esape from this onsequene and are able to apply Vedanta to ful�lment of lifeand not only to the esape from life. The essential ause and ondition of universal existene is theLord, Ishwara or Purusha, manifesting and oupying individual and universal forms. The limitedego is only an intermediate phenomenon of onsiousness neessary for a ertain line of development.Following this line the individual an arrive at that whih is beyond himself, that whih he represents,and an yet ontinue to represent it, no longer as an obsured and limited ego, but as a entre of theDivine and of the universal onsiousness embraing, utilising and transforming into harmony withthe Divine all individual determinations.We have then the manifestation of the divine Consious Being in the totality of physial Natureas the foundation of human existene in the material universe. We have the emergene of thatConsious Being in an involved and inevitably evolving Life, Mind and Supermind as the onditionof our ativities; for it is this evolution whih has enabled man to appear in Matter and it is thisevolution whih will enable him progressively to manifest God in the body, - the universal Inarnation.We have in egoisti formation the intermediate and deisive fator whih allows the One to emergeas the onsious Many out of that indeterminate totality general, obsure and formless whih weall the subonsient, - hr.dya samudra, the oean heart in things of the Rig Veda. We have thedualities of life and death, joy and sorrow, pleasure and pain, truth and error, good and evil asthe �rst formations of egoisti onsiousness, the natural and inevitable outome of its attempt torealise unity in an arti�ial onstrution of itself exlusive of the total truth, good, life and delightof being in the universe. We have the dissolution of this egoisti onstrution by the self-opening ofthe individual to the universe and to God as the means of that supreme ful�lment to whih egoistilife is only a prelude even as animal life was only a prelude to the human. We have the realisationof the All in the individual by the transformation of the limited ego into a onsious entre of thedivine unity and freedom as the term at whih the ful�lment arrives. And we have the outowing ofthe in�nite and absolute Existene, Truth, Good and Delight of being on the Many in the world asthe divine result towards whih the yles of our evolution move. This is the supreme birth whihmaternal Nature holds in herself; of this she strives to be delivered.
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Chapter 8The Methods of Vedanti Knowledge\This seret Self in all beings is not apparent, but it is seen by means of the supreme reason,the subtle, by those who have the subtle vision." Katha Upanishad.1BUT WHAT then is the working of this Sahhidananda in the world and by what proess ofthings are the relations between itself and the ego whih �gures it �rst formed, then led to theironsummation? For on those relations and on the proess they follow depend the whole philosophyand pratie of a divine life for man.We arrive at the oneption and at the knowledge of a divine existene by exeeding the evideneof the senses and piering beyond the walls of the physial mind. So long as we on�ne ourselvesto sense-evidene and the physial onsiousness, we an oneive nothing and know nothing exeptthe material world and its phenomena. But ertain faulties in us enable our mentality to arrive atoneptions whih we may indeed dedue by ratioination or by imaginative variation from the fatsof the physial world as we see them, but whih are not warranted by any purely physial data orany physial experiene. The �rst of these instruments is the pure reason.Human reason has a double ation, mixed or dependent, pure or sovereign. Reason aepts amixed ation when it on�nes itself to the irle of our sensible experiene, admits its law as the �naltruth and onerns itself only with the study of phenomenon, that is to say, with the appearanesof things in their relations, proesses and utilities. This rational ation is inapable of knowingwhat is, it only knows what appears to be, it has no plummet by whih it an sound the depthsof being, it an only survey the �eld of beoming. Reason, on the other hand, asserts its pureation, when aepting our sensible experienes as a starting-point but refusing to be limited bythem it goes behind, judges, works in its own right and strives to arrive at general and unalterableonepts whih attah themselves not to the appearanes of things, but to that whih stands behindtheir appearanes. It may arrive at its result by diret judgment passing immediately from theappearane to that whih stands behind it and in that ase the onept arrived at may seem to bea result of the sensible experiene and dependent upon it though it is really a pereption of reasonworking in its own right. But the pereptions of the pure reason may also - and this is their moreharateristi ation - use the experiene from whih they start as a mere exuse and leave it farbehind before they arrive at their result, so far that the result may seem the diret ontrary of thatwhih our sensible experiene wishes to ditate to us. This movement is legitimate and indispensable,beause our normal experiene not only overs only a small part of universal fat, but even in thelimits of its own �eld uses instruments that are defetive and gives us false weights and measures. Itmust be exeeded, put away to a distane and its insistenes often denied if we are to arrive at moreadequate oneptions of the truth of things. To orret the errors of the sense-mind by the use of1I. 3. 12. 45



reason is one of the most valuable powers developed by man and the hief ause of his superiorityamong terrestrial beings.The omplete use of pure reason brings us �nally from physial to metaphysial knowledge. Butthe onepts of metaphysial knowledge do not in themselves fully satisfy the demand of our integralbeing. They are indeed entirely satisfatory to the pure reason itself, beause they are the very stu�of its own existene. But our nature sees things through two eyes always, for it views them doublyas idea and as fat and therefore every onept is inomplete for us and to a part of our naturealmost unreal until it beomes an experiene. But the truths whih are now in question, are of anorder not subjet to our normal experiene. They are, in their nature, \beyond the pereption of thesenses but seizable by the pereption of the reason." Therefore, some other faulty of experiene isneessary by whih the demand of our nature an be ful�lled and this an only ome, sine we aredealing with the supraphysial, by an extension of psyhologial experiene.In a sense all our experiene is psyhologial sine even what we reeive by the senses, has nomeaning or value to us till it is translated into the terms of the sense-mind, the Manas of Indianphilosophial terminology. Manas, say our philosophers, is the sixth sense. But we may even say thatit is the only sense and that the others, vision, hearing, touh, smell, taste are merely speialisationsof the sense-mind whih, although it normally uses the sense-organs for the basis of its experiene,yet exeeds them and is apable of a diret experiene proper to its own inherent ation. As a resultpsyhologial experiene, like the ognitions of the reason, is apable in man of a double ation,mixed or dependent, pure or sovereign. Its mixed ation takes plae usually when the mind seeksto beome aware of the external world, the objet; the pure ation when it seeks to beome awareof itself, the subjet. In the former ativity, it is dependent on the senses and forms its pereptionsin aordane with their evidene; in the latter it ats in itself and is aware of things diretly bya sort of identity with them. We are thus aware of our emotions; we are aware of anger, as hasbeen autely said, beause we beome anger. We are thus aware also of our own existene; and herethe nature of experiene as knowledge by identity beomes apparent. In reality, all experiene is inits seret nature knowledge by identity; but its true harater is hidden from us beause we haveseparated ourselves from the rest of the world by exlusion, by the distintion of ourself as subjetand everything else as objet, and we are ompelled to develop proesses and organs by whih we mayagain enter into ommunion with all that we have exluded. We have to replae diret knowledgethrough onsious identity by an indiret knowledge whih appears to be aused by physial ontatand mental sympathy. This limitation is a fundamental reation of the ego and an instane of themanner in whih it has proeeded throughout, starting from an original falsehood and overing overthe true truth of things by ontingent falsehoods whih beome for us pratial truths of relation.From this nature of mental and sense knowledge as it is at present organised in us, it follows thatthere is no inevitable neessity in our existing limitations. They are the result of an evolution in whihmind has austomed itself to depend upon ertain physiologial funtionings and their reations asits normal means of entering into relation with the material universe. Therefore, although it is therule that when we seek to beome aware of the external world, we have to do so indiretly through thesense-organs and an experiene only so muh of the truth about things and men as the senses onveyto us, yet this rule is merely the regularity of a dominant habit. It is possible for the mind - and itwould be natural for it, if it ould be persuaded to liberate itself from its onsent to the dominationof matter, - to take diret ognisane of the objets of sense without the aid of the sense-organs.This is what happens in experiments of hypnosis and ognate psyhologial phenomena. Beauseour waking onsiousness is determined and limited by the balane between mind and matter workedout by life in its evolution, this diret ognisane is usually impossible in our ordinary waking stateand has therefore to be brought about by throwing the waking mind into a state of sleep whihliberates the true or subliminal mind. Mind is then able to assert its true harater as the oneand allsuÆient sense and free to apply to the objets of sense its pure and sovereign instead of itsmixed and dependent ation. Nor is this extension of faulty really impossible but only more diÆult46



in our waking state, - as is known to all who have been able to go far enough in ertain paths ofpsyhologial experiment.The sovereign ation of the sense-mind an be employed to develop other senses besides the �vewhih we ordinarily use. For instane, it is possible to develop the power of appreiating auratelywithout physial means the weight of an objet whih we hold in our hands. Here the sense of ontatand pressure is merely used as a starting-point, just as the data of sense-experiene are used by thepure reason, but it is not really the sense of touh whih gives the measure of the weight to themind; that �nds the right value through its own independent pereption and uses the touh only inorder to enter into relation with the objet. And as with the pure reason, so with the sensemind,the sense-experiene an be used as a mere �rst point from whih it proeeds to a knowledge thathas nothing to do with the sense-organs and often ontradits their evidene. Nor is the extension offaulty on�ned only to outsides and super�ies. It is possible, one we have entered by any of thesenses into relation with an external objet, so to apply the Manas as to beome aware of the ontentsof the objet, for example, to reeive or to pereive the thoughts or feelings of others without aidfrom their utterane, gesture, ation or faial expressions and even in ontradition of these alwayspartial and often misleading data. Finally, by an utilisation of the inner senses, - that is to say, ofthe sense-powers, in themselves, in their purely mental or subtle ativity as distinguished from thephysial whih is only a seletion for the purposes of outward life from their total and general ation,- we are able to take ognition of sense-experienes, of appearanes and images of things other thanthose whih belong to the organisation of our material environment. All these extensions of faulty,though reeived with hesitation and inredulity by the physial mind beause they are abnormal tothe habitual sheme of our ordinary life and experiene, diÆult to set in ation, still more diÆult tosystematise so as to be able to make of them an orderly and servieable set of instruments, must yetbe admitted, sine they are the invariable result of any attempt to enlarge the �eld of our super�iallyative onsiousness whether by some kind of untaught e�ort and asual ill-ordered e�et or by asienti� and well-regulated pratie.None of them, however, leads to the aim we have in view, the psyhologial experiene of thosetruths that are \beyond pereption by the sense but seizable by the pereptions of the reason",buddhigr�ahyam at�indriyam.2 They give us only a larger �eld of phenomena and more e�etivemeans for the observation of phenomena. The truth of things always esapes beyond the sense. Yetis it a sound rule inherent in the very onstitution of universal existene that where there are truthsattainable by the reason, there must be somewhere in the organism possessed of that reason a meansof arriving at or verifying them by experiene. The one means we have left in our mentality is anextension of that form of knowledge by identity whih gives us the awareness of our own existene. Itis really upon a selfawareness more or less onsient, more or less present to our oneption that theknowledge of the ontents of our self is based. Or to put it in a more general formula, the knowledgeof the ontents is ontained in the knowledge of the ontinent. If then we an extend our faultyof mental self-awareness to awareness of the Self beyond and outside us, Atman or Brahman of theUpanishads, we may beome possessors in experiene of the truths whih form the ontents of theAtman or Brahman in the universe. It is on this possibility that Indian Vedanta has based itself. Ithas sought through knowledge of the Self the knowledge of the universe.But always mental experiene and the onepts of the reason have been held by it to be even at theirhighest a reetion in mental identi�ations and not the supreme self-existent identity. We have togo beyond the mind and the reason. The reason ative in our waking onsiousness is only a mediatorbetween the subonsient All that we ome from in our evolution upwards and the superonsientAll towards whih we are impelled by that evolution. The subonsient and the superonsient aretwo di�erent formulations of the same All. The master-word of the subonsient is Life, the master-word of the superonsient is Light. In the subonsient knowledge or onsiousness is involved in2Gita, VI. 21. 47



ation, for ation is the essene of Life. In the superonsient ation re-enters into Light and nolonger ontains involved knowledge but is itself ontained in a supreme onsiousness. Intuitionalknowledge is that whih is ommon between them and the foundation of intuitional knowledge isonsious or e�etive identity between that whih knows and that whih is known; it is that stateof ommon self-existene in whih the knower and the known are one through knowledge. But inthe subonsient the intuition manifests itself in the ation, in e�etivity, and the knowledge oronsious identity is either entirely or more or less onealed in the ation. In the superonsient, onthe ontrary, Light being the law and the priniple, the intuition manifests itself in its true nature asknowledge emerging out of onsious identity, and e�etivity of ation is rather the aompanimentor neessary onsequent and no longer masks as the primary fat. Between these two states reasonand mind at as intermediaries whih enable the being to liberate knowledge out of its imprisonmentin the at and prepare it to resume its essential primay. When the selfawareness in the mind appliedboth to ontinent and ontent, to own-self and other-self, exalts itself into the luminous selfmanifestidentity, the reason also onverts itself into the form of the self-luminous intuitional3 knowledge. Thisis the highest possible state of our knowledge when mind ful�ls itself in the supramental.Suh is the sheme of the human understanding upon whih the onlusions of the most anientVedanta were built. To develop the results arrived at on this foundation by the anient sages is notmy objet, but it is neessary to pass briey in review some of their prinipal onlusions so far asthey a�et the problem of the divine Life with whih alone we are at present onerned. For it isin those ideas that we shall �nd the best previous foundation of that whih we seek now to rebuildand although, as with all knowledge, old expression has to be replaed to a ertain extent by newexpression suited to a later mentality and old light has to merge itself into new light as dawn sueedsdawn, yet it is with the old treasure as our initial apital or so muh of it as we an reover that weshall most advantageously proeed to aumulate the largest gains in our new ommere with theever-hangeless and ever-hanging In�nite.Sad Brahman, Existene pure, inde�nable, in�nite, absolute, is the last onept at whih Vedantianalysis arrives in its view of the universe, the fundamental Reality whih Vedanti experienedisovers behind all the movement and formation whih onstitute the apparent reality. It is obviousthat when we posit this oneption, we go entirely beyond what our ordinary onsiousness, ournormal experiene ontains or warrants. The senses and sense-mind know nothing whatever aboutany pure or absolute existene. All that our sense-experiene tells us of, is form and movement.Forms exist, but with an existene that is not pure, rather always mixed, ombined, aggregated,relative. When we go within ourselves, we may get rid of preise form, but we annot get rid ofmovement, of hange. Motion of Matter in Spae, motion of hange in Time seem to be the onditionof existene. We may say indeed, if we like, that this is existene and that the idea of existene initself orresponds to no disoverable reality. At the most in the phenomenon of selfawareness orbehind it, we get sometimes a glimpse of something immovable and immutable, something that wevaguely pereive or imagine that we are beyond all life and death, beyond all hange and formationand ation. Here is the one door in us that sometimes swings open upon the splendour of a truthbeyond and, before it shuts again, allows a ray to touh us, - a luminous intimation whih, if we havethe strength and �rmness, we may hold to in our faith and make a starting-point for another play ofonsiousness than that of the sense-mind, for the play of Intuition.For if we examine arefully, we shall �nd that Intuition is our �rst teaher. Intuition alwaysstands veiled behind our mental operations. Intuition brings to man those brilliant messages fromthe Unknown whih are the beginning of his higher knowledge. Reason only omes in afterwards tosee what pro�t it an have of the shining harvest. Intuition gives us that idea of something behindand beyond all that we know and seem to be whih pursues man always in ontradition of his lower3I use the word \intuition" for want of a better. In truth, it is a makeshift and inadequate to the onnotationdemanded of it. The same has to be said of the word \onsiousness" and many others whih our poverty ompels usto extend illegitimately in their signi�ane. 48



reason and all his normal experiene and impels him to formulate that formless pereption in themore positive ideas of God, Immortality, Heaven and the rest by whih we strive to express it tothe mind. For Intuition is as strong as Nature herself from whose very soul it has sprung and aresnothing for the ontraditions of reason or the denials of experiene. It knows what is beause it is,beause itself it is of that and has ome from that, and will not yield it to the judgment of whatmerely beomes and appears. What the Intuition tells us of, is not so muh Existene as the Existent,for it proeeds from that one point of light in us whih gives it its advantage, that sometimes openeddoor in our own self-awareness. Anient Vedanta seized this message of the Intuition and formulatedit in the three great delarations of the Upanishads, \I am He", \Thou art That, O Swetaketu", \Allthis is the Brahman; this Self is the Brahman".But Intuition by the very nature of its ation in man, working as it does from behind the veil,ative prinipally in his more unenlightened, less artiulate parts, served in front of the veil, in thenarrow light whih is our waking onsiene, only by instruments that are unable fully to assimilateits messages, - Intuition is unable to give us the truth in that ordered and artiulated form whihour nature demands. Before it ould e�et any suh ompleteness of diret knowledge in us, it wouldhave to organise itself in our surfae being and take possession there of the leading part. But in oursurfae being it is not the Intuition, it is the Reason whih is organised and helps us to order ourpereptions, thoughts and ations. Therefore the age of intuitive knowledge, represented by the earlyVedanti thinking of the Upanishads, had to give plae to the age of rational knowledge; inspiredSripture made room for metaphysial philosophy, even as afterwards metaphysial philosophy hadto give plae to experimental Siene. Intuitive thought whih is a messenger from the superonsientand therefore our highest faulty, was supplanted by the pure reason whih is only a sort of deputyand belongs to the middle heights of our being; pure reason in its turn was supplanted for a timeby the mixed ation of the reason whih lives on our plains and lower elevations and does not in itsview exeed the horizon of the experiene that the physial mind and senses or suh aids as we aninvent for them an bring to us. And this proess whih seems to be a desent, is really a irle ofprogress. For in eah ase the lower faulty is ompelled to take up as muh as it an assimilateof what the higher had already given and to attempt to re-establish it by its own methods. Bythe attempt it is itself enlarged in its sope and arrives eventually at a more supple and a moreample selfaommodation to the higher faulties. Without this suession and attempt at separateassimilation we should be obliged to remain under the exlusive domination of a part of our naturewhile the rest remained either depressed and unduly subjeted or separate in its �eld and thereforepoor in its development. With this suession and separate attempt the balane is righted; a moreomplete harmony of our parts of knowledge is prepared.We see this suession in the Upanishads and the subsequent Indian philosophies. The sages ofthe Veda and Vedanta relied entirely upon intuition and spiritual experiene. It is by an error thatsholars sometimes speak of great debates or disussions in the Upanishad. Wherever there is theappearane of a ontroversy, it is not by disussion, by dialetis or the use of logial reasoning that itproeeds, but by a omparison of intuitions and experienes in whih the less luminous gives plae tothe more luminous, the narrower, faultier or less essential to the more omprehensive, more perfet,more essential. The question asked by one sage of another is \What dost thou know?", not \Whatdost thou think?" nor \To what onlusion has thy reasoning arrived?" Nowhere in the Upanishadsdo we �nd any trae of logial reasoning urged in support of the truths of Vedanta. Intuition, thesages seem to have held, must be orreted by a more perfet intuition; logial reasoning annot beits judge.And yet the human reason demands its own method of satisfation. Therefore when the age ofrationalisti speulation began, Indian philosophers, respetful of the heritage of the past, adopteda double attitude towards the Truth they sought. They reognised in the Sruti, the earlier results ofIntuition or, as they preferred to all it, of inspired Revelation, an authority superior to Reason. Butat the same time they started from Reason and tested the results it gave them, holding only those49



onlusions to be valid whih were supported by the supreme authority. In this way they avoidedto a ertain extent the besetting sin of metaphysis, the tendeny to battle in the louds beauseit deals with words as if they were imperative fats instead of symbols whih have always to bearefully srutinised and brought bak onstantly to the sense of that whih they represent. Theirspeulations tended at �rst to keep near at the entre to the highest and profoundest experiene andproeeded with the united onsent of the two great authorities, Reason and Intuition. Nevertheless,the natural trend of Reason to assert its own supremay triumphed in e�et over the theory of itssubordination. Hene the rise of oniting shools eah of whih founded itself in theory on theVeda and used its texts as a weapon against the others. For the highest intuitive Knowledge seesthings in the whole, in the large and details only as sides of the indivisible whole; its tendeny istowards immediate synthesis and the unity of knowledge. Reason, on the ontrary, proeeds byanalysis and division and assembles its fats to form a whole; but in the assemblage so formed thereare opposites, anomalies, logial inompatibilities, and the natural tendeny of Reason is to aÆrmsome and to negate others whih onit with its hosen onlusions so that it may form a awlesslylogial system. The unity of the �rst intuitional knowledge was thus broken up and the ingenuityof the logiians was always able to disover devies, methods of interpretation, standards of varyingvalue by whih inonvenient texts of the Sripture ould be pratially annulled and an entire freedomaquired for their metaphysial speulation.Nevertheless, the main oneptions of the earlier Vedanta remained in parts in the various philo-sophial systems and e�orts were made from time to time to reombine them into some image of theold atholiity and unity of intuitional thought. And behind the thought of all, variously presented,survived as the fundamental oneption, Purusha, Atman or Sad Brahman, the pure Existent of theUpanishads, often rationalised into an idea or psyhologial state, but still arrying something of itsold burden of inexpressible reality. What may be the relation of the movement of beoming whih iswhat we all the world to this absolute Unity and how the ego, whether generated by the movementor ause of the movement, an return to that true Self, Divinity or Reality delared by the Vedanta,these were the questions speulative and pratial whih have always oupied the thought of India.
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Chapter 9The Pure Existent\One indivisible that is pure existene." Chhandogya Upanishad.1WHEN we withdraw our gaze from its egoisti preoupation with limited and eeting interestsand look upon the world with dispassionate and urious eyes that searh only for the Truth, our �rstresult is the pereption of a boundless energy of in�nite existene, in�nite movement, in�nite ativitypouring itself out in limitless Spae, in eternal Time, an existene that surpasses in�nitely our egoor any ego or any olletivity of egos, in whose balane the grandiose produts of aeons are but thedust of a moment and in whose inalulable sum numberless myriads ount only as a petty swarm.We instintively at and feel and weave our life thoughts as if this stupendous world movement wereat work around us as entre and for our bene�t, for our help or harm, or as if the justi�ation of ouregoisti ravings, emotions, ideas, standards were its proper business even as they are our own hiefonern. When we begin to see, we pereive that it exists for itself, not for us, has its own gigantiaims, its own omplex and boundless idea, its own vast desire or delight that it seeks to ful�l, itsown immense and formidable standards whih look down as if with an indulgent and ironi smile atthe pettiness of ours. And yet let us not swing over to the other extreme and form too positive anidea of our own insigni�ane. That too would be an at of ignorane and the shutting of our eyesto the great fats of the universe.For this boundless Movement does not regard us as unimportant to it. Siene reveals to us howminute is the are, how unning the devie, how intense the absorption it bestows upon the smallestof its works even as on the largest. This mighty energy is an equal and impartial mother, sama _mbrahma, in the great term of the Gita, and its intensity and fore of movement is the same in theformation and upholding of a system of suns and the organisation of the life of an ant-hill. It isthe illusion of size, of quantity that indues us to look on the one as great, the other as petty. Ifwe look, on the ontrary, not at mass of quantity but fore of quality, we shall say that the ant isgreater than the solar system it inhabits and man greater than all inanimate Nature put together.But this again is the illusion of quality. When we go behind and examine only the intensity of themovement of whih quality and quantity are aspets, we realise that this Brahman dwells equally inall existenes. Equally partaken of by all in its being, we are tempted to say, equally distributed toall in its energy. But this too is an illusion of quantity. Brahman dwells in all, indivisible, yet as ifdivided and distributed. If we look again with an observing pereption not dominated by intelletualonepts, but informed by intuition and ulminating in knowledge by identity, we shall see that theonsiousness of this in�nite Energy is other than our mental onsiousness, that it is indivisible andgives, not an equal part of itself, but its whole self at one and the same time to the solar system andto the ant-hill. To Brahman there are no whole and parts, but eah thing is all itself and bene�ts1VI. 2. 1. 51



by the whole of Brahman. Quality and quantity di�er, the self is equal. The form and manner andresult of the fore of ation vary in�nitely, but the eternal, primal, in�nite energy is the same in all.The fore of strength that goes to make the strong man is no whit greater than the fore of weaknessthat goes to make the weak. The energy spent is as great in repression as in expression, in negationas in aÆrmation, in silene as in sound.Therefore the �rst rekoning we have to mend is that between this in�nite Movement, this energyof existene whih is the world and ourselves. At present we keep a false aount. We are in�nitelyimportant to the All, but to us the All is negligible; we alone are important to ourselves. This isthe sign of the original ignorane whih is the root of the ego, that it an only think with itself asentre as if it were the All, and of that whih is not itself aepts only so muh as it is mentallydisposed to aknowledge or as it is fored to reognise by the shoks of its environment. Even whenit begins to philosophise, does it not assert that the world only exists in and by its onsiousness?Its own state of onsiousness or mental standards are to it the test of reality; all outside its orbitor view tends to beome false or non-existent. This mental self-suÆieny of man reates a systemof false aountantship whih prevents us from drawing the right and full value from life. There is asense in whih these pretensions of the human mind and ego repose on a truth, but this truth onlyemerges when the mind has learned its ignorane and the ego has submitted to the All and lost init its separate self-assertion. To reognise that we, or rather the results and appearanes we allourselves, are only a partial movement of this in�nite Movement and that it is that in�nite whihwe have to know, to be onsiously and to ful�l faithfully, is the ommenement of true living. Toreognise that in our true selves we are one with the total movement and not minor or subordinateis the other side of the aount, and its expression in the manner of our being, thought, emotion andation is neessary to the ulmination of a true or divine living.But to settle the aount we have to know what is this All, this in�nite and omnipotent energy.And here we ome to a fresh ompliation. For it is asserted to us by the pure reason and it seemsto be asserted to us by Vedanta that as we are subordinate and an aspet of this Movement, so themovement is subordinate and an aspet of something other than itself, of a great timeless, spaelessStability, sth�an. u, whih is immutable, inexhaustible and unexpended, not ating though ontainingall this ation, not energy, but pure existene. Those who see only this world-energy an delareindeed that there is no suh thing: our idea of an eternal stability, an immutable pure existene isa �tion of our intelletual oneptions starting from a false idea of the stable: for there is nothingthat is stable; all is movement and our oneption of the stable is only an arti�e of our mentalonsiousness by whih we seure a standpoint for dealing pratially with the movement. It is easyto show that this is true in the movement itself. There is nothing there that is stable. All thatappears to be stationary is only a blok of movement, a formulation of energy at work whih soa�ets our onsiousness that it seems to be still, somewhat as the earth seems to us to be still,somewhat as a train in whih we are travelling seems to be still in the midst of a rushing landsape.But is it equally true that underlying this movement, supporting it, there is nothing that is movelessand immutable? Is it true that existene onsists only in the ation of energy? Or is it not ratherthat energy is an output of Existene?We see at one that if suh an Existene is, it must be, like the Energy, in�nite. Neither reasonnor experiene nor intuition nor imagination bears witness to us of the possibility of a �nal terminus.All end and beginning presuppose something beyond the end or beginning. An absolute end, anabsolute beginning is not only a ontradition in terms, but a ontradition of the essene of things,a violene, a �tion. In�nity imposes itself upon the appearanes of the �nite by its ine�ugableself-existene.But this is in�nity with regard to Time and Spae, an eternal duration, interminable extension.The pure Reason goes farther and looking in its own olourless and austere light at Time and Spaepoints out that these two are ategories of our onsiousness, onditions under whih we arrangeour pereption of phenomenon. When we look at existene in itself, Time and Spae disappear. If52



there is any extension, it is not a spatial but a psyhologial extension; if there is any duration, itis not a temporal but a psyhologial duration; and it is then easy to see that this extension andduration are only symbols whih represent to the mind something not translatable into intelletualterms, an eternity whih seems to us the same all-ontaining ever-new moment, an in�nity whihseems to us the same all-ontaining all-pervading point without magnitude. And this onit ofterms, so violent, yet aurately expressive of something we do pereive, shows that mind and speehhave passed beyond their natural limits and are striving to express a Reality in whih their ownonventions and neessary oppositions disappear into an ine�able identity.But is this a true reord? May it not be that Time and Spae so disappear merely beause theexistene we are regarding is a �tion of the intellet, a fantasti Nihil reated by speeh, whih westrive to eret into a oneptual reality? We regard again that Existene-in-itself and we say, No.There is something behind the phenomenon not only in�nite but inde�nable. Of no phenomenon, ofno totality of phenomena an we say that absolutely it is. Even if we redue all phenomena to onefundamental, universal irreduible phenomenon of movement or energy, we get only an inde�nablephenomenon. The very oneption of movement arries with it the potentiality of repose and betraysitself as an ativity of some existene; the very idea of energy in ation arries with it the idea ofenergy abstaining from ation; and an absolute energy not in ation is simply and purely absoluteexistene. We have only these two alternatives, either an inde�nable pure existene or an inde�nableenergy in ation and, if the latter alone is true, without any stable base or ause, then the energy isa result and phenomenon generated by the ation, the movement whih alone is. We have then noExistene, or we have the Nihil of the Buddhists with existene as only an attribute of an eternalphenomenon, of Ation, of Karma, of Movement. This, asserts the pure reason, leaves my pereptionsunsatis�ed, ontradits my fundamental seeing, and therefore annot be. For it brings us to a lastabruptly easing stair of an asent whih leaves the whole stairase without support, suspended inthe Void.If this inde�nable, in�nite, timeless, spaeless Existene is, it is neessarily a pure absolute. It an-not be summed up in any quantity or quantities, it annot be omposed of any quality or ombinationof qualities. It is not an aggregate of forms or a formal substratum of forms. If all forms, quantities,qualities were to disappear, this would remain. Existene without quantity, without quality, with-out form is not only oneivable, but it is the one thing we an oneive behind these phenomena.Neessarily, when we say it is without them, we mean that it exeeds them, that it is somethinginto whih they pass in suh a way as to ease to be what we all form, quality, quantity and outof whih they emerge as form, quality and quantity in the movement. They do not pass away intoone form, one quality, one quantity whih is the basis of all the rest, - for there is none suh, - butinto something whih annot be de�ned by any of these terms. So all things that are onditions andappearanes of the movement pass into That from whih they have ome and there, so far as theyexist, beome something that an no longer be desribed by the terms that are appropriate to themin the movement. Therefore we say that the pure existene is an Absolute and in itself unknowableby our thought although we an go bak to it in a supreme identity that transends the terms ofknowledge. The movement, on the ontrary, is the �eld of the relative and yet by the very de�nitionof the relative all things in the movement ontain, are ontained in and are the Absolute. The rela-tion of the phenomena of Nature to the fundamental ether whih is ontained in them, onstitutesthem, ontains them and yet is so di�erent from them that entering into it they ease to be whatthey now are, is the illustration given by the Vedanta as most nearly representing this identity indi�erene between the Absolute and the relative.Neessarily, when we speak of things passing into that from whih they have ome, we are using thelanguage of our temporal onsiousness and must guard ourselves against its illusions. The emergeneof the movement from the Immutable is an eternal phenomenon and it is only beause we annotoneive it in that beginningless, endless, ever-new moment whih is the eternity of the Timeless thatour notions and pereptions are ompelled to plae it in a temporal eternity of suessive duration53



to whih are attahed the ideas of an always reurrent beginning, middle and end.But all this, it may be said, is valid only so long as we aept the onepts of pure reason andremain subjet to them. But the onepts of reason have no obligatory fore. We must judge ofexistene not by what we mentally oneive, but by what we see to exist. And the purest, freest formof insight into existene as it is shows us nothing but movement. Two things alone exist, movementin Spae, movement in Time, the former objetive, the latter subjetive. Extension is real, durationis real, Spae and Time are real. Even if we an go behind extension in Spae and pereive it as apsyhologial phenomenon, as an attempt of the mind to make existene manageable by distributingthe indivisible whole in a oneptual Spae, yet we annot go behind the movement of suessionand hange in Time. For that is the very stu� of our onsiousness. We are and the world is amovement that ontinually progresses and inreases by the inlusion of all the suessions of the pastin a present whih represents itself to us as the beginning of all the suessions of the future, - abeginning, a present that always eludes us beause it is not, for it has perished before it is born.What is, is the eternal, indivisible suession of Time arrying on its stream a progressive movementof onsiousness also indivisible.2 Duration then, eternally suessive movement and hange in Time,is the sole absolute. Beoming is the only being.In reality, this opposition of atual insight into being to the oneptual �tions of the pure Reasonis fallaious. If indeed intuition in this matter were really opposed to intelligene, we ould noton�dently support a merely oneptual reasoning against fundamental insight. But this appeal tointuitive experiene is inomplete. It is valid only so far as it proeeds and it errs by stopping shortof the integral experiene. So long as the intuition �xes itself only upon that whih we beome,we see ourselves as a ontinual progression of movement and hange in onsiousness in the eternalsuession of Time. We are the river, the ame of the Buddhist illustration. But there is a supremeexperiene and supreme intuition by whih we go bak behind our surfae self and �nd that thisbeoming, hange, suession are only a mode of our being and that there is that in us whih isnot involved at all in the beoming. Not only an we have the intuition of this that is stable andeternal in us, not only an we have the glimpse of it in experiene behind the veil of ontinuallyeeting beomings, but we an draw bak into it and live in it entirely, so e�eting an entire hangein our external life, and in our attitude, and in our ation upon the movement of the world. Andthis stability in whih we an so live is preisely that whih the pure Reason has already given us,although it an be arrived at without reasoning at all, without knowing previously what it is, - it ispure existene, eternal, in�nite, inde�nable, not a�eted by the suession of Time, not involved inthe extension of Spae, beyond form, quantity, quality, - Self only and absolute.The pure existent is then a fat and no mere onept; it is the fundamental reality. But, let ushasten to add, the movement, the energy, the beoming are also a fat, also a reality. The supremeintuition and its orresponding experiene may orret the other, may go beyond, may suspend, butdo not abolish it. We have therefore two fundamental fats of pure existene and of worldexistene,a fat of Being, a fat of Beoming. To deny one or the other is easy; to reognise the fats ofonsiousness and �nd out their relation is the true and fruitful wisdom.Stability and movement, we must remember, are only our psyhologial representations of theAbsolute, even as are oneness and multitude. The Absolute is beyond stability and movement as itis beyond unity and multipliity. But it takes its eternal poise in the one and the stable and whirlsround itself in�nitely, inoneivably, seurely in the moving and multitudinous. World-existene isthe estati dane of Shiva whih multiplies the body of the God numberlessly to the view: it leavesthat white existene preisely where and what it was, ever is and ever will be; its sole absolute objet2Indivisible in the totality of the movement. Eah moment of Time or Consiousness may be onsidered as separatefrom its predeessor and suessor, eah suessive ation of Energy as a new quantum or new reation; but this doesnot abrogate ontinuity without whih there would be no duration of Time or oherene of onsiousness. A man'ssteps as he walks or runs or leaps are separate, but there is something that takes the steps and makes the movementontinuous. 54



is the joy of the daning.But as we annot desribe or think out the Absolute in itself, beyond stability and movement,beyond unity and multitude, - nor is that at all our business, - we must aept the double fat,admit both Shiva and Kali and seek to know what is this measureless Movement in Time and Spaewith regard to that timeless and spaeless pure Existene, one and stable, to whih measure andmeasurelessness are inappliable. We have seen what pure Reason, intuition and experiene have tosay about pure Existene, about Sat; what have they to say about Fore, about Movement, aboutShakti?And the �rst thing we have to ask ourselves is whether that Fore is simply fore, simply anunintelligent energy of movement or whether the onsiousness whih seems to emerge out of it inthis material world we live in, is not merely one of its phenomenal results but rather its own true andseret nature. In Vedanti terms, is Fore simply Prakriti, only a movement of ation and proess,or is Prakriti really power of Chit, in its nature fore of reative self-onsiene? On this essentialproblem all the rest hinges.
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Chapter 10Consious Fore\They beheld the self-fore of the Divine Being deep hidden by its own onsious modes ofworking." Swetaswatara Upanishad.1\This is he that is awake in those who sleep." Katha Upanishad.2ALL PHENOMENAL existene resolves itself into Fore, into a movement of energy that assumesmore or less material, more or less gross or subtle forms for selfpresentation to its own experiene.In the anient images by whih human thought attempted to make this origin and law of beingintelligible and real to itself, this in�nite existene of Fore was �gured as a sea, initially at rest andtherefore free from forms, but the �rst disturbane, the �rst initiation of movement neessitates thereation of forms and is the seed of a universe.Matter is the presentation of fore whih is most easily intelligible to our intelligene, moulded as itis by ontats in Matter to whih a mind involved in material brain gives the response. The elementarystate of material Fore is, in the view of the old Indian physiists, a ondition of pure materialextension in Spae of whih the peuliar property is vibration typi�ed to us by the phenomenon ofsound. But vibration in this state of ether is not suÆient to reate forms. There must �rst besome obstrution in the ow of the Fore oean, some ontration and expansion, some interplayof vibrations, some impinging of fore upon fore so as to reate a beginning of �xed relations andmutual e�ets. Material Fore modifying its �rst ethereal status assumes a seond, alled in the oldlanguage the aerial, of whih the speial property is ontat between fore and fore, ontat thatis the basis of all material relations. Still we have not as yet real forms but only varying fores. Asustaining priniple is needed. This is provided by a third self-modi�ation of the primitive Foreof whih the priniple of light, eletriity, �re and heat is for us the harateristi manifestation.Even then, we an have forms of fore preserving their own harater and peuliar ation, but notstable forms of Matter. A fourth state haraterised by di�usion and a �rst medium of permanentattrations and repulsions, termed pituresquely water or the liquid state, and a �fth of ohesion,termed earth or the solid state, omplete the neessary elements.All forms of Matter of whih we are aware, all physial things even to the most subtle, are builtup by the ombination of these �ve elements. Upon them also depends all our sensible experiene;for by reeption of vibration omes the sense of sound; by ontat of things in a world of vibrationsof Fore the sense of touh; by the ation of light in the forms hathed, outlined, sustained by the1I. 3.2II. 2. 8. 57



fore of light and �re and heat the sense of sight; by the fourth element the sense of taste; by the�fth the sense of smell. All is essentially response to vibratory ontats between fore and fore. Inthis way the anient thinkers bridged the gulf between pure Fore and its �nal modi�ations andsatis�ed the diÆulty whih prevents the ordinary human mind from understanding how all theseforms whih are to his senses so real, solid and durable an be in truth only temporary phenomenaand a thing like pure energy, to the senses non-existent, intangible and almost inredible, an be theone permanent osmi reality.The problem of onsiousness is not solved by this theory; for it does not explain how the ontatof vibrations of Fore should give rise to onsious sensations. The Sankhyas or analyti thinkersposited therefore behind these �ve elements two priniples whih they alled Mahat and Ahankara,priniples whih are really non-material; for the �rst is nothing but the vast osmi priniple of Foreand the other the divisional priniple of Ego-formation. Nevertheless, these two priniples, as also thepriniple of intelligene, beome ative in onsiousness not by virtue of Fore itself, but by virtue ofan inative Consious-Soul or souls in whih its ativities are reeted and by that reetion assumethe hue of onsiousness.Suh is the explanation of things o�ered by the shool of Indian philosophy whih omes nearestto the modern materialisti ideas and whih arried the idea of a mehanial or unonsious Fore inNature as far as was possible to a seriously reetive Indian mind. Whatever its defets, its main ideawas so indisputable that it ame to be generally aepted. However the phenomenon of onsiousnessmay be explained, whether Nature be an inert impulse or a onsious priniple, it is ertainly Fore;the priniple of things is a formative movement of energies, all forms are born of meeting and mutualadaptation between unshaped fores, all sensation and ation is a response of something in a formof Fore to the ontats of other forms of Fore. This is the world as we experiene it and from thisexperiene we must always start.Physial analysis of Matter by modern Siene has ome to the same general onlusion, even if afew last doubts still linger. Intuition and experiene on�rm this onord of Siene and Philosophy.Pure reason �nds in it the satisfation of its own essential oneptions. For even in the view ofthe world as essentially an at of onsiousness, an at is implied and in the at movement ofFore, play of Energy. This also, when we examine from within our own experiene, proves to bethe fundamental nature of the world. All our ativities are the play of the triple fore of the oldphilosophies, knowledge-fore, desirefore, ation-fore, and all these prove to be really three streamsof one original and idential Power, Adya Shakti. Even our states of rest are only equable state orequilibrium of the play of her movement.Movement of Fore being admitted as the whole nature of the Cosmos, two questions arise. And�rst, how did this movement ome to take plae at all in the bosom of existene? If we suppose it tobe not only eternal but the very essene of all existene, the question does not arise. But we havenegatived this theory. We are aware of an existene whih is not ompelled by the movement. Howthen does this movement alien to its eternal repose ome to take plae in it? by what ause? bywhat possibility? by what mysterious impulsion?The answer most approved by the anient Indian mind was that Fore is inherent in Existene.Shiva and Kali, Brahman and Shakti are one and not two who are separable. Fore inherent inexistene may be at rest or it may be in motion, but when it is at rest, it exists none the less andis not abolished, diminished or in any way essentially altered. This reply is so entirely rational andin aordane with the nature of things that we need not hesitate to aept it. For it is impossible,beause ontraditory of reason, to suppose that Fore is a thing alien to the one and in�nite existeneand entered into it from outside or was non-existent and arose in it at some point in Time. Even theIllusionist theory must admit that Maya, the power of self-illusion in Brahman, is potentially eternalin eternal Being and then the sole question is its manifestation or non-manifestation. The Sankhyaalso asserts the eternal oexistene of Prakriti and Purusha, Nature and Consious-Soul, and the58



alternative states of rest or equilibrium of Prakriti and movement or disturbane of equilibrium.But sine Fore is thus inherent in existene and it is the nature of Fore to have this doubleor alternative potentiality of rest and movement, that is to say, of self-onentration in Fore andself-di�usion in Fore, the question of the how of the movement, its possibility, initiating impulsion orimpelling ause does not arise. For we an easily, then, oneive that this potentiality must translateitself either as an alternative rhythm of rest and movement sueeding eah other in Time or else asan eternal self-onentration of Fore in immutable existene with a super�ial play of movement,hange and formation like the rising and falling of waves on the surfae of the oean. And thissuper�ial play - we are neessarily speaking in inadequate images - may be either oeval with theself-onentration and itself also eternal or it may begin and end in Time and be resumed by a sortof onstant rhythm; it is then not eternal in ontinuity but eternal in reurrene.The problem of the how thus eliminated, there presents itself the question of the why. Whyshould this possibility of a play of movement of Fore translate itself at all? why should not Foreof existene remain eternally onentrated in itself, in�nite, free from all variation and formation?This question also does not arise if we assume Existene to be non-onsious and onsiousness onlya development of material energy whih we wrongly suppose to be immaterial. For then we ansay simply that this rhythm is the nature of Fore in existene and there is absolutely no reason toseek for a why, a ause, an initial motive or a �nal purpose for that whih is in its nature eternallyself-existent. We annot put that question to eternal self-existene and ask it either why it exists orhow it ame into existene; neither an we put it to self-fore of existene and its inherent natureof impulsion to movement. All that we an then inquire into is its manner of self-manifestation,its priniples of movement and formation, its proess of evolution. Both Existene and Fore beinginert, - inert status and inert impulsion, - both of them unonsious and unintelligent, there annotbe any purpose or �nal goal in evolution or any original ause or intention.But if we suppose or �nd Existene to be onsious Being, the problem arises. We may indeedsuppose a onsious Being whih is subjet to its nature of Fore, ompelled by it and withoutoption as to whether it shall manifest in the universe or remain unmanifest. Suh is the osmi Godof the Tantriks and the Mayavadins who is subjet to Shakti or Maya, Purusha involved in Mayaor ontrolled by Shakti. But it is obvious that suh a God is not the supreme in�nite Existenewith whih we have started. Admittedly, it is only a formulation of Brahman in the osmos by theBrahman whih is itself logially anterior to Shakti or Maya and takes her bak into its transendentalbeing when she eases from her works. In a onsious existene whih is absolute, independent of itsformations, not determined by its works, we must suppose an inherent freedom to manifest or notto manifest the potentiality of movement. A Brahman ompelled by Prakriti is not Brahman, butan inert In�nite with an ative ontent in it more powerful than the ontinent, a onsious holder ofFore of whom his Fore is master. If we say that it is ompelled by itself as Fore, by its own nature,we do not get rid of the ontradition, the evasion of our �rst postulate. We have got bak to anExistene whih is really nothing but Fore, Fore at rest or in movement, absolute Fore perhaps,but not absolute Being.It is then neessary to examine into the relation between Fore and Consiousness. But what dowe mean by the latter term? Ordinarily we mean by it our �rst obvious idea of a mental wakingonsiousness suh as is possessed by the human being during the major part of his bodily existene,when he is not asleep, stunned or otherwise deprived of his physial and super�ial methods ofsensation. In this sense it is plain enough that onsiousness is the exeption and not the rule in theorder of the material universe. We ourselves do not always possess it. But this vulgar and shallowidea of the nature of onsiousness, though it still olours our ordinary thought and assoiations,must now de�nitely disappear out of philosophial thinking. For we know that there is something inus whih is onsious when we sleep, when we are stunned or drugged or in a swoon, in all apparentlyunonsious states of our physial being. Not only so, but we may now be sure that the old thinkerswere right when they delared that even in our waking state what we all then our onsiousness is59



only a small seletion from our entire onsious being. It is a super�ies, it is not even the whole ofour mentality. Behind it, muh vaster than it, there is a subliminal or subonsient mind whih isthe greater part of ourselves and ontains heights and profundities whih no man has yet measuredor fathomed. This knowledge gives us a starting-point for the true siene of Fore and its workings;it delivers us de�nitely from irumsription by the material and from the illusion of the obvious.Materialism indeed insists that, whatever the extension of onsiousness, it is a material phe-nomenon inseparable from our physial organs and not their utiliser but their result. This orthodoxontention, however, is no longer able to hold the �eld against the tide of inreasing knowledge. Itsexplanations are beoming more and more inadequate and strained. It is beoming always learerthat not only does the apaity of our total onsiousness far exeed that of our organs, the senses,the nerves, the brain, but that even for our ordinary thought and onsiousness these organs are onlytheir habitual instruments and not their generators. Consiousness uses the brain whih its upwardstrivings have produed, brain has not produed nor does it use the onsiousness. There are evenabnormal instanes whih go to prove that our organs are not entirely indispensable instruments, -that the heart-beats are not absolutely essential to life, any more than is breathing, nor the organisedbrain-ells to thought. Our physial organism no more auses or explains thought and onsiousnessthan the onstrution of an engine auses or explains the motive-power of steam or eletriity. Thefore is anterior, not the physial instrument.Momentous logial onsequenes follow. In the �rst plae we may ask whether, sine even mentalonsiousness exists where we see inanimation and inertia, it is not possible that even in materialobjets a universal subonsient mind is present although unable to at or ommuniate itself to itssurfaes for want of organs. Is the material state an emptiness of onsiousness, or is it not ratheronly a sleep of onsiousness - even though from the point of view of evolution an original and notan intermediate sleep? And by sleep the human example teahes us that we mean not a suspensionof onsiousness, but its gathering inward away from onsious physial response to the impats ofexternal things. And is not this what all existene is that has not yet developed means of outwardommuniation with the external physial world? Is there not a Consious Soul, a Purusha whowakes for ever even in all that sleeps?We may go farther. When we speak of subonsious mind, we should mean by the phrase a thingnot di�erent from the outer mentality, but only ating below the surfae, unknown to the wakingman, in the same sense if perhaps with a deeper plunge and a larger sope. But the phenomena of thesubliminal self far exeed the limits of any suh de�nition. It inludes an ation not only immenselysuperior in apaity, but quite di�erent in kind from what we know as mentality in our waking self.We have therefore a right to suppose that there is a superonsient in us as well as a subonsient, arange of onsious faulties and therefore an organisation of onsiousness whih rise high above thatpsyhologial stratum to whih we give the name of mentality. And sine the subliminal self in usthus rises in superonsiene above mentality, may it not also sink in subonsiene below mentality?Are there not in us and in the world forms of onsiousness whih are submental, to whih we angive the name of vital and physial onsiousness? If so, we must suppose in the plant and the metalalso a fore to whih we an give the name of onsiousness although it is not the human or animalmentality for whih we have hitherto preserved the monopoly of that desription.Not only is this probable but, if we will onsider things dispassionately, it is ertain. In ourselvesthere is suh a vital onsiousness whih ats in the ells of the body and the automati vital funtionsso that we go through purposeful movements and obey attrations and repulsions to whih our mindis a stranger. In animals this vital onsiousness is an even more important fator. In plants it isintuitively evident. The seekings and shrinkings of the plant, its pleasure and pain, its sleep and itswakefulness and all that strange life whose truth an Indian sientist has brought to light by rigidlysienti� methods, are all movements of onsiousness, but, as far as we an see, not of mentality.There is then a sub-mental, a vital onsiousness whih has preisely the same initial reations as themental, but is di�erent in the onstitution of its self-experiene, even as that whih is superonsient60



is in the onstitution of its selfexperiene di�erent from the mental being.Does the range of what we an all onsiousness ease with the plant, with that in whih wereognise the existene of a sub-animal life? If so, we must then suppose that there is a fore oflife and onsiousness originally alien to Matter whih has yet entered into and oupied Matter,- perhaps from another world.3 For whene, otherwise, an it have ome? The anient thinkersbelieved in the existene of suh other worlds, whih perhaps sustain life and onsiousness in oursor even all it out by their pressure, but do not reate it by their entry. Nothing an evolve out ofMatter whih is not therein already ontained.But there is no reason to suppose that the gamut of life and onsiousness fails and stops short inthat whih seems to us purely material. The development of reent researh and thought seems topoint to a sort of obsure beginning of life and perhaps a sort of inert or suppressed onsiousnessin the metal and in the earth and in other \inanimate" forms, or at least the �rst stu� of whatbeomes onsiousness in us may be there. Only while in the plant we an dimly reognise andoneive the thing that I have alled vital onsiousness, the onsiousness of Matter, of the inertform, is diÆult indeed for us to understand or imagine, and what we �nd it diÆult to understandor imagine we onsider it our right to deny. Nevertheless, when one has pursued onsiousness so farinto the depths, it beomes inredible that there should be this sudden gulf in Nature. Thought hasa right to suppose a unity where that unity is onfessed by all other lasses of phenomena and inone lass only, not denied, but merely more onealed than in others. And if we suppose the unityto be unbroken, we then arrive at the existene of onsiousness in all forms of the Fore whih is atwork in the world. Even if there be no onsient or superonsient Purusha inhabiting all forms, yetis there in those forms a onsious fore of being of whih even their outer parts overtly or inertlypartake.Neessarily, in suh a view, the word onsiousness hanges its meaning. It is no longer synonymouswith mentality but indiates a self-aware fore of existene of whih mentality is a middle term; belowmentality it sinks into vital and material movements whih are for us subonsient; above, it rises intothe supramental whih is for us the superonsient. But in all it is one and the same thing organisingitself di�erently. This is, one more, the Indian oneption of Chit whih, as energy, reates theworlds. Essentially, we arrive at that unity whih materialisti Siene pereives from the other endwhen it asserts that Mind annot be another fore than Matter, but must be merely developmentand outome of material energy. Indian thought at its deepest aÆrms on the other hand that Mindand Matter are rather di�erent grades of the same energy, di�erent organisations of one onsiousFore of Existene.But what right have we to assume onsiousness as the just desription for this Fore? Foronsiousness implies some kind of intelligene, purposefulness, self-knowledge, even though theymay not take the forms habitual to our mentality. Even from this point of view everything supportsrather than ontradits the idea of a universal onsious Fore. We see, for instane, in the animal,operations of a perfet purposefulness and an exat, indeed a sienti�ally minute knowledge whihare quite beyond the apaities of the animal mentality and whih man himself an only aquire bylong ulture and eduation and even then uses with a muh less sure rapidity. We are entitled to seein this general fat the proof of a onsious Fore at work in the animal and the inset whih is moreintelligent, more purposeful, more aware of its intention, its ends, its means, its onditions than thehighest mentality yet manifested in any individual form on earth. And in the operations of inanimateNature we �nd the same pervading harateristi of a supreme hidden intelligene, \hidden in themodes of its own workings".The only argument against a onsious and intelligent soure for this purposeful work, this work3The urious speulation is now urrent that Life entered earth not from another world, but from another planet.To the thinker that would explain nothing. The essential question is how Life omes into Matter at all and not howit enters into the matter of a partiular planet. 61



of intelligene, of seletion, adaptation and seeking is that large element in Nature's operations towhih we give the name of waste. But obviously this is an objetion based on the limitations of ourhuman intellet whih seeks to impose its own partiular rationality, good enough for limited humanends, on the general operations of the World-Fore. We see only part of Nature's purpose and allthat does not subserve that part we all waste. Yet even our own human ation is full of an apparentwaste, so appearing from the individual point of view, whih yet, we may be sure, subserves wellenough the large and universal purpose of things. That part of her intention whih we an detet,Nature gets done surely enough in spite of, perhaps really by virtue of her apparent waste. We maywell trust to her in the rest whih we do not yet detet.For the rest, it is impossible to ignore the drive of set purpose, the guidane of apparent blind ten-deny, the sure eventual or immediate oming to the target sought, whih haraterise the operationsof World-Fore in the animal, in the plant, in inanimate things. So long as Matter was Alpha andOmega to the sienti� mind, the relutane to admit intelligene as the mother of intelligene wasan honest sruple. But now it is no more than an outworn paradox to aÆrm the emergene of humanonsiousness, intelligene and mastery out of an unintelligent, blindly driving unonsiousness inwhih no form or substane of them previously existed. Man's onsiousness an be nothing elsethan a form of Nature's onsiousness. It is there in other involved forms below Mind, it emergesin Mind, it shall asend into yet superior forms beyond Mind. For the Fore that builds the worldsis a onsious Fore, the Existene whih manifests itself in them is onsious Being and a perfetemergene of its potentialities in form is the sole objet whih we an rationally oneive for itsmanifestation of this world of forms.
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Chapter 11Delight of Existene: The Problem\For who ould live or breathe if there were not this delight of existene as the ether inwhih we dwell?"\From Delight all these beings are born, by Delight they exist and grow, to Delight theyreturn." Taittiriya Upanishad.1BUT EVEN if we aept this pure Existene, this Brahman, this Sat as the absolute beginning,end and ontinent of things and in Brahman an inherent self-onsiousness inseparable from its beingand throwing itself out as a fore of movement of onsiousness whih is reative of fores, forms andworlds, we have yet no answer to the question \Why should Brahman, perfet, absolute, in�nite,needing nothing, desiring nothing, at all throw out fore of onsiousness to reate in itself theseworlds of forms?" For we have put aside the solution that it is ompelled by its own nature of Foreto reate, obliged by its own potentiality of movement and formation to move into forms. It is truethat it has this potentiality, but it is not limited, bound or ompelled by it; it is free. If, then, beingfree to move or remain eternally still, to throw itself into forms or retain the potentiality of form initself, it indulges its power of movement and formation, it an be only for one reason, for delight.This primary, ultimate and eternal Existene, as seen by the Vedantins, is not merely bare exis-tene, or a onsious existene whose onsiousness is rude fore or power; it is a onsious existenethe very term of whose being, the very term of whose onsiousness is bliss. As in absolute existenethere an be no nothingness, no night of inonsiene, no de�ieny, that is to say, no failure of Fore,- for if there were any of these things, it would not be absolute, - so also there an be no su�ering,no negation of delight. Absoluteness of onsious existene is illimitable bliss of onsious existene;the two are only di�erent phrases for the same thing. All illimitableness, all in�nity, all absolutenessis pure delight. Even our relative humanity has this experiene that all dissatisfation means a limit,an obstale, - satisfation omes by realisation of something withheld, by the surpassing of the limit,the overoming of the obstale. This is beause our original being is the absolute in full possessionof its in�nite and illimitable self-onsiousness and self-power; a self-possession whose other name isself-delight. And in proportion as the relative touhes upon that self-possession, it moves towardssatisfation, touhes delight.The self-delight of Brahman is not limited, however, by the still and motionless possession of itsabsolute self-being. Just as its fore of onsiousness is apable of throwing itself into forms in�nitelyand with an endless variation, so also its self-delight is apable of movement, of variation, of revellingin that in�nite ux and mutability of itself represented by numberless teeming universes. To looseforth and enjoy this in�nite movement and variation of its self-delight is the objet of its extensiveor reative play of Fore.1II. 7; III. 6. 63



In other words, that whih has thrown itself out into forms is a triune Existene-Consiousness-Bliss, Sahhidananda, whose onsiousness is in its nature a reative or rather a self-expressive Foreapable of in�nite variation in phenomenon and form of its self-onsious being and endlessly enjoyingthe delight of that variation. It follows that all things that exist are what they are as terms of thatexistene, terms of that onsious fore, terms of that delight of being. Just as we �nd all things tobe mutable forms of one immutable being, �nite results of one in�nite fore, so we shall �nd thatall things are variable self-expression of one invariable and all-embraing delight of self-existene. Ineverything that is, dwells the onsious fore and it exists and is what it is by virtue of that onsiousfore; so also in everything that is there is the delight of existene and it exists and is what it is byvirtue of that delight.This anient Vedanti theory of osmi origin is immediately onfronted in the human mind bytwo powerful ontraditions, the emotional and sensational onsiousness of pain and the ethialproblem of evil. For if the world be an expression of Sahhidananda, not only of existene that isonsious-fore, - for that an easily be admitted, - but of existene that is also in�nite self-delight,how are we to aount for the universal presene of grief, of su�ering, of pain? For this world appearsto us rather as a world of su�ering than as a world of the delight of existene. Certainly, that viewof the world is an exaggeration, an error of perspetive. If we regard it dispassionately and witha sole view to aurate and unemotional appreiation, we shall �nd that the sum of the pleasureof existene far exeeds the sum of the pain of existene, - appearanes and individual ases to theontrary notwithstanding, - and that the ative or passive, surfae or underlying pleasure of existeneis the normal state of nature, pain a ontrary ourrene temporarily suspending or overlaying thatnormal state. But for that very reason the lesser sum of pain a�ets us more intensely and oftenlooms larger than the greater sum of pleasure; preisely beause the latter is normal, we do nottreasure it, hardly even observe it unless it intensi�es into some auter form of itself, into a wave ofhappiness, a rest of joy or estasy. It is these things that we all delight and seek and the normalsatisfation of existene whih is always there regardless of event and partiular ause or objet,a�ets us as something neutral whih is neither pleasure nor pain. It is there, a great pratial fat,for without it there would not be the universal and overpowering instint of self-preservation, but itis not what we seek and therefore we do not enter it into our balane of emotional and sensationalpro�t and loss. In that balane we enter only positive pleasures on one side and disomfort and painon the other; pain a�ets us more intensely beause it is abnormal to our being, ontrary to ournatural tendeny and is experiened as an outrage on our existene, an o�ene and external attakon what we are and seek to be.Nevertheless the abnormality of pain or its greater or lesser sum does not a�et the philosophialissue; greater or less, its mere presene onstitutes the whole problem. All being Sahhidananda,how an pain and su�ering at all exist? This, the real problem, is often farther onfused by a falseissue starting from the idea of a personal extra-osmi God and a partial issue, the ethial diÆulty.Sahhidananda, it may be reasoned, is God, is a onsious Being who is the author of existene;how then an God have reated a world in whih He inits su�ering on His reatures, santionspain, permits evil? God being All-Good, who reated pain and evil? If we say that pain is a trialand an ordeal, we do not solve the moral problem, we arrive at an immoral or nonmoral God, -an exellent world-mehanist perhaps, a unning psyhologist, but not a God of Good and of Lovewhom we an worship, only a God of Might to whose law we must submit or whose aprie wemay hope to propitiate. For one who invents torture as a means of test or ordeal, stands onvitedeither of deliberate ruelty or of moral insensibility and, if a moral being at all, is inferior to thehighest instint of his own reatures. And if to esape this moral diÆulty, we say that pain is aninevitable result and natural punishment of moral evil, - an explanation whih will not even squarewith the fats of life unless we admit the theory of Karma and rebirth by whih the soul su�ersnow for antenatal sins in other bodies, - we still do not esape the very root of the ethial problem,- who reated or why or whene was reated that moral evil whih entails the punishment of pain64



and su�ering? And seeing that moral evil is in reality a form of mental disease or ignorane, who orwhat reated this law or inevitable onnetion whih punishes a mental disease or at of ignoraneby a reoil so terrible, by tortures often so extreme and monstrous? The inexorable law of Karmais irreonilable with a supreme moral and personal Deity, and therefore the lear logi of Buddhadenied the existene of any free and all-governing personal God; all personality he delared to be areation of ignorane and subjet to Karma.In truth, the diÆulty thus sharply presented arises only if we assume the existene of an extra-osmi personal God, not Himself the universe, one who has reated good and evil, pain and su�eringfor His reatures, but Himself stands above and una�eted by them, wathing, ruling, doing His willwith a su�ering and struggling world or, if not doing His will, if allowing the world to be driven by aninexorable law, unhelped by Him or ineÆiently helped, then not God, not omnipotent, not allgoodand all-loving. On no theory of an extra-osmi moral God, an evil and su�ering be explained, -the reation of evil and su�ering, - exept by an unsatisfatory subterfuge whih avoids the questionat issue instead of answering it or a plain or implied Maniheanism whih pratially annuls theGodhead in attempting to justify its ways or exuse its works. But suh a God is not the VedantiSahhidananda. Sahhidananda of the Vedanta is one existene without a seond; all that is, isHe. If then evil and su�ering exist, it is He that bears the evil and su�ering in the reature in whomHe has embodied Himself. The problem then hanges entirely. The question is no longer how ameGod to reate for His reatures a su�ering and evil of whih He is Himself inapable and thereforeimmune, but how ame the sole and in�nite Existene-Consiousness-Bliss to admit into itself thatwhih is not bliss, that whih seems to be its positive negation.Half of the moral diÆulty - that diÆulty in its one unanswerable form disappears. It no longerarises, an no longer be put. Cruelty to others, I remaining immune or even partiipating in theirsu�erings by subsequent repentane or belated pity, is one thing; self-inition of su�ering, I beingthe sole existene, is quite another. Still the ethial diÆulty may be brought bak in a modi�ed form;All-Delight being neessarily all-good and alllove, how an evil and su�ering exist in Sahhidananda,sine he is not mehanial existene, but free and onsious being, free to ondemn and rejet eviland su�ering? We have to reognise that the issue so stated is also a false issue beause it appliesthe terms of a partial statement as if they were appliable to the whole. For the ideas of good andof love whih we thus bring into the onept of the All-Delight spring from a dualisti and divisionaloneption of things; they are based entirely on the relations between reature and reature, yet wepersist in applying them to a problem whih starts, on the ontrary, from the assumption of One whois all. We have to see �rst how the problem appears or how it an be solved in its original purity,on the basis of unity in di�erene; only then an we safely deal with its parts and its developments,suh as the relations between reature and reature on the basis of division and duality.We have to reognise, if we thus view the whole, not limiting ourselves to the human diÆulty andthe human standpoint, that we do not live in an ethial world. The attempt of human thought to forean ethial meaning into the whole of Nature is one of those ats of wilful and obstinate self-onfusion,one of those patheti attempts of the human being to read himself, his limited habitual human selfinto all things and judge them from the standpoint he has personally evolved, whih most e�etivelyprevent him from arriving at real knowledge and omplete sight. Material Nature is not ethial; thelaw whih governs it is a o-ordination of �xed habits whih take no ognisane of good and evil,but only of fore that reates, fore that arranges and preserves, fore that disturbs and destroysimpartially, nonethially, aording to the seret Will in it, aording to the mute satisfation ofthat Will in its own self-formations and self-dissolutions. Animal or vital Nature is also non-ethial,although as it progresses it manifests the rude material out of whih the higher animal evolves theethial impulse. We do not blame the tiger beause it slays and devours its prey any more thanwe blame the storm beause it destroys or the �re beause it tortures and kills; neither does theonsious-fore in the storm, the �re or the tiger blame or ondemn itself. Blame and ondemnation,or rather self-blame and self-ondemnation, are the beginning of true ethis. When we blame others65



without applying the same law to ourselves, we are not speaking with a true ethial judgment, butonly applying the language ethis has evolved for us to an emotional impulse of reoil from or dislikeof that whih displeases or hurts us.This reoil or dislike is the primary origin of ethis, but is not itself ethial. The fear of the deerfor the tiger, the rage of the strong reature against its assailant is a vital reoil of the individualdelight of existene from that whih threatens it. In the progress of the mentality it re�nes itself intorepugnane, dislike, disapproval. Disapproval of that whih threatens and hurts us, approval of thatwhih atters and satis�es re�ne into the oneption of good and evil to oneself, to the ommunity, toothers than ourselves, to other ommunities than ours, and �nally into the general approval of good,the general disapproval of evil. But, throughout, the fundamental nature of the thing remains thesame. Man desires self-expression, self-development, in other words, the progressing play in himself ofthe onsiousfore of existene; that is his fundamental delight. Whatever hurts that self-expression,self-development, satisfation of his progressing self, is for him evil; whatever helps, on�rms, raises,aggrandises, ennobles it is his good. Only, his oneption of the self-development hanges, beomeshigher and wider, begins to exeed his limited personality, to embrae others, to embrae all in itssope.In other words, ethis is a stage in evolution. That whih is ommon to all stages is the urgeof Sahhidananda towards selfexpression. This urge is at �rst non-ethial, then infra-ethial in theanimal, then in the intelligent animal even anti-ethial for it permits us to approve hurt done toothers whih we disapprove when done to ourselves. In this respet man even now is only half-ethial. And just as all below us is infra-ethial, so there may be that above us whither we shalleventually arrive, whih is supra-ethial, has no need of ethis. The ethial impulse and attitude, soall-important to humanity, is a means by whih it struggles out of the lower harmony and universalitybased upon inonsiene and broken up by Life into individual disords towards a higher harmonyand universality based upon onsient oneness with all existenes. Arriving at that goal, this meanswill no longer be neessary or even possible, sine the qualities and oppositions on whih it dependswill naturally dissolve and disappear in the �nal reoniliation.If, then, the ethial standpoint applies only to a temporary though all-important passage fromone universality to another, we annot apply it to the total solution of the problem of the universe,but an only admit it as one element in that solution. To do otherwise is to run into the peril offalsifying all the fats of the universe, all the meaning of the evolution behind and beyond us in orderto suit a temporary outlook and a half-evolved view of the utility of things. The world has threelayers, infra-ethial, ethial and supra-ethial. We have to �nd that whih is ommon to all; for onlyso an we resolve the problem.That whih is ommon to all is, we have seen, the satisfation of onsious-fore of existenedeveloping itself into forms and seeking in that development its delight. From that satisfation ordelight of self-existene it evidently began; for it is that whih is normal to it, to whih it lings,whih it makes its base; but it seeks new forms of itself and in the passage to higher forms thereintervenes the phenomenon of pain and su�ering whih seems to ontradit the fundamental natureof its being. This and this alone is the root-problem.How shall we solve it? Shall we say that Sahhidananda is not the beginning and end of things,but the beginning and end is Nihil, an impartial void, itself nothing but ontaining all potentialitiesof existene or non-existene, onsiousness or non-onsiousness, delight or undelight? We mayaept this answer if we hoose; but although we seek thereby to explain everything, we have reallyexplained nothing, we have only inluded everything. A Nothing whih is full of all potentialities isthe most omplete opposition of terms and things possible and we have therefore only explained aminor ontradition by a major, by driving the self-ontradition of things to their maximum. Nihilis the void, where there an be no potentialities; an impartial indeterminate of all potentialities isChaos, and all that we have done is to put Chaos into the Void without explaining how it got there.66



Let us return, then, to our original oneption of Sahhidananda and see whether on that foundationa ompleter solution is not possible.We must �rst make it lear to ourselves that just as when we speak of universal onsiousness wemean something di�erent from, more essential and wider than the waking mental onsiousness ofthe human being, so also when we speak of universal delight of existene we mean something di�erentfrom, more essential and wider than the ordinary emotional and sensational pleasure of the individualhuman reature. Pleasure, joy and delight, as man uses the words, are limited and oasionalmovements whih depend on ertain habitual auses and emerge, like their opposites pain and griefwhih are equally limited and oasional movements, from a bakground other than themselves.Delight of being is universal, illimitable and self-existent, not dependent on partiular auses, thebakground of all bakgrounds, from whih pleasure, pain and other more neutral experienes emerge.When delight of being seeks to realise itself as delight of beoming, it moves in the movement of foreand itself takes di�erent forms of movement of whih pleasure and pain are positive and negativeurrents. Subonsient in Matter, superonsient beyond Mind this delight seeks in Mind and Life torealise itself by emergene in the beoming, in the inreasing self-onsiousness of the movement. Its�rst phenomena are dual and impure, move between the poles of pleasure and pain, but it aims at itsself-revelation in the purity of a supreme delight of being whih is self-existent and independent ofobjets and auses. Just as Sahhidananda moves towards the realisation of the universal existenein the individual and of the form-exeeding onsiousness in the form of body and mind, so it movestowards the realisation of universal, self-existent and objetless delight in the ux of partiularexperienes and objets. Those objets we now seek as stimulating auses of a transient pleasureand satisfation; free, possessed of self, we shall not seek but shall possess them as reetors ratherthan auses of a delight whih eternally exists.In the egoisti human being, the mental person emergent out of the dim shell of matter, delight ofexistene is neutral, semilatent, still in the shadow of the subonsious, hardly more than a onealedsoil of plenty overed by desire with a luxuriant growth of poisonous weeds and hardly less poisonousowers, the pains and pleasures of our egoisti existene. When the divine onsious-fore workingseretly in us has devoured these growths of desire, when in the image of the Rig Veda the �re of Godhas burnt up the shoots of earth, that whih is onealed at the roots of these pains and pleasures,their ause and seret being, the sap of delight in them, will emerge in new forms not of desire, butof self-existent satisfation whih will replae mortal pleasure by the Immortal's estasy. And thistransformation is possible beause these growths of sensation and emotion are in their essential being,the pains no less than the pleasures, that delight of existene whih they seek but fail to reveal, - failbeause of division, ignorane of self and egoism.
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Chapter 12Delight of Existene: The Solution\The name of That is the Delight; as the Delight we must worship and seek after It."Kena Upanishad.1IN THIS oneption of an inalienable underlying delight of existene of whih all outward or surfaesensations are a positive, negative or neutral play, waves and foamings of that in�nite deep, we arriveat the true solution of the problem we are examining. The self of things is an in�nite indivisibleexistene; of that existene the essential nature or power is an in�nite imperishable fore of self-onsious being; and of that self-onsiousness the essential nature or knowledge of itself is, again,an in�nite inalienable delight of being. In formlessness and in all forms, in the eternal awareness ofin�nite and indivisible being and in the multiform appearanes of �nite division this self-existenepreserves perpetually its self-delight. As in the apparent inonsiene of Matter our soul, growing outof its bondage to its own super�ial habit and partiular mode of self-onsious existene, disoversthat in�nite Consious-Fore onstant, immobile, brooding, so in the apparent non-sensation ofMatter it omes to disover and attune itself to an in�nite onsious Delight imperturbable, estati,all-embraing. This delight is its own delight, this self is its own self in all; but to our ordinaryview of self and things whih awakes and moves only upon surfaes, it remains hidden, profound,subonsious. And as it is within all forms, so it is within all experienes whether pleasant, painfulor neutral. There too hidden, profound, subonsious, it is that whih enables and ompels thingsto remain in existene. It is the reason of that linging to existene, that overmastering will-to-be,translated vitally as the instint of self-preservation, physially as the imperishability of matter,mentally as the sense of immortality whih attends the formed existene through all its phases ofself-development and of whih even the oasional impulse of self-destrution is only a reverse form,an attration to other state of being and a onsequent reoil from present state of being. Delightis existene, Delight is the seret of reation, Delight is the root of birth, Delight is the ause ofremaining in existene, Delight is the end of birth and that into whih reation eases. \FromAnanda" says the Upanishad \all existenes are born, by Ananda they remain in being and inrease,to Ananda they depart."As we look at these three aspets of essential Being, one in reality, triune to our mental view,separable only in appearane, in the phenomena of the divided onsiousness, we are able to put intheir right plae the divergent formulae of the old philosophies so that they unite and beome one,easing from their agelong ontroversy. For if we regard world-existene only in its appearanes andonly in its relation to pure, in�nite, indivisible, immutable Existene, we are entitled to regard it,desribe it and realise it as Maya. Maya in its original sense meant a omprehending and ontainingonsiousness apable of embraing, measuring and limiting and therefore formative; it is that whihoutlines, measures out, moulds forms in the formless, psyhologises and seems to make knowable the1IV. 6. 69



Unknowable, geometrises and seems to make measurable the limitless. Later the word ame fromits original sense of knowledge, skill, intelligene to aquire a pejorative sense of unning, fraud orillusion, and it is in the �gure of an enhantment or illusion that it is used by the philosophialsystems.World is Maya. World is not unreal in the sense that it has no sort of existene; for even ifit were only a dream of the Self, still it would exist in It as a dream, real to It in the presenteven while ultimately unreal. Nor ought we to say that world is unreal in the sense that it has nokind of eternal existene; for although partiular worlds and partiular forms may or do dissolvephysially and return mentally from the onsiousness of manifestation into the non-manifestation,yet Form in itself, World in itself are eternal. From the non-manifestation they return inevitably intomanifestation; they have an eternal reurrene if not an eternal persistene, an eternal immutabilityin sum and foundation along with an eternal mutability in aspet and apparition. Nor have we anysurety that there ever was or ever will be a period in Time when no form of universe, no play ofbeing is represented to itself in the eternal Consious-Being, but only an intuitive pereption thatthe world that we know an and does appear from That and return into It perpetually.Still world is Maya beause it is not the essential truth of in�nite existene, but only a reation ofself-onsious being, - not a reation in the void, not a reation in nothing and out of nothing, but inthe eternal Truth and out of the eternal Truth of that Self-being; its ontinent, origin and substaneare the essential, real Existene, its forms are mutable formations of That to Its own onsiouspereption, determined by Its own reative onsious-fore. They are apable of manifestation,apable of non-manifestation, apable of other-manifestation. We may, if we hoose, all themtherefore illusions of the in�nite onsiousness, thus audaiously inging bak a shadow of our mentalsense of subjetion to error and inapaity upon that whih, being greater than Mind, is beyondsubjetion to falsehood and illusion. But seeing that the essene and substane of Existene is nota lie and that all errors and deformations of our divided onsiousness represent some truth of theindivisible self-onsious Existene, we an only say that the world is not essential truth of That,but phenomenal truth of Its free multipliity and in�nite super�ial mutability and not truth of Itsfundamental and immutable Unity.If, on the other hand, we look at world-existene in relation to onsiousness only and to fore ofonsiousness, we may regard, desribe and realise it as a movement of Fore obeying some seretwill or else some neessity imposed on it by the very existene of the Consiousness that possesses orregards it. It is then the play of Prakriti, the exeutive Fore, to satisfy Purusha, the regarding andenjoying Consious-Being or it is the play of Purusha reeted in the movements of Fore and withthem identifying himself. World, then, is the play of the Mother of things moved to ast Herself forever into in�nite forms and avid of eternally outpouring experienes.Again if we look at World-Existene rather in its relation to the self-delight of eternally existentbeing, we may regard, desribe and realise it as Lila, the play, the hild's joy, the poet's joy, the ator'sjoy, the mehaniian's joy of the Soul of things eternally young, perpetually inexhaustible, reatingand re-reating Himself in Himself for the sheer bliss of that selfreation, of that self-representation, -Himself the play, Himself the player, Himself the playground. These three generalisations of the playof existene in its relation to the eternal and stable, the immutable Sahhidananda, starting fromthe three oneptions of Maya, Prakriti and Lila and representing themselves in our philosophialsystems as mutually ontraditory philosophies, are in reality perfetly onsistent with eah other,omplementary and neessary in their totality to an integral view of life and the world. The worldof whih we are a part is in its most obvious view a movement of Fore; but that Fore, whenwe penetrate its appearanes, proves to be a onstant and yet always mutable rhythm of reativeonsiousness asting up, projeting in itself phenomenal truths of its own in�nite and eternal being;and this rhythm is in its essene, ause and purpose a play of the in�nite delight of being ever busywith its own innumerable self-representations. This triple or triune view must be the starting-pointfor all our understanding of the universe. 70



Sine, then, eternal and immutable delight of being moving out into in�nite and variable delightof beoming is the root of the whole matter, we have to oneive one indivisible onsious Beingbehind all our experienes supporting them by its inalienable delight and e�eting by its movementthe variations of pleasure, pain and neutral indi�erene in our sensational existene. That is our realself; the mental being subjet to the triple vibration an only be a representation of our real self putin front for the purposes of that sensational experiene of things whih is the �rst rhythm of ourdivided onsiousness in its response and reation to the multiple ontats of the universe. It is animperfet response, a tangled and disordant rhythm preparing and preluding the full and uni�edplay of the onsious Being in us; it is not the true and perfet symphony that may be ours if we anone enter into sympathy with the One in all variations and attune ourselves to the absolute anduniversal diapason.If this view be right, then ertain onsequenes inevitably impose themselves. In the �rst plae,sine in our depths we ourselves are that One, sine in the reality of our being we are the indivisibleAll-Consiousness and therefore the inalienable All-Bliss, the disposition of our sensational experienein the three vibrations of pain, pleasure and indi�erene an only be a super�ial arrangement reatedby that limited part of ourselves whih is uppermost in our waking onsiousness. Behind there mustbe something in us, - muh vaster, profounder, truer than the super�ial onsiousness, - whih takesdelight impartially in all experienes; it is that delight whih seretly supports the super�ial mentalbeing and enables it to persevere through all labours, su�erings and ordeals in the agitated movementof the Beoming. That whih we all ourselves is only a trembling ray on the surfae; behind is allthe vast subonsient, the vast superonsient pro�ting by all these surfae experienes and imposingthem on its external self whih it exposes as a sort of sensitive overing to the ontats of the world;itself veiled, it reeives these ontats and assimilates them into the values of a truer, a profounder,a mastering and reative experiene. Out of its depths it returns them to the surfae in forms ofstrength, harater, knowledge, impulsion whose roots are mysterious to us beause our mind movesand quivers on the surfae and has not learned to onentrate itself and live in the depths.In our ordinary life this truth is hidden from us or only dimly glimpsed at times or imperfetlyheld and oneived. But if we learn to live within, we infallibly awaken to this presene within uswhih is our more real self, a presene profound, alm, joyous and puissant of whih the world isnot the master - a presene whih, if it is not the Lord Himself, is the radiation of the Lord within.We are aware of it within supporting and helping the apparent and super�ial self and smiling at itspleasures and pains as at the error and passion of a little hild. And if we an go bak into ourselvesand identify ourselves, not with our super�ial experiene, but with that radiant penumbra of theDivine, we an live in that attitude towards the ontats of the world and, standing bak in ourentire onsiousness from the pleasures and pains of the body, vital being and mind, possess themas experienes whose nature being super�ial does not touh or impose itself on our ore and realbeing. In the entirely expressive Sanskrit terms, there is an �anandamaya behind the manomaya, avast Bliss-Self behind the limited mental self, and the latter is only a shadowy image and disturbedreetion of the former. The truth of ourselves lies within and not on the surfae.Again this triple vibration of pleasure, pain, indi�erene, being super�ial, being an arrangementand result of our imperfet evolution, an have in it no absoluteness, no neessity. There is noreal obligation on us to return to a partiular ontat a partiular response of pleasure, pain orneutral reation, there is only an obligation of habit. We feel pleasure or pain in a partiular ontatbeause that is the habit our nature has formed, beause that is the onstant relation the reipienthas established with the ontat. It is within our ompetene to return quite the opposite response,pleasure where we used to have pain, pain where we used to have pleasure. It is equally withinour ompetene to austom the super�ial being to return instead of the mehanial reations ofpleasure, pain and indi�erene that free reply of inalienable delight whih is the onstant experieneof the true and vast Bliss-Self within us. And this is a greater onquest, a still deeper and moreomplete self-possession than a glad and detahed reeption in the depths of the habitual reations on71



the surfae. For it is no longer a mere aeptane without subjetion, a free aquiesene in imperfetvalues of experiene, but enables us to onvert imperfet into perfet, false into true values, - theonstant but veritable delight of the Spirit in things taking the plae of the dualities experiened bythe mental being.In the things of the mind this pure habitual relativity of the reations of pleasure and pain isnot diÆult to pereive. The nervous being in us, indeed, is austomed to a ertain �xedness, afalse impression of absoluteness in these things. To it vitory, suess, honour, good fortune of allkinds are pleasant things in themselves, absolutely, and must produe joy as sugar must taste sweet;defeat, failure, disappointment, disgrae, evil fortune of all kinds are unpleasant things in themselves,absolutely, and must produe grief as wormwood must taste bitter. To vary these responses is to ita departure from fat, abnormal and morbid; for the nervous being is a thing enslaved to habit andin itself the means devised by Nature for �xing onstany of reation, sameness of experiene, thesettled sheme of man's relations to life. The mental being on the other hand is free, for it is themeans she has devised for exibility and variation, for hange and progress; it is subjet only so longas it hooses to remain subjet, to dwell in one mental habit rather than in another or so long asit allows itself to be dominated by its nervous instrument. It is not bound to be grieved by defeat,disgrae, loss: it an meet these things and all things with a perfet indi�erene; it an even meetthem with a perfet gladness. Therefore man �nds that the more he refuses to be dominated by hisnerves and body, the more he draws bak from impliation of himself in his physial and vital parts,the greater is his freedom. He beomes the master of his own responses to the world's ontats, nolonger the slave of external touhes.In regard to physial pleasure and pain, it is more diÆult to apply the universal truth; for thisis the very domain of the nerves and the body, the entre and seat of that in us whose nature is tobe dominated by external ontat and external pressure. Even here, however, we have glimpses ofthe truth. We see it in the fat that aording to the habit the same physial ontat an be eitherpleasurable or painful, not only to di�erent individuals, but to the same individual under di�erentonditions or at di�erent stages of his development. We see it in the fat that men in periods ofgreat exitement or high exaltation remain physially indi�erent to pain or unonsious of pain underontats whih ordinarily would init severe torture or su�ering. In many ases it is only when thenerves are able to reassert themselves and remind the mentality of its habitual obligation to su�erthat the sense of su�ering returns. But this return to the habitual obligation is not inevitable; itis only habitual. We see that in the phenomena of hypnosis not only an the hypnotised subjetbe suessfully forbidden to feel the pain of a wound or punture when in the abnormal state, butan be prevented with equal suess from returning to his habitual reation of su�ering when he isawakened. The reason of this phenomenon is perfetly simple; it is beause the hypnotiser suspendsthe habitual waking onsiousness whih is the slave of nervous habits and is able to appeal to thesubliminal mental being in the depths, the inner mental being who is master, if he wills, of thenerves and the body. But this freedom whih is e�eted by hypnosis abnormally, rapidly, withouttrue possession, by an alien will, may equally be won normally, gradually, with true possession, byone's own will so as to e�et partially or ompletely a vitory of the mental being over the habitualnervous reations of the body.Pain of mind and body is a devie of Nature, that is to say, of Fore in her works, meant tosubserve a de�nite transitional end in her upward evolution. The world is from the point of viewof the individual a play and omplex shok of multitudinous fores. In the midst of this omplexplay the individual stands as a limited onstruted being with a limited amount of fore exposed tonumberless shoks whih may wound, maim, break up or disintegrate the onstrution whih he allshimself. Pain is in the nature of a nervous and physial reoil from a dangerous or harmful ontat;it is a part of what the Upanishad alls jugups�a, the shrinking of the limited being from that whihis not himself and not sympatheti or in harmony with himself, its impulse of self-defene against\others". It is, from this point of view, an indiation by Nature of that whih has to be avoided or,72



if not suessfully avoided, has to be remedied. It does not ome into being in the purely physialworld so long as life does not enter into it; for till then mehanial methods are suÆient. Its oÆebegins when life with its frailty and imperfet possession of Matter enters on the sene; it grows withthe growth of Mind in life. Its oÆe ontinues so long as Mind is bound in the life and body whih itis using, dependent upon them for its knowledge and means of ation, subjeted to their limitationsand to the egoisti impulses and aims whih are born of those limitations. But if and when Mind inman beomes apable of being free, unegoisti, in harmony with all other beings and with the play ofthe universal fores, the use and oÆe of su�ering diminishes, its raison d'être must �nally ease tobe and it an only ontinue as an atavism of Nature, a habit that has survived its use, a persisteneof the lower in the as yet imperfet organisation of the higher. Its eventual elimination must be anessential point in the destined onquest of the soul over subjetion to Matter and egoisti limitationin Mind.This elimination is possible beause pain and pleasure themselves are urrents, one imperfet, theother perverse, but still urrents of the delight of existene. The reason for this imperfetion andthis perversion is the self-division of the being in his onsiousness by measuring and limiting Mayaand in onsequene an egoisti and pieemeal instead of a universal reeption of ontats by theindividual. For the universal soul all things and all ontats of things arry in them an essene ofdelight best desribed by the Sanskrit aestheti term, rasa, whih means at one sap or essene of athing and its taste. It is beause we do not seek the essene of the thing in its ontat with us, butlook only to the manner in whih it a�ets our desires and fears, our ravings and shrinkings thatgrief and pain, imperfet and transient pleasure or indi�erene, that is to say, blank inability to seizethe essene, are the forms taken by the Rasa. If we ould be entirely disinterested in mind and heartand impose that detahment on the nervous being, the progressive elimination of these imperfetand perverse forms of Rasa would be possible and the true essential taste of the inalienable delight ofexistene in all its variations would be within our reah. We attain to something of this apaity forvariable but universal delight in the aestheti reeption of things as represented by Art and Poetry,so that we enjoy there the Rasa or taste of the sorrowful, the terrible, even the horrible or repellent;2and the reason is beause we are detahed, disinterested, not thinking of ourselves or of self-defene(jugups�a), but only of the thing and its essene. Certainly, this aestheti reeption of ontats is nota preise image or reetion of the pure delight whih is supramental and supra-aestheti; for thelatter would eliminate sorrow, terror, horror and disgust with their ause while the former admitsthem: but it represents partially and imperfetly one stage of the progressive delight of the universalSoul in things in its manifestation and it admits us in one part of our nature to that detahmentfrom egoisti sensation and that universal attitude through whih the one Soul sees harmony andbeauty where we divided beings experiene rather haos and disord. The full liberation an ometo us only by a similar liberation in all our parts, the universal aesthesis, the universal standpoint ofknowledge, the universal detahment from all things and yet sympathy with all in our nervous andemotional being.Sine the nature of su�ering is a failure of the onsiousfore in us to meet the shoks of existeneand a onsequent shrinking and ontration and its root is an inequality of that reeptive andpossessing fore due to our self-limitation by egoism onsequent on the ignorane of our true Self,of Sahhidananda, the elimination of su�ering must �rst proeed by the substitution of titiks.�a, thefaing, enduring and onquest of all shoks of existene for jugups�a, the shrinking and ontration:by this endurane and onquest we proeed to an equality whih may be either an equal indi�ereneto all ontats or an equal gladness in all ontats; and this equality again must �nd a �rm foundationin the substitution of the Sahhidananda onsiousness whih is All-Bliss for the ego-onsiousnesswhih enjoys and su�ers. The Sahhidananda onsiousness may be transendent of the universeand aloof from it, and to this state of distant Bliss the path is equal indi�erene; it is the pathof the aseti. Or the Sahhidananda onsiousness may be at one transendent and universal;2So termed in Sanskrit Rhetori, the karun. a, bhay�anaka and b�ibhatsa Rasas.73



and to this state of present and all-embraing Bliss the path is surrender and loss of the ego in theuniversal and possession of an all-pervading equal delight; it is the path of the anient Vedi sages.But neutrality to the imperfet touhes of pleasure and the perverse touhes of pain is the �rst diretand natural result of the soul's self-disipline and the onversion to equal delight an, usually, omeonly afterwards. The diret transformation of the triple vibration into Ananda is possible, but lesseasy to the human being.Suh then is the view of the universe whih arises out of the integral Vedanti aÆrmation. Anin�nite, indivisible existene all-blissful in its pure self-onsiousness moves out of its fundamentalpurity into the varied play of Fore that is onsiousness, into the movement of Prakriti whih is theplay of Maya. The delight of its existene is at �rst self-gathered, absorbed, subonsious in the basisof the physial universe; then emergent in a great mass of neutral movement whih is not yet what weall sensation; then further emergent with the growth of mind and ego in the triple vibration of pain,pleasure and indi�erene originating from the limitation of the fore of onsiousness in the formand from its exposure to shoks of the universal Fore whih it �nds alien to it and out of harmonywith its own measure and standard; �nally, the onsious emergene of the full Sahhidananda in itsreations by universality, by equality, by self-possession and onquest of Nature. This is the ourseand movement of the world.If it then be asked why the One Existene should take delight in suh a movement, the answerlies in the fat that all possibilities are inherent in Its in�nity and that the delight of existene - inits mutable beoming, not in its immutable being, - lies preisely in the variable realisation of itspossibilities. And the possibility worked out here in the universe of whih we are a part, begins fromthe onealment of Sahhidananda in that whih seems to be its own opposite and its self-�ndingeven amid the terms of that opposite. In�nite being loses itself in the appearane of non-being andemerges in the appearane of a �nite Soul; in�nite onsiousness loses itself in the appearane of avast indeterminate inonsiene and emerges in the appearane of a super�ial limited onsiousness;in�nite selfsustaining Fore loses itself in the appearane of a haos of atoms and emerges in theappearane of the inseure balane of a world; in�nite Delight loses itself in the appearane of aninsensible Matter and emerges in the appearane of a disordant rhythm of varied pain, pleasure andneutral feeling, love, hatred and indi�erene; in�nite unity loses itself in the appearane of a haos ofmultipliity and emerges in a disord of fores and beings whih seek to reover unity by possessing,dissolving and devouring eah other. In this reation the real Sahhidananda has to emerge. Man,the individual, has to beome and to live as a universal being; his limited mental onsiousness hasto widen to the superonsient unity in whih eah embraes all; his narrow heart has to learn thein�nite embrae and replae its lusts and disords by universal love and his restrited vital beingto beome equal to the whole shok of the universe upon it and apable of universal delight; hisvery physial being has to know itself as no separate entity but as one with and sustaining in itselfthe whole ow of the indivisible Fore that is all things; his whole nature has to reprodue in theindividual the unity, the harmony, the oneness-in-all of the supreme Existene-Consiousness-Bliss.Through all this play the seret reality is always one and the same delight of existene, - the samein the delight of the subonsious sleep before the emergene of the individual, in the delight of thestruggle and all the varieties, viissitudes, perversions, onversions, reversions of the e�ort to �nditself amid the mazes of the half-onsious dream of whih the individual is the entre, and in thedelight of the eternal superonsient self-possession into whih the individual must wake and therebeome one with the indivisible Sahhidananda. This is the play of the One, the Lord, the All asit reveals itself to our liberated and enlightened knowledge from the oneptive standpoint of thismaterial universe.
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Chapter 13The Divine Maya\By the Names of the Lord and hers they shaped and measured the fore of the Mother ofLight; wearing might after might of that Fore as a robe the lords of Maya shaped out Form inthis Being."\The Masters of Maya shaped all by His Maya; the Fathers who have divine vision set Himwithin as a hild that is to be born." Rig Veda.1EXISTENCE that ats and reates by the power and from the pure delight of its onsious beingis the reality that we are, the self of all our modes and moods, the ause, objet and goal of all ourdoing, beoming and reating. As the poet, artist or musiian when he reates does really nothingbut develop some potentiality in his unmanifested self into a form of manifestation and as the thinker,statesman, mehanist only bring out into a shape of things that whih lay hidden in themselves, wasthemselves, is still themselves when it is ast into form, so is it with the world and the Eternal.All reation or beoming is nothing but this self-manifestation. Out of the seed there evolves thatwhih is already in the seed, pre-existent in being, predestined in its will to beome, prearranged inthe delight of beoming. The original plasm held in itself in fore of being the resultant organism.For it is always that seret, burdened, self-knowing fore whih labours under its own irresistibleimpulse to manifest the form of itself with whih it is harged. Only, the individual who reates ordevelops out of himself, makes a distintion between himself, the fore that works in him and thematerial in whih he works. In reality the fore is himself, the individualised onsiousness whih itinstrumentalises is himself, the material whih it uses is himself, the resultant form is himself. Inother words it is one existene, one fore, one delight of being whih onentrates itself at variouspoints, says of eah \This is I" and works in it by a various play of self-fore for a various play ofself-formation.What it produes is itself and an be nothing other than itself; it is working out a play, a rhythm,a development of its own existene, fore of onsiousness and delight of being. Therefore whateveromes into the world, seeks nothing but this, to be, to arrive at the intended form, to enlarge itsselfexistene in that form, to develop, manifest, inrease, realise in�nitely the onsiousness and thepower that is in it, to have the delight of oming into manifestation, the delight of the form of being,the delight of the rhythm of onsiousness, the delight of the play of fore and to aggrandise andperfet that delight by whatever means is possible, in whatever diretion, through whatever idea ofitself may be suggested to it by the Existene, the Consious-Fore, the Delight ative within itsdeepest being.And if there is any goal, any ompleteness towards whih things tend, it an only be the om-pleteness - in the individual and in the whole whih the individuals onstitute - of its selfexistene, of1III. 38. 7; IX. 83. 3. 75



its power and onsiousness and of its delight of being. But suh ompleteness is not possible in theindividual onsiousness onentrated within the limits of the individual formation; absolute om-pleteness is not feasible in the �nite beause it is alien to the self-oneption of the �nite. Thereforethe only �nal goal possible is the emergene of the in�nite onsiousness in the individual; it is hisreovery of the truth of himself by self-knowledge and by self-realisation, the truth of the In�nite inbeing, the In�nite in onsiousness, the In�nite in delight repossessed as his own Self and Reality ofwhih the �nite is only a mask and an instrument for various expression.Thus by the very nature of the world-play as it has been realised by Sahhidananda in thevastness of His existene extended as Spae and Time, we have to oneive �rst of an involutionand a self-absorption of onsious being into the density and in�nite divisibility of substane, forotherwise there an be no �nite variation; next, an emergene of the self-imprisoned fore into formalbeing, living being, thinking being; and �nally a release of the formed thinking being into the freerealisation of itself as the One and the In�nite at play in the world and by the release its reoveryof the boundless existene-onsiousnessbliss that even now it is seretly, really and eternally. Thistriple movement is the whole key of the world-enigma.It is so that the anient and eternal truth of Vedanta reeives into itself and illumines, justi�esand shows us all the meaning of the modern and phenomenal truth of evolution in the universe. Andit is so only that this modern truth of evolution whih is the old truth of the Universal developingitself suessively in Time, seen opaquely through the study of Fore and Matter, an �nd its ownfull sense and justi�ation, - by illuminating itself with the Light of the anient and eternal truthstill preserved for us in the Vedanti Sriptures. To this mutual self-disovery and self-illuminationby the fusion of the old Eastern and the new Western knowledge the thought of the world is alreadyturning.Still, when we have found that all things are Sahhidananda, all has not yet been explained. Weknow the Reality of the universe, we do not yet know the proess by whih that Reality has turneditself into this phenomenon. We have the key of the riddle, we have still to �nd the lok in whihit will turn. For this Existene, Consious-Fore, Delight does not work diretly or with a sovereignirresponsibility like a magiian building up worlds and universes by the mere �at of its word. Wepereive a proess, we are aware of a Law.It is true that this Law when we analyse it, seems to resolve itself into an equilibrium of the playof fores and a determination of that play into �xed lines of working by the aident of developmentand the habit of past realised energy. But this apparent and seondary truth is �nal to us only solong as we oneive of Fore solely. When we pereive that Fore is a selfexpression of Existene, weare bound to pereive also that this line whih Fore has taken, orresponds to some self-truth of thatExistene whih governs and determines its onstant urve and destination. And sine onsiousnessis the nature of the original Existene and the essene of its Fore, this truth must be a self-pereptionin Consious-Being and this determination of the line taken by Fore must result from a power ofselfdiretive knowledge inherent in Consiousness whih enables it to guide its own Fore inevitablyalong the logial line of the original self-pereption. It is then a self-determining power in universalonsiousness, a apaity in self-awareness of in�nite existene to pereive a ertain Truth in itselfand diret its fore of reation along the line of that Truth, whih has presided over the osmimanifestation.But why should we interpose any speial power or faulty between the in�nite Consiousness itselfand the result of its workings? May not this Self-awareness of the In�nite range freely reatingforms whih afterwards remain in play so long as there is not the �at that bids them ease, - evenas the old Semiti Revelation tells us, \God said, Let there be Light, and there was Light"? Butwhen we say, \God said, Let there be Light", we assume the at of a power of onsiousness whihdetermines light out of everything else that is not light; and when we say \and there was Light" wepresume a direting faulty, an ative power orresponding to the original pereptive power, whih76



brings out the phenomenon and, working out Light aording to the line of the original pereption,prevents it from being overpowered by all the in�nite possibilities that are other than itself. In�niteonsiousness in its in�nite ation an produe only in�nite results; to settle upon a �xed Truth ororder of truths and build a world in onformity with that whih is �xed, demands a seletive faultyof knowledge ommissioned to shape �nite appearane out of the in�nite Reality.This power was known to the Vedi seers by the name of Maya. Maya meant for them the powerof in�nite onsiousness to omprehend, ontain in itself and measure out, that is to say, to form -for form is delimitation - Name and Shape out of the vast illimitable Truth of in�nite existene. Itis by Maya that stati truth of essential being beomes ordered truth of ative being - or, to putit in more metaphysial language, out of the supreme being in whih all is all without barrier ofseparative onsiousness emerges the phenomenal being in whih all is in eah and eah is in all forthe play of existene with existene, onsiousness with onsiousness, fore with fore, delight withdelight. This play of all in eah and eah in all is onealed at �rst from us by the mental play or theillusion of Maya whih persuades eah that he is in all but not all in him and that he is in all as aseparated being not as a being always inseparably one with the rest of existene. Afterwards we haveto emerge from this error into the supramental play or the truth of Maya where the \eah" and the\all" oexist in the inseparable unity of the one truth and the multiple symbol. The lower, presentand deluding mental Maya has �rst to be embraed, then to be overome; for it is God's play withdivision and darkness and limitation, desire and strife and su�ering in whih He subjets Himselfto the Fore that has ome out of Himself and by her obsure su�ers Himself to be obsured. Thatother Maya onealed by this mental has to be overpassed, then embraed; for it is God's play of thein�nities of existene, the splendours of knowledge, the glories of fore mastered and the estasiesof love illimitable where He emerges out of the hold of Fore, holds her instead and ful�ls in herillumined that for whih she went out from Him at the �rst.This distintion between the lower and the higher Maya is the link in thought and in osmiFat whih the pessimisti and illusionist philosophies miss or neglet. To them the mental Maya,or perhaps an Overmind, is the reatrix of the world, and a world reated by mental Maya wouldindeed be an inexpliable paradox and a �xed yet oating nightmare of onsious existene whihould neither be lassed as an illusion nor as a reality. We have to see that the mind is only anintermediate term between the reative governing knowledge and the soul imprisoned in its works.Sahhidananda, involved by one of His lower movements in the self-oblivious absorption of Forethat is lost in the form of her own workings, returns towards Himself out of the self-oblivion; Mindis only one of His instruments in the desent and the asent. It is an instrument of the desendingreation, not the seret reatrix, - a transitional stage in the asent, not our high original soure andthe onsummate term of osmi existene.The philosophies whih reognise Mind alone as the reator of the worlds or aept an originalpriniple with Mind as the only mediator between it and the forms of the universe, may be dividedinto the purely noumenal and the idealisti. The purely noumenal reognise in the osmos only thework of Mind, Thought, Idea: but Idea may be purely arbitrary and have no essential relation to anyreal Truth of existene; suh Truth, if it exists, may be regarded as a mere Absolute aloof from allrelations and irreonilable with a world of relations. The idealisti interpretation supposes a relationbetween the Truth behind and the oneptive phenomenon in front, a relation whih is not merelythat of an antinomy and opposition. The view I am presenting goes farther in idealism; it sees thereative Idea as Real-Idea, that is to say, a power of Consious Fore expressive of real being, bornout of real being and partaking of its nature and neither a hild of the Void nor a weaver of �tions.It is onsious Reality throwing itself into mutable forms of its own imperishable and immutablesubstane. The world is therefore not a �gment of oneption in the universal Mind, but a onsiousbirth of that whih is beyond Mind into forms of itself. A Truth of onsious being supports theseforms and expresses itself in them, and the knowledge orresponding to the truth thus expressed77



reigns as a supramental Truth-onsiousness2 organising real ideas in a perfet harmony before theyare ast into the mental-vital-material mould. Mind, Life and Body are an inferior onsiousnessand a partial expression whih strives to arrive in the mould of a various evolution at that superiorexpression of itself already existent to the Beyond-Mind. That whih is in the Beyond-Mind is theideal whih in its own onditions it is labouring to realise.From our asending point of view we may say that the Real is behind all that exists; it expressesitself intermediately in an Ideal whih is a harmonised truth of itself; the Ideal throws out a phenom-enal reality of variable onsious-being whih, inevitably drawn towards its own essential Reality,tries at last to reover it entirely whether by a violent leap or normally through the Ideal whihput it forth. It is this that explains the imperfet reality of human existene as seen by the Mind,the instintive aspiration in the mental being towards a perfetibility ever beyond itself, towardsthe onealed harmony of the Ideal, and the supreme surge of the spirit beyond the ideal to thetransendental. The very fats of our onsiousness, its onstitution and its neessity presupposesuh a triple order; they negate the dual and irreonilable antithesis of a mere Absolute to a mererelativity.Mind is not suÆient to explain existene in the universe. In�nite Consiousness must �rsttranslate itself into in�nite faulty of Knowledge or, as we all it from our point of view, omnisiene.But Mind is not a faulty of knowledge nor an instrument of omnisiene; it is a faulty for theseeking of knowledge, for expressing as muh as it an gain of it in ertain forms of a relative thoughtand for using it towards ertain apaities of ation. Even when it �nds, it does not possess; it onlykeeps a ertain fund of urrent oin of Truth - not Truth itself - in the bank of Memory to drawupon aording to its needs. For Mind is that whih does not know, whih tries to know and whihnever knows exept as in a glass darkly. It is the power whih interprets truth of universal existenefor the pratial uses of a ertain order of things; it is not the power whih knows and guides thatexistene and therefore it annot be the power whih reated or manifested it.But if we suppose an in�nite Mind whih would be free from our limitations, that at least mightwell be the reator of the universe? But suh a Mind would be something quite di�erent fromthe de�nition of mind as we know it: it would be something beyond mentality; it would be thesupramental Truth. An in�nite Mind onstituted in the terms of mentality as we know it ouldonly reate an in�nite haos, a vast lash of hane, aident, viissitude wandering towards anindeterminate end after whih it would be always tentatively groping and aspiring. An in�nite,omnisient, omnipotent Mind would not be mind at all, but supramental knowledge.Mind, as we know it, is a reetive mirror whih reeives presentations or images of a pre-existentTruth or Fat, either external to or at least vaster than itself. It represents to itself from moment tomoment the phenomenon that is or has been. It possesses also the faulty of onstruting in itselfpossible images other than those of the atual fat presented to it; that is to say, it represents toitself not only phenomenon that has been but also phenomenon that may be: it annot, be it noted,represent to itself phenomenon that assuredly will be, exept when it is an assured repetition ofwhat is or has been. It has, �nally, the faulty of foreasting new modi�ations whih it seeks toonstrut out of the meeting of what has been and what may be, out of the ful�lled possibility andthe unful�lled, something that it sometimes sueeds in onstruting more or less exatly, sometimesfails to realise, but usually �nds ast into other forms than it foreasted and turned to other endsthan it desired or intended.An in�nite Mind of this harater might possibly onstrut an aidental osmos of onitingpossibilities and it might shape it into something shifting, something always transient, somethingever unertain in its drift, neither real nor unreal, possessed of no de�nite end or aim but onlyan endless suession of momentary aims leading - sine there is no superior direting power of2I take the phrase from the Rig Veda, - r.ta-it, whih means the onsiousness of essential truth of being (satyam),of ordered truth of ative being (r.tam) and the vast self-awareness (br.hat) in whih alone this onsiousness is possible.78



knowledge - eventually nowhither. Nihilism or Illusionism or some kindred philosophy is the onlylogial onlusion of suh a pure noumenalism. The osmos so onstruted would be a presentationor reetion of something not itself, but always and to the end a false presentation, a distortedreetion; all osmi existene would be a Mind struggling to work out fully its imaginations, butnot sueeding, beause they have no imperative basis of self-truth; overpowered and arried forwardby the stream of its own past energies, it would be borne onward indeterminately for ever withoutissue unless or until it an either slay itself or fall into an eternal stillness. That traed to its rootsis Nihilism and Illusionism and it is the only wisdom if we suppose that our human mentality oranything at all like it represents the highest osmi fore and the original oneption at work in theuniverse.But the moment we �nd in the original power of knowledge a higher fore than that whihis represented by our human mentality, this oneption of the universe beomes insuÆient andtherefore invalid. It has its truth but it is not the whole truth. It is law of the immediate appearaneof the universe, but not of its original truth and ultimate fat. For we pereive behind the ationof Mind, Life and Body, something that is not embraed in the stream of Fore but embraes andontrols it; something that is not born into a world whih it seeks to interpret, but has reated in itsbeing a world of whih it has the omnisiene; something that does not labour perpetually to formsomething else out of itself while it drifts in the overmastering surge of past energies it an no longerontrol, but has already in its onsiousness a perfet Form of itself and is here gradually unfoldingit. The world expresses a foreseen Truth, obeys a predetermining Will, realises an original formativeself-vision, - it is the growing image of a divine reation.So long as we work only through the mentality governed by appearanes, this something beyondand behind and yet always immanent an be only an inferene or a presene vaguely felt. Wepereive a law of yli progress and infer an ever-inreasing perfetion of somewhat that is somewhereforeknown. For everywhere we see Law founded in self-being and, when we penetrate within intothe rationale of its proess, we �nd that Law is the expression of an innate knowledge, a knowledgeinherent in the existene whih is expressing itself and implied in the fore that expresses it; and Lawdeveloped by Knowledge so as to allow of progression implies a divinely seen goal towards whih themotion is direted. We see too that our reason seeks to emerge out of and dominate the helpless driftof our mentality and we arrive at the pereption that Reason is only a messenger, a representative ora shadow of a greater onsiousness beyond itself whih does not need to reason beause it is all andknows all that it is. And we an then pass to the inferene that this soure of Reason is idential withthe Knowledge that ats as Law in the world. This Knowledge determines its own law sovereignlybeause it knows what has been, is and will be and it knows beause it is eternally, and in�nitelyognises itself. Being that is in�nite onsiousness, in�nite onsiousness that is omnipotent fore,when it makes a world - that is to say, a harmony of itself - its objet of onsiousness, beomesseizable by our thought as a osmi existene that knows its own truth and realises in forms thatwhih it knows.But it is only when we ease to reason and go deep into ourselves, into that serey where theativity of mind is stilled, that this other onsiousness beomes really manifest to us - howeverimperfetly owing to our long habit of mental reation and mental limitation. Then we an knowsurely in an inreasing illumination that whih we had unertainly oneived by the pale and ikeringlight of Reason. Knowledge waits seated beyond mind and intelletual reasoning, throned in theluminous vast of illimitable self-vision.
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Chapter 14The Supermind as Creator\All things are self-deployings of the Divine Knowledge." Vishnu Purana.1A PRINCIPLE of ative Will and Knowledge superior to Mind and reatrix of the worlds is thenthe intermediary power and state of being between that self-possession of the One and this ux ofthe Many. This priniple is not entirely alien to us; it does not belong solely and inommuniably toa Being who is entirely other than ourselves or to a state of existene from whih we are mysteriouslyprojeted into birth, but also rejeted and unable to return. If it seems to us to be seated on heightsfar above us, yet are they the heights of our own being and aessible to our tread. We an not onlyinfer and glimpse that Truth, but we are apable of realising it. We may by a progressive expandingor a sudden luminous self-transendene mount up to these summits in unforgettable moments ordwell on them during hours or days of greatest superhuman experiene. When we desend again,there are doors of ommuniation whih we an keep always open or reopen even though they shouldonstantly shut. But to dwell there permanently on this last and highest summit of the reated andreative being is in the end the supreme ideal for our evolving human onsiousness when it seeksnot self-annulment but self-perfetion. For, as we have seen, this is the original Idea and the �nalharmony and truth to whih our gradual self-expression in the world returns and whih it is meantto ahieve.Still, we may doubt whether it is possible, now or at all, to give any aount of this state to thehuman intellet or to utilise in any ommuniable and organisable way its divine workings for theelevation of our human knowledge and ation. The doubt does not arise solely from the rarity ordubiety of any known phenomena that would betray a human working of this divine faulty, or fromthe remoteness whih separates this ation from the experiene and veri�able knowledge of ordinaryhumanity; it is strongly suggested also by the apparent ontradition in both essene and operationbetween human mentality and the divine Supermind.And ertainly, if this onsiousness had no relation at all to mind nor anywhere any identity withthe mental being, it would be quite impossible to give any aount of it to our human notions. Or, ifit were in its nature only vision in knowledge and not at all dynami power of knowledge, we ouldhope to attain by its ontat a beati� state of mental illumination, but not a greater light andpower for the works of the world. But sine this onsiousness is reatrix of the world, it must benot only state of knowledge, but power of knowledge, and not only a Will to light and vision, but aWill to power and works. And sine Mind too is reated out of it, Mind must be a development bylimitation out of this primal faulty and this mediatory at of the supreme Consiousness and musttherefore be apable of resolving itself bak into it through a reverse development by expansion. Foralways Mind must be idential with Supermind in essene and oneal in itself the potentiality of1II. 12. 39. 81



Supermind, however di�erent or even ontrary it may have beome in its atual forms and settledmodes of operation. It may not then be an irrational or unpro�table attempt to strive by the methodof omparison and ontrast towards some idea of the Supermind from the standpoint and in the termsof our intelletual knowledge. The idea, the terms may well be inadequate and yet still serve as a�nger of light pointing us onward on a way whih to some distane at least we may tread. Moreover itis possible for Mind to rise beyond itself into ertain heights or planes of onsiousness whih reeiveinto themselves some modi�ed light or power of the supramental onsiousness and know that by anillumination, intuition or a diret ontat or experiene, although to live in it and see and at fromit is a vitory that has not yet been made humanly possible.And �rst we may pause a moment and ask ourselves whether no light an be found from the pastwhih will guide us towards these ill-explored domains. We need a name, and we need a starting-point. For we have alled this state of onsiousness the Supermind; but the word is ambiguoussine it may be taken in the sense of mind itself supereminent and lifted above ordinary mentalitybut not radially hanged, or on the ontrary it may bear the sense of all that is beyond mind andtherefore assume a too extensive omprehensiveness whih would bring in even the Ine�able itself.A subsidiary desription is required whih will more aurately limit its signi�ane.It is the rypti verses of the Veda that help us here; for they ontain, though onealed, the gospelof the divine and immortal Supermind and through the veil some illumining ashes ome to us. Wean see through these utteranes the oneption of this Supermind as a vastness beyond the ordinary�rmaments of our onsiousness in whih truth of being is luminously one with all that expressesit and assures inevitably truth of vision, formulation, arrangement, word, at and movement andtherefore truth also of result of movement, result of ation and expression, infallible ordinane orlaw. Vast all-omprehensiveness; luminous truth and harmony of being in that vastness and not avague haos or self-lost obsurity; truth of law and at and knowledge expressive of that harmonioustruth of being: these seem to be the essential terms of the Vedi desription. The Gods, who intheir highest seret entity are powers of this Supermind, born of it, seated in it as in their properhome, are in their knowledge \truth-onsious" and in their ation possessed of the \seerwill". Theironsious-fore turned towards works and reation is possessed and guided by a perfet and diretknowledge of the thing to be done and its essene and its law, - a knowledge whih determines awholly e�etive will-power that does not deviate or falter in its proess or in its result, but expressesand ful�ls spontaneously and inevitably in the at that whih has been seen in the vision. Lightis here one with Fore, the vibrations of knowledge with the rhythm of the will and both are one,perfetly and without seeking, groping or e�ort, with the assured result. The divine Nature has adouble power, a spontaneous self-formulation and self-arrangement whih wells naturally out of theessene of the thing manifested and expresses its original truth, and a self-fore of light inherent inthe thing itself and the soure of its spontaneous and inevitable self-arrangement.There are subordinate, but important details. The Vedi seers seem to speak of two primaryfaulties of the \truthonsious" soul; they are Sight and Hearing, by whih is intended diret op-erations of an inherent Knowledge desribable as truth-vision and truth-audition and reeted fromfar-o� in our human mentality by the faulties of revelation and inspiration. Besides, a distintionseems to be made in the operations of the Supermind between knowledge by a omprehending andpervading onsiousness whih is very near to subjetive knowledge by identity and knowledge bya projeting, onfronting, apprehending onsiousness whih is the beginning of objetive ognition.These are the Vedi lues. And we may aept from this anient experiene the subsidiary term\truthonsiousness" to delimit the onnotation of the more elasti phrase, Supermind.We see at one that suh a onsiousness, desribed by suh harateristis, must be an inter-mediate formulation whih refers bak to a term above it and forward to another below it; we seeat the same time that it is evidently the link and means by whih the inferior develops out of thesuperior and should equally be the link and means by whih it may develop bak again towards itssoure. The term above is the unitarian or indivisible onsiousness of pure Sahhidananda in whih82



there are no separating distintions; the term below is the analyti or dividing onsiousness of Mindwhih an only know by separation and distintion and has at the most a vague and seondary ap-prehension of unity and in�nity, - for, though it an synthetise its divisions, it annot arrive at a truetotality. Between them is this omprehensive and reative onsiousness, by its power of pervadingand intimately omprehending knowledge the hild of that self-awareness by identity whih is thepoise of the Brahman and by its power of projeting, onfronting, apprehending knowledge parentof that awareness by distintion whih is the proess of the Mind.Above, the formula of the One eternally stable and immutable; below, the formula of the Manywhih, eternally mutable, seeks but hardly �nds in the ux of things a �rm and immutable standing-point; between, the seat of all trinities, of all that is biune, of all that beomes Many-in-One andyet remains One-in-Many beause it was originally One that is always potentially Many. Thisintermediary term is therefore the beginning and end of all reation and arrangement, the Alphaand the Omega, the starting-point of all di�erentiation, the instrument of all uni�ation, originative,exeutive and onsummative of all realised or realisable harmonies. It has the knowledge of theOne, but is able to draw out of the One its hidden multitudes; it manifests the Many, but doesnot lose itself in their di�erentiations. And shall we not say that its very existene points bak toSomething beyond our supreme pereption of the ine�able Unity, - Something ine�able and mentallyinoneivable not beause of its unity and indivisibility, but beause of its freedom from even theseformulations of our mind, - Something beyond both unity and multipliity? That would be the utterAbsolute and Real whih yet justi�es to us both our knowledge of God and our knowledge of theworld.But these terms are large and diÆult to grasp; let us ome to preisions. We speak of the Oneas Sahhidananda; but in the very desription we posit three entities and unite them to arriveat a trinity. We say \Existene, Consiousness, Bliss", and then we say, \they are one". It is aproess of the mind. But for the unitarian onsiousness suh a proess is inadmissible. Existeneis Consiousness and there an be no distintion between them; Consiousness is Bliss and therean be no distintion between them. And sine there is not even this di�erentiation, there anbe no world. If that is the sole reality, then world is not and never existed, an never have beenoneived; for indivisible onsiousness is undividing onsiousness and annot originate division anddi�erentiation. But this is a redutio ad absurdum; we annot admit it unless we are ontent to baseeverything upon an impossible paradox and an unreoniled antithesis.On the other hand, Mind an oneive with preision divisions as real; it an oneive a synthetitotality or the �nite extending itself inde�nitely; it an grasp aggregates of divided things and thesamenesses underlying them; but the ultimate unity and absolute in�nity are to its onsiene ofthings abstrat notions and unseizable quantities, not something that is real to its grasp, muh lesssomething that is alone real. Here is therefore the very opposite term to the unitarian onsiousness;we have, onfronting the essential and indivisible unity, an essential multipliity whih annot arriveat unity without abolishing itself and in the very at onfessing that it ould never really have existed.Yet it was; for it is this that has found unity and abolished itself. And again we have a redutioad absurdum repeating the violent paradox whih seeks to onvine thought by stunning it and theirreoniled and irreonilable antithesis.The diÆulty, in its lower term, disappears if we realise that Mind is only a preparatory form of ouronsiousness. Mind is an instrument of analysis and synthesis, but not of essential knowledge. Itsfuntion is to ut out something vaguely from the unknown Thing in itself and all this measurementor delimitation of it the whole, and again to analyse the whole into its parts whih it regards asseparate mental objets. It is only the parts and aidents that the Mind an see de�nitely and,after its own fashion, know. Of the whole its only de�nite idea is an assemblage of parts or a totalityof properties and aidents. The whole not seen as a part of something else or in its own parts,properties and aidents is to the mind no more than a vague pereption; only when it is analysedand put by itself as a separate onstituted objet, a totality in a larger totality, an Mind say to83



itself, \This now I know." And really it does not know. It knows only its own analysis of theobjet and the idea it has formed of it by a synthesis of the separate parts and properties that ithas seen. There its harateristi power, its sure funtion eases, and if we would have a greater, aprofounder and a real knowledge, - a knowledge and not an intense but formless sentiment suh asomes sometimes to ertain deep but inartiulate parts of our mentality, - Mind has to make room foranother onsiousness whih will ful�l Mind by transending it or reverse and so retify its operationsafter leaping beyond it: the summit of mental knowledge is only a vaulting-board from whih thatleap an be taken. The utmost mission of Mind is to train our obsure onsiousness whih hasemerged out of the dark prison of Matter, to enlighten its blind instints, random intuitions, vaguepereptions till it shall beome apable of this greater light and this higher asension. Mind is apassage, not a ulmination.On the other hand, the unitarian onsiousness or indivisible Unity annot be that impossibleentity, a thing without ontents out of whih all ontents have issued and into whih they disappearand beome annihilated. It must be an original selfonentration in whih all is ontained but inanother manner than in this temporal and spatial manifestation. That whih has thus onentrateditself, is the utterly ine�able and inoneivable Existene whih the Nihilist images to his mind asthe negative Void of all that we know and are but the Transendentalist with equal reason mayimage to his mind as the positive but indistinguishable Reality of all that we know and are. \Inthe beginning," says the Vedanta, \was the one Existene without a seond," but before and afterthe beginning, now, for ever and beyond Time is that whih we annot desribe even as the One,even when we say that nothing but That is. What we an be aware of is, �rst, its original self-onentration whih we endeavour to realise as the indivisible One; seondly, the di�usion andapparent disintegration of all that was onentrated in its unity whih is the Mind's oneption of theuniverse; and thirdly, its �rm self-extension in the Truth-onsiousness whih ontains and upholdsthe di�usion and prevents it from being a real disintegration, maintains unity in utmost diversityand stability in utmost mutability, insists on harmony in the appearane of an all-pervading strifeand ollision, keeps eternal osmos where Mind would arrive only at a haos eternally attempting toform itself. This is the Supermind, the Truth-onsiousness, the Real-Idea whih knows itself and allthat it beomes.Supermind is the vast self-extension of the Brahman that ontains and develops. By the Idea itdevelops the triune priniple of existene, onsiousness and bliss out of their indivisible unity. Itdi�erentiates them, but it does not divide. It establishes a Trinity, not arriving like the Mind fromthe three to the One, but manifesting the three out of the One - for it manifests and develops - andyet maintaining them in the unity - for it knows and ontains. By the di�erentiation it is able to bringforward one or other of them as the e�etive Deity whih ontains the others involved or expliit initself and this proess it makes the foundation of all other di�erentiations. And it ats by the sameoperation on all the priniples and possibilities whih it evolves out of this all-onstituent trinity. Itpossesses the power of development, of evolution, of making expliit, and that power arries with itthe other power of involution, of envelopment, of making impliit. In a sense, the whole of reationmay be said to be a movement between two involutions, Spirit in whih all is involved and out ofwhih all evolves downward to the other pole of Matter, Matter in whih also all is involved and outof whih all evolves upward to the other pole of Spirit.Thus the whole proess of di�erentiation by the Real-Idea reative of the universe is a puttingforward of priniples, fores, forms whih ontain for the omprehending onsiousness all the rest ofexistene within them and front the apprehending onsiousness with all the rest of existene impliitbehind them. Therefore all is in eah as well as eah in all. Therefore every seed of things impliesin itself all the in�nity of various possibilities, but is kept to one law of proess and result by theWill, that is to say, by the Knowledge-Fore of the Consious-Being who is manifesting himself andwho, sure of the Idea in himself, predetermines by it his own forms and movements. The seed is theTruth of its own being whih this Self-Existene sees in itself, the resultant of that seed of self-vision84



is the Truth of self-ation, the natural law of development, formation and funtioning whih followsinevitably upon the self-vision and keeps to the proesses involved in the original Truth. All Natureis simply, then, the Seer-Will, the Knowledge-Fore of the Consious-Being at work to evolve in foreand form all the inevitable truth of the Idea into whih it has originally thrown itself.This oneption of the Idea points us to the essential ontrast between our mental onsiousnessand the Truth-onsiousness. We regard thought as a thing separate from existene, abstrat, unsub-stantial, di�erent from reality, something whih appears one knows not whene and detahes itselffrom objetive reality in order to observe, understand and judge it; for so it seems and therefore is toour all-dividing, all-analysing mentality. The �rst business of Mind is to render \disrete", to make�ssures muh more than to disern, and so it has made this paralysing �ssure between thought andreality. But in Supermind all being is onsiousness, all onsiousness is of being, and the idea, apregnant vibration of onsiousness, is equally a vibration of being pregnant of itself; it is an initialoming out, in reative self-knowledge, of that whih lay onentrated in unreative selfawareness.It omes out as Idea that is a reality, and it is that reality of the Idea whih evolves itself, alwaysby its own power and onsiousness of itself, always self-onsious, always selfdeveloping by the willinherent in the Idea, always self-realising by the knowledge ingrained in its every impulsion. This isthe truth of all reation, of all evolution.In Supermind being, onsiousness of knowledge and onsiousness of will are not divided as theyseem to be in our mental operations; they are a trinity, one movement with three e�etive aspets.Eah has its own e�et. Being gives the e�et of substane, onsiousness the e�et of knowledge,of the selfguiding and shaping idea, of omprehension and apprehension; will gives the e�et of self-ful�lling fore. But the idea is only the light of the reality illumining itself; it is not mental thoughtnor imagination, but e�etive self-awareness. It is Real-Idea.In Supermind knowledge in the Idea is not divored from will in the Idea, but one with it - justas it is not di�erent from being or substane, but is one with the being, luminous power of thesubstane. As the power of burning light is not di�erent from the substane of the �re, so the powerof the Idea is not di�erent from the substane of the Being whih works itself out in the Idea and itsdevelopment. In our mentality all are di�erent. We have an idea and a will aording to the idea oran impulsion of will and an idea detahing itself from it; but we di�erentiate e�etually the idea fromthe will and both from ourselves. I am; the idea is a mysterious abstration that appears in me, thewill is another mystery, a fore nearer to onreteness, though not onrete, but always somethingthat is not myself, something that I have or get or am seized with, but am not. I make a gulf alsobetween my will, its means and the e�et, for these I regard as onrete realities outside and otherthan myself. Therefore neither myself nor the idea nor the will in me are self-e�etive. The ideamay fall away from me, the will may fail, the means may be laking, I myself by any or all of theselaunae may remain unful�lled.But in the Supermind there is no suh paralysing division, beause knowledge is not self-divided,fore is not self-divided, being is not self-divided as in the mind; they are neither broken in themselves,nor divored from eah other. For the Supermind is the Vast; it starts from unity, not division, it isprimarily omprehensive, di�erentiation is only its seondary at. Therefore whatever be the truthof being expressed, the idea orresponds to it exatly, the will-fore to the idea, - fore being onlypower of the onsiousness, - and the result to the will. Nor does the idea lash with other ideas,the will or fore with other will or fore as in man and his world; for there is one vast Consiousnesswhih ontains and relates all ideas in itself as its own ideas, one vast Will whih ontains and relatesall energies in itself as its own energies. It holds bak this, advanes that other, but aording to itsown preoneiving Idea-Will.This is the justi�ation of the urrent religious notions of the omnipresene, omnisiene and om-nipotene of the Divine Being. Far from being an irrational imagination they are perfetly rationaland in no way ontradit either the logi of a omprehensive philosophy or the indiations of obser-85



vation and experiene. The error is to make an unbridgeable gulf between God and man, Brahmanand the world. That error elevates an atual and pratial di�erentiation in being, onsiousness andfore into an essential division. But this aspet of the question we shall touh upon afterwards. Atpresent we have arrived at an aÆrmation and some oneption of the divine and reative Supermindin whih all is one in being, onsiousness, will and delight, yet with an in�nite apaity of di�erenti-ation that deploys but does not destroy the unity, - in whih Truth is the substane and Truth risesin the Idea and Truth omes out in the form and there is one truth of knowledge and will, one truthof self-ful�lment and therefore of delight; for all self-ful�lment is satisfation of being. Therefore,always, in all mutations and ombinations a self-existent and inalienable harmony.
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Chapter 15The Supreme Truth-Consiousness\One seated in the sleep of Superonsiene, a massed Intelligene, blissful and the enjoyerof Bliss. . . . This is the omnipotent, this is the omnisient, this is the inner ontrol, this is thesoure of all." Mandukya Upanishad.1WE HAVE to regard therefore this all-ontaining, all-originating, all-onsummating Supermindas the nature of the Divine Being, not indeed in its absolute self-existene, but in its ation asthe Lord and Creator of its own worlds. This is the truth of that whih we all God. Obviouslythis is not the too personal and limited Deity, the magni�ed and supernatural Man of the ordinaryoidental oneption; for that oneption erets a too human Eidolon of a ertain relation betweenthe reative Supermind and the ego. We must not indeed exlude the personal aspet of the Deity,for the impersonal is only one fae of existene; the Divine is All-existene, but it is also the oneExistent, - it is the sole Consious-Being, but still a Being. Nevertheless, with this aspet we are notonerned at present; it is the impersonal psyhologial truth of the divine Consiousness that weare seeking to fathom: it is this that we have to �x in a large and lari�ed oneption.The Truth-Consiousness is everywhere present in the universe as an ordering self-knowledge bywhih the One manifests the harmonies of its in�nite potential multipliity. Without this orderingself-knowledge the manifestation would be merely a shifting haos, preisely beause the potentialityis in�nite, - whih by itself might lead only to a play of unontrolled unbounded Chane. If therewere only in�nite potentiality without any law of guiding truth and harmonious self-vision, withoutany predetermining Idea in the very seed of things ast out for evolution, the world ould be nothingbut a teeming, amorphous, onfused unertainty. But the knowledge that reates, beause what itreates or releases are forms and powers of itself and not things other than itself, possesses in its ownbeing the vision of the truth and law that governs eah potentiality, and along with that an intrinsiawareness of its relation to other potentialities and the harmonies that are possible between them;it holds all this pre�gured in the general determining harmony whih the whole rhythmi Idea of auniverse must ontain in its very birth and self-oneption and whih must therefore inevitably workout by the interplay of its onstituents. It is the soure and keeper of Law in the world; for thatlaw is nothing arbitrary - it is the expression of a self-nature whih is determined by the ompellingtruth of the real idea that eah thing is in its ineption. Therefore from the beginning the wholedevelopment is predetermined in its self-knowledge and at every moment in its self-working: it iswhat it must be at eah moment by its own original inherent Truth; it moves to what it must be atthe next, still by its own original inherent Truth; it will be at the end that whih was ontained andintended in its seed.1Verses 5, 6. 87



This development and progress of the world aording to an original truth of its own being impliesa suession of Time, a relation in Spae and a regulated interation of related things in Spaeto whih the suession of Time gives the aspet of Causality. Time and Spae, aording to themetaphysiian, have only a oneptual and not a real existene; but sine all things and not theseonly are forms assumed by Consious-Being in its own onsiousness, the distintion is of no greatimportane. Time and Spae are that one Consious-Being viewing itself in extension, subjetivelyas Time, objetively as Spae. Our mental view of these two ategories is determined by the ideaof measure whih is inherent in the ation of the analytial, dividing movement of Mind. Time isfor the Mind a mobile extension measured out by the suession of the past, present and future inwhih Mind plaes itself at a ertain standpoint whene it looks before and after. Spae is a stableextension measured out by divisibility of substane; at a ertain point in that divisible extensionMind plaes itself and regards the disposition of substane around it.In atual fat Mind measures Time by event and Spae by Matter; but it is possible in purementality to disregard the movement of event and the disposition of substane and realise the puremovement of Consious-Fore whih onstitutes Spae and Time; these two are then merely twoaspets of the universal fore of Consiousness whih in their intertwined interation omprehendthe warp and woof of its ation upon itself. And to a onsiousness higher than Mind whih shouldregard our past, present and future in one view, ontaining and not ontained in them, not situatedat a partiular moment of Time for its point of prospetion, Time might well o�er itself as aneternal present. And to the same onsiousness not situated at any partiular point of Spae, butontaining all points and regions in itself, Spae also might well o�er itself as a subjetive andindivisible extension, - no less subjetive than Time. At ertain moments we beome aware of suhan indivisible regard upholding by its immutable self-onsious unity the variations of the universe.But we must not now ask how the ontents of Time and Spae would present themselves there intheir transendent truth; for this our mind annot oneive, - and it is even ready to deny to thisIndivisible any possibility of knowing the world in any other way than that of our mind and senses.What we have to realise and an to a ertain extent oneive is the one view and all-omprehendingregard by whih the Supermind embraes and uni�es the suessions of Time and the divisions ofSpae. And �rst, if there were not this fator of the suessions of Time, there would be no hange orprogression; a perfet harmony would be perpetually manifest, oeval with other harmonies in a sortof eternal moment, not suessive to them in the movement from past to future. We have instead theonstant suession of a developing harmony in whih one strain rises out of another that preededit and oneals in itself that whih it has replaed. Or, if the self-manifestation were to exist withoutthe fator of divisible Spae, there would be no mutable relation of forms or intershok of fores; allwould exist and not be worked out, - a spaeless self-onsiousness purely subjetive would ontainall things in an in�nite subjetive grasp as in the mind of a osmi poet or dreamer, but would notdistribute itself through all in an inde�nite objetive self-extension. Or again, if Time alone werereal, its suessions would be a pure development in whih one strain would rise out of another ina subjetive free spontaneity as in a series of musial sounds or a suession of poetial images. Wehave instead a harmony worked out by Time in terms of forms and fores that stand related to oneanother in an all-ontaining spatial extension; an inessant suession of powers and �gures of thingsand happenings is our vision of existene.Di�erent potentialities are embodied, plaed, related in this �eld of Time and Spae, eah withits powers and possibilities fronting other powers and possibilities, and as a result the suessions ofTime beome in their appearane to the mind a working out of things by shok and struggle and nota spontaneous suession. In reality, there is a spontaneous working out of things from within andthe external shok and struggle are only the super�ial aspet of this elaboration. For the inner andinherent law of the one and whole, whih is neessarily a harmony, governs the outer and proessivelaws of the parts or forms whih appear to be in ollision; and to the supramental vision this greaterand profounder truth of harmony is always present. That whih is an apparent disord to the mind88



beause it onsiders eah thing separately in itself, is an element of the general ever-present andever-developing harmony to the Supermind beause it views all things in a multiple unity. Besides,the mind sees only a given time and spae and views many possibilities pell-mell as all more orless realisable in that time and spae; the divine Supermind sees the whole extension of Time andSpae and an embrae all the mind's possibilities and very many more not visible to the mind, butwithout any error, groping or onfusion; for it pereives eah potentiality in its proper fore, essentialneessity, right relation to the others and the time, plae and irumstane both of its gradual andits ultimate realisation. To see things steadily and see them whole is not possible to the mind; butit is the very nature of the transendent Supermind.This Supermind in its onsious vision not only ontains all the forms of itself whih its on-sious fore reates, but it pervades them as an indwelling Presene and a self-revealing Light. It ispresent, even though onealed, in every form and fore of the universe; it is that whih determinessovereignly and spontaneously form, fore and funtioning; it limits the variations it ompels; itgathers, disperses, modi�es the energy whih it uses; and all this is done in aord with the �rstlaws2 that its self-knowledge has �xed in the very birth of the form, at the very starting-point of thefore. It is seated within everything as the Lord in the heart of all existenes, - he who turns them ason an engine by the power of his Maya;3 it is within them and embraes them as the divine Seer whovariously disposed and ordained objets, eah rightly aording to the thing that it is, from yearssempiternal.4Eah thing in Nature, therefore, whether animate or inanimate, mentally self-onsious or notself-onsious, is governed in its being and in its operations by an indwelling Vision and Power, to ussubonsient or inonsient beause we are not onsious of it, but not inonsient to itself, ratherprofoundly and universally onsient. Therefore eah thing seems to do the works of intelligene,even without possessing intelligene, beause it obeys, whether subonsiously as in the plant andanimal or half-onsiously as in man, the real-idea of the divine Supermind within it. But it isnot a mental Intelligene that informs and governs all things; it is a self-aware Truth of being inwhih self-knowledge is inseparable from self-existene: it is this Truth-onsiousness whih has notto think out things but works them out with knowledge aording to the impeable self-vision andthe inevitable fore of a sole and self-ful�lling Existene. Mental intelligene thinks out beause it ismerely a reeting fore of onsiousness whih does not know, but seeks to know; it follows in Timestep by step the working of a knowledge higher than itself, a knowledge that exists always, one andwhole, that holds Time in its grasp, that sees past, present and future in a single regard.This, then, is the �rst operative priniple of the divine Supermind; it is a osmi vision whihis all-omprehensive, allpervading, all-inhabiting. Beause it omprehends all things in being andstati self-awareness, subjetive, timeless, spaeless, therefore it omprehends all things in dynamiknowledge and governs their objetive self-embodiment in Spae and Time.In this onsiousness the knower, knowledge and the known are not di�erent entities, but funda-mentally one. Our mentality makes a distintion between these three beause without distintions itannot proeed; losing its proper means and fundamental law of ation, it beomes motionless andinative. Therefore, even when I regard myself mentally, I have still to make this distintion. I am, asthe knower; what I observe in myself, I regard as the objet of my knowledge, myself yet not myself;knowledge is an operation by whih I link the knower to the known. But the arti�iality, the purelypratial and utilitarian harater of this operation is evident; it is evident that it does not representthe fundamental truth of things. In reality, I the knower am the onsiousness whih knows; theknowledge is that onsiousness, myself, operating; the known is also myself, a form or movementof the same onsiousness. The three are learly one existene, one movement, indivisible though2A Vedi expression. The gods at aording to the �rst laws, original and therefore supreme, whih are the law ofthe truth of things.3Gita, XVIII. 61.4Isha Upanishad, Verse 8. 89



seeming to be divided, not distributed between its forms although appearing to distribute itself andto stand separate in eah. But this is a knowledge whih the mind an arrive at, an reason out,an feel, but annot readily make the pratial basis of its intelligent operations. And with regardto objets external to the form of onsiousness whih I all myself, the diÆulty beomes almostinsuperable; even to feel unity there is an abnormal e�ort and to retain it, to at upon it ontinuallywould be a new and foreign ation not properly belonging to the Mind. Mind an at most hold itas an understood truth so as to orret and modify by it its own normal ativities whih are stillbased upon division, somewhat as we know intelletually that the earth moves round the sun andare able to orret by it but not abolish the arti�ial and physially pratial arrangement by whihthe senses persist in regarding the sun as in motion round the earth.But the Supermind possesses and ats always, fundamentally, on this truth of unity whih to themind is only a seondary or aquired possession and not the very grain of its seeing. Supermindsees the universe and its ontents as itself in a single indivisible at of knowledge, an at whihis its life, whih is the very movement of its self-existene. Therefore this omprehensive divineonsiousness in its aspet of Will does not so muh guide or govern the development of osmi lifeas onsummate it in itself by an at of power whih is inseparable from the at of knowledge andfrom the movement of self-existene, is indeed one and the same at. For we have seen that universalfore and universal onsiousness are one - osmi fore is the operation of osmi onsiousness. Soalso divine Knowledge and divine Will are one; they are the same fundamental movement or at ofexistene.This indivisibility of the omprehensive Supermind whih ontains all multipliity without dero-gating from its own unity, is a truth upon whih we have always to insist, if we are to understandthe osmos and get rid of the initial error of our analyti mentality. A tree evolves out of the seed inwhih it is already ontained, the seed out of the tree; a �xed law, an invariable proess reigns in thepermanene of the form of manifestation whih we all a tree. The mind regards this phenomenon,this birth, life and reprodution of a tree, as a thing in itself and on that basis studies, lasses andexplains it. It explains the tree by the seed, the seed by the tree; it delares a law of Nature. But ithas explained nothing; it has only analysed and reorded the proess of a mystery. Supposing eventhat it omes to pereive a seret onsious fore as the soul, the real being of this form and the restas merely a settled operation and manifestation of that fore, still it tends to regard the form as aseparate existene with its separate law of nature and proess of development. In the animal and inman with his onsious mentality this separative tendeny of the Mind indues it to regard itself alsoas a separate existene, the onsious subjet, and other forms as separate objets of its mentality.This useful arrangement, neessary to life and the �rst basis of all its pratie, is aepted by themind as an atual fat and thene proeeds all the error of the ego.But the Supermind works otherwise. The tree and its proess would not be what they are, ouldnot indeed exist, if it were a separate existene; forms are what they are by the fore of the osmiexistene, they develop as they do as a result of their relation to it and to all its other manifestations.The separate law of their nature is only an appliation of the universal law and truth of all Nature;their partiular development is determined by their plae in the general development. The tree doesnot explain the seed, nor the seed the tree; osmos explains both and God explains osmos. TheSupermind, pervading and inhabiting at one the seed and the tree and all objets, lives in this greaterknowledge whih is indivisible and one though with a modi�ed and not an absolute indivisibility andunity. In this omprehensive knowledge there is no independent entre of existene, no individualseparated ego suh as we see in ourselves; the whole of existene is to its self-awareness an equableextension, one in oneness, one in multipliity, one in all onditions and everywhere. Here the Alland the One are the same existene; the individual being does not and annot lose the onsiousnessof its identity with all beings and with the One Being; for that identity is inherent in supramentalognition, a part of the supramental self-evidene.In that spaious equality of oneness the Being is not divided and distributed; equably self-extended,90



pervading its extension as One, inhabiting as One the multipliity of forms, it is everywhere at onethe single and equal Brahman. For this extension of the Being in Time and Spae and this pervasionand indwelling is in intimate relation with the absolute Unity from whih it has proeeded, with thatabsolute Indivisible in whih there is no entre or irumferene but only the timeless and spaelessOne. That high onentration of unity in the unextended Brahman must neessarily translate itselfin the extension by this equal pervasive onentration, this indivisible omprehension of all things,this universal undistributed immanene, this unity whih no play of multipliity an abrogate ordiminish. \Brahman is in all things, all things are in Brahman, all things are Brahman" is the tripleformula of the omprehensive Supermind, a single truth of self-manifestation in three aspets whih itholds together and inseparably in its self-view as the fundamental knowledge from whih it proeedsto the play of the osmos.But what then is the origin of mentality and the organisation of this lower onsiousness in thetriple terms of Mind, Life and Matter whih is our view of the universe? For sine all things thatexist must proeed from the ation of the alleÆient Supermind, from its operation in the threeoriginal terms of Existene, Consious-Fore and Bliss, there must be some faulty of the reativeTruth-Consiousness whih so operates as to ast them into these new terms, into this inferior trioof mentality, vitality and physial substane. This faulty we �nd in a seondary power of thereative knowledge, its power of a projeting, onfronting and apprehending onsiousness in whihknowledge entralises itself and stands bak from its works to observe them. And when we speak ofentralisation, we mean, as distinguished from the equable onentration of onsiousness of whihwe have hitherto spoken, an unequal onentration in whih there is the beginning of self-division -or of its phenomenal appearane.First of all, the Knower holds himself onentrated in knowledge as subjet and regards his Foreof onsiousness as if ontinually proeeding from him into the form of himself, ontinually workingin it, ontinually drawing bak into himself, ontinually issuing forth again. From this single at ofselfmodi�ation proeed all the pratial distintions upon whih the relative view and the relativeation of the universe is based. A pratial distintion has been reated between the Knower,Knowledge and the Known, between the Lord, His fore and the hildren and works of the Fore,between the Enjoyer, the Enjoyment and the Enjoyed, between the Self, Maya and the beomings ofthe Self.Seondly, this onsious Soul onentrated in knowledge, this Purusha observing and governingthe Fore that has gone forth from him, his Shakti or Prakriti, repeats himself in every form ofhimself. He aompanies, as it were, his Fore of onsiousness into its works and reprodues therethe at of selfdivision from whih this apprehending onsiousness is born. In eah form this Souldwells with his Nature and observes himself in other forms from that arti�ial and pratial entreof onsiousness. In all it is the same Soul, the same divine Being; the multipliation of entres isonly a pratial at of onsiousness intended to institute a play of di�erene, of mutuality, mutualknowledge, mutual shok of fore, mutual enjoyment, a di�erene based upon essential unity, a unityrealised on a pratial basis of di�erene.We an speak of this new status of the all-pervading Supermind as a further departure from theunitarian truth of things and from the indivisible onsiousness whih onstitutes inalienably theunity essential to the existene of the osmos. We an see that pursued a little farther it may beometruly Avidya, the great Ignorane whih starts from multipliity as the fundamental reality and inorder to travel bak to real unity has to ommene with the false unity of the ego. We an see alsothat one the individual entre is aepted as the determining standpoint, as the knower, mentalsensation, mental intelligene, mental ation of will and all their onsequenes annot fail to omeinto being. But also we have to see that so long as the soul ats in the Supermind, Ignorane hasnot yet begun; the �eld of knowledge and ation is still the truth-onsiousness, the basis is still theunity. 91



For the Self still regards itself as one in all and all things as beomings in itself and of itself; theLord still knows his Fore as himself in at and every being as himself in soul and himself in form;it is still his own being that the Enjoyer enjoys, even though in a multipliity. The one real hangehas been an unequal onentration of onsiousness and a multiple distribution of fore. There isa pratial distintion in onsiousness, but there is no essential di�erene of onsiousness or truedivision in its vision of itself. The Truth-onsiousness has arrived at a position whih prepares ourmentality, but is not yet that of our mentality. And it is this that we must study in order to seizeMind at its origin, at the point where it makes its great lapse from the high and vast wideness ofthe Truth-onsiousness into the division and the ignorane. Fortunately, this apprehending Truth-onsiousness5 is muh more faile to our grasp by its nearness to us, by its foreshadowing of ourmental operations than the remoter realisation that we have hitherto been struggling to express inour inadequate language of the intellet. The barrier that has to be rossed is less formidable.
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Chapter 16The Triple Status of Supermind\My self is that whih supports all beings and onstitutes their existene. . . . I am the selfwhih abides within all beings." Gita.1\Three powers of Light uphold three luminous worlds divine." Rig Veda.2BEFORE we pass to this easier understanding of the world we inhabit from the standpoint ofan apprehending Truthonsiousness whih sees things as would an individual soul freed from thelimitations of mentality and admitted to partiipate in the ation of the Divine Supermind, we mustpause and resume briey what we have realised or an yet realise of the onsiousness of the Lord,the Ishwara as He develops the world by His Maya out of the original onentrated unity of His being.We have started with the assertion of all existene as one Being whose essential nature is Con-siousness, one Consiousness whose ative nature is Fore or Will; and this Being is Delight, thisConsiousness is Delight, this Fore or Will is Delight. Eternal and inalienable Bliss of Existene,Bliss of Consiousness, Bliss of Fore or Will whether onentrated in itself and at rest or ative andreative, this is God and this is ourselves in our essential, our non-phenomenal being. Conentratedin itself, it possesses or rather is the essential, eternal, inalienable Bliss; ative and reative, it pos-sesses or rather beomes the delight of the play of existene, the play of onsiousness, the play offore and will. That play is the universe and that delight is the sole ause, motive and objet ofosmi existene. The Divine Consiousness possesses that play and delight eternally and inalien-ably; our essential being, our real self whih is onealed from us by the false self or mental ego, alsoenjoys that play and delight eternally and inalienably and annot indeed do otherwise sine it is onein being with the Divine Consiousness. If we aspire therefore to a divine life, we annot attain toit by any other way than by unveiling this veiled self in us, by mounting from our present status inthe false self or mental ego to a higher status in the true self, the Atman, by entering into that unitywith the Divine Consiousness whih something superonsient in us always enjoys, - otherwise weould not exist, - but whih our onsious mentality has forfeited.But when we thus assert this unity of Sahhidananda on the one hand and this divided mentalityon the other, we posit two opposite entities one of whih must be false if the other is to be held astrue, one of whih must be abolished if the other is to be enjoyed. Yet it is in the mind and itsform of life and body that we exist on earth and, if we must abolish the onsiousness of mind, lifeand body in order to reah the one Existene, Consiousness and Bliss, then a divine life here is1IX. 5; X. 20.2V. 29. 1. 93



impossible. We must abandon osmi existene utterly as an illusion in order to enjoy or re-beomethe Transendent. From this solution there is no esape unless there be an intermediate link betweenthe two whih an explain them to eah other and establish between them suh a relation as willmake it possible for us to realise the one Existene, Consiousness, Delight in the mould of the mind,life and body.The intermediate link exists. We all it the Supermind or the Truth-Consiousness, beause it isa priniple superior to mentality and exists, ats and proeeds in the fundamental truth and unityof things and not like the mind in their appearanes and phenomenal divisions. The existene of thesupermind is a logial neessity arising diretly from the position with whih we have started. For initself Sahhidananda must be a spaeless and timeless absolute of onsious existene that is bliss;but the world is, on the ontrary, an extension in Time and Spae and a movement, a working out,a development of relations and possibilities by ausality - or what so appears to us - in Time andSpae. The true name of this Causality is Divine Law and the essene of that Law is an inevitableself-development of the truth of the thing that is, as Idea, in the very essene of what is developed; itis a previously �xed determination of relative movements out of the stu� of in�nite possibility. Thatwhih thus develops all things must be a Knowledge-Will or Consious-Fore; for all manifestationof universe is a play of the Consious-Fore whih is the essential nature of existene. But thedeveloping Knowledge-Will annot be mental; for mind does not know, possess or govern this Law,but is governed by it, is one of its results, moves in the phenomena of the selfdevelopment and notat its root, observes as divided things the results of the development and strives in vain to arrive attheir soure and reality. Moreover this Knowledge-Will whih develops all must be in possession ofthe unity of things and must out of it manifest their multipliity; but mind is not in possession ofthat unity, it has only an imperfet possession of a part of the multipliity.Therefore there must be a priniple superior to the Mind whih satis�es the onditions in whihMind fails. No doubt, it is Sahhidananda itself that is this priniple, but Sahhidananda not restingin its pure in�nite invariable onsiousness, but proeeding out of this primal poise, or rather uponit as a base and in it as a ontinent, into a movement whih is its form of Energy and instrumentof osmi reation. Consiousness and Fore are the twin essential aspets of the pure Power ofexistene; Knowledge and Will must therefore be the form whih that Power takes in reating aworld of relations in the extension of Time and Spae. This Knowledge and this Will must be one,in�nite, all-embraing, all-possessing, all-forming, holding eternally in itself that whih it asts intomovement and form. The Supermind then is Being moving out into a determinative self-knowledgewhih pereives ertain truths of itself and wills to realise them in a temporal and spatial extension ofits own timeless and spaeless existene. Whatever is in its own being, takes form as self-knowledge,as Truth-Consiousness, as Real-Idea, and, that self-knowledge being also self-fore, ful�ls or realisesitself inevitably in Time and Spae.This, then, is the nature of the Divine Consiousness whih reates in itself all things by amovement of its onsious-fore and governs their development through a self-evolution by inher-ent knowledge-will of the truth of existene or real-idea whih has formed them. The Being that isthus onsient is what we all God; and He must obviously be omnipresent, omnisient, omnipotent.Omnipresent, for all forms are forms of His onsious being reated by its fore of movement in itsown extension as Spae and Time; omnisient, for all things exist in His onsiousbeing, are formedby it and possessed by it; omnipotent, for this all-possessing onsiousness is also an all-possessingFore and all-informingWill. And this Will and Knowledge are not at war with eah other as our willand knowledge are apable of being at war with eah other, beause they are not di�erent but are onemovement of the same being. Nor an they be ontradited by any other will, fore or onsiousnessfrom outside or within; for there is no onsiousness or fore external to the One, and all energies andformations of knowledge within are not other than it, but are merely play of the one all-determiningWill and the one all-harmonising Knowledge. What we see as a lash of wills and fores, beausewe dwell in the partiular and divided and annot see the whole, the Supermind envisages as the94



onspiring elements of a predetermined harmony whih is always present to it beause the totalityof things is eternally subjet to its gaze.Whatever be the poise or form its ation takes, this will always be the nature of the divineConsiousness. But, its existene being absolute in itself, its power of existene is also absolute inits extension, and it is not therefore limited to one poise or one form of ation. We, human beings,are phenomenally a partiular form of onsiousness, subjet to Time and Spae, and an only be, inour surfae onsiousness whih is all we know of ourselves, one thing at a time, one formation, onepoise of being, one aggregate of experiene; and that one thing is for us the truth of ourselves whihwe aknowledge; all the rest is either not true or no longer true, beause it has disappeared into thepast out of our ken, or not yet true, beause it is waiting in the future and not yet in our ken. Butthe Divine Consiousness is not so partiularised, nor so limited; it an be many things at a timeand take more than one enduring poise even for all time. We �nd that in the priniple of Superminditself it has three suh general poises or sessions of its world-founding onsiousness. The �rst foundsthe inalienable unity of things, the seond modi�es that unity so as to support the manifestation ofthe Many in One and One in Many; the third further modi�es it so as to support the evolution of adiversi�ed individuality whih, by the ation of Ignorane, beomes in us at a lower level the illusionof the separate ego.We have seen what is the nature of this �rst and primary poise of the Supermind whih foundsthe inalienable unity of things. It is not the pure unitarian onsiousness; for that is a timelessand spaeless onentration of Sahhidananda in itself, in whih Consious Fore does not astitself out into any kind of extension and, if it ontains the universe at all, ontains it in eternalpotentiality and not in temporal atuality. This, on the ontrary, is an equal self-extension ofSahhidananda all-omprehending, all-possessing, all-onstituting. But this all is one, not many;there is no individualisation. It is when the reetion of this Supermind falls upon our stilled andpuri�ed self that we lose all sense of individuality; for there is no onentration of onsiousnessthere to support an individual development. All is developed in unity and as one; all is held by thisDivine Consiousness as forms of its existene, not as in any degree separate existenes. Somewhatas the thoughts and images that our in our mind are not separate existenes to us, but forms takenby our onsiousness, so are all names and forms to this primary Supermind. It is the pure divineideation and formation in the In�nite, - only an ideation and formation that is organised not as anunreal play of mental thought, but as a real play of onsious being. The divine soul in this poisewould make no di�erene between Consious-Soul and Fore-Soul, for all fore would be ation ofonsiousness, nor between Matter and Spirit sine all mould would be simply form of Spirit.In the seond poise of the Supermind the Divine Consiousness stands bak in the idea fromthe movement whih it ontains, realising it by a sort of apprehending onsiousness, following it,oupying and inhabiting its works, seeming to distribute itself in its forms. In eah name and formit would realise itself as the stable Consious-Self, the same in all; but also it would realise itselfas a onentration of Consious-Self following and supporting the individual play of movement andupholding its di�erentiation from other play of movement, - the same everywhere in soul-essene,but varying in soulform. This onentration supporting the soul-form would be the individual Divineor Jivatman as distinguished from the universal Divine or one all-onstituting self. There would beno essential di�erene, but only a pratial di�erentiation for the play whih would not abrogatethe real unity. The universal Divine would know all soul-forms as itself and yet establish a di�erentrelation with eah separately and in eah with all the others. The individual Divine would envisageits existene as a soul-form and soul-movement of the One and, while by the omprehending ationof onsiousness it would enjoy its unity with the One and with all soul-forms, it would also by aforward or frontal apprehending ation support and enjoy its individual movement and its relationsof a free di�erene in unity both with the One and with all its forms. If our puri�ed mind were toreet this seondary poise of Supermind, our soul ould support and oupy its individual existeneand yet even there realise itself as the One that has beome all, inhabits all, ontains all, enjoying95



even in its partiular modi�ation its unity with God and its fellows. In no other irumstane ofthe supramental existene would there be any harateristi hange; the only hange would be thisplay of the One that has manifested its multipliity and of the Many that are still one, with all thatis neessary to maintain and ondut the play.A third poise of the Supermind would be attained if the supporting onentration were no longerto stand at the bak, as it were, of the movement, inhabiting it with a ertain superiority to it andso following and enjoying, but were to projet itself into the movement and to be in a way involvedin it. Here, the harater of the play would be altered, but only in so far as the individual Divinewould so predominantly make the play of relations with the universal and with its other forms thepratial �eld of its onsious experiene that the realisation of utter unity with them would be onlya supreme aompaniment and onstant ulmination of all experiene; but in the higher poise unitywould be the dominant and fundamental experiene and variation would be only a play of the unity.This tertiary poise would be therefore that of a sort of fundamental blissful dualism in unity - nolonger unity quali�ed by a subordinate dualism - between the individual Divine and its universalsoure, with all the onsequenes that would arue from the maintenane and operation of suh adualism.It may be said that the �rst onsequene would be a lapse into the ignorane of Avidya whihtakes the Many for the real fat of existene and views the One only as a osmi sum of the Many.But there would not neessarily be any suh lapse. For the individual Divine would still be onsiousof itself as the result of the One and of its power of onsious self-reation, that is to say, of itsmultiple self-onentration oneived so as to govern and enjoy manifoldly its manifold existenein the extension of Time and Spae; this true spiritual Individual would not arrogate to itself anindependent or separate existene. It would only aÆrm the truth of the di�erentiating movementalong with the truth of the stable unity, regarding them as the upper and lower poles of the sametruth, the foundation and ulmination of the same divine play; and it would insist on the joy of thedi�erentiation as neessary to the fullness of the joy of the unity.Obviously, these three poises would be only di�erent ways of dealing with the same Truth; theTruth of existene enjoyed would be the same, the way of enjoying it or rather the poise of the soul inenjoying it would be di�erent. The delight, the Ananda would vary, but would abide always withinthe status of the Truth-onsiousness and involve no lapse into the Falsehood and the Ignorane.For the seondary and tertiary Supermind would only develop and apply in the terms of the divinemultipliity what the primary Supermind had held in the terms of the divine unity. We annot stampany of these three poises with the stigma of falsehood and illusion. The language of the Upanishads,the supreme anient authority for these truths of a higher experiene, when they speak of the Divineexistene whih is manifesting itself, implies the validity of all these experienes. We an only assertthe priority of the oneness to the multipliity, a priority not in time but in relation of onsiousness,and no statement of supreme spiritual experiene, no Vedanti philosophy denies this priority or theeternal dependene of the Many on the One. It is beause in Time the Many seem not to be eternalbut to manifest out of the One and return into it as their essene that their reality is denied; but itmight equally be reasoned that the eternal persistene or, if you will, the eternal reurrene of themanifestation in Time is a proof that the divine multipliity is an eternal fat of the Supreme beyondTime no less than the divine unity; otherwise it ould not have this harateristi of inevitable eternalreurrene in Time.It is indeed only when our human mentality lays an exlusive emphasis on one side of spiritualexperiene, aÆrms that to be the sole eternal truth and states it in the terms of our all-dividingmentallogi that the neessity for mutually destrutive shools of philosophy arises. Thus, emphasising thesole truth of the unitarian onsiousness, we observe the play of the divine unity, erroneously renderedby our mentality into the terms of real di�erene, but, not satis�ed with orreting this error of themind by the truth of a higher priniple, we assert that the play itself is an illusion. Or, emphasisingthe play of the One in the Many, we delare a quali�ed unity and regard the individual soul as a96



soul-form of the Supreme, but would assert the eternity of this quali�ed existene and deny altogetherthe experiene of a pure onsiousness in an unquali�ed oneness. Or, again, emphasising the playof di�erene, we assert that the Supreme and the human soul are eternally di�erent and rejet thevalidity of an experiene whih exeeds and seems to abolish that di�erene. But the position thatwe have now �rmly taken absolves us from the neessity of these negations and exlusions: we seethat there is a truth behind all these aÆrmations, but at the same time an exess whih leads toan ill-founded negation. AÆrming, as we have done, the absolute absoluteness of That, not limitedby our ideas of unity, not limited by our ideas of multipliity, aÆrming the unity as a basis for themanifestation of the multipliity and the multipliity as the basis for the return to oneness and theenjoyment of unity in the divine manifestation, we need not burden our present statement with thesedisussions or undertake the vain labour of enslaving to our mental distintions and de�nitions theabsolute freedom of the Divine In�nite.
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Chapter 17The Divine Soul\He whose self has beome all existenes, for he has the knowledge, how shall he be deluded,whene shall he have grief, he who sees everywhere oneness?" Isha Upanishad.1BY THE oneption we have formed of the Supermind, by its opposition to the mentality onwhih our human existene is based, we are able not only to form a preise instead of a vague ideaof divinity and the divine life, - expressions whih we are otherwise ondemned to use with loosenessand as the vague wording of a large but almost impalpable aspiration, - but also to give these ideasa �rm basis of philosophial reasoning, to put them into a lear relation with the humanity andthe human life whih is all we at present enjoy and to justify our hope and aspiration by the verynature of the world and of our own osmi anteedents and the inevitable future of our evolution.We begin to grasp intelletually what is the Divine, the eternal Reality, and to understand how outof it the world has ome. We begin also to pereive how inevitably that whih has ome out of theDivine must return to the Divine. We may now ask with pro�t and a hane of learer reply how wemust hange and what we must beome in order to arrive there in our nature and our life and ourrelations with others and not only through a solitary and estati realisation in the profundities ofour being. Certainly, there is still a defet in our premisses; for we have so far been striving to de�nefor ourselves what the Divine is in its desent towards limited Nature, whereas what we ourselvesatually are is the Divine in the individual asending bak out of limited Nature to its own properdivinity. This di�erene of movement must involve a di�erene between the life of the gods who havenever known the fall and the life of man redeemed, onqueror of the lost godhead and bearing withinhim the experiene and it may be the new rihes gathered by him from his aeptane of the utterdesent. Nevertheless, there an be no di�erene of essential harateristis, but only of mould andolouring. We an already asertain on the basis of the onlusions at whih we have arrived theessential nature of the divine life towards whih we aspire.What then would be the existene of a divine soul, not desended into the ignorane by the fallof Spirit into Matter and the elipse of soul by material Nature? What would be its onsiousness,living in the original Truth of things, in the inalienable unity, in the world of its own in�nite being,like the Divine Existene itself, but able by the play of the Divine Maya and by the distintion ofthe omprehending and apprehending Truth-Consiousness to enjoy also di�erene from God at thesame time as unity with Him and to embrae di�erene and yet oneness with other divine souls inthe in�nite play of the self-multiplied Idential?Obviously, the existene of suh a soul would be always selfontained in the onsious play ofSahhidananda. It would be pure and in�nite self-existene in its being; in its beoming it would bea free play of immortal life uninvaded by death and birth and hange of body beause unlouded by1Verse 7. 99



ignorane and not involved in the darkness of our material being. It would be a pure and unlimitedonsiousness in its energy, poised in an eternal and luminous tranquillity as its foundation, yetable to play freely with forms of knowledge and forms of onsious power, tranquil, una�eted bythe stumblings of mental error and the misprisions of our striving will beause it never departs fromtruth and oneness, never falls from the inherent light and the natural harmony of its divine existene.It would be, �nally, a pure and inalienable delight in its eternal self-experiene and in Time a freevariation of bliss una�eted by our perversions of dislike, hatred, disontent and su�ering beauseundivided in being, unba�ed by erring self-will, unperverted by the ignorant stimulus of desire.Its onsiousness would not be shut out from any part of the in�nite truth, nor limited by any poiseor status that it might assume in its relations with others, nor ondemned to any loss of self-knowledgeby its aeptane of a purely phenomenal individuality and the play of pratial di�erentiation. Itwould in its self-experiene live eternally in the presene of the Absolute. To us the Absolute isonly an intelletual oneption of inde�nable existene. The intellet tells us simply that there isa Brahman higher than the highest,2 an Unknowable that knows itself in other fashion than thatof our knowledge; but the intellet annot bring us into its presene. The divine soul living in theTruth of things would, on the ontrary, always have the onsious sense of itself as a manifestationof the Absolute. Its immutable existene it would be aware of as the original \self-form"3 of thatTransendent, - Sahhidananda; its play of onsious being it would be aware of as manifestationof That in forms of Sahhidananda. In its every state or at of knowledge it would be aware ofthe Unknowable ognising itself by a form of variable self-knowledge; in its every state or at ofpower, will or fore aware of the Transendene possessing itself by a form of onsious power ofbeing and knowledge; in its every state or at of delight, joy or love aware of the Transendeneembraing itself by a form of onsious self-enjoyment. This presene of the Absolute would not bewith it as an experiene oasionally glimpsed or �nally arrived at and held with diÆulty or as anaddition, aquisition or ulmination superimposed on its ordinary state of being: it would be thevery foundation of its being both in the unity and the di�erentiation; it would be present to it inall its knowing, willing, doing, enjoying; it would be absent neither from its timeless self nor fromany moment of Time, neither from its spaeless being nor from any determination of its extendedexistene, neither from its unonditioned purity beyond all ause and irumstane nor from anyrelation of irumstane, ondition and ausality. This onstant presene of the Absolute would bethe basis of its in�nite freedom and delight, ensure its seurity in the play and provide the root andsap and essene of its divine being.Moreover suh a divine soul would live simultaneously in the two terms of the eternal existeneof Sahhidananda, the two inseparable poles of the self-unfolding of the Absolute whih we allthe One and the Many. All being does really so live; but to our divided self-awareness there is aninompatibility, a gulf between the two driving us towards a hoie, to dwell either in the multipliityexiled from the diret and entire onsiousness of the One or in the unity repellent of the onsiousnessof the Many. But the divine soul would not be enslaved to this divore and duality. It would beaware in itself at one of the in�nite self-onentration and the in�nite self-extension and di�usion.It would be aware simultaneously of the One in its unitarian onsiousness holding the innumerablemultipliity in itself as if potential, unexpressed and therefore to our mental experiene of thatstate non-existent, and of the One in its extended onsiousness holding the multipliity thrown outand ative as the play of its own onsious being, will and delight. It would equally be aware ofthe Many ever drawing down to themselves the One that is the eternal soure and reality of theirexistene and of the Many ever mounting up attrated to the One that is the eternal ulminationand blissful justi�ation of all their play of di�erene. This vast view of things is the mould of theTruth-Consiousness, the foundation of the large Truth and Right hymned by the Vedi seers; thisunity of all these terms of opposition is the real Adwaita, the supreme omprehending word of the2par�atpara.3svar�upa. 100



knowledge of the Unknowable.The divine soul will be aware of all variation of being, onsiousness, will and delight as theoutowing, the extension, the di�usion of that self-onentrated Unity developing itself, not intodi�erene and division, but into another, an extended form of in�nite oneness. It will itself always beonentrated in oneness in the essene of its being, always manifested in variation in the extension ofits being. All that takes form in itself will be the manifested potentialities of the One, the Word orName vibrating out of the nameless Silene, the Form realising the formless essene, the ative Willor Power proeeding out of the tranquil Fore, the ray of self-ognition gleaming out from the sunof timeless self-awareness, the wave of beoming rising up into shape of self-onsious existene outof the eternally selfonsious Being, the joy and love welling for ever out of the eternal still Delight.It will be the Absolute biune in its selfunfolding, and eah relativity in it will be absolute to itselfbeause aware of itself as the Absolute manifested but without that ignorane whih exludes otherrelativities as alien to its being or less omplete than itself.In the extension the divine soul will be aware of the three grades of the supramental existene,not as we are mentally ompelled to regard them, not as grades, but as a triune fat of the self-manifestation of Sahhidananda. It will be able to embrae them in one and the same omprehensiveself-realisation, - for a vast omprehensiveness is the foundation of the truthonsious supermind. Itwill be able divinely to oneive, pereive and sense all things as the Self, its own self, one self of all,one Self-being and Self-beoming, but not divided in its beomings whih have no existene apartfrom its own selfonsiousness. It will be able divinely to oneive, pereive and sense all existenesas soul-forms of the One whih have eah its own being in the One, its own standpoint in the One,its own relations with all the other existenes that people the in�nite unity, but all dependent onthe One, onsious form of Him in His own in�nity. It will be able divinely to oneive, pereive andsense all these existenes in their individuality, in their separate standpoint living as the individualDivine, eah with the One and Supreme dwelling in it and eah therefore not altogether a form oreidolon, not really an illusory part of a real whole, a mere foaming wave on the surfae of an immobileOean, - for these are after all no more than inadequate mental images, - but a whole in the whole,a truth that repeats the in�nite Truth, a wave that is all the sea, a relative that proves to be theAbsolute itself when we look behind form and see it in its ompleteness.For these three are aspets of the one Existene. The �rst is based upon that self-knowledgewhih, in our human realisation of the Divine, the Upanishad desribes as the Self in us beoming allexistenes; the seond on that whih is desribed as seeing all existenes in the Self; the third on thatwhih is desribed as seeing the Self in all existenes. The Self beoming all existenes is the basisof our oneness with all; the Self ontaining all existenes is the basis of our oneness in di�erene; theSelf inhabiting all is the basis of our individuality in the universal. If the defet of our mentality, ifits need of exlusive onentration ompels it to dwell on any one of these aspets of self-knowledgeto the exlusion of the others, if a realisation imperfet as well as exlusive moves us always tobring in a human element of error into the very Truth itself and of onit and mutual negationinto the all-omprehending unity, yet to a divine supramental being, by the essential harater of thesupermind whih is a omprehending oneness and in�nite totality, they must present themselves asa triple and indeed a triune realisation.If we suppose this soul to take its poise, its entre in the onsiousness of the individual Divineliving and ating in distint relation with the \others", still it will have in the foundation of itsonsiousness the entire unity from whih all emerges and it will have in the bakground of thatonsiousness the extended and the modi�ed unity and to any of these it will be apable of returningand of ontemplating from them its individuality. In the Veda all these poises are asserted of thegods. In essene the gods are one existene whih the sages all by di�erent names; but in theiration founded in and proeeding from the large Truth and Right Agni or another is said to be allthe other gods, he is the One that beomes all; at the same time he is said to ontain all the gods inhimself as the nave of a wheel ontains the spokes, he is the One that ontains all; and yet as Agni he101



is desribed as a separate deity, one who helps all the others, exeeds them in fore and knowledge,yet is inferior to them in osmi position and is employed by them as messenger, priest and worker,- the reator of the world and father, he is yet the son born of our works, he is, that is to say, theoriginal and the manifested indwelling Self or Divine, the One that inhabits all.All the relations of the divine soul with God or its supreme Self and with its other selves in otherforms will be determined by this omprehensive self-knowledge. These relations will be relationsof being, of onsiousness and knowledge, of will and fore, of love and delight. In�nite in theirpotentiality of variation, they need exlude no possible relation of soul with soul that is ompatiblewith the preservation of the inalienable sense of unity in spite of every phenomenon of di�erene.Thus in its relations of enjoyment the divine soul will have the delight of all its own experiene initself; it will have the delight of all its experiene of relation with others as a ommunion with otherselves in other forms reated for a varied play in the universe; it will have too the delight of theexperienes of its other selves as if they were its own - as indeed they really are. And all this apaityit will have beause it will be aware of its own experienes, of its relations with others and of theexperienes of others and their relations with itself as all the joy or Ananda of the One, the supremeSelf, its own self, di�erentiated by its separate habitation of all these forms omprehended in its ownbeing but still one in di�erene. Beause this unity is the basis of all its experiene, it will be freefrom the disords of our divided onsiousness, divided by ignorane and a separatist egoism; allthese selves and their relations will play onsiously into eah other's hands; they will part and meltinto eah other as the numberless notes of an eternal harmony.And the same rule will apply to the relations of its being, knowledge, will with the being, knowledgeand will of others. For all its experiene and delight will be the play of a self-blissful onsious foreof being in whih, by obediene to this truth of unity, will annot be at strife with knowledge noreither of them with delight. Nor will the knowledge, will and delight of one soul lash with theknowledge, will and delight of another, beause by their awareness of their unity what is lash andstrife and disord in our divided being will be there the meeting, entwining and mutual interplay ofthe di�erent notes of one in�nite harmony.In its relations with its supreme Self, with God, the divine soul will have this sense of the onenessof the transendent and universal Divine with its own being. It will enjoy that oneness of God withitself in its own individuality and with its other selves in the universality. Its relations of knowledgewill be the play of the divine omnisiene, for God is Knowledge, and what is ignorane with uswill be there only the holding bak of knowledge in the repose of onsious self-awareness so thatertain forms of that self-awareness may be brought forward into ativity of Light. Its relations ofwill will be there the play of the divine omnipotene, for God is Fore, Will and Power, and whatwith us is weakness and inapaity will be the holding bak of will in tranquil onentrated foreso that ertain forms of divine onsious-fore may realise themselves brought forward into form ofPower. Its relations of love and delight will be the play of the divine estasy, for God is Love andDelight, and what with us would be denial of love and delight will be the holding bak of joy in thestill sea of Bliss so that ertain forms of divine union and enjoyment may be brought in front in anative upwelling of waves of the Bliss. So also all its beoming will be formation of the divine beingin response to these ativities and what is with us essation, death, annihilation will be only rest,transition or holding bak of the joyous reative Maya in the eternal being of Sahhidananda. Atthe same time this oneness will not prelude relations of the divine soul with God, with its supremeSelf, founded on the joy of di�erene separating itself from unity to enjoy that unity otherwise; itwill not annul the possibility of any of those exquisite forms of God-enjoyment whih are the highestrapture of the God-lover in his lasp of the Divine.But what will be the onditions in whih and by whih this nature of the life of the divine soul willrealise itself? All experiene in relation proeeds through ertain fores of being formulating them-selves by an instrumentation to whih we give the name of properties, qualities, ativities, faulties.As, for instane, Mind throws itself into various forms of mind-power, suh as judgment, observation,102



memory, sympathy, proper to its own being, so must the Truth-onsiousness or Supermind e�et therelations of soul with soul by fores, faulties, funtionings proper to supramental being; otherwisethere would be no play of di�erentiation. What these funtionings are, we shall see when we ometo onsider the psyhologial onditions of the divine Life; at present we are only onsidering itsmetaphysial foundations, its essential nature and priniples. SuÆe it at present to observe that theabsene or abolition of separatist egoism and of e�etive division in onsiousness is the one essentialondition of the divine Life, and therefore their presene in us is that whih onstitutes our mortalityand our fall from the Divine. This is our \original sin", or rather let us say in a more philosophiallanguage, the deviation from the Truth and Right of the Spirit, from its oneness, integrality andharmony that was the neessary ondition for the great plunge into the Ignorane whih is the soul'sadventure in the world and from whih was born our su�ering and aspiring humanity.
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Chapter 18Mind and Supermind\He disovered that Mind was the Brahman." Taittiriya Upanishad.1\Indivisible, but as if divided in beings." Gita.2THE CONCEPTION whih we have so far been striving to form is that of the essene only ofthe supramental life whih the divine soul possesses seurely in the being of Sahhidananda, butwhih the human soul has to manifest in this body of Sahhidananda formed here into the mouldof a mental and physial living. But so far as we have been able yet to envisage this supramentalexistene, it does not seem to have any onnetion or orrespondene with life as we know it, lifeative between the two terms of our normal existene, the two �rmaments of mind and body. Itseems rather to be a state of being, a state of onsiousness, a state of ative relation and mutualenjoyment suh as disembodied souls might possess and experiene in a world without physial forms,a world in whih di�erentiation of souls had been aomplished but not di�erentiation of bodies, aworld of ative and joyous in�nities, not of form-imprisoned spirits. Therefore it might reasonablybe doubted whether suh a divine living would be possible with this limitation of bodily form andthis limitation of form-imprisoned mind and form-trammelled fore whih is what we now know asexistene.In fat, we have striven to arrive at some oneption of that supreme in�nite being, onsious-foreand self-delight of whih our world is a reation and our mentality a perverse �gure; we have tried togive ourselves an idea of what this divine Maya may be, this Truth-onsiousness, this Real-Idea bywhih the onsious fore of the transendent and universal Existene oneives, forms and governsthe universe, the order, the osmos of its manifested delight of being. But we have not studiedthe onnetions of these four great and divine terms with the three others with whih our humanexperiene is alone familiar, - mind, life and body. We have not srutinised this other and apparentlyundivine Maya whih is the root of all our striving and su�ering or seen how preisely it develops outof the divine reality or the divine Maya. And till we have done this, till we have woven the missingords of onnetion, our world is still unexplained to us and the doubt of a possible uni�ationbetween that higher existene and this lower life has still a basis. We know that our world has omeforth from Sahhidananda and subsists in His being; we oneive that He dwells in it as the Enjoyerand Knower, Lord and Self; we have seen that our dual terms of sensation, mind, fore, being anonly be representations of His delight, His onsious fore, His divine existene. But it would seemthat they are atually so muh the opposite of what He really and supernally is that we annot while1III. 4.2XIII. 17. 105



dwelling in the ause of these opposites, annot while ontained in the lower triple term of existeneattain to the divine living. We must either exalt this lower being into that higher status or exhangebody for that pure existene, life for that pure ondition of onsious-fore, sensation and mentalityfor that pure delight and knowledge whih live in the truth of the spiritual reality. And must not thismean that we abandon all earthly or limited mental existene for something whih is its opposite, -either for some pure state of the Spirit or else for some world of the Truth of things, if suh exists, orother worlds, if suh exist, of divine Bliss, divine Energy, divine Being? In that ase the perfetionof humanity is elsewhere than in humanity itself; the summit of its earthly evolution an only bea �ne apex of dissolving mentality whene it takes the great leap either into formless being or intoworlds beyond the reah of embodied Mind.But in reality all that we all undivine an only be an ation of the four divine priniples themselves,suh ation of them as was neessary to reate this universe of forms. Those forms have been reatednot outside but in the divine existene, onsiousfore and bliss, not outside but in and as a part of theworking of the divine Real-Idea. There is therefore no reason to suppose that there annot be any realplay of the higher divine onsiousness in a world of forms or that forms and their immediate supports,mental onsiousness, energy of vital fore and formal substane, must neessarily distort that whihthey represent. It is possible, even probable that mind, body and life are to be found in their pureforms in the divine Truth itself, are there in fat as subordinate ativities of its onsiousness andpart of the omplete instrumentation by whih the supreme Fore always works. Mind, life andbody must then be apable of divinity; their form and working in that short period out of possiblyonly one yle of the terrestrial evolution whih Siene reveals to us, need not represent all thepotential workings of these three priniples in the living body. They work as they do beause theyare by some means separated in onsiousness from the divine Truth from whih they proeed. Werethis separation one abrogated by the expanding energy of the Divine in humanity, their presentfuntioning might well be onverted, would indeed naturally be onverted by a supreme evolutionand progression into that purer working whih they have in the Truth-onsiousness.In that ase not only would it be possible to manifest and maintain the divine onsiousness inthe human mind and body but, even, that divine onsiousness might in the end, inreasing itsonquests, remould mind, life and body themselves into a more perfet image of its eternal Truthand realise not only in soul but in substane its kingdom of heaven upon earth. The �rst of thesevitories, the internal, has ertainly been ahieved in a greater or less degree by some, perhaps bymany, upon earth; the other, the external, even if never more or less realised in past aeons as a�rst type for future yles and still held in the subonsious memory of the earth-nature, may yetbe intended as a oming vitorious ahievement of God in humanity. This earthly life need not beneessarily and for ever a wheel of halfjoyous half-anguished e�ort; attainment may also be intendedand the glory and joy of God made manifest upon earth.What Mind, Life and Body are in their supreme soures and what therefore they must be in theintegral ompleteness of the divine manifestation when informed by the Truth and not ut o� fromit by the separation and the ignorane in whih presently we live, - this then is the problem that wehave next to onsider. For there they must have already their perfetion towards whih we here aregrowing, - we who are only the �rst shakled movement of the Mind whih is evolving in Matter, wewho are not yet liberated from the onditions and e�ets of that involution of spirit in form, thatplunge of Light into its own shadow by whih the darkened material onsiousness of physial Naturewas reated. The type of all perfetion towards whih we grow, the terms of our highest evolutionmust already be held in the divine Real-Idea; they must be there formed and onsious for us to growtowards and into them: for that preexistene in the divine knowledge is what our human mentalitynames and seeks as the Ideal. The Ideal is an eternal Reality whih we have not yet realised in theonditions of our own being, not a non-existent whih the Eternal and Divine has not yet graspedand only we imperfet beings have glimpsed and mean to reate.Mind, �rst, the hained and hampered sovereign of our human living. Mind in its essene is a106



onsiousness whih measures, limits, uts out forms of things from the indivisible whole and ontainsthem as if eah were a separate integer. Even with what exists only as obvious parts and frations,Mind establishes this �tion of its ordinary ommere that they are things with whih it an dealseparately and not merely as aspets of a whole. For, even when it knows that they are not thingsin themselves, it is obliged to deal with them as if they were things in themselves; otherwise it ouldnot subjet them to its own harateristi ativity. It is this essential harateristi of Mind whihonditions the workings of all its operative powers, whether oneption, pereption, sensation orthe dealings of reative thought. It oneives, pereives, senses things as if rigidly ut out from abakground or a mass and employs them as �xed units of the material given to it for reation orpossession. All its ation and enjoyment deal thus with wholes that form part of a greater whole,and these subordinate wholes again are broken up into parts whih are also treated as wholes for thepartiular purposes they serve. Mind may divide, multiply, add, subtrat, but it annot get beyondthe limits of this mathematis. If it goes beyond and tries to oneive a real whole, it loses itself ina foreign element; it falls from its own �rm ground into the oean of the intangible, into the abysmsof the in�nite where it an neither pereive, oneive, sense nor deal with its subjet for reationand enjoyment. For if Mind appears sometimes to oneive, to pereive, to sense or to enjoy withpossession the in�nite, it is only in seeming and always in a �gure of the in�nite. What it does thusvaguely possess is simply a formless Vast and not the real spaeless in�nite. The moment it triesto deal with that, to possess it, at one the inalienable tendeny to delimitation omes in and theMind �nds itself again handling images, forms and words. Mind annot possess the in�nite, it anonly su�er it or be possessed by it; it an only lie blissfully helpless under the luminous shadow ofthe Real ast down on it from planes of existene beyond its reah. The possession of the In�niteannot ome exept by an asent to those supramental planes, nor the knowledge of it exept by aninert submission of Mind to the desending messages of the Truth-onsious Reality.This essential faulty and the essential limitation that aompanies it are the truth of Mind and�x its real nature and ation, svabh�ava and svadharma; here is the mark of the divine �at assigning itits oÆe in the omplete instrumentation of the supreme Maya, - the oÆe determined by that whihit is in its very birth from the eternal self-oneption of the Self-existent. That oÆe is to translatealways in�nity into the terms of the �nite, to measure o�, limit, depiee. Atually it does this inour onsiousness to the exlusion of all true sense of the In�nite; therefore Mind is the nodus ofthe great Ignorane, beause it is that whih originally divides and distributes, and it has even beenmistaken for the ause of the universe and for the whole of the divine Maya. But the divine Mayaomprehends Vidya as well as Avidya, the Knowledge as well as the Ignorane. For it is obvious thatsine the �nite is only an appearane of the In�nite, a result of its ation, a play of its oneption andannot exist exept by it, in it, with it as a bakground, itself form of that stu� and ation of thatfore, there must be an original onsiousness whih ontains and views both at the same time andis intimately onsious of all the relations of the one with the other. In that onsiousness there isno ignorane, beause the in�nite is known and the �nite is not separated from it as an independentreality; but still there is a subordinate proess of delimitation, - otherwise no world ould exist, -a proess by whih the ever dividing and reuniting onsiousness of Mind, the ever divergent andonvergent ation of Life and the in�nitely divided and self-aggregating substane of Matter ome,all by one priniple and original at, into phenomenal being. This subordinate proess of the eternalSeer and Thinker, perfetly luminous, perfetly aware of Himself and all, knowing well what He does,onsious of the in�nite in the �nite whih He is reating, may be alled the divine Mind. And itis obvious that it must be a subordinate and not really a separate working of the Real-Idea, of theSupermind, and must operate through what we have desribed as the apprehending movement ofthe Truth-onsiousness.That apprehending onsiousness, the Prajnana, plaes, as we have seen, the working of theindivisible All, ative and formative, as a proess and objet of reative knowledge before the on-siousness of the same All, originative and ognisant as the possessor and witness of its own working,107



- somewhat as a poet views the reations of his own onsiousness plaed before him in it as if theywere things other than the reator and his reative fore, yet all the time they are really no more thanthe play of self-formation of his own being in itself and are indivisible there from their reator. ThusPrajnana makes the fundamental division whih leads to all the rest, the division of the Purusha,the onsious soul who knows and sees and by his vision reates and ordains, and the Prakriti, theFore-Soul or Nature-Soul whih is his knowledge and his vision, his reation and his allordainingpower. Both are one Being, one existene, and the forms seen and reated are multiple forms ofthat Being whih are plaed by Him as knowledge before Himself as knower, by Himself as Forebefore Himself as Creator. The last ation of this apprehending onsiousness takes plae when thePurusha pervading the onsious extension of his being, present at every point of himself as well asin his totality, inhabiting every form, regards the whole as if separately, from eah of the standpointshe has taken; he views and governs the relations of eah soulform of himself with other soul-formsfrom the standpoint of will and knowledge appropriate to eah partiular form.Thus the elements of division have ome into being. First, the in�nity of the One has translateditself into an extension in oneptual Time and Spae; seondly, the omnipresene of the One inthat self-onsious extension translates itself into a multipliity of the onsious soul, the manyPurushas of the Sankhya; thirdly, the multipliity of soul-forms has translated itself into a dividedhabitation of the extended unity. This divided habitation is inevitable the moment these multiplePurushas do not eah inhabit a separate world of its own, do not eah possess a separate Prakritibuilding a separate universe, but rather all enjoy the same Prakriti, - as they must do, being onlysoulforms of the One presiding over the multiple reations of His power, - yet have relations witheah other in the one world of being reated by the one Prakriti. The Purusha in eah form ativelyidenti�es himself with eah; he delimits himself in that and sets o� his other forms against it inhis onsiousness as ontaining his other selves whih are idential with him in being but di�erentin relation, di�erent in the various extent, various range of movement and various view of the onesubstane, fore, onsiousness, delight whih eah is atually deploying at any given moment ofTime or in any given �eld of Spae. Granted that in the divine Existene, perfetly aware of itself,this is not a binding limitation, not an identi�ation to whih the soul beomes enslaved and whihit annot exeed as we are enslaved to our self-identi�ation with the body and unable to exeed thelimitation of our onsious ego, unable to esape from a partiular movement of our onsiousnessin Time determining our partiular �eld in Spae; granted all this, still there is a free identi�ationfrom moment to moment whih only the inalienable self-knowledge of the divine soul prevents from�xing itself in an apparently rigid hain of separation and Time suession suh as that in whih ouronsiousness seems to be �xed and hained.Thus the depieing is already there; the relation of form with form as if they were separatebeings, of will-of-being with willof-being as if they were separate fores, of knowledge-of-being withknowledge-of-being as if they were separate onsiousnesses has already been founded. It is as yetonly \as if"; for the divine soul is not deluded, it is aware of all as phenomenon of being and keepshold of its existene in the reality of being; it does not forfeit its unity: it uses mind as a subordinateation of the in�nite knowledge, a de�nition of things subordinate to its awareness of in�nity, adelimitation dependent on its awareness of essential totality - not that apparent and pluralistitotality of sum and olletive aggregation whih is only another phenomenon of Mind. Thus there isno real limitation; the soul uses its de�ning power for the play of well-distinguished forms and foresand is not used by that power.A new fator, a new ation of onsious fore is therefore needed to reate the operation of ahelplessly limited as opposed to a freely limiting mind, - that is to say, of mind subjet to its ownplay and deeived by it as opposed to mind master of its own play and viewing it in its truth, thereature mind as opposed to the divine. That new fator is Avidya, the self-ignoring faulty whihseparates the ation of mind from the ation of the supermind that originated and still governs itfrom behind the veil. Thus separated, Mind pereives only the partiular and not the universal, or108



oneives only the partiular in an unpossessed universal and no longer both partiular and universalas phenomena of the In�nite. Thus we have the limited mind whih views every phenomenon as athing-in-itself, separate part of a whole whih again exists separately in a greater whole and so on,enlarging always its aggregates without getting bak to the sense of a true in�nity.Mind, being an ation of the In�nite, depiees as well as aggregates ad in�nitum. It uts up beinginto wholes, into ever smaller wholes, into atoms and those atoms into primal atoms, until it would,if it ould, dissolve the primal atom into nothingness. But it annot, beause behind this dividingation is the saving knowledge of the supramental whih knows every whole, every atom to be onlya onentration of all-fore, of all-onsiousness, of all-being into phenomenal forms of itself. Thedissolution of the aggregate into an in�nite nothingness at whih Mind seems to arrive, is to theSupermind only the return of the self-onentrating onsious-being out of its phenomenon into itsin�nite existene. Whihever way its onsiousness proeeds, by the way of in�nite division or by theway of in�nite enlargement, it arrives only at itself, at its own in�nite unity and eternal being. Andwhen the ation of the mind is onsiously subordinate to this knowledge of the supermind, the truthof the proess is known to it also and not at all ignored; there is no real division but only an in�nitelymultiple onentration into forms of being and into arrangements of the relation of those forms ofbeing to eah other in whih division is a subordinate appearane of the whole proess neessary totheir spatial and temporal play. For divide as you will, get down to the most in�nitesimal atom orform the most monstrous possible aggregate of worlds and systems, you annot get by either proessto a thing-in-itself; all are forms of a Fore whih alone is real in itself while the rest are real only asself-imagings or manifesting self-forms of the eternal Fore-onsiousness.Whene then does the limiting Avidya, the fall of mind from Supermind and the onsequent ideaof real division originally proeed? exatly from what perversion of the supramental funtioning? Itproeeds from the individualised soul viewing everything from its own standpoint and exluding allothers; it proeeds, that is to say, by an exlusive onentration of onsiousness, an exlusive self-identi�ation of the soul with a partiular temporal and spatial ation whih is only a part of its ownplay of being; it starts from the soul's ignoring the fat that all others are also itself, all other ationits own ation and all other states of being and onsiousness equally its own as well as the ation ofthe one partiular moment in Time and one partiular standing-point in Spae and the one partiularform it presently oupies. It onentrates on the moment, the �eld, the form, the movement so asto lose the rest; it has then to reover the rest by linking together the suession of moments, thesuession of points of Spae, the suession of forms in Time and Spae, the suession of movementsin Time and Spae. It has thus lost the truth of the indivisibility of Time, the indivisibility of Foreand Substane. It has lost sight even of the obvious fat that all minds are one Mind taking manystandpoints, all lives one Life developing many urrents of ativity, all body and form one substaneof Fore and Consiousness onentrating into many apparent stabilities of fore and onsiousness;but in truth all these stabilities are really only a onstant whorl of movement repeating a form whileit modi�es it; they are nothing more. For the Mind tries to lamp everything into rigidly �xed formsand apparently unhanging or unmoving external fators, beause otherwise it annot at; it thenthinks it has got what it wants: in reality all is a ux of hange and renewal and there is no �xedform-in-itself and no unhanging external fator. Only the eternal Real-Idea is �rm and maintains aertain ordered onstany of �gures and relations in the ux of things, a onstany whih the Mindvainly attempts to imitate by attributing �xity to that whih is always inonstant. These truths Mindhas to redisover; it knows them all the time, but only in the hidden bak of its onsiousness, in theseret light of its selfbeing; and that light is to it a darkness beause it has reated the ignorane,beause it has lapsed from the dividing into the divided mentality, beause it has beome involvedin its own workings and in its own reations.This ignorane is farther deepened for man by his sel�denti�ation with the body. To us mindseems to be determined by the body, beause it is preoupied with that and devoted to the physialworkings whih it uses for its onsious super�ial ation in this gross material world. Employing109



onstantly that operation of the brain and nerves whih it has developed in the ourse of its owndevelopment in the body, it is too absorbed in observing what this physial mahinery gives to it toget bak from it to its own pure workings; those are to it mostly subonsious. Still we an oneive alife mind or life being whih has got beyond the evolutionary neessity of this absorption and is ableto see and even experiene itself assuming body after body and not reated separately in eah bodyand ending with it; for it is only the physial impress of mind on matter, only the orporeal mentalitythat is so reated, not the whole mental being. This orporeal mentality is merely our surfae ofmind, merely the front whih it presents to physial experiene. Behind, even in our terrestrial being,there is this other, subonsious or subliminal to us, whih knows itself as more than the body andis apable of a less materialised ation. To this we owe immediately most of the larger, deeper andmore foreful dynami ation of our surfae mind; this, when we beome onsious of it or of itsimpress on us, is our �rst idea or our �rst realisation of a soul or inner being, Purusha.3But this life mentality also, though it may get free from the error of body, does not make usfree from the whole error of mind; it is still subjet to the original at of ignorane by whih theindividualised soul regards everything from its own standpoint and an see the truth of things onlyas they present themselves to it from outside or else as they rise up to its view from its separatetemporal and spatial onsiousness, forms and results of past and present experiene. It is notonsious of its other selves exept by the outward indiations they give of their existene, indiationsof ommuniated thought, speeh, ation, result of ations, or subtler indiations - not felt diretlyby the physial being - of vital impat and relation. Equally is it ignorant of itself; for it knowsof its self only through a movement in Time and a suession of lives in whih it has used itsvariously embodied energies. As our physial instrumental mind has the illusion of the body, so thissubonsious dynami mind has the illusion of life. In that it is absorbed and onentrated, by thatit is limited, with that it identi�es its being. Here we do not yet get bak to the meeting-plae ofmind and supermind and the point at whih they originally separated.But there is still another learer reetive mentality behind the dynami and vital whih is apableof esaping from this absorption in life and views itself as assuming life and body in order to imageout in ative relations of energy that whih it pereives in will and thought. It is the soure of thepure thinker in us; it is that whih knows mentality in itself and sees the world not in terms of lifeand body but of mind; it is that4 whih, when we get bak to it, we sometimes mistake for thepure spirit as we mistake the dynami mind for the soul. This higher mind is able to pereive anddeal with other souls as other forms of its pure self; it is apable of sensing them by pure mentalimpat and ommuniation and no longer only by vital and nervous impat and physial indiation;it oneives too a mental �gure of unity, and in its ativity and its will it an reate and possess morediretly - not only indiretly as in the ordinary physial life - and in other minds and lives as wellas its own. But still even this pure mentality does not esape from the original error of mind. Forit is still its separate mental self whih it makes the judge, witness and entre of the universe andthrough it alone strives to arrive at its own higher self and reality; all others are \others" grouped toit around itself: when it wills to be free, it has to draw bak from life and mind in order to disappearinto the real unity. For there is still the veil reated by Avidya between the mental and supramentalation; an image of the Truth gets through, not the Truth itself.It is only when the veil is rent and the divided mind overpowered, silent and passive to a supra-mental ation that mind itself gets bak to the Truth of things. There we �nd a luminous mentalityreetive, obedient and instrumental to the divine Real-Idea. There we pereive what the worldreally is; we know in every way ourselves in others and as others, others as ourselves and all asthe universal and self-multiplied One. We lose the rigidly separate individual standpoint whih isthe soure of all limitation and error. Still, we pereive also that all that the ignorane of Mindtook for the truth was in fat truth, but truth deeted, mistaken and falsely oneived. We still3Pereived as the life being or vital being, pr�an. amaya purus.a.4The mental being, manomaya purus.a. 110



pereive the division, the individualising, the atomi reation, but we know them and ourselves forwhat they and we really are. And so we pereive that the Mind was really a subordinate ationand instrumentation of the Truth-onsiousness. So long as it is not separated in self-experienefrom the enveloping Masteronsiousness and does not try to set up house for itself, so long as itserves passively as an instrumentation and does not attempt to possess for its own bene�t, Mindful�ls luminously its funtion whih is in the Truth to hold forms apart from eah other by a phe-nomenal, a purely formal delimitation of their ativity behind whih the governing universality ofthe being remains onsious and untouhed. It has to reeive the truth of things and distribute itaording to the unerring pereption of a supreme and universal Eye and Will. It has to uphold anindividualisation of ative onsiousness, delight, fore, substane whih derives all its power, realityand joy from an inalienable universality behind. It has to turn the multipliity of the One into anapparent division by whih relations are de�ned and held o� against eah other so as to meet againand join. It has to establish the delight of separation and ontat in the midst of an eternal unityand intermisene. It has to enable the One to behave as if He were an individual dealing with otherindividuals but always in His own unity, and this is what the world really is. The mind is the �naloperation of the apprehending Truth-onsiousness whih makes all this possible, and what we allthe Ignorane does not reate a new thing and absolute falsehood but only misrepresents the Truth.The Ignorane is the Mind separated in knowledge from its soure of knowledge and giving a falserigidity and a mistaken appearane of opposition and onit to the harmonious play of the supremeTruth in its universal manifestation.The fundamental error of the Mind is, then, this fall from self-knowledge by whih the individualsoul oneives of its individuality as a separate fat instead of as a form of Oneness and makes itselfthe entre of its own universe instead of knowing itself as one onentration of the universal. Fromthat original error all its partiular ignoranes and limitations are ontingent results. For, viewingthe ux of things only as it ows upon and through itself, it makes a limitation of being from whihproeeds a limitation of onsiousness and therefore of knowledge, a limitation of onsious fore andwill and therefore of power, a limitation of self-enjoyment and therefore of delight. It is onsiousof things and knows them only as they present themselves to its individuality and therefore it fallsinto an ignorane of the rest and thereby into an erroneous oneption even of that whih it seemsto know: for sine all being is interdependent, the knowledge either of the whole or of the esseneis neessary for the right knowledge of the part. Hene there is an element of error in all humanknowledge. Similarly our will, ignorant of the rest of the all-will, must fall into error of working anda greater or less degree of inapaity and impotene; the soul's self-delight and delight of things,ignoring the all-bliss and by defet of will and knowledge unable to master its world, must fall intoinapaity of possessive delight and therefore into su�ering. Self-ignorane is therefore the root of allthe perversity of our existene, and that perversity stands forti�ed in the self-limitation, the egoismwhih is the form taken by that self-ignorane.Yet is all ignorane and all perversity only the distortion of the truth and right of things and notthe play of an absolute falsehood. It is the result of Mind viewing things in the division it makes,avidy�ay�am antare, instead of viewing itself and its divisions as instrumentation and phenomenon ofthe play of the truth of Sahhidananda. If it gets bak to the truth from whih it fell, it beomesagain the �nal ation of the Truth-onsiousness in its apprehensive operation, and the relations ithelps to reate in that light and power will be relations of the Truth and not of the perversity. Theywill be the straight things and not the rooked, to use the expressive distintion of the Vedi Rishis,- Truths, that is to say, of divine being with its self-possessive onsiousness, will and delight movingharmoniously in itself. Now we have rather the warped and zigzag movement of mind and life, theontortions reated by the struggle of the soul one grown oblivious of its true being to �nd itselfagain, to resolve bak all error into the truth whih both our truth and our error, our right andour wrong limit or distort, all inapaity into the strength whih both our power and our weaknessare a struggle of fore to grasp, all su�ering into the delight whih both our joy and our pain are a111



onvulsive e�ort of sensation to realise, all death into the immortality to whih both our life and ourdeath are a onstant e�ort of being to return.
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Chapter 19Life\Prani energy is the life of reatures; for that is said to be the universal priniple of life."Taittiriya Upanishad.1WE PERCEIVE, then, what Mind is in its divine origin and how it is related to the Truth-onsiousness, - Mind, the highest of the three lower priniples whih onstitute our human existene.It is a speial ation of the divine onsiousness, or rather it is the �nal strand of its whole reativeation. It enables the Purusha to hold apart the relations of di�erent forms and fores of himselfto eah other; it reates phenomenal di�erenes whih to the individual soul fallen from the Truth-onsiousness take the appearane of radial divisions, and is by that original perversion the parentof all the resultant perversions whih impress us as the ontrary dualities and oppositions properto the life of the Soul in the Ignorane. But so long as it is not separated from the Supermind, itsupports, not perversions and falsehoods, but the various working of the universal Truth.Mind thus appears as a reative osmi ageny. This is not the impression whih we normally haveof our mentality; rather we regard it primarily as a pereptive organ, pereptive of things alreadyreated by Fore working in Matter, and the only origination we allow to it is a seondary reationof new ombined forms from those already developed by Fore in Matter. But the knowledge weare now reovering, aided by the last disoveries of Siene, begins to show us that in this Foreand in this Matter there is a subonsious Mind at work whih is ertainly responsible for its ownemergene, �rst in the forms of life and seondly in the forms of mind itself, �rst in the nervousonsiousness of plant-life and the primitive animal, seondly in the ever-developing mentality of theevolved animal and of man. And as we have already disovered that Matter is only substane-formof Fore, so we shall disover that material Fore is only energy-form of Mind. Material fore is,in fat, a subonsious operation of Will; Will that works in us in what seems to be light, thoughit is in truth no more than a halight, and material Fore that works in what to us seems to bea darkness of unintelligene, are yet really and in essene the same, as materialisti thought hasalways instintively felt from the wrong or lower end of things and as spiritual knowledge workingfrom the summit had long ago disovered. We may say, therefore, that it is a subonsious Mindor Intelligene whih, manifesting Fore as its driving-power, its exeutive Nature, its Prakriti, hasreated this material world.But sine, as we have now found, Mind is no independent and original entity but only a �naloperation of the Truthonsiousness or Supermind, therefore wherever Mind is, there Supermindmust be. Supermind or the Truth-onsiousness is the real reative ageny of the universal Existene.Even when Mind is in its own darkened onsiousness separated from its soure, yet is that largermovement always there in the workings of Mind; foring them to preserve their right relation, evolvingfrom them the inevitable results they bear in themselves, produing the right tree from the right1II. 3. 113



seed, it ompels even the operations of so brute, inert and darkened a thing as material Fore toresult in a world of Law, of order, of right relation and not, as it would otherwise be, of hurtlinghane and haos. Obviously, this order and right relation an only be relative and not the supremeorder and supreme right whih would reign if Mind were not in its own onsiousness separated fromSupermind; it is an arrangement, an order of the results right and proper to the ation of dividingMind and its reation of separative oppositions, its dual ontrary sides of the one Truth. TheDivine Consiousness, having oneived and thrown into operation the Idea of this dual or dividedrepresentation of Itself, dedues from it in real-idea and edues pratially from it in substane oflife, by the governing ation of the whole Truth-onsiousness behind it, its own inferior truth orinevitable result of various relation. For this is the nature of Law or Truth in the world that it isthe just working and bringing out of that whih is ontained in being, implied in the essene andnature of the thing itself, latent in its self-being and self-law, svabh�ava and svadharma, as seen by thedivine Knowledge. To use one of those wonderful formulas of the Upanishad2 whih ontain a worldof knowledge in a few revealing words, it is the Self-existent who as the seer and thinker beomingeverywhere has arranged in Himself all things rightly from years eternal aording to the truth ofthat whih they are.Consequently, the triple world that we live in, the world of Mind-Life-Body, is triple only in itsatual aomplished evolution. Life involved in Matter has emerged in the form of thinking andmentally onsious life. But with Mind, involved in it and therefore in Life and Matter, is theSupermind, whih is the origin and ruler of the other three, and this also must emerge. We seekfor an intelligene at the root of the world, beause intelligene is the highest priniple of whihwe are aware and that whih seems to us to govern and explain all our own ation and reationand, therefore, if there is a Consiousness at all in the universe, we presume that it must be anIntelligene, a mental Consiousness. But intelligene only pereives, reets and uses within themeasure of its apaity the work of a Truth of being superior to itself; the power behind that worksmust therefore be another and superior form of Consiousness proper to that Truth. We have,aordingly, to mend our oneption and aÆrm that not a subonsious Mind or Intelligene, butan involved Supermind, whih puts Mind in front of it as the immediately ative speial form of itsknowledge-will subonsious in Fore and uses material Fore or Will subonsious in substane ofbeing as its exeutive Nature or Prakriti, has reated this material universe.But we see that here Mind is manifested in a speialisation of Fore to whih we give the nameof Life. What then is Life? and what relation has it to Supermind, to this supreme trinity ofSahhidananda ative in reation by means of the Real-Idea or Truth-onsiousness? From whatpriniple in the Trinity does it take its birth? or by what neessity, divine or undivine, of the Truthor the illusion, does it ome into being? Life is an evil, rings down the enturies the anient ry, adelusion, a delirium, an insanity from whih we have to ee into the repose of eternal being. Is itso? and why then is it so? Why has the Eternal wantonly inited this evil, brought this deliriumor insanity upon Himself or else upon the reatures brought into being by His terrible all-deludingMaya? Or is it rather some divine priniple that thus expresses itself, some power of the Delight ofeternal being that had to express and has thus thrown itself into Time and Spae in this onstantoutburst of the million and million forms of life whih people the ountless worlds of the universe?When we study this Life as it manifests itself upon earth with Matter as its basis, we observe thatessentially it is a form of the one osmi Energy, a dynami movement or urrent of it positive andnegative, a onstant at or play of the Fore whih builds up forms, energises them by a ontinualstream of stimulation and maintains them by an uneasing proess of disintegration and renewalof their substane. This would tend to show that the natural opposition we make between deathand life is an error of our mentality, one of those false oppositions - false to inner truth thoughvalid in surfae pratial experiene - whih, deeived by appearanes, it is onstantly bringing into2Kavir man�is.�i paribh�uh. svayambh�ur y�ath�atathyato'rth�an vyadadh�at �s�a�svat�ibhyah. sam�abhyah. . - Isha Upanishad,Verse 8. 114



the universal unity. Death has no reality exept as a proess of life. Disintegration of substaneand renewal of substane, maintenane of form and hange of form are the onstant proess of life;death is merely a rapid disintegration subservient to life's neessity of hange and variation of formalexperiene. Even in the death of the body there is no essation of Life, only the material of oneform of life is broken up to serve as material for other forms of life. Similarly we may be sure, in theuniform law of Nature, that if there is in the bodily form a mental or psyhi energy, that also is notdestroyed but only breaks out from one form to assume others by some proess of metempsyhosisor new ensouling of body. All renews itself, nothing perishes.It ould be aÆrmed as a onsequene that there is one allpervading Life or dynami energy - thematerial aspet being only its outermost movement - that reates all these forms of the physialuniverse, Life imperishable and eternal whih, even if the whole �gure of the universe were quiteabolished, would itself still go on existing and be apable of produing a new universe in its plae,must indeed, unless it be held bak in a state of rest by some higher Power or hold itself bak,inevitably go on reating. In that ase Life is nothing else than the Fore that builds and maintainsand destroys forms in the world; it is Life that manifests itself in the form of the earth as muh asin the plant that grows upon the earth and the animals that support their existene by devouringthe life-fore of the plant or of eah other. All existene here is a universal Life that takes form ofMatter. It might for that purpose hide life-proess in physial proess before it emerges as submentalsensitivity and mentalised vitality, but still it would be throughout the same reative Life-priniple.It will be said, however, that this is not what we mean by life; we mean a partiular result ofuniversal fore with whih we are familiar and whih manifests itself only in the animal and the plant,but not in the metal, the stone, the gas, operates in the animal ell but not in the pure physialatom. We must, therefore, in order to be sure of our ground, examine in what preisely onsists thispartiular result of the play of Fore whih we all life and how it di�ers from that other result ofthe play of Fore in inanimate things whih, we say, is not life. We see at one that there are hereon earth three realms of the play of Fore, the animal kingdom of the old lassi�ation to whihwe belong, the vegetable, and lastly the mere material void, as we pretend, of life. How does lifein ourselves di�er from the life of the plant, and the life of the plant from the not-life, say, of themetal, the mineral kingdom of the old phraseology, or that new hemial kingdom whih Siene hasdisovered?Ordinarily, when we speak of life, we have meant animal life, that whih moves, breathes, eats,feels, desires, and, if we speak of the life of plants, it has been almost as a metaphor rather than areality, for plant life was regarded as a purely material proess rather than a biologial phenomenon.Espeially we have assoiated life with breathing; the breath is life, it was said in every language,and the formula is true if we hange our oneption of what we mean by the Breath of Life. But itis evident that spontaneous motion or loomotion, breathing, eating are only proesses of life andnot life itself; they are means for the generation or release of that onstantly stimulating energywhih is our vitality and for that proess of disintegration and renewal by whih it supports oursubstantial existene; but these proesses of our vitality an be maintained in other ways than byour respiration and our means of sustenane. It is a proved fat that even human life an remain inthe body and an remain in full onsiousness when breathing and the beating of the heart and otheronditions formerly deemed essential to it have been temporarily suspended. And new evidene ofphenomena has been brought forward to establish that the plant, to whih we an still deny anyonsious reation, has at least a physial life idential with our own and even organised essentiallylike our own though di�erent in its apparent organisation. If that is proved true, we still have tomake a lean sweep of our old faile and false oneptions and get beyond symptoms and externalitiesto the root of the matter.In some reent disoveries3 whih, if their onlusions are aepted, must throw an intense light3These onsiderations drawn from reent sienti� researhes are brought in here as illustrative, not probative of115



on the problem of Life in Matter, a great Indian physiist has pointed attention to the response tostimulus as an infallible sign of the existene of life. It is espeially the phenomenon of plant-life thathas been illumined by his data and illustrated in all its subtle funtionings; but we must not forgetthat in the essential point the same proof of vitality, the response to stimulus, the positive state oflife and its negative state whih we all death, have been aÆrmed by him in metals as in the plant.Not indeed with the same abundane, not indeed so as to show an essentially idential organisation oflife; but it is possible that, ould instruments of the right nature and suÆient deliay be invented,more points of similarity between the metal and plant life ould be disovered; and even if it provenot to be so, this might mean that the same or any life organisation is absent, but the beginnings ofvitality ould still be there. But if life, however rudimentary in its symptoms, exists in the metal,it must be admitted as present, involved perhaps or elementary and elemental in the earth or othermaterial existenes akin to the metal. If we an pursue our inquiries farther, not obliged to stop shortwhere our immediate means of investigation fail us, we may be sure from our unvarying experieneof Nature that investigations thus pursued will in the end prove to us that there is no break, norigid line of demaration between the earth and the metal formed in it or between the metal andthe plant and, pursuing the synthesis farther, that there is none either between the elements andatoms that onstitute the earth or metal and the metal or earth that they onstitute. Eah stepof this graded existene prepares the next, holds in itself what appears in that whih follows it.Life is everywhere, seret or manifest, organised or elemental, involved or evolved, but universal,all-pervading, imperishable; only its forms and organisings di�er.We must remember that the physial response to stimulus is only an outward sign of life, even asare breathing and loomotion in ourselves. An exeptional stimulus is applied by the experimenterand vivid responses are given whih we an at one reognise as indies of vitality in the objet ofthe experiment. But during its whole existene the plant is responding onstantly to a onstantmass of stimulation from its environment; that is to say, there is a onstantly maintained fore in itwhih is apable of responding to the appliation of fore from its surroundings. It is said that theidea of a vital fore in the plant or other living organism has been destroyed by these experiments.But when we say that a stimulus has been applied to the plant, we mean that an energised fore,a fore in dynami movement has been direted on that objet, and when we say that a responseis given, we mean that an energised fore apable of dynami movement and of sensitive vibrationanswers to the shok. There is a vibrant reeption and reply, as well as a will to grow and be,indiative of a submental, a vital-physial organisation of onsiousness-fore hidden in the form ofbeing. The fat would seem to be, then, that as there is a onstant dynami energy in movement inthe universe whih takes various material forms more or less subtle or gross, so in eah physial bodyor objet, plant or animal or metal, there is stored and ative the same onstant dynami fore; aertain interhange of these two gives us the phenomena whih we assoiate with the idea of life. Itis this ation that we reognise as the ation of Life-Energy and that whih so energises itself is theLife-Fore. Mind-Energy, Life-Energy, material Energy are di�erent dynamisms of one World-Fore.Even when a form appears to us to be dead, this fore still exists in it in potentiality althoughits familiar operations of vitality are suspended and about to be permanently ended. Within ertainlimits that whih is dead an be revived; the habitual operations, the response, the irulation ofative energy an be restored; and this proves that what we all life was still there in the body, latent,that is to say, not ative in its usual habits, its habits of ordinary physial funtioning, its habits ofthe nature and proess of Life in Matter as they are developed here. Siene and metaphysis (whether founded onpure intelletual speulation or, as in India, ultimately on a spiritual vision of things and spiritual experiene) haveeah its own provine and method of inquiry. Siene annot ditate its onlusions to metaphysis any more thanmetaphysis an impose its onlusions on Siene. Still if we aept the reasonable belief that Being and Nature inall their states have a system of orrespondenes expressive of a ommon Truth underlying them, it is permissible tosuppose that truths of the physial universe an throw some light on the nature as well as the proess of the Forethat is ative in the universe - not a omplete light, for physial Siene is neessarily inomplete in the range of itsinquiry and has no lue to the oult movements of the Fore.116



nervous play and response, its habits in the animal of onsious mental response. It is diÆult tosuppose that there is a distint entity alled life whih has gone entirely out of the body and getsinto it again when it feels - how, sine there is nothing to onnet it with the body? - that somebodyis stimulating the form. In ertain ases, suh as atalepsy, we see that the outward physial signsand operations of life are suspended, but the mentality is there self-possessed and onsious althoughunable to ompel the usual physial responses. Certainly, it is not the fat that the man is physiallydead but mentally alive or that life has gone out of the body while mind still inhabits it, but onlythat the ordinary physial funtioning is suspended, while the mental is still ative.So also, in ertain forms of trane, both the physial funtionings and the outward mental aresuspended, but afterwards resume their operation, in some ases by external stimulation, but morenormally by a spontaneous return to ativity from within. What has really happened is that thesurfae mind-fore has been withdrawn into subonsious mind and the surfae lifefore into subativelife and either the whole man has lapsed into the subonsious existene or else he has withdrawnhis outer life into the subonsious while his inner being has been lifted into the superonsient. Butthe main point for us at present is that the Fore, whatever it be, that maintains dynami energy oflife in the body, has indeed suspended its outer operations, but still informs the organised substane.A point omes, however, at whih it is no longer possible to restore the suspended ativities; andthis ours when either suh a lesion has been inited on the body as makes it useless or inapableof the habitual funtionings or, in the absene of suh lesion, when the proess of disintegrationhas begun, that is to say, when the Fore that should renew the life-ation beomes entirely inertto the pressure of the environing fores with whose mass of stimulation it was wont to keep up aonstant interhange. Even then there is Life in the body, but a Life that is busy only with theproess of disintegrating the formed substane so that it may esape in its elements and onstitutewith them new forms. The Will in the universal fore that held the form together, now withdrawsfrom onstitution and supports instead a proess of dispersion. Not till then is there the real deathof the body.Life then is the dynami play of a universal Fore, a Fore in whih mental onsiousness andnervous vitality are in some form or at least in their priniple always inherent and therefore theyappear and organise themselves in our world in the forms of Matter. The life-play of this Foremanifests itself as an interhange of stimulation and response to stimulation between the di�erentforms it has built up and in whih it keeps up its onstant dynami pulsation; eah form is onstantlytaking into itself and giving out again the breath and energy of the ommon Fore; eah form feedsupon that and nourishes itself with it by various means, whether indiretly by taking in other formsin whih the energy is stored or diretly by absorbing the dynami disharges it reeives from outside.All this is the play of Life; but it is hiey reognisable to us where the organisation of it is suÆientfor us to pereive its more outward and omplex movements and espeially where it partakes of thenervous type of vital energy whih belongs to our own organisation. It is for this reason that weare ready enough to admit life in the plant beause obvious phenomena of life are there, - and thisbeomes still easier if it an be shown that it manifests symptoms of nervosity and has a vital systemnot very di�erent from our own, - but are unwilling to reognise it in the metal and the earth andthe hemial atom where these phenomenal developments an with diÆulty be deteted or do notapparently at all exist.Is there any justi�ation for elevating this distintion into an essential di�erene? What, forinstane, is the di�erene between life in ourselves and life in the plant? We see that they di�er,�rst, in our possession of the power of loomotion whih has evidently nothing to do with the esseneof vitality, and, seondly, in our possession of onsious sensation whih is, so far as we know, notyet evolved in the plant. Our nervous responses are largely, though by no means always or in theirentirety, attended with the mental response of onsious sensation; they have a value to the mindas well as to the nerve system and the body agitated by the nervous ation. In the plant it wouldseem that there are symptoms of nervous sensation, inluding those whih would be in us rendered117



as pleasure and pain, waking and sleep, exhilaration, dullness and fatigue, and the body is inwardlyagitated by the nervous ation, but there is no sign of the atual presene of mentally onsioussensation. But sensation is sensation whether mentally onsious or vitally sensitive, and sensationis a form of onsiousness. When the sensitive plant shrinks from a ontat, it appears that it isnervously a�eted, that something in it dislikes the ontat and tries to draw away from it; thereis, in a word, a subonsious sensation in the plant, just as there are, as we have seen, subonsiousoperations of the same kind in ourselves. In the human system it is quite possible to bring thesesubonsious pereptions and sensations to the surfae long after they have happened and have easedto a�et the nervous system; and an ever-inreasing mass of evidene has irrefutably established theexistene of a subonsious mentality in us muh vaster than the onsious. The mere fat that theplant has no super�ially vigilant mind whih an be awakened to the valuation of its subonsioussensations, makes no di�erene to the essential identity of the phenomena. The phenomena beingthe same, the thing they manifest must be the same, and that thing is a subonsious mind. And itis quite possible that there is a more rudimentary life operation of the subonsious sense-mind inthe metal, although in the metal there is no bodily agitation orresponding to the nervous response;but the absene of bodily agitation makes no essential di�erene to the presene of vitality in themetal any more than the absene of bodily loomotion makes an essential di�erene to the preseneof vitality in the plant.What happens when the onsious beomes subonsious in the body or the subonsious beomesonsious? The real di�erene lies in the absorption of the onsious energy in part of its work, itsmore or less exlusive onentration. In ertain forms of onentration, what we all the mentality,that is to say, the Prajnana or apprehensive onsiousness almost or quite eases to at onsiously,yet the work of the body and the nerves and the sense-mind goes on unnotied but onstant andperfet; it has all beome subonsious and only in one ativity or hain of ativities is the mindluminously ative. While I write, the physial at of writing is largely or sometimes entirely done bythe subonsious mind; the body makes, unonsiously as we say, ertain nervous movements; themind is awake only to the thought with whih it is oupied. The whole man indeed may sink intothe subonsious, yet habitual movements implying the ation of mind may ontinue, as in manyphenomena of sleep; or he may rise into the superonsient and yet be ative with the subliminalmind in the body, as in ertain phenomena of sam�adhi or Yoga trane. It is evident, then, thatthe di�erene between plant sensation and our sensation is simply that in the plant the onsiousFore manifesting itself in the universe has not yet fully emerged from the sleep of Matter, fromthe absorption whih entirely divides the worker Fore from its soure of work in the superonsientknowledge, and therefore does subonsiously what it will do onsiously when it emerges in manfrom its absorption and begins to wake, though still indiretly, to its knowledge-self. It does exatlythe same things, but in a di�erent way and with a di�erent value in terms of onsiousness.It is beoming possible now to oneive that in the very atom there is something that beomesin us a will and a desire, there is an attration and repulsion whih, though phenomenally other,are essentially the same thing as liking and disliking in ourselves, but are, as we say, inonsient orsubonsient. This essene of will and desire are evident everywhere in Nature and, though this is notyet suÆiently envisaged, they are assoiated with and indeed the expression of a subonsient or, ifyou will, inonsient or quite involved sense and intelligene whih are equally pervasive. Present inevery atom of Matter all this is neessarily present in every thing whih is formed by the aggregationof those atoms; and they are present in the atom beause they are present in the Fore whihbuilds up and onstitutes the atom. That Fore is fundamentally the Chit-Tapas or Chit-Shakti ofthe Vedanta, onsiousness-fore, inherent onsious fore of onsious-being, whih manifests itselfas nervous energy full of submental sensation in the plant, as desire-sense and desire-will in theprimary animal forms, as self-onsious sense and fore in the developing animal, as mental will andknowledge topping all the rest in man. Life is a sale of the universal Energy in whih the transitionfrom inonsiene to onsiousness is managed; it is an intermediary power of it latent or submerged118



in Matter, delivered by its own fore into submental being, delivered �nally by the emergene ofMind into the full possibility of its dynamis.Apart from all other onsiderations, this onlusion imposes itself as a logial neessity if weobserve even the surfae proess of the emergene in the light of the evolutionary theme. It isself-evident that Life in the plant, even if otherwise organised than in the animal, is yet the samepower, marked by birth and growth and death, propagation by the seed, death by deay or maladyor violene, maintenane by indrawing of nourishing elements from without, dependene on lightand heat, produtiveness and sterility, even states of sleep and waking, energy and depression oflife-dynamism, passage from infany to maturity and age; the plant ontains, moreover, the essenesof the fore of life and is therefore the natural food of animal existenes. If it is oneded that ithas a nervous system and reations to stimuli, a beginning or underurrent of submental or purelyvital sensations, the identity beomes loser; but still it remains evidently a stage of life evolutionintermediate between animal existene and \inanimate" Matter. This is preisely what must beexpeted if Life is a fore evolving out of Matter and ulminating in Mind, and, if it is that, thenwe are bound to suppose that it is already there in Matter itself submerged or latent in the materialsubonsiousness or inonsiene. For from where else an it emerge? Evolution of Life in mattersupposes a previous involution of it there, unless we suppose it to be a new reation magially andunaountably introdued into Nature. If it is that, it must either be a reation out of nothing ora result of material operations whih is not aounted for by anything in the operations themselvesor by any element in them whih is of a kindred nature; or, oneivably, it may be a desent fromabove, from some supraphysial plane above the material universe. The two �rst suppositions anbe dismissed as arbitrary oneptions; the last explanation is possible and it is quite oneivable andin the oult view of things true that a pressure from some plane of Life above the material universehas assisted the emergene of life here. But this does not exlude the origin of life from Matteritself as a primary and neessary movement; for the existene of a Life-world or Life-plane above thematerial does not of itself lead to the emergene of Life in matter unless that Life-plane exists as aformative stage in a desent of Being through several grades or powers of itself into the Inonsienewith the result of an involution of itself with all these powers in Matter for a later evolution andemergene. Whether signs of this submerged life are disoverable, unorganised yet or rudimentary,in material things or there are no suh signs, beause this involved Life is in a full sleep, is not aquestion of apital importane. The material Energy that aggregates, forms and disaggregates4 is thesame Power in another grade of itself as that Life-Energy whih expresses itself in birth, growth anddeath, just as by its doing of the works of Intelligene in a somnambulist subonsiene it betraysitself as the same Power that in yet another grade attains the status of Mind; its very haratershows that it ontains in itself, though not yet in their harateristi organisation or proess, the yetundelivered powers of Mind and Life.Life then reveals itself as essentially the same everywhere from the atom to man, the atom on-taining the subonsious stu� and movement of being whih are released into onsiousness in theanimal, with plant life as a midway stage in the evolution. Life is really a universal operation ofConsious-Fore ating subonsiously on and in Matter; it is the operation that reates, maintains,destroys and re-reates forms or bodies and attempts by play of nerve-fore, that is to say, by urrentsof interhange of stimulating energy to awake onsious sensation in those bodies. In this operationthere are three stages; the lowest is that in whih the vibration is still in the sleep of Matter, entirelysubonsious so as to seem wholly mehanial; the middle stage is that in whih it beomes apableof a response still submental but on the verge of what we know as onsiousness; the highest is that in4Birth, growth and death of life are in their outward aspet the same proess of aggregation, formation anddisaggregation, though more than that in their inner proess and signi�ane. Even the ensoulment of the body bythe psyhi being follows, if the oult view of these things is orret, a similar outward proess, for the soul as nuleusdraws to itself for birth and aggregates the elements of its mental, vital and physial sheaths and their ontents,inreases these formations in life, and in its departing drops and disaggregates again these aggregates, drawing bakinto itself its inner powers, till in rebirth it repeats the original proess.119



whih life develops onsious mentality in the form of a mentally pereptible sensation whih in thistransition beomes the basis for the development of sense-mind and intelligene. It is in the middlestage that we ath the idea of Life as distinguished from Matter and Mind, but in reality it is thesame in all the stages and always a middle term between Mind and Matter, onstituent of the latterand instint with the former. It is an operation of Consious-Fore whih is neither the mere forma-tion of substane nor the operation of mind with substane and form as its objet of apprehension; itis rather an energising of onsious being whih is a ause and support of the formation of substaneand an intermediate soure and support of onsious mental apprehension. Life, as this intermediateenergising of onsious being, liberates into sensitive ation and reation a form of the reative foreof existene whih was working subonsiently or inonsiently, absorbed in its own substane; itsupports and liberates into ation the apprehensive onsiousness of existene alled mind and givesit a dynami instrumentation so that it an work not only on its own forms but on forms of life andmatter; it onnets, too, and supports, as a middle term between them, the mutual ommere ofthe two, mind and matter. This means of ommere Life provides in the ontinual urrents of herpulsating nerve-energy whih arry fore of the form as a sensation to modify Mind and bring bakfore of Mind as will to modify Matter. It is therefore this nerve-energy whih we usually mean whenwe talk of Life; it is the Prana or Life-fore of the Indian system. But nerve-energy is only the formit takes in the animal being; the same Prani energy is present in all forms down to the atom, sineeverywhere it is the same in essene and everywhere it is the same operation of Consious-Fore,- Fore supporting and modifying the substantial existene of its own forms, Fore with sense andmind seretly ative but at �rst involved in the form and preparing to emerge, then �nally emergingfrom their involution. This is the whole signi�ane of the omnipresent Life that has manifested andinhabits the material universe.
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Chapter 20Death, Desire and Inapaity\In the beginning all was overed by Hunger that is Death; that made for itself Mind sothat it might attain to possession of self." Brihadaranyaka Upanishad.1\This is the Power disovered by the mortal that has the multitude of its desires so that itmay sustain all things; it takes the taste of all foods and builds a house for the being."Rig Veda.2IN OUR last hapter we have onsidered Life from the point of view of the material existene andthe appearane and working of the vital priniple in Matter and we have reasoned from the datawhih this evolutionary terrestrial existene o�ers. But it is evident that wherever it may appearand however it may work, under whatsoever onditions, the general priniple must be everywherethe same. Life is universal Fore working so as to reate, energise, maintain and modify, even to theextent of dissolving and reonstruting, substantial forms with mutual play and interhange of anovertly or seretly onsious energy as its fundamental harater. In the material world we inhabitMind is involved and subonsious in Life, just as Supermind is involved and subonsious in Mind,and this Life instint with an involved subonsious Mind is again itself involved in Matter. ThereforeMatter is here the basis and the apparent beginning; in the language of the Upanishads, Prithivi, theEarth-priniple, is our foundation. The material universe starts from the formal atom surhargedwith energy, instint with the unformed stu� of a subonsious desire, will, intelligene. Out of thisMatter apparent Life manifests and it delivers out of itself by means of the living body the Mind itontains imprisoned within it; Mind also has still to deliver out of itself the Supermind onealed inits workings. But we an oneive a world otherwise onstituted in whih Mind is not involved atthe start but onsiously uses its innate energy to reate original forms of substane and is not, ashere, only subonsious in the beginning. Still though the working of suh a world would be quitedi�erent from ours, the intermediate vehile of operation of that energy would always be Life. Thething itself would be the same, even if the proess were entirely reversed.But then it appears immediately that as Mind is only a �nal operation of Supermind, so Life is onlya �nal operation of the Consiousness-Fore of whih Real-Idea is the determinative form and re-ative agent. Consiousness that is Fore is the nature of Being and this onsious Being manifestedas a reative Knowledge-Will is the Real-Idea or Supermind. The supramental Knowledge-Willis Consiousness-Fore rendered operative for the reation of forms of united being in an orderedharmony to whih we give the name of world or universe; so also Mind and Life are the same1I. 2. 1.2V. 7. 6. 121



Consiousness-Fore, the same Knowledge-Will, but operating for the maintenane of distintly in-dividual forms in a sort of demaration, opposition and interhange in whih the soul in eah formof being works out its own mind and life as if they were separate from the others, though in fatthey are never separate but are the play of the one Soul, Mind, Life in di�erent forms of its singlereality. In other words, as Mind is the �nal individualising operation of the allomprehending and all-apprehending Supermind, the proess by whih its onsiousness works individualised in eah formfrom the standpoint proper to it and with the osmi relations whih proeed from that standpoint,so Life is the �nal operation by whih the Fore of Consious-Being ating through the all-possessingand all-reative Will of the universal Supermind maintains and energises, onstitutes and reonsti-tutes individual forms and ats in them as the basis of all the ativities of the soul thus embodied.Life is the energy of the Divine ontinually generating itself in forms as in a dynamo and not onlyplaying with the outgoing battery of its shoks on surrounding forms of things but reeiving itselfthe inoming shoks of all life around as they pour in upon and penetrate the form from outside,from the environing universe.In this view Life appears as a form of energy of onsiousness intermediary and appropriate to theation of Mind on Matter; in a sense, it may be said to be an energy aspet of Mind when it reatesand relates itself no longer only to ideas, but to motions of fore and to forms of substane. But itmust immediately be added that just as Mind is not a separate entity, but has all Supermind behindit and it is Supermind that reates with Mind only as its �nal individualising operation, so Life also isnot a separate entity or movement, but has all Consious-Fore behind it in every one of its workingsand it is that Consious-Fore alone whih exists and ats in reated things. Life is only its �naloperation intermediary between Mind and Body. All that we say of Life must therefore be subjet tothe quali�ations arising from this dependene. We do not really know Life whether in its nature orits proess unless and until we are aware and grow onsious of that Consious-Fore working in itof whih it is only the external aspet and instrumentation. Then only an we pereive and exeutewith knowledge, as individual soul-forms and mental and bodily instruments of the Divine, the willof God in Life; then only an Life and Mind proeed in paths and movements of an ever-inreasingstraightness of the truth in ourselves and things by a onstant diminishing of the rooked perversionsof the Ignorane. Just as Mind has to unite itself onsiously with the Supermind from whih it isseparated by the ation of Avidya, so Life has to beome aware of the Consious-Fore whih operatesin it for ends and with a meaning of whih the life in us, beause it is absorbed in the mere proessof living as our mind is absorbed in the mere proess of mentalising life and matter, is unonsiousin its darkened ation so that it serves them blindly and ignorantly and not, as it must and will inits liberation and ful�lment, luminously or with a self-ful�lling knowledge, power and bliss.In fat, our Life, beause it is subservient to the darkened and dividing operation of Mind, is itselfdarkened and divided and undergoes all that subjetion to death, limitation, weakness, su�ering,ignorant funtioning of whih the bound and limited reature-Mind is the parent and ause. Theoriginal soure of the perversion was, we have seen, the self-limitation of the individual soul boundto self-ignorane beause it regards itself by an exlusive onentration as a separate self-existentindividuality and regards all osmi ation only as it presents itself to its own individual onsiousness,knowledge, will, fore, enjoyment and limited being instead of seeing itself as a onsious form of theOne and embraing all onsiousness, all knowledge, all will, all fore, all enjoyment and all beingas one with its own. The universal life in us, obeying this diretion of the soul imprisoned in mind,itself beomes imprisoned in an individual ation. It exists and ats as a separate life with a limitedinsuÆient apaity undergoing and not freely embraing the shok and pressure of all the osmilife around it. Thrown into the onstant osmi interhange of Fore in the universe as a poor,limited, individual existene, Life at �rst helplessly su�ers and obeys the giant interplay with onlya mehanial reation upon all that attaks, devours, enjoys, uses, drives it. But as onsiousnessdevelops, as the light of its own being emerges from the inert darkness of the involutionary sleep,the individual existene beomes dimly aware of the power in it and seeks �rst nervously and then122



mentally to master, use and enjoy the play. This awakening to the Power in it is the gradualawakening to self. For Life is Fore and Fore is Power and Power is Will and Will is the workingof the Master-onsiousness. Life in the individual beomes more and more aware in its depths thatit too is the Will-Fore of Sahhidananda whih is master of the universe and it aspires itself to beindividually master of its own world. To realise its own power and to master as well as to know itsworld is therefore the inreasing impulse of all individual life; that impulse is an essential feature ofthe growing self-manifestation of the Divine in osmi existene.But though Life is Power and the growth of individual life means the growth of the individualPower, still the mere fat of its being a divided individualised life and fore prevents it from reallybeoming master of its world. For that would mean to be master of the All-Fore, and it is impossiblefor a divided and individualised onsiousness with a divided, individualised and therefore limitedpower and will to be master of the All-Fore; only the All-Will an be that and the individual only,if at all, by beoming again one with the All-Will and therefore with the All-Fore. Otherwise, theindividual life in the individual form must be always subjet to the three badges of its limitation,Death, Desire and Inapaity.Death is imposed on the individual life both by the onditions of its own existene and by itsrelations to the All-Fore whih manifests itself in the universe. For the individual life is a partiularplay of energy speialised to onstitute, maintain, energise and �nally to dissolve, when its utility isover, one of myriad forms whih all serve, eah in its own plae, time and sope, the whole play ofthe universe. The energy of life in the body has to support the attak of the energies external to it inthe universe; it has to draw them in and feed upon them and is itself being onstantly devoured bythem. All Matter aording to the Upanishad is food, and this is the formula of the material worldthat \the eater eating is himself eaten". The life organised in the body is onstantly exposed to thepossibility of being broken up by the attak of the life external to it or, its devouring apaity beinginsuÆient or not properly served or there being no right balane between the apaity of devouringand the apaity or neessity of providing food for the life outside, it is unable to protet itself andis devoured or is unable to renew itself and therefore wasted away or broken; it has to go throughthe proess of death for a new onstrution or renewal.Not only so but, again in the language of the Upanishad, the life-fore is the food of the body andthe body the food of the life-fore; in other words, the life-energy in us both supplies the materialby whih the form is built up and onstantly maintained and renewed and is at the same timeonstantly using up the substantial form of itself whih it thus reates and keeps in existene. Ifthe balane between these two operations is imperfet or is disturbed or if the ordered play of thedi�erent urrents of life-fore is thrown out of gear, then disease and deay intervene and ommenethe proess of disintegration. And the very struggle for onsious mastery and even the growth ofmind make the maintenane of the life more diÆult. For there is an inreasing demand of thelife-energy on the form, a demand whih is in exess of the original system of supply and disturbs theoriginal balane of supply and demand, and before a new balane an be established, many disordersare introdued inimial to the harmony and to the length of maintenane of the life; in addition theattempt at mastery reates always a orresponding reation in the environment whih is full of foresthat also desire ful�lment and are therefore intolerant of, revolt against and attak the existenewhih seeks to master them. There too a balane is disturbed, a more intense struggle is generated;however strong the mastering life, unless either it is unlimited or else sueeds in establishing a newharmony with its environment, it annot always resist and triumph but must one day be overomeand disintegrated.But, apart from all these neessities, there is the one fundamental neessity of the nature andobjet of embodied life itself, whih is to seek in�nite experiene on a �nite basis; and sine theform, the basis by its very organisation limits the possibility of experiene, this an only be doneby dissolving it and seeking new forms. For the soul, having one limited itself by onentratingon the moment and the �eld, is driven to seek its in�nity again by the priniple of suession, by123



adding moment to moment and thus storing up a Time-experiene whih it alls its past; in thatTime it moves through suessive �elds, suessive experienes or lives, suessive aumulations ofknowledge, apaity, enjoyment, and all this it holds in subonsious or superonsious memory asits fund of past aquisition in Time. To this proess hange of form is essential, and for the soulinvolved in individual body hange of form means dissolution of the body in subjetion to the lawand ompulsion of the Alllife in the material universe, to its law of supply of the material of formand demand on the material, to its priniple of onstant intershok and the struggle of the embodiedlife to exist in a world of mutual devouring. And this is the law of Death.This then is the neessity and justi�ation of Death, not as a denial of Life, but as a proess ofLife; death is neessary beause eternal hange of form is the sole immortality to whih the �niteliving substane an aspire and eternal hange of experiene the sole in�nity to whih the �nitemind involved in living body an attain. This hange of form annot be allowed to remain merely aonstant renewal of the same form-type suh as onstitutes our bodily life between birth and death;for unless the formtype is hanged and the experiening mind is thrown into new forms in newirumstanes of time, plae and environment, the neessary variation of experiene whih the verynature of existene in Time and Spae demands, annot be e�etuated. And it is only the proessof Death by dissolution and by the devouring of life by Life, it is only the absene of freedom, theompulsion, the struggle, the pain, the subjetion to something that appears to be Not-Self whihmakes this neessary and salutary hange appear terrible and undesirable to our mortal mentality.It is the sense of being devoured, broken up, destroyed or fored away whih is the sting of Deathand whih even the belief in personal survival of death annot wholly abrogate.But this proess is a neessity of that mutual devouring whih we see to be the initial law of Lifein Matter. Life, says the Upanishad, is Hunger whih is Death, and by this Hunger whih is Death,a�san�ay�a mr.tyuh. , the material world has been reated. For Life here assumes as its mould materialsubstane, and material substane is Being in�nitely divided and seeking in�nitely to aggregate itself;between these two impulses of in�nite division and in�nite aggregation the material existene of theuniverse is onstituted. The attempt of the individual, the living atom, to maintain and aggrandiseitself is the whole sense of Desire; a physial, vital, moral, mental inrease by a more and more all-embraing experiene, a more and more all-embraing possession, absorption, assimilation, enjoymentis the inevitable, fundamental, ineradiable impulse of Existene, one divided and individualised,yet ever seretly onsious of its all-embraing, all-possessing in�nity. The impulse to realise thatseret onsiousness is the spur of the osmi Divine, the lust of the embodied Self within everyindividual reature; and it is inevitable, just, salutary that it should seek to realise it �rst in theterms of life by an inreasing growth and expansion. In the physial world this an only be done byfeeding on the environment, by aggrandising oneself through the absorption of others or of what ispossessed by others; and this neessity is the universal justi�ation of Hunger in all its forms. Stillwhat devours must also be devoured; for the law of interhange, of ation and reation, of limitedapaity and therefore of a �nal exhaustion and suumbing governs all life in the physial world.In the onsious mind that whih was still only a vital hunger in subonsious life, transforms itselfinto higher forms; hunger in the vital parts beomes raving of Desire in the mentalised life, strainingof Will in the intelletual or thinking life. This movement of desire must and ought to ontinue untilthe individual has grown suÆiently so that he an now at last beome master of himself and byinreasing union with the In�nite possessor of his universe. Desire is the lever by whih the divineLife-priniple e�ets its end of self-aÆrmation in the universe and the attempt to extinguish it inthe interests of inertia is a denial of the divine Life-priniple, a Will-not-to-be whih is neessarilyignorane; for one annot ease to be individually exept by being in�nitely. Desire too an onlyease rightly by beoming the desire of the in�nite and satisfying itself with a supernal ful�lmentand an in�nite satisfation in the all-possessing bliss of the In�nite. Meanwhile it has to progressfrom the type of a mutually devouring hunger to the type of a mutual giving, of an inreasinglyjoyous sari�e of interhange; - the individual gives himself to other individuals and reeives them124



bak in exhange; the lower gives itself to the higher and the higher to the lower so that they maybe ful�lled in eah other; the human gives itself to the Divine and the Divine to the human; theAll in the individual gives itself to the All in the universe and reeives its realised universality as adivine reompense. Thus the law of Hunger must give plae progressively to the law of Love, the lawof Division to the law of Unity, the law of Death to the law of Immortality. Suh is the neessity,suh the justi�ation, suh the ulmination and self-ful�lment of the Desire that is at work in theuniverse.As this mask of Death whih Life assumes results from the movement of the �nite seeking toaÆrm its immortality, so Desire is the impulse of the Fore of Being individualised in Life to aÆrmprogressively in the terms of suession in Time and of self-extension in Spae, in the framework ofthe �nite, its in�nite Bliss, the Ananda of Sahhidananda. The mask of Desire whih that impulseassumes omes diretly from the third phenomenon of Life, its law of inapaity. Life is an in�niteFore working in the terms of the �nite; inevitably, throughout its overt individualised ation in the�nite its omnipotene must appear and at as a limited apaity and a partial impotene, althoughbehind every at of the individual, however weak, however futile, however stumbling, there mustbe the whole superonsious and subonsious presene of in�nite omnipotent Fore; without thatpresene behind it no least single movement in the osmos an happen; into its sum of universalation eah single at and movement falls by the �at of the omnipotent omnisiene whih works asthe Supermind inherent in things. But the individualised life-fore is to its own onsiousness limitedand full of inapaity; for it has to work not only against the mass of other environing individualisedlife-fores, but also subjet to ontrol and denial by the in�nite Life itself with whose total will andtrend its own will and trend may not immediately agree. Therefore limitation of fore, phenomenonof inapaity is the third of the three harateristis of individualised and divided Life. On the otherhand, the impulse of self-enlargement and allpossession remains and it does not and is not meant tomeasure or limit itself by the limit of its present fore or apaity. Hene from the gulf between theimpulse to possess and the fore of possession desire arises; for if there were no suh disrepany, ifthe fore ould always take possession of its objet, always attain seurely its end, desire would notome into existene but only a alm and self-possessed Will without raving suh as is the Will ofthe Divine.If the individualised fore were the energy of a mind free from ignorane, no suh limitation,no suh neessity of desire would intervene. For a mind not separated from supermind, a mind ofdivine knowledge would know the intention, sope and inevitable result of its every at and wouldnot rave or struggle but put forth an assured fore self-limited to the immediate objet in view.It would, even in strething beyond the present, even in undertaking movements not intended tosueed immediately, yet not be subjet to desire or limitation. For the failures also of the Divine areats of its omnisient omnipotene whih knows the right time and irumstane for the inipiene,the viissitudes, the immediate and the �nal results of all its osmi undertakings. The mind ofknowledge, being in unison with the divine Supermind, would partiipate in this siene and this all-determining power. But, as we have seen, individualised life-fore here is an energy of individualisingand ignorant Mind, Mind that has fallen from the knowledge of its own Supermind. Thereforeinapaity is neessary to its relations in Life and inevitable in the nature of things; for the pratialomnipotene of an ignorant fore even in a limited sphere is unthinkable, sine in that sphere suha fore would set itself against the working of the divine and omnisient omnipotene and un�x the�xed purpose of things, - an impossible osmi situation. The struggle of limited fores inreasingtheir apaity by that struggle under the driving impetus of instintive or onsious desire is thereforethe �rst law of Life. As with desire, so with this strife; it must rise into a mutually helpful trialof strength, a onsious wrestling of brother fores in whih the vitor and vanquished or ratherthat whih inuenes by ation from above and that whih inuenes by retort of ation from belowmust equally gain and inrease. And this again has eventually to beome the happy shok of divineinterhange, the strenuous lasp of Love replaing the onvulsive lasp of strife. Still, strife is the125



neessary and salutary beginning. Death, Desire and Strife are the trinity of divided living, the triplemask of the divine Life-priniple in its �rst essay of osmi self-aÆrmation.
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Chapter 21The Asent of LifeLet the path of the Word lead to the godheads, towards the Waters by the working of the Mind.. . . 1 O Flame, thou goest to the oean of Heaven, towards the gods; thou makest to meet togetherthe godheads of the planes, the waters that are in the realm of light above the sun and the watersthat abide below.2The Lord of Delight onquers the third status; he maintains and governs aording to the Soulof universality; like a hawk, a kite he settles on the vessel and uplifts it, a �nder of the Light hemanifests the fourth status and leaves to the oean that is the billowing of those waters.3Thrie Vishnu paed and set his step uplifted out of the primal dust; three steps he has paed,the Guardian, the Invinible, and from beyond he upholds their laws. San the workings of Vishnuand see from whene he has manifested their laws. That is his highest pae whih is seen ever bythe seers like an eye extended in heaven; that the illumined, the awakened kindle into a blaze, evenVishnu's step supreme. . . . 4Rig Veda.WE HAVE seen that as the divided mortal Mind, parent of limitation and ignorane and thedualities, is only a dark �gure of the supermind, of the self-luminous divine Consiousness in its�rst dealings with the apparent negation of itself from whih our osmos ommenes, so also Lifeas it emerges in our material universe, an energy of the dividing Mind subonsious, submerged,imprisoned in Matter, Life as the parent of death, hunger and inapaity, is only a dark �gure of thedivine superonsient Fore whose highest terms are immortality, satis�ed delight and omnipotene.This relation �xes the nature of that great osmi proessus of whih we are a part; it determinesthe �rst, the middle and the ultimate terms of our evolution. The �rst terms of Life are division,a foredriven subonsient will, apparent not as will but as dumb urge of physial energy, and theimpotene of an inert subjetion to the mehanial fores that govern the interhange between theform and its environment. This inonsiene and this blind but potent ation of Energy are the typeof the material universe as the physial sientist sees it and this his view of things extends and turnsinto the whole of basi existene; it is the onsiousness of Matter and the aomplished type ofmaterial living. But there omes a new equipoise, there intervenes a new set of terms whih inreasein proportion as Life delivers itself out of this form and begins to evolve towards onsious Mind;for the middle terms of Life are death and mutual devouring, hunger and onsious desire, the senseof a limited room and apaity and the struggle to inrease, to expand, to onquer and to possess.These three terms are the basis of that status of evolution whih the Darwinian theory �rst madeplain to human knowledge. For the phenomenon of death involves in itself a struggle to survive, sine1X. 30. 1.2III. 22. 3.3IX. 96. 18, 19.4I. 22. 17-21. 127



death is only the negative term in whih Life hides from itself and tempts its own positive beingto seek for immortality. The phenomenon of hunger and desire involves a struggle towards a statusof satisfation and seurity, sine desire is only the stimulus by whih Life tempts its own positivebeing to rise out of the negation of unful�lled hunger towards the full possession of the delight ofexistene. The phenomenon of limited apaity involves a struggle towards expansion, mastery andpossession, the possession of the self and the onquest of the environment, sine limitation and defetare only the negation by whih Life tempts its own positive being to seek for the perfetion of whihit is eternally apable. The struggle for life is not only a struggle to survive, it is also a strugglefor possession and perfetion, sine only by taking hold of the environment whether more or less,whether by self-adaptation to it or by adapting it to oneself either by aepting and oniliating itor by onquering and hanging it, an survival be seured, and equally is it true that only a greaterand greater perfetion an assure a ontinuous permanene, a lasting survival. It is this truth thatDarwinism sought to express in the formula of the survival of the �ttest.But as the sienti� mind sought to extend to Life the mehanial priniple proper to the existeneand onealed mehanial onsiousness in Matter, not seeing that a new priniple has entered whosevery reason of being is to subjet to itself the mehanial, so the Darwinian formula was used toextend too largely the aggressive priniple of Life, the vital sel�shness of the individual, the instintand proess of self-preservation, selfassertion and aggressive living. For these two �rst states ofLife ontain in themselves the seeds of a new priniple and another state whih must inrease inproportion as Mind evolves out of matter through the vital formula into its own law. And still moremust all things hange when as Life evolves upward towards Mind, so Mind evolves upward towardsSupermind and Spirit. Preisely beause the struggle for survival, the impulse towards permaneneis ontradited by the law of death, the individual life is ompelled, and used, to seure permanenerather for its speies than for itself; but this it annot do without the o-operation of others; andthe priniple of o-operation and mutual help, the desire of others, the desire of the wife, the hild,the friend and helper, the assoiated group, the pratie of assoiation, of onsious joining andinterhange are the seeds out of whih owers the priniple of love. Let us grant that at �rst lovemay only be an extended sel�shness and that this aspet of extended sel�shness may persist anddominate, as it does still persist and dominate, in higher stages of the evolution: still as mind evolvesand more and more �nds itself, it omes by the experiene of life and love and mutual help topereive that the natural individual is a minor term of being and exists by the universal. One this isdisovered, as it is inevitably disovered by man the mental being, his destiny is determined; for hehas reahed the point at whih Mind an begin to open to the truth that there is something beyonditself; from that moment his evolution, however obsure and slow, towards that superior something,towards Spirit, towards supermind, towards supermanhood is inevitably predetermined.Therefore Life is predestined by its own nature to a third status, a third set of terms of its self-expression. If we examine this asent of Life we shall see that the last terms of its atual evolution,the terms of that whih we have alled its third status, must neessarily be in appearane the veryontradition and opposite but in fat the very ful�lment and trans�guration of its �rst onditions.Life starts with the extreme divisions and rigid forms of Matter, and of this rigid division the atom,whih is the basis of all material form, is the very type. The atom stands apart from all others evenin its union with them, rejets death and dissolution under any ordinary fore and is the physialtype of the separate ego de�ning its existene against the priniple of fusion in Nature. But unityis as strong a priniple in Nature as division; it is indeed the master priniple of whih division isonly a subordinate term, and to the priniple of unity every divided form must therefore subordinateitself in one fashion or another by mehanial neessity, by ompulsion, by assent or induement.Therefore, if Nature for her own ends, in order prinipally to have a �rm basis for her ombinationsand a �xed seed of forms, allows the atom ordinarily to resist the proess of fusion by dissolution,she ompels it to subserve the proess of fusion by aggregation; the atom, as it is the �rst aggregate,is also the �rst basis of aggregate unities. 128



When Life reahes its seond status, that whih we reognise as vitality, the ontrary phenomenontakes the lead and the physial basis of the vital ego is obliged to onsent to dissolution. Its on-stituents are broken up so that the elements of one life an be used to enter into the elementalformation of other lives. The extent to whih this law reigns in Nature has not yet been fully reog-nised and indeed annot be until we have a siene of mental life and spiritual existene as soundas our present siene of physial life and the existene of Matter. Still we an see broadly thatnot only the elements of our physial body, but those of our subtler vital being, our life-energy, ourdesireenergy, our powers, strivings, passions enter both during our life and after our death into thelife-existene of others. An anient oult knowledge tells us that we have a vital frame as well as aphysial and this too is after death dissolved and lends itself to the onstitution of other vital bodies;our life energies while we live are ontinually mixing with the energies of other beings. A similarlaw governs the mutual relations of our mental life with the mental life of other thinking reatures.There is a onstant dissolution and dispersion and a reonstrution e�eted by the shok of mindupon mind with a onstant interhange and fusion of elements. Interhange, intermixture and fusionof being with being, is the very proess of life, a law of its existene.We have then two priniples in Life, the neessity or the will of the separate ego to survive in itsdistintness and guard its identity and the ompulsion imposed upon it by Nature to fuse itself withothers. In the physial world she lays muh stress on the former impulse; for she needs to reatestable separate forms, sine it is her �rst and really her most diÆult problem to reate and maintainany suh thing as a separative survival of individuality and a stable form for it in the inessant uxand motion of Energy and in the unity of the in�nite. In the atomi life therefore the individual formpersists as the basis and seures by its aggregation with others the more or less prolonged existeneof aggregate forms whih shall be the basis of vital and mental individualisations. But as soon asNature has seured a suÆient �rmness in this respet for the safe ondut of her ulterior operations,she reverses the proess; the individual form perishes and the aggregate life pro�ts by the elementsof the form that is thus dissolved. This, however, annot be the last stage; that an only be reahedwhen the two priniples are harmonised, when the individual is able to persist in the onsiousnessof his individuality and yet fuse himself with others without disturbane of preservative equilibriumand interruption of survival.The terms of the problem presuppose the full emergene of Mind; for in vitality without onsiousmind there an be no equation, but only a temporary unstable equilibrium ending in the death ofthe body, the dissolution of the individual and the dispersal of its elements into the universality. Thenature of physial Life forbids the idea of an individual form possessing the same inherent powerof persistene and therefore of ontinued individual existene as the atoms of whih it is omposed.Only a mental being, supported by the psyhi nodus within whih expresses or begins to expressthe seret soul, an hope to persist by his power of linking on the past to the future in a stream ofontinuity whih the breaking of the form may break in the physial memory but need not destroyin the mental being itself and whih may even by an eventual development bridge over the gap ofphysial memory reated by death and birth of the body. Even as it is, even in the present imperfetdevelopment of embodied mind, the mental being is onsious in the mass of a past and a futureextending beyond the life of the body; he beomes aware of an individual past, of individual livesthat have reated his and of whih he is a development and modi�ed reprodution and of futureindividual lives whih his is reating out of itself; he is onsious also of an aggregate life past andfuture through whih his own ontinuity runs as one of its �bres. This whih is evident to physialSiene in the terms of heredity, beomes otherwise evident to the developing soul behind the mentalbeing in the terms of persistent personality. The mental being expressive of this soul-onsiousness istherefore the nodus of the persistent individual and the persistent aggregate life; in him their unionand harmony beome possible.Assoiation with love as its seret priniple and its emergent summit is the type, the power ofthis new relation and therefore the governing priniple of the development into the third status of129



life. The onsious preservation of individuality along with the onsiously aepted neessity anddesire of interhange, self-giving and fusion with other individuals, is neessary for the working of thepriniple of love; for if either is abolished, the working of love eases, whatever may take its plae.Ful�lment of love by entire self-immolation, even with an illusion of selfannihilation, is indeed anidea and an impulse in the mental being, but it points to a development beyond this third statusof Life. This third status is a ondition in whih we rise progressively beyond the struggle for lifeby mutual devouring and the survival of the �ttest by that struggle; for there is more and more asurvival by mutual help and a self-perfetioning by mutual adaptation, interhange and fusion. Lifeis a self-aÆrmation of being, even a development and survival of ego, but of a being that has needof other beings, an ego that seeks to meet and inlude other egos and to be inluded in their life.The individuals and the aggregates who develop most the law of assoiation and the law of love,of ommon help, kindliness, a�etion, omradeship, unity, who harmonise most suessfully survivaland mutual selfgiving, the aggregate inreasing the individual and the individual the aggregate, aswell as individual inreasing individual and aggregate aggregate by mutual interhange, will be the�ttest for survival in this tertiary status of the evolution.This development is signi�ant of the inreasing predominane of Mind5 whih progressively im-poses its own law more and more upon the material existene. For Mind by its greater subtlety doesnot need to devour in order to assimilate, possess and grow; rather the more it gives, the more itreeives and grows; and the more it fuses itself into others, the more it fuses others into itself andinreases the sope of its being. Physial life exhausts itself by too muh giving and ruins itself bytoo muh devouring; but though Mind in proportion as it leans on the law of Matter su�ers the samelimitation, yet, on the other hand, in proportion as it grows into its own law it tends to overome thislimitation, and in proportion as it overomes the material limitation giving and reeiving beomeone. For in its upward asent it grows towards the rule of onsious unity in di�erentiation whih isthe divine law of the manifest Sahhidananda.The seond term of the original status of life is subonsious will whih in the seondary statusbeomes hunger and onsious desire, - hunger and desire, the �rst seed of onsious mind. Thegrowth into the third status of life by the priniple of assoiation, the growth of love, does notabolish the law of desire, but rather transforms and ful�ls it. Love is in its nature the desire togive oneself to others and to reeive others in exhange; it is a ommere between being and being.Physial life does not desire to give itself, it desires only to reeive. It is true that it is ompelledto give itself, for the life whih only reeives and does not give must beome barren, wither andperish, - if indeed suh life in its entirety is possible at all here or in any world; but it is ompelled,not willing, it obeys the subonsious impulse of Nature rather than onsiously shares in it. Evenwhen love intervenes, the self-giving at �rst still preserves to a large extent the mehanial haraterof the subonsious will in the atom. Love itself at �rst obeys the law of hunger and enjoys thereeiving and the exating from others rather than the giving and surrendering to others whih itadmits hiey as a neessary prie for the thing that it desires. But here it has not yet attained toits true nature; its true law is to establish an equal ommere in whih the joy of giving is equal tothe joy of reeiving and tends in the end to beome even greater; but that is when it is shootingbeyond itself under the pressure of the psyhi ame to attain to the ful�lment of utter unity and hastherefore to realise that whih seemed to it not-self as an even greater and dearer self than its ownindividuality. In its life-origin, the law of love is the impulse to realise and ful�l oneself in others andby others, to be enrihed by enrihing, to possess and be possessed beause without being possessedone does not possess oneself utterly.The inert inapaity of atomi existene to possess itself, the subjetion of the material individual5What is spoken of here is mind as it ats diretly in life, in the vital being, through the heart. Love - the relativepriniple, not its absolute - is a priniple of life, not of mind, but it an possess itself and move towards permaneneonly when taken up by the mind into its own light. What is alled love in the body and the vital parts is mostly aform of hunger without permanene. 130



to the not-self, belongs to the �rst status of life. The onsiousness of limitation and the struggleto possess, to master both self and the not-self is the type of the seondary status. Here, too, thedevelopment to the third status brings a transformation of the original terms into a ful�lment anda harmony whih repeat the terms while seeming to ontradit them. There omes about throughassoiation and through love a reognition of the not-self as a greater self and therefore a onsiouslyaepted submission to its law and need whih ful�ls the inreasing impulse of aggregate life to absorbthe individual; and there is a possession again by the individual of the life of others as his own and ofall that it has to give him as his own whih ful�ls the opposite impulse of individual possession. Noran this relation of mutuality between the individual and the world he lives in be expressed or om-plete or seure unless the same relation is established between individual and individual and betweenaggregate and aggregate. All the diÆult e�ort of man towards the harmonisation of self-aÆrmationand freedom, by whih he possesses himself, with assoiation and love, fraternity, omradeship, inwhih he gives himself to others, his ideals of harmonious equilibrium, justie, mutuality, equalityby whih he reates a balane of the two opposites, are really an attempt inevitably predeterminedin its lines to solve the original problem of Nature, the very problem of Life itself, by the resolutionof the onit between the two opposites whih present themselves in the very foundations of Life inMatter. The resolution is attempted by the higher priniple of Mind whih alone an �nd the roadtowards the harmony intended, even though the harmony itself an only be found in a Power stillbeyond us.For, if the data with whih we have started are orret, the end of the road, the goal itself an onlybe reahed by Mind passing beyond itself into that whih is beyond Mind, sine of That the Mindis only an inferior term and an instrument �rst for desent into form and individuality and seondlyfor reasension into that reality whih the form embodies and the individuality represents. Thereforethe perfet solution of the problem of Life is not likely to be realised by assoiation, interhange andaommodations of love alone or through the law of the mind and the heart alone. It must ome bya fourth status of life in whih the eternal unity of the many is realised through the spirit and theonsious foundation of all the operations of life is laid no longer in the divisions of body, nor in thepassions and hungers of the vitality, nor in the groupings and the imperfet harmonies of the mind,nor in a ombination of all these, but in the unity and freedom of the Spirit.
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Chapter 22The Problem of Life\This it is that is alled the universal Life." Taittiriya Upanishad.1\The Lord is seated in the heart of all beings turning all beings mounted upon a mahineby his Maya." Gita.2\He who knows the Truth, the Knowledge, the In�nity that is Brahman shall enjoy withthe all-wise Brahman all objets of desire." Taittiriya Upanishad.3LIFE IS, we have seen, the putting forth, under ertain osmi irumstanes, of a Consious-Fore whih is in its own nature in�nite, absolute, untrammelled, inalienably possessed of its ownunity and bliss, the Consious-Fore of Sahhidananda. The entral irumstane of this osmiproess, in so far as it di�ers in its appearanes from the purity of the in�nite Existene and theself-possession of the undivided Energy, is the dividing faulty of the Mind obsured by ignorane.There results from this divided ation of an undivided Fore the apparition of dualities, oppositions,seeming denials of the nature of Sahhidananda whih exist as an abiding reality for the mind,but only as a phenomenon misrepresenting a manifold Reality for the divine osmi Consiousnessonealed behind the veil of mind. Hene the world takes on the appearane of a lash of opposingtruths eah seeking to ful�l itself, eah having the right to ful�lment, and therefore of a mass ofproblems and mysteries whih have to be solved beause behind all this onfusion there is the hiddenTruth and unity pressing for the solution and by the solution for its own unveiled manifestation inthe world.This solution has to be sought by the mind, but not by the mind alone; it has to be a solutionin Life, in at of being as well as in onsiousness of being. Consiousness as Fore has reated theworld-movement and its problems; onsiousness as Fore has to solve the problems it has reatedand arry the world-movement to the inevitable ful�lment of its seret sense and evolving Truth.But this Life has taken suessively three appearanes. The �rst is material, - a submerged on-siousness is onealed in its own super�ial expressive ation and representative forms of fore; forthe onsiousness itself disappears from view in the at and is lost in the form. The seond is vital,- an emerging onsiousness is half-apparent as power of life and proess of the growth, ativity and1II. 3.2XVIII. 61.3II. 1. 133



deay of form, it is half-delivered out of its original imprisonment, it has beome vibrant in power, asvital raving and satisfation or repulsion, but at �rst not at all and then only imperfetly vibrant inlight as knowledge of its own self-existene and its environment. The third is mental, - an emergedonsiousness reets fat of life as mental sense and responsive pereption and idea while as newidea it tries to beome fat of life, modi�es the internal and attempts to modify onformably theexternal existene of the being. Here, in mind, onsiousness is delivered out of its imprisonment inthe at and form of its own fore; but it is not yet master of the at and form beause it has emergedas an individual onsiousness and is aware therefore only of a fragmentary movement of its owntotal ativities.The whole rux and diÆulty of human life lies here. Man is this mental being, this mentalonsiousness working as mental fore, aware in a way of the universal fore and life of whih he ispart but, beause he has not knowledge of its universality or even of the totality of his own being,unable to deal either with life in general or with his own life in a really e�etive and vitoriousmovement of mastery. He seeks to know Matter in order to be master of the material environment,to know Life in order to be master of the vital existene, to know Mind in order to be master of thegreat obsure movement of mentality in whih he is not only a jet of light of self-onsiousness likethe animal, but also more and more a ame of growing knowledge. Thus he seeks to know himself inorder to be master of himself, to know the world in order to be master of the world. This is the urgeof Existene in him, the neessity of the Consiousness he is, the impulsion of the Fore that is hislife, the seret will of Sahhidananda appearing as the individual in a world in whih He expressesand yet seems to deny Himself. To �nd the onditions under whih this inner impulsion is satis�edis the problem man must strive always to resolve and to that he is ompelled by the very nature ofhis own existene and by the Deity seated within him; and until the problem is solved, the impulsesatis�ed, the human rae annot rest from its labour. Either man must ful�l himself by satisfyingthe Divine within him or he must produe out of himself a new and greater being who will be moreapable of satisfying it. He must either himself beome a divine humanity or give plae to Superman.This results from the very logi of things beause, the mental onsiousness of man not beingthe ompletely illumined onsiousness entirely emerged out of the obsuration of Matter but only aprogressive term in the great emergene, the line of evolutionary reation in whih he has appearedannot stop where he now is, but must go either beyond its present term in him or else beyondhim if he himself has not the fore to go forward. Mental idea trying to beome fat of life mustpass on till it beomes the whole Truth of existene delivering itself out of its suessive wrappings,revealed and progressively ful�lled in light of onsiousness and joyously ful�lled in power; for inand through these two terms of power and light Existene manifests itself, beause existene is inits nature Consiousness and Fore: but the third term in whih these, its two onstituents, meet,beome one and are ultimately ful�lled, is satis�ed Delight of self-existene. For an evolving life likeours this inevitable ulmination must neessarily mean the �nding of the self that was ontained inthe seed of its own birth and, with that selÆnding, the omplete working out of the potentialitiesdeposited in the movement of Consious-Fore from whih this life took its rise. The potentialitythus ontained in our human existene is Sahhidananda realising Himself in a ertain harmonyand uni�ation of the individual life and the universal so that mankind shall express in a ommononsiousness, ommon movement of power, ommon delight the transendent Something whih hasast itself into this form of things.All life depends for its nature on the fundamental poise of its own onstituting onsiousness; foras the Consiousness is, so will the Fore be. Where the Consiousness is in�nite, one, transendentof its ats and forms even while embraing and informing, organising and exeuting them, as isthe onsiousness of Sahhidananda, so will be the Fore, in�nite in its sope, one in its works,transendent in its power and selfknowledge. Where the Consiousness is like that of material Nature,submerged, self-oblivious, driving along in the drift of its own Fore without seeming to know it, eventhough by the very nature of the eternal relation between the two terms it really determines the drift134



whih drives it, so will be the Fore: it will be a monstrous movement of the Inert and Inonsient,unaware of what it ontains, seeming mehanially to ful�l itself by a sort of inexorable aident, aninevitably happy hane, even while all the while it really obeys faultlessly the law of the Right andTruth �xed for it by the will of the supernal Consious-Being onealed within its movement. Wherethe Consiousness is divided in itself, as in Mind, limiting itself in various entres, setting eah toful�l itself without knowledge of what is in other entres and of its relation to others, aware of thingsand fores in their apparent division and opposition to eah other but not in their real unity, suh willbe the Fore: it will be a life like that we are and see around us; it will be a lash and intertwining ofindividual lives seeking eah its own ful�lment without knowing its relation to others, a onit anddiÆult aommodation of divided and opposing or di�ering fores and, in the mentality, a mixing, ashok and wrestle and inseure ombination of divided and opposing or divergent ideas whih annotarrive at the knowledge of their neessity to eah other or grasp their plae as elements of that Unitybehind whih is expressing itself through them and in whih their disords must ease. But wherethe Consiousness is in possession of both the diversity and the unity and the latter ontains andgoverns the former, where it is aware at one of the Law, Truth and Right of the All and the Law,Truth and Right of the individual and the two beome onsiously harmonised in a mutual unity,where the whole nature of the onsiousness is the One knowing itself as the Many and the Manyknowing themselves as the One, there the Fore also will be of the same nature: it will be a Life thatonsiously obeys the law of Unity and yet ful�ls eah thing in the diversity aording to its properrule and funtion; it will be a life in whih all the individuals live at one in themselves and in eahother as one onsious Being in many souls, one power of Consiousness in many minds, one joy ofFore working in many lives, one reality of Delight ful�lling itself in many hearts and bodies.The �rst of these four positions, the soure of all this progressive relation between Consiousnessand Fore, is their poise in the being of Sahhidananda where they are one; for there the Fore is on-siousness of being working itself out without ever easing to be onsiousness and the Consiousnessis similarly luminous Fore of being eternally aware of itself and of its own Delight and never easingto be this power of utter light and self-possession. The seond relation is that of material Nature; itis the poise of being in the material universe whih is the great denial of Sahhidananda by Himself:for here there is the utter apparent separation of Fore from Consiousness, the speious miraleof the all-governing and infallible Inonsient whih is only the mask but whih modern knowledgehas mistaken for the real fae of the osmi Deity. The third relation is the poise of being in Mindand in the Life whih we see emerging out of this denial, bewildered by it, struggling - without anypossibility of essation by submission, but also without any lear knowledge or instint of a vitorioussolution - against the thousand and one problems involved in this perplexing apparition of man thehalf-potent onsient being out of the omnipotent Inonsiene of the material universe. The fourthrelation is the poise of being in Supermind: it is the ful�lled existene whih will eventually solve allthis omplex problem reated by the partial aÆrmation emerging out of the total denial; and it mustneeds solve it in the only possible way, by the omplete aÆrmation ful�lling all that was seretlythere ontained in potentiality and intended in fat of evolution behind the mask of the great denial.That is the real life of the real Man towards whih this partial life and partial unful�lled manhoodis striving forward with a perfet knowledge and guidane in the so-alled Inonsient within us,but in our onsient parts with only a dim and struggling prevision, with fragments of realisation,with glimpses of the ideal, with ashes of revelation and inspiration in the poet and the prophet, theseer and the transendentalist, the mysti and the thinker, the great intellets and the great souls ofhumanity.From the data we have now before us we an see that the diÆulties whih arise from the imperfetpoise of Consiousness and Fore in man in his present status of mind and life are prinipally three.First, he is aware only of a small part of his own being: his surfae mentality, his surfae life, hissurfae physial being is all that he knows and he does not know even all of that; below is the oultsurge of his subonsious and his subliminal mind, his subonsious and his subliminal life-impulses,135



his subonsious orporeality, all that large part of himself whih he does not know and annotgovern, but whih rather knows and governs him. For, existene and onsiousness and fore beingone, we an only have some real power over so muh of our existene as we are identi�ed with byself-awareness; the rest must be governed by its own onsiousness whih is subliminal to our surfaemind and life and body. And yet, the two being one movement and not two separate movements,the larger and more potent part of ourselves must govern and determine in the mass the smaller andless powerful; therefore we are governed by the subonsient and subliminal even in our onsiousexistene and in our very self-mastery and self-diretion we are only instruments of what seems tous the Inonsient within us.This is what the old wisdom meant when it said that man imagines himself to be the doer of thework by his free will, but in reality Nature determines all his works and even the wise are ompelledto follow their own Nature. But sine Nature is the reative fore of onsiousness of the Beingwithin us who is masked by His own inverse movement and apparent denial of Himself, they alledthat inverse reative movement of His onsiousness the Maya or Illusion-Power of the Lord and saidthat all existenes are turned as upon a mahine through His Maya by the Lord seated within theheart of all existenes. It is evident then that only by man so far exeeding mind as to beome one inself-awareness with the Lord an he beome master of his own being. And sine this is not possiblein the inonsiene or in the subonsient itself, sine pro�t annot ome by plunging down into ourdepths bak towards the Inonsient, it an only be by going inward where the Lord is seated andby asending into that whih is still superonsient to us, into the Supermind, that this unity an bewholly established. For there in the higher and divine Maya is the onsious knowledge, in its lawand truth, of that whih works in the subonsient by the lower Maya under the onditions of theDenial whih seeks to beome the AÆrmation. For this lower Nature works out what is willed andknown in that higher Nature. The Illusion-Power of the divine knowledge in the world whih reatesappearanes is governed by the Truth-Power of the same knowledge whih knows the truth behindthe appearanes and keeps ready for us the AÆrmation towards whih they are working. The partialand apparent Man here will �nd there the perfet and real Man apable of an entirely self-awarebeing by his full unity with that Self-existent who is the omnisient lord of His own osmi evolutionand proession.The seond diÆulty is that man is separated in his mind, his life, his body from the universaland therefore, even as he does not know himself, is equally and even more inapable of knowinghis fellow-reatures. He forms by inferenes, theories, observations and a ertain imperfet apaityof sympathy a rough mental onstrution about them; but this is not knowledge. Knowledge anonly ome by onsious identity, for that is the only true knowledge, - existene aware of itself. Weknow what we are so far as we are onsiously aware of ourself, the rest is hidden; so also we anome really to know that with whih we beome one in our onsiousness, but only so far as we anbeome one with it. If the means of knowledge are indiret and imperfet, the knowledge attainedwill also be indiret and imperfet. It will enable us to work out with a ertain prearious lumsinessbut still perfetly enough from our mental standpoint ertain limited pratial aims, neessities,onvenienes, a ertain imperfet and inseure harmony of our relations with that whih we know;but only by a onsious unity with it an we arrive at a perfet relation. Therefore we must arriveat a onsious unity with our fellow-beings and not merely at the sympathy reated by love or theunderstanding reated by mental knowledge, whih will always be the knowledge of their super�ialexistene and therefore imperfet in itself and subjet to denial and frustration by the uprush ofthe unknown and unmastered from the subonsient or the subliminal in them and us. But thisonsious oneness an only be established by entering into that in whih we are one with them, theuniversal; and the fullness of the universal exists onsiently only in that whih is superonsient tous, in the Supermind: for here in our normal being the greater part of it is subonsient and thereforein this normal poise of mind, life and body it annot be possessed. The lower onsious nature isbound down to ego in all its ativities, hained triply to the stake of di�erentiated individuality. The136



Supermind alone ommands unity in diversity.The third diÆulty is the division between fore and onsiousness in the evolutionary existene.There is, �rst, the division whih has been reated by the evolution itself in its three suessiveformations of Matter, Life and Mind, eah with its own law of working. The Life is at war with thebody; it attempts to fore it to satisfy life's desires, impulses, satisfations and demands from itslimited apaity what ould only be possible to an immortal and divine body; and the body, enslavedand tyrannised over, su�ers and is in onstant dumb revolt against the demands made upon it bythe Life. The Mind is at war with both: sometimes it helps the Life against the Body, sometimesrestrains the vital urge and seeks to protet the orporeal frame from life's desires, passions andover-driving energies; it also seeks to possess the Life and turn its energy to the mind's own ends,to the utmost joys of the mind's own ativity, to the satisfation of mental, aestheti, emotionalaims and their ful�lment in human existene; and the Life too �nds itself enslaved and misused andis in frequent insurretion against the ignorant, half-wise tyrant seated above it. This is the warof our members whih the mind annot satisfatorily resolve beause it has to deal with a probleminsoluble to it, the aspiration of an immortal being in a mortal life and body. It an only arrive ata long suession of ompromises or end in an abandonment of the problem either by submissionwith the materialist to the mortality of our apparent being or with the aseti and the religionistby the rejetion and ondemnation of the earthly life and withdrawal to happier and easier �elds ofexistene. But the true solution lies in �nding the priniple beyond Mind of whih Immortality isthe law and in onquering by it the mortality of our existene.But there is also that fundamental division within between fore of Nature and the onsious beingwhih is the original ause of this inapaity. Not only is there a division between the mental, thevital and the physial being, but eah of them is also divided against itself. The apaity of the bodyis less than the apaity of the instintive soul or onsious being, the physial Purusha within it,the apaity of the vital fore less than the apaity of the impulsive soul, the vital onsious beingor Purusha within it, the apaity of the mental energy less than the apaity of the intelletualand emotional soul, the mental Purusha within it. For the soul is the inner onsiousness whihaspires to its own omplete self-realisation and therefore always exeeds the individual formationof the moment, and the Fore whih has taken its poise in the formation is always pushed by itssoul to that whih is abnormal to the poise, transendent of it; thus onstantly pushed it has muhtrouble in answering, more in evolving from the present to a greater apaity. In trying to ful�l thedemands of this triple soul it is distrated and driven to set instint against instint, impulse againstimpulse, emotion against emotion, idea against idea, satisfying this, denying that, then repenting andreturning on what it has done, adjusting, ompensating, readjusting ad in�nitum, but not arriving atany priniple of unity. And in the mind again the onsiouspower that should harmonise and uniteis not only limited in its knowledge and in its will, but the knowledge and the will are disparate andoften at disord. The priniple of unity is above in the supermind: for there alone is the onsiousunity of all diversities; there alone will and knowledge are equal and in perfet harmony; there aloneConsiousness and Fore arrive at their divine equation.Man, in proportion as he develops into a self-onsious and truly thinking being, beomes autelyaware of all this disord and disparateness in his parts and he seeks to arrive at a harmony of hismind, life and body, a harmony of his knowledge and will and emotion, a harmony of all his members.Sometimes this desire stops short at the attainment of a workable ompromise whih will bring withit a relative peae; but ompromise an only be a halt on the way, sine the Deity within will not besatis�ed eventually with less than a perfet harmony ombining in itself the integral development ofour many-sided potentialities. Less than this would be an evasion of the problem, not its solution, orelse only a temporary solution provided as a resting-plae for the soul in its ontinual self-enlargementand asension. Suh a perfet harmony would demand as essential terms a perfet mentality, a perfetplay of vital fore, a perfet physial existene. But where in the radially imperfet shall we �ndthe priniple and power of perfetion? Mind rooted in division and limitation annot provide it to137



us, nor an life and the body whih are the energy and the frame of dividing and limiting mind. Thepriniple and power of perfetion are there in the subonsient but wrapped up in the tegument orveil of the lower Maya, a mute premonition emerging as an unrealised ideal; in the superonsientthey await, open, eternally realised, but still separated from us by the veil of our self-ignorane. Itis above, then, and not either in our present poise nor below it that we must seek for the reonilingpower and knowledge.Equally, man, as he develops, beomes autely aware of the disord and ignorane that governshis relations with the world, autely intolerant of it, more and more set upon �nding a priniple ofharmony, peae, joy and unity. This too an only ome to him from above. For only by developinga mind whih shall have knowledge of the mind of others as of itself, free from our mutual ignoraneand misunderstanding, a will that feels and makes itself one with the will of others, an emotionalheart that ontains the emotions of others as its own, a life-fore that senses the energies of othersand aepts them for its own and seeks to ful�l them as its own, and a body that is not a wall ofimprisonment and defene against the world, - but all this under the law of a Light and Truth thatshall transend the aberrations and errors, the muh sin and falsehood of our and others' minds,wills, emotions, life-energies, - only so an the life of man spiritually and pratially beome onewith that of his fellow-beings and the individual reover his own universal self. The subonsienthas this life of the All and the superonsient has it, but under onditions whih neessitate ourmotion upwards. For not towards the Godhead onealed in the \inonsient oean where darknessis wrapped within darkness",4 but towards the Godhead seated in the sea of eternal light,5 in thehighest ether of our being, is the original impetus whih has arried upward the evolving soul to thetype of our humanity.Unless therefore the rae is to fall by the wayside and leave the vitory to other and new reationsof the eager travailing Mother, it must aspire to this asent, onduted indeed through love, mentalillumination and the vital urge to possession and self-giving, but leading beyond to the supramentalunity whih transends and ful�ls them; in the founding of human life upon the supramental reali-sation of onsious unity with the One and with all in our being and in all its members humanitymust seek its �nal good and salvation. And this is what we have desribed as the fourth status ofLife in its asent towards the Godhead.

4Rig Veda, X. 129. 3.5The Waters whih are in the realm of light above the Sun and those whih abide below. - Rig Veda, III. 22. 3.138



Chapter 23The Double Soul in Man\The Purusha, the inner Self, no larger than the size of a man's thumb."Katha Upanishad.1Swetaswatara Upanishad.2\He who knows this Self who is the eater of the honey of existene and the lord of what isand shall be, has theneforward no shrinking." Katha Upanishad.3\Whene shall he have grief, how shall he be deluded who sees everywhere the Oneness?"Isha Upanishad.4\He who has found the bliss of the Eternal has no fear from any quarter."Taittiriya Upanishad.5THE FIRST status of Life we found to be haraterised by a dumb inonsient drive or urge, afore of some involved will in the material or atomi existene, not free and possessor of itself or itsworks or their results, but entirely possessed by the universal movement in whih it arises as theobsure unformed seed of individuality. The root of the seond status is desire, eager to possessbut limited in apaity; the bud of the third is Love whih seeks both to possess and be possessed,to reeive and to give itself; the �ne ower of the fourth, its sign of perfetion, we oneive as thepure and full emergene of the original will, the illumined ful�lment of the intermediate desire, thehigh and deep satisfation of the onsious interhange of Love by the uni�ation of the state ofthe possessor and possessed in the divine unity of souls whih is the foundation of the supramentalexistene. If we srutinise these terms arefully we shall see that they are shapes and stages of thesoul's seeking for the individual and universal delight of things; the asent of Life is in its nature theasent of the divine Delight in things from its dumb oneption in Matter through viissitudes andopposites to its luminous onsummation in Spirit.The world being what it is, it ould not be otherwise. For the world is a masked form of Sahhi-dananda, and the nature of the onsiousness of Sahhidananda and therefore the thing in whih Hisfore must always �nd and ahieve itself is divine Bliss, an omnipresent self-delight. Sine Life is an1II. 1. 12, 13; II. 3. 17.2III. 13.3II. 1. 5.4Verse 7.5II. 9. 139



energy of His onsious-fore, the seret of all its movements must be a hidden delight inherent in allthings whih is at one ause, motive and objet of its ativities; and if by reason of egoisti divisionthat delight is missed, if it is held bak behind a veil, if it is represented as its own opposite, evenas being is masked in death, onsiousness �gures as the inonsient and fore moks itself with theguise of inapaity, then that whih lives annot be satis�ed, annot either rest from the movementor ful�l the movement exept by laying hold on this universal delight whih is at one the serettotal delight of its own being and the original, all-enompassing, all-informing, all-upholding delightof the transendent and immanent Sahhidananda. To seek for delight is therefore the fundamentalimpulse and sense of Life; to �nd and possess and ful�l it is its whole motive.But where in us is this priniple of Delight? through what term of our being does it manifest andful�l itself in the ation of the osmos as the priniple of Consious-Fore manifests and uses Lifefor its osmi term and the priniple of Supermind manifests and uses Mind? We have distinguisheda fourfold priniple of divine Being reative of the universe, - Existene, Consious-Fore, Bliss andSupermind. Supermind, we have seen, is omnipresent in the material osmos, but veiled; it is behindthe atual phenomenon of things and oultly expresses itself there, but uses for e�etuation itsown subordinate term, Mind. The divine Consious-Fore is omnipresent in the material osmos,but veiled, operative seretly behind the atual phenomenon of things, and it expresses itself thereharateristially through its own subordinate term, Life. And, though we have not yet examinedseparately the priniple of Matter, yet we an already see that the divine All-existene also is om-nipresent in the material osmos, but veiled, hidden behind the atual phenomenon of things, andmanifests itself there initially through its own subordinate term, Substane, Form of being or Matter.Then, equally, the priniple of divine Bliss must be omnipresent in the osmos, veiled indeed andpossessing itself behind the atual phenomenon of things, but still manifested in us through somesubordinate priniple of its own in whih it is hidden and by whih it must be found and ahievedin the ation of the universe.That term is something in us whih we sometimes all in a speial sense the soul, - that is to say,the psyhi priniple whih is not the life or the mind, muh less the body, but whih holds in itselfthe opening and owering of the essene of all these to their own peuliar delight of self, to light, tolove, to joy and beauty and to a re�ned purity of being. In fat, however, there is a double soul orpsyhi term in us, as every other osmi priniple in us is also double. For we have two minds, onethe surfae mind of our expressed evolutionary ego, the super�ial mentality reated by us in ouremergene out of Matter, another a subliminal mind whih is not hampered by our atual mentallife and its strit limitations, something large, powerful and luminous, the true mental being behindthat super�ial form of mental personality whih we mistake for ourselves. So also we have two lives,one outer, involved in the physial body, bound by its past evolution in Matter, whih lives andwas born and will die, the other a subliminal fore of life whih is not abined between the narrowboundaries of our physial birth and death, but is our true vital being behind the form of livingwhih we ignorantly take for our real existene. Even in the matter of our being there is this duality;for behind our body we have a subtler material existene whih provides the substane not only ofour physial but of our vital and mental sheaths and is therefore our real substane supporting thisphysial form whih we erroneously imagine to be the whole body of our spirit. So too we have adouble psyhi entity in us, the surfae desire-soul whih works in our vital ravings, our emotions,aestheti faulty and mental seeking for power, knowledge and happiness, and a subliminal psyhientity, a pure power of light, love, joy and re�ned essene of being whih is our true soul behind theouter form of psyhi existene we so often dignify by the name. It is when some reetion of thislarger and purer psyhi entity omes to the surfae that we say of a man, he has a soul, and whenit is absent in his outward psyhi life that we say of him, he has no soul.The external forms of our being are those of our small egoisti existene; the subliminal are theformations of our larger true individuality. Therefore are these that onealed part of our being inwhih our individuality is lose to our universality, touhes it, is in onstant relation and ommere140



with it. The subliminal mind in us is open to the universal knowledge of the osmi Mind, thesubliminal life in us to the universal fore of the osmi Life, the subliminal physiality in us tothe universal foreformation of osmi Matter; the thik walls whih divide from these things oursurfae mind, life, body and whih Nature has to piere with so muh trouble, so imperfetly andby so many skilful-lumsy physial devies, are there, in the subliminal, only a rare�ed medium atone of separation and ommuniation. So too is the subliminal soul in us open to the universaldelight whih the osmi soul takes in its own existene and in the existene of the myriad souls thatrepresent it and in the operations of mind, life and matter by whih Nature lends herself to their playand development; but from this osmi delight the surfae soul is shut o� by egoisti walls of greatthikness whih have indeed gates of penetration, but in their entry through them the touhes of thedivine osmi Delight beome dwarfed, distorted or have to ome in masked as their own opposites.It follows that in this surfae or desire-soul there is no true soul-life, but a psyhi deformation andwrong reeption of the touh of things. The malady of the world is that the individual annot �ndhis real soul, and the root-ause of this malady is again that he annot meet in his embrae of thingsoutward the real soul of the world in whih he lives. He seeks to �nd there the essene of being,the essene of power, the essene of onsious-existene, the essene of delight, but reeives insteada rowd of ontraditory touhes and impressions. If he ould �nd that essene, he would �nd alsothe one universal being, power, onsious existene and delight even in this throng of touhes andimpressions; the ontraditions of what seems would be reoniled in the unity and harmony of theTruth that reahes out to us in these ontats. At the same time he would �nd his own true soul andthrough it his self, beause the true soul is his self's delegate and his self and the self of the worldare one. But this he annot do beause of the egoisti ignorane in the mind of thought, the heartof emotion, the sense whih responds to the touh of things not by a ourageous and wholeheartedembrae of the world, but by a ux of reahings and shrinkings, autious approahes or eager rushesand sullen or disontented or pani or angry reoils aording as the touh pleases or displeases,omforts or alarms, satis�es or dissatis�es. It is the desire-soul that by its wrong reeption of lifebeomes the ause of a triple misinterpretation of the rasa, the delight in things, so that, instead of�guring the pure essential joy of being, it omes rendered unequally into the three terms of pleasure,pain and indi�erene.We have seen, when we onsidered the Delight of Existene in its relations to the world, that thereis no absoluteness or essential validity in our standards of pleasure and pain and indi�erene, thatthey are entirely determined by the subjetivity of the reeiving onsiousness and that the degree ofeither pleasure and pain an be heightened to a maximum or depressed to a minimum or even e�aedentirely in its apparent nature. Pleasure an beome pain or pain pleasure beause in their seretreality they are the same thing di�erently reprodued in the sensations and emotions. Indi�ereneis either the inattention of the surfae desire-soul in its mind, sensations, emotions and ravings tothe rasa of things, or its inapaity to reeive and respond to it, or its refusal to give any surfaeresponse or, again, its driving and rushing down of the pleasure or the pain by the will into theneutral tint of unaeptane. In all these ases what happens is that either there is a positive refusalor a negative unreadiness or inapaity to render or in any way represent positively on the surfaesomething that is yet subliminally ative.For, as we now know by psyhologial observation and experiment that the subliminal mindreeives and remembers all those touhes of things whih the surfae mind ignores, so also we shall�nd that the subliminal soul responds to the rasa, or essene in experiene, of these things whih thesurfae desire-soul rejets by distaste and refusal or ignores by neutral unaeptane. Self-knowledgeis impossible unless we go behind our surfae existene, whih is a mere result of seletive outerexperienes, an imperfet sounding-board or a hasty, inompetent and fragmentary translation of alittle out of the muh that we are, - unless we go behind this and send down our plummet into thesubonsient and open ourself to the superonsient so as to know their relation to our surfae being.For between these three things our existene moves and �nds in them its totality. The superonsient141



in us is one with the self and soul of the world and is not governed by any phenomenal diversity; itpossesses therefore the truth of things and the delight of things in their plenitude. The subonsient,so alled,6 in that luminous head of itself whih we all the subliminal, is, on the ontrary, not a truepossessor but an instrument of experiene; it is not pratially one with the soul and self of the world,but it is open to it through its world-experiene. The subliminal soul is onsious inwardly of therasa of things and has an equal delight in all ontats; it is onsious also of the values and standardsof the surfae desire-soul and reeives on its own surfae orresponding touhes of pleasure, pain andindi�erene, but takes an equal delight in all. In other words, our real soul within takes joy of all itsexperienes, gathers from them strength, pleasure and knowledge, grows by them in its store and itsplenty. It is this real soul in us whih ompels the shrinking desire-mind to bear and even to seek and�nd a pleasure in what is painful to it, to rejet what is pleasant to it, to modify or even reverse itsvalues, to equalise things in indi�erene or to equalise them in joy, the joy of the variety of existene.And this it does beause it is impelled by the universal to develop itself by all kinds of experiene soas to grow in Nature. Otherwise, if we lived only by the surfae desire-soul, we ould no more hangeor advane than the plant or stone in whose immobility or in whose routine of existene, beauselife is not super�ially onsious, the seret soul of things has as yet no instrument by whih it anresue the life out of the �xed and narrow gamut into whih it is born. The desire-soul left to itselfwould irle in the same grooves for ever.In the view of old philosophies pleasure and pain are inseparable like intelletual truth and false-hood and power and inapaity and birth and death; therefore the only possible esape from themwould be a total indi�erene, a blank response to the exitations of the world-self. But a subtlerpsyhologial knowledge shows us that this view whih is based on the surfae fats of existeneonly, does not really exhaust the possibilities of the problem. It is possible by bringing the real soulto the surfae to replae the egoisti standards of pleasure and pain by an equal, an all-embraingpersonal-impersonal delight. The lover of Nature does this when he takes joy in all the things ofNature universally without admitting repulsion or fear or mere liking and disliking, pereiving beautyin that whih seems to others mean and insigni�ant, bare and savage, terrible and repellent. Theartist and the poet do it when they seek the rasa of the universal from the aestheti emotion orfrom the physial line or from the mental form of beauty or from the inner sense and power alikeof that from whih the ordinary man turns away and of that to whih he is attahed by a senseof pleasure. The seeker of knowledge, the God-lover who �nds the objet of his love everywhere,the spiritual man, the intelletual, the sensuous, the aestheti all do this in their own fashion andmust do it if they would �nd embraingly the Knowledge, the Beauty, the Joy or the Divinity whihthey seek. It is only in the parts where the little ego is usually too strong for us, it is only in ouremotional or physial joy and su�ering, our pleasure and pain of life, before whih the desire-soulin us is utterly weak and owardly, that the appliation of the divine priniple beomes supremelydiÆult and seems to many impossible or even monstrous and repellent. Here the ignorane of theego shrinks from the priniple of impersonality whih it yet applies without too muh diÆulty inSiene, in Art and even in a ertain kind of imperfet spiritual living beause there the rule ofimpersonality does not attak those desires herished by the surfae soul and those values of desire�xed by the surfae mind in whih our outward life is most vitally interested. In the freer and highermovements there is demanded of us only a limited and speialised equality and impersonality properto a partiular �eld of onsiousness and ativity while the egoisti basis of our pratial life remainsto us; in the lower movements the whole foundation of our life has to be hanged in order to makeroom for impersonality, and this the desire-soul �nds impossible.The true soul seret in us - subliminal, we have said, but the word is misleading, for this preseneis not situated below the threshold of waking mind, but rather burns in the temple of the inmost6The real subonsious is a nether diminished onsiousness lose to the Inonsient; the subliminal is a onsious-ness larger than our surfae existene. But both belong to the inner realm of our being of whih our surfae is unaware,so both are jumbled together in our ommon oneption and parlane.142



heart behind the thik sreen of an ignorant mind, life and body, not subliminal but behind the veil,- this veiled psyhi entity is the ame of the Godhead always alight within us, inextinguishable evenby that dense unonsiousness of any spiritual self within whih obsures our outward nature. It isa ame born out of the Divine and, luminous inhabitant of the Ignorane, grows in it till it is ableto turn it towards the Knowledge. It is the onealed Witness and Control, the hidden Guide, theDaemon of Sorates, the inner light or inner voie of the mysti. It is that whih endures and isimperishable in us from birth to birth, untouhed by death, deay or orruption, an indestrutiblespark of the Divine. Not the unborn Self or Atman, for the Self even in presiding over the existene ofthe individual is aware always of its universality and transendene, it is yet its deputy in the formsof Nature, the individual soul, aitya purus.a, supporting mind, life and body, standing behind themental, the vital, the subtle-physial being in us and wathing and pro�ting by their developmentand experiene. These other person-powers in man, these beings of his being, are also veiled in theirtrue entity, but they put forward temporary personalities whih ompose our outer individuality andwhose ombined super�ial ation and appearane of status we all ourselves: this inmost entity also,taking form in us as the psyhi Person, puts forward a psyhi personality whih hanges, grows,develops from life to life; for this is the traveller between birth and death and between death andbirth, our nature parts are only its manifold and hanging vesture. The psyhi being an at �rstexerise only a onealed and partial and indiret ation through the mind, the life and the body,sine it is these parts of Nature that have to be developed as its instruments of self-expression, andit is long on�ned by their evolution. Missioned to lead man in the Ignorane towards the light ofthe Divine Consiousness, it takes the essene of all experiene in the Ignorane to form a nuleusof soul-growth in the nature; the rest it turns into material for the future growth of the instrumentswhih it has to use until they are ready to be a luminous instrumentation of the Divine. It is thisseret psyhi entity whih is the true original Consiene in us deeper than the onstruted andonventional onsiene of the moralist, for it is this whih points always towards Truth and Rightand Beauty, towards Love and Harmony and all that is a divine possibility in us, and persists tillthese things beome the major need of our nature. It is the psyhi personality in us that owersas the saint, the sage, the seer; when it reahes its full strength, it turns the being towards theKnowledge of Self and the Divine, towards the supreme Truth, the supreme Good, the supremeBeauty, Love and Bliss, the divine heights and largenesses, and opens us to the touh of spiritualsympathy, universality, oneness. On the ontrary, where the psyhi personality is weak, rude orill-developed, the �ner parts and movements in us are laking or poor in harater and power, eventhough the mind may be foreful and brilliant, the heart of vital emotions hard and strong andmasterful, the life-fore dominant and suessful, the bodily existene rih and fortunate and anapparent lord and vitor. It is then the outer desire-soul, the pseudo-psyhi entity, that reigns andwe mistake its misinterpretations of psyhi suggestion and aspiration, its ideas and ideals, its desiresand yearnings for true soul-stu� and wealth of spiritual experiene.7 If the seret psyhi Person anome forward into the front and, replaing the desire-soul, govern overtly and entirely and not onlypartially and from behind the veil this outer nature of mind, life and body, then these an be astinto soul images of what is true, right and beautiful and in the end the whole nature an be turnedtowards the real aim of life, the supreme vitory, the asent into spiritual existene.But it might seem then that by bringing this psyhi entity, this true soul in us, into the front andgiving it there the lead and rule we shall gain all the ful�lment of our natural being that we an seek7The word \psyhi" in our ordinary parlane is more often used in referene to this desire-soul than to the truepsyhi. It is used still more loosely of psyhologial and other phenomena of an abnormal or supernormal haraterwhih are really onneted with the inner mind, inner vital, subtle physial being subliminal in us and are not at alldiret operations of the psyhe. Even suh phenomena as materialisation and dematerialisation are inluded, though,if established, they evidently are not soul-ation and would not shed any light upon the nature or existene of thepsyhi entity, but would rather be an abnormal ation of an oult subtle physial energy intervening in the ordinarystatus of the gross body of things, reduing it to its own subtle ondition and again reonstituting it in the terms ofgross matter. 143



for and open also the gates of the kingdom of the Spirit. And it might well be reasoned that thereis no need for any intervention of a superior Truth-Consiousness or priniple of Supermind to helpus to attain to the divine status or the divine perfetion. Yet, although the psyhi transformationis one neessary ondition of the total transformation of our existene, it is not all that is neededfor the largest spiritual hange. In the �rst plae, sine this is the individual soul in Nature, it anopen to the hidden diviner ranges of our being and reeive and reet their light and power andexperiene, but another, a spiritual transformation from above is needed for us to possess our self inits universality and transendene. By itself the psyhi being at a ertain stage might be ontentto reate a formation of truth, good and beauty and make that its station; at a farther stage itmight beome passively subjet to the worldself, a mirror of the universal existene, onsiousness,power, delight, but not their full partiipant or possessor. Although more nearly and thrillinglyunited to the osmi onsiousness in knowledge, emotion and even appreiation through the senses,it might beome purely reipient and passive, remote from mastery and ation in the world; or, onewith the stati self behind the osmos, but separate inwardly from the world-movement, losing itsindividuality in its Soure, it might return to that Soure and have neither the will nor the powerany further for that whih was its ultimate mission here, to lead the nature also towards its divinerealisation. For the psyhi being ame into Nature from the Self, the Divine, and it an turn bakfrom Nature to the silent Divine through the silene of the Self and a supreme spiritual immobility.Again, an eternal portion of the Divine,8 this part is by the law of the In�nite inseparable fromits Divine Whole, this part is indeed itself that Whole, exept in its frontal appearane, its frontalseparative self-experiene; it may awaken to that reality and plunge into it to the apparent extintionor at least the merging of the individual existene. A small nuleus here in the mass of our ignorantNature, so that it is desribed in the Upanishad as no bigger than a man's thumb, it an by thespiritual inux enlarge itself and embrae the whole world with the heart and mind in an intimateommunion or oneness. Or it may beome aware of its eternal Companion and elet to live for everin His presene, in an imperishable union and oneness as the eternal lover with the eternal Beloved,whih of all spiritual experienes is the most intense in beauty and rapture. All these are greatand splendid ahievements of our spiritual self-�nding, but they are not neessarily the last end andentire onsummation; more is possible.For these are ahievements of the spiritual mind in man; they are movements of that mind passingbeyond itself, but on its own plane, into the splendours of the Spirit. Mind, even at its higheststages far beyond our present mentality, ats yet in its nature by division; it takes the aspets ofthe Eternal and treats eah aspet as if it were the whole truth of the Eternal Being and an �ndin eah its own perfet ful�lment. Even it erets them into opposites and reates a whole range ofthese opposites, the Silene of the Divine and the divine Dynamis, the immobile Brahman aloof fromexistene, without qualities, and the ative Brahman with qualities, Lord of existene, Being andBeoming, the Divine Person and an impersonal pure Existene; it an then ut itself away fromthe one and plunge itself into the other as the sole abiding Truth of existene. It an regard thePerson as the sole Reality or the Impersonal as alone true; it an regard the Lover as only a meansof expression of eternal Love or love as only the self-expression of the Lover; it an see beings asonly personal powers of an impersonal Existene or impersonal existene as only a state of the oneBeing, the In�nite Person. Its spiritual ahievement, its road of passage towards the supreme aimwill follow these dividing lines. But beyond this movement of spiritual Mind is the higher experieneof the supermind Truth-Consiousness; there these opposites disappear and these partialities arerelinquished in the rih totality of a supreme and integral realisation of eternal Being. It is thisthat is the aim we have oneived, the onsummation of our existene here by an asent to thesupramental Truth-Consiousness and its desent into our nature. The psyhi transformation afterrising into the spiritual hange has then to be ompleted, integralised, exeeded and uplifted by asupramental transformation whih lifts it to the summit of the asending endeavour.8Gita, XV. 7. 144



Even as between the other divided and opposed terms of manifested Being, so also a supramentalonsiousness-energy ould alone establish a perfet harmony between these two terms - apparentlyopposite only beause of the Ignorane - of spirit status and world dynamism in our embodiedexistene. In the Ignorane Nature entres the order of her psyhologial movements, not aroundthe seret spiritual self, but around its substitute, the ego-priniple: a ertain ego-entrism is thebasis on whih we bind together our experienes and relations in the midst of the omplex ontats,ontraditions, dualities, inoherenes of the world in whih we live; this ego-entrism is our rokof safety against the osmi and the in�nite, our defene. But in our spiritual hange we have toforego this defene; ego has to vanish, the person �nds itself dissolved into a vast impersonality, andin this impersonality there is at �rst no key to an ordered dynamism of ation. A very usual resultis that one is divided into two parts of being, the spiritual within, the natural without; in one thereis the divine realisation seated in a perfet inner freedom, but the natural part goes on with theold ation of Nature, ontinues by a mehanial movement of past energies her already transmittedimpulse. Even, if there is an entire dissolution of the limited person and the old ego-entri order,the outer nature may beome the �eld of an apparent inoherene, although all within is luminouswith the Self. Thus we beome outwardly inert and inative, moved by irumstane or fores butnot self-mobile,9 even though the onsiousness is enlightened within, or as a hild though within isa plenary self-knowledge,10 or as one inonsequent in thought and impulse though within is an utteralm and serenity,11 or as the wild and disordered soul though inwardly there is the purity and poiseof the Spirit.12 Or if there is an ordered dynamism in the outward nature, it may be a ontinuationof super�ial ego-ation witnessed but not aepted by the inner being, or a mental dynamism thatannot be perfetly expressive of the inner spiritual realisation; for there is no equipollene betweenation of mind and status of spirit. Even at the best where there is an intuitive guidane of Light fromwithin, the nature of its expression in dynamism of ation must be marked with the imperfetionsof mind, life and body, a King with inapable ministers, a Knowledge expressed in the values ofthe Ignorane. Only the desent of the Supermind with its perfet unity of Truth-Knowledge andTruth-Will an establish in the outer as in the inner existene the harmony of the Spirit; for it alonean turn the values of the Ignorane entirely into the values of the Knowledge.In the ful�lment of our psyhi being as in the onsummation of our parts of mind and life, itis the relating of it to its divine soure, to its orrespondent truth in the Supreme Reality, that isthe indispensable movement; and, here too as there, it is by the power of the Supermind that it anbe done with an integral ompleteness, an intimay that beomes an authenti identity; for it is theSupermind whih links the higher and the lower hemispheres of the One Existene. In Supermind isthe integrating Light, the onsummating Fore, the wide entry into the supreme Ananda: the psyhibeing uplifted by that Light and Fore an unite itself with the original Delight of existene fromwhih it ame: overoming the dualities of pain and pleasure, delivering from all fear and shrinkingthe mind, life and body, it an reast the ontats of existene in the world into terms of the DivineAnanda.
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Chapter 24Matter\He arrived at the knowledge that Matter is Brahman." Taittiriya Upanishad.1WE HAVE now the rational assurane that Life is neither an inexpliable dream nor an impossibleevil that has yet beome a dolorous fat, but a mighty pulsation of the divine All-Existene. We seesomething of its foundation and its priniple, we look upward to its high potentiality and ultimatedivine out-owering. But there is one priniple below all the others whih we have not yet suÆientlyonsidered, the priniple of Matter upon whih Life stands as upon a pedestal or out of whih itevolves like the form of a many-branhing tree out of its enasing seed. The mind, life and body of mandepend upon this physial priniple, and if the out-owering of Life is the result of Consiousnessemerging into Mind, expanding, elevating itself in searh of its own truth in the largeness of thesupramental existene, yet it seems also to be onditioned by this ase of body and by this foundationof Matter. The importane of the body is obvious; it is beause he has developed or been given abody and brain apable of reeiving and serving a progressive mental illumination that man hasrisen above the animal. Equally, it an only be by developing a body or at least a funtioning of thephysial instrument apable of reeiving and serving a still higher illumination that he will rise abovehimself and realise, not merely in thought and in his internal being but in life, a perfetly divinemanhood. Otherwise either the promise of Life is anelled, its meaning annulled and earthly beingan only realise Sahhidananda by abolishing itself, by shedding from it mind, life and body andreturning to the pure In�nite, or else man is not the divine instrument, there is a destined limit tothe onsiously progressive power whih distinguishes him from all other terrestrial existenes and,as he has replaed them in the front of things, so another must eventually replae him and assumehis heritage.It seems indeed that the body is from the beginning the soul's great diÆulty, its ontinualstumbling-blok and rok of o�ene. Therefore the eager seeker of spiritual ful�lment has hurledhis ban against the body and his world-disgust selets this world-priniple above all other things asan espeial objet of loathing. The body is the obsure burden that he annot bear; its obstinatematerial grossness is the obsession that drives him for deliverane to the life of the aseti. To get ridof it he has even gone so far as to deny its existene and the reality of the material universe. Most ofthe religions have put their urse upon Matter and have made the refusal or the resigned temporaryendurane of the physial life the test of religious truth and of spirituality. The older reeds, morepatient, more broodingly profound, not touhed with the torture and the feverish impatiene of thesoul under the burden of the Iron Age, did not make this formidable division; they aknowledgedEarth the Mother and Heaven the Father and aorded to them an equal love and reverene; buttheir anient mysteries are obsure and unfathomable to our gaze who, whether our view of things be1III. 2. 147



materialisti or spiritual, are alike ontent to ut the Gordian knot of the problem of existene withone deisive blow and to aept an esape into an eternal bliss or an end in an eternal annihilationor an eternal quietude.The quarrel does not really ommene with our awakening to our spiritual possibilities; it beginsfrom the appearane of life itself and its struggle to establish its ativities and its permanent aggre-gations of living form against the fore of inertia, against the fore of inonsiene, against the foreof atomi disaggregation whih are in the material priniple the knot of the great Denial. Life is atonstant war with Matter and the battle seems always to end in the apparent defeat of Life and inthat ollapse downward to the material priniple whih we all death. The disord deepens with theappearane of Mind; for Mind has its own quarrel with both Life and Matter: it is at onstant warwith their limitations, in onstant subjetion to and revolt against the grossness and inertia of theone and the passions and su�erings of the other; and the battle seems to turn eventually, thoughnot very surely, towards a partial and ostly vitory for the Mind in whih it onquers, repressesor even slays the vital ravings, impairs the physial fore and disturbs the balane of the body inthe interests of a greater mental ativity and a higher moral being. It is in this struggle that theimpatiene of Life, the disgust of the body and the reoil from both towards a pure mental and moralexistene take their rise. When man awakens to an existene beyond Mind, he arries yet fartherthis priniple of disord. Mind, Body and Life are ondemned as the trinity of the world, the eshand the devil. Mind too is banned as the soure of all our malady; war is delared between the spiritand its instruments and the vitory of the spiritual Inhabitant is sought for in an evasion from itsnarrow residene, a rejetion of mind, life and body and a withdrawal into its own in�nitudes. Theworld is a disord and we shall best solve its perplexities by arrying the priniple of disord itselfto its extreme possibility, a utting away and a �nal severane.But these defeats and vitories are only apparent, this solution is not a solution but an esapefrom the problem. Life is not really defeated by Matter; it makes a ompromise by using death forthe ontinuane of life. Mind is not really vitorious over Life and Matter, but has only ahievedan imperfet development of some of its potentialities at the ost of others whih are bound upwith the unrealised or rejeted possibilities of its better use of life and body. The individual soulhas not onquered the lower tripliity, but only rejeted their laim upon it and ed from the workwhih spirit had undertaken when it �rst ast itself into form of universe. The problem ontinuesbeause the labour of the Divine in the universe ontinues, but without any satisfying solution ofthe problem or any vitorious aomplishment of the labour. Therefore, sine our own standpointis that Sahhidananda is the beginning and the middle and the end and that struggle and disordannot be eternal and fundamental priniples in His being but by their very existene imply labourtowards a perfet solution and a omplete vitory, we must seek that solution in a real vitory of Lifeover Matter through the free and perfet use of body by Life, in a real vitory of Mind over Life andMatter through a free and perfet use of lifefore and form by Mind and in a real vitory of Spiritover the tripliity through a free and perfet oupation of mind, life and body by onsious spirit;in the view we have worked out this last onquest an alone make the others really possible. To theend, then, that we may see how these onquests an be at all or wholly possible, we must �nd outthe reality of Matter just as, seeking the fundamental knowledge, we have found out the reality ofMind and Soul and Life.In a ertain sense Matter is unreal and non-existent; that is to say, our present knowledge, ideaand experiene of Matter is not its truth, but merely a phenomenon of partiular relation betweenour senses and the all-existene in whih we move. When Siene disovers that Matter resolves itselfinto forms of Energy, it has hold of a universal and fundamental truth; and when philosophy disoversthat Matter only exists as substantial appearane to the onsiousness and that the one reality isSpirit or pure onsious Being, it has hold of a greater and ompleter, a still more fundamentaltruth. But still the question remains why Energy should take the form of Matter and not of merefore-urrents or why that whih is really Spirit should admit the phenomenon of Matter and not rest148



in states, velleities and joys of the spirit. This, it is said, is the work of Mind or else, sine evidentlyThought does not diretly reate or even pereive the material form of things, it is the work of Sense;the sense-mind reates the forms whih it seems to pereive and the thoughtmind works upon theforms whih the sense-mind presents to it. But, evidently, the individual embodied mind is not thereator of the phenomenon of Matter; earth-existene annot be the result of the human mind whihis itself the result of earthexistene. If we say that the world exists only in our own minds, we expressa non-fat and a onfusion; for the material world existed before man was upon the earth and it willgo on existing if man disappears from the earth or even if our individual mind abolishes itself in theIn�nite. We must onlude then that there is a universal Mind, subonsious to us in the form ofthe universe or superonsious in its spirit, whih has reated that form for its habitation. And sinethe reator must have preeded and must exeed its reation, this really implies a superonsientMind whih by the instrumentality of a universal sense reates2 in itself the relation of form withform and onstitutes the rhythm of the material universe. But this also is no omplete solution; ittells us that Matter is a reation of Consiousness, but it does not explain how Consiousness ameto reate Matter as the basis of its osmi workings.We shall understand better if we go bak at one to the original priniple of things. Existeneis in its ativity a Consious-Fore whih presents the workings of its fore to its onsiousness asforms of its own being. Sine Fore is only the ation of one sole-existing Consious-Being, its resultsan be nothing else but forms of that Consious-Being; Substane or Matter, then, is only a formof Spirit. The appearane whih this form of Spirit assumes to our senses is due to that dividingation of Mind from whih we have been able to dedue onsistently the whole phenomenon of theuniverse. We know now that Life is an ation of Consious-Fore of whih material forms are theresult; Life involved in those forms, appearing in them �rst as inonsient fore, evolves and bringsbak into manifestation as Mind the onsiousness whih is the real self of the fore and whihnever eased to exist in it even when unmanifest. We know also that Mind is an inferior powerof the original onsious Knowledge or Supermind, a power to whih Life ats as an instrumentalenergy; for, desending through Supermind, Consiousness or Chit represents itself as Mind, Fore ofonsiousness or Tapas represents itself as Life. Mind, by its separation from its own higher reality inSupermind, gives Life the appearane of division and, by its farther involution in its own Life-Fore,beomes subonsious in Life and thus gives the outward appearane of an inonsient fore to itsmaterial workings. Therefore, the inonsiene, the inertia, the atomi disaggregation of Matter musthave their soure in this all-dividing and self-involving ation of Mind by whih our universe ameinto being. As Mind is only a �nal ation of Supermind in the desent towards reation and Lifean ation of Consious-Fore working in the onditions of the Ignorane reated by this desent ofMind, so Matter, as we know it, is only the �nal form taken by onsiousbeing as the result of thatworking. Matter is substane of the one onsious-being phenomenally divided within itself by theation of a universal Mind,3 - a division whih the individual mind repeats and dwells in, but whihdoes not abrogate or at all diminish the unity of Spirit or the unity of Energy or the real unity ofMatter.But why this phenomenal and pragmati division of an indivisible Existene? It is beause Mindhas to arry the priniple of multipliity to its extreme potential whih an only be done by separa-tiveness and division. To do that it must, preipitating itself into Life to reate forms for the Multiple,give to the universal priniple of Being the appearane of a gross and material substane instead of2Mind, as we know it, reates only in a relative and instrumental sense; it has an unlimited power of ombination,but its reative motives and forms ome to it from above: all reated forms have their base in the In�nite above Mind,Life and Matter and are here represented, reonstruted - very usually misonstruted - from the in�nitesimal. Theirfoundation is above, their branhings downward, says the Rig Veda. The superonsient Mind of whih we speakmight rather be alled an Overmind and inhabits in the hierarhial order of the powers of the Spirit, a zone diretlydependent on the supramental onsiousness.3Mind is here used in its widest sense inluding the operation of an Overmind power whih is nearest to thesupramental Truth-Consiousness and whih is the �rst fountain of the reation of the Ignorane.149



a pure or subtle substane. It must, that is to say, give it the appearane of substane whih o�ersitself to the ontat of Mind as stable thing or objet in an abiding multipliity of objets and not ofsubstane whih o�ers itself to the ontat of pure onsiousness as something of its own eternal pureexistene and reality or to subtle sense as a priniple of plasti form freely expressive of the onsiousbeing. The ontat of mind with its objets reates what we all sense, but here it has to be anobsure externalised sense whih must be assured of the reality of what it ontats. The desent ofpure substane into material substane follows, then, inevitably on the desent of Sahhidanandathrough supermind into mind and life. It is a neessary result of the will to make multipliity ofbeing and an awareness of things from separate entres of onsiousness the �rst method of this lowerexperiene of existene. If we go bak to the spiritual basis of things, substane in its utter purityresolves itself into pure onsious being, self-existent, inherently self-aware by identity, but not yetturning its onsiousness upon itself as objet. Supermind preserves this self-awareness by identityas its substane of selfknowledge and its light of self-reation, but for that reation presents Being toitself as the subjet-objet one and multiple of its own ative onsiousness. Being as objet is heldthere in a supreme knowledge whih an, by omprehension, see it both as an objet of ognitionwithin itself and subjetively as itself, but an also and simultaneously, by apprehension, projet itas an objet (or objets) of ognition within the irumferene of its onsiousness, not other thanitself, part of its being, but a part (or parts) put away from itself, - that is to say, from the entre ofvision in whih Being onentrates itself as the Knower, Witness or Purusha. We have seen that fromthis apprehending onsiousness arises the movement of Mind, the movement by whih the individualknower regards a form of his own universal being as if other than he; but in the divine Mind thereis immediately or rather simultaneously another movement or reverse side of the same movement,an at of union in being whih heals this phenomenal division and prevents it from beoming evenfor a moment solely real to the knower. This at of onsious union is that whih is representedotherwise in dividing Mind obtusely, ignorantly, quite externally as ontat in onsiousness betweendivided beings and separate objets, and with us this ontat in divided onsiousness is primarilyrepresented by the priniple of sense. On this basis of sense, on this ontat of union subjet to di-vision, the ation of the thought-mind founds itself and prepares for the return to a higher prinipleof union in whih division is made subjet to unity and subordinate. Substane, then, as we knowit, material substane, is the form in whih Mind ating through sense ontats the onsious Beingof whih it is itself a movement of knowledge.But Mind by its very nature tends to know and sense substane of onsious-being, not in itsunity or totality but by the priniple of division. It sees it, as it were, in in�nitesimal points whih itassoiates together in order to arrive at a totality, and into these view-points and assoiations osmiMind throws itself and dwells in them. So dwelling, reative by its inherent fore as the agent of Real-Idea, bound by its own nature to onvert all its pereptions into energy of life, as the All-Existentonverts all His self-aspetings into various energy of His reative Fore of onsiousness, osmiMind turns these, its multiple viewpoints of universal existene, into standpoints of universal Life; itturns them in Matter into forms of atomi being instint with the life that forms them and governedby the mind and will that atuate the formation. At the same time, the atomi existenes whih itthus forms must by the very law of their being tend to assoiate themselves, to aggregate; and eahof these aggregates also, instint with the hidden life that forms and the hidden mind and will thatatuate them, bears with it a �tion of a separated individual existene. Eah suh individual objetor existene is supported, aording as the mind in it is impliit or expliit, unmanifest or manifest,by its mehanial ego of fore, in whih the will-to-be is dumb and imprisoned but none the lesspowerful, or by its self-aware mental ego in whih the will-to-be is liberated, onsious, separatelyative.Thus not any eternal and original law of eternal and original Matter, but the nature of the ationof osmi Mind is the ause of atomi existene. Matter is a reation, and for its reation thein�nitesimal, an extreme fragmentation of the In�nite, was needed as the starting-point or basis.150



Ether may and does exist as an intangible, almost spiritual support of Matter, but as a phenomenonit does not seem, to our present knowledge at least, to be materially detetable. Subdivide the visibleaggregate or the formal atom into essential atoms, break it up into the most in�nitesimal dust ofbeing, we shall still, beause of the nature of the Mind and Life that formed them, arrive at someutmost atomi existene, unstable perhaps but always reonstituting itself in the eternal ux of fore,phenomenally, and not at a mere unatomi extension inapable of ontents. Unatomi extension ofsubstane, extension whih is not an aggregation, oexistene otherwise than by distribution in spaeare realities of pure existene, pure substane; they are a knowledge of supermind and a priniple ofits dynamism, not a reative onept of the dividing Mind, though Mind an beome aware of thembehind its workings. They are the reality underlying Matter, but not the phenomenon whih weall Matter. Mind, Life, Matter itself an be one with that pure existene and onsious extensionin their stati reality, but not operate by that oneness in their dynami ation, self-pereption andself-formation.Therefore we arrive at this truth of Matter that there is a oneptive self-extension of being whihworks itself out in the universe as substane or objet of onsiousness and whih osmi Mind andLife in their reative ation represent through atomi division and aggregation as the thing we allMatter. But this Matter, like Mind and Life, is still Being or Brahman in its self-reative ation. Itis a form of the fore of onsious Being, a form given by Mind and realised by Life. It holds withinit as its own reality onsiousness onealed from itself, involved and absorbed in the result of itsown self-formation and therefore self-oblivious. And, however brute and void of sense it seems to us,it is yet, to the seret experiene of the onsiousness hidden within it, delight of being o�ering itselfto this seret onsiousness as objet of sensation in order to tempt that hidden godhead out of itsserey. Being manifest as substane, fore of Being ast into form, into a �gured selfrepresentationof the seret self-onsiousness, delight o�ering itself to its own onsiousness as an objet, - what isthis but Sahhidananda? Matter is Sahhidananda represented to His own mental experiene as aformal basis of objetive knowledge, ation and delight of existene.
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Chapter 25The Knot of MatterI annot travel to the Truth of the luminous Lord by fore or by the duality. . . . Who are they thatprotet the foundation of the falsehood? Who are the guardians of the unreal word?Then existene was not nor non-existene, the mid-world was not nor the Ether nor what is beyond.What overed all? where was it? in whose refuge? what was that oean dense and deep? Death wasnot nor immortality nor the knowledge of day and night. That One lived without breath by his self-law, there was nothing else nor aught beyond it. In the beginning Darkness was hidden by darkness,all this was an oean of inonsiene. When universal being was onealed by fragmentation, thenby the greatness of its energy That One was born. That moved at �rst as desire within, whih wasthe primal seed of mind. The seers of Truth disovered the building of being in nonbeing by will inthe heart and by the thought; their ray was extended horizontally; but what was there below, whatwas there above? There were Casters of the seed, there were Greatnesses; there was self-law below,there was Will above. Rig Veda.1IF THEN the onlusion at whih we have arrived is orret, - and there is no other possible onthe data upon whih we are working, - the sharp division whih pratial experiene and long habitof mind have reated between Spirit and Matter has no longer any fundamental reality. The worldis a di�erentiated unity, a manifold oneness, not a onstant attempt at ompromise between eternaldissonanes, not an everlasting struggle between irreonilable opposites. An inalienable onenessgenerating in�nite variety is its foundation and beginning; a onstant reoniliation behind apparentdivision and struggle ombining all possible disparates for vast ends in a seret Consiousness andWill whih is ever one and master of all its own omplex ation, appears to be its real harater inthe middle; we must assume therefore that a ful�lment of the emerging Will and Consiousness anda triumphant harmony must be its onlusion. Substane is the form of itself on whih it works,and of that substane if Matter is one end, Spirit is the other. The two are one: Spirit is the souland reality of that whih we sense as Matter; Matter is a form and body of that whih we realise asSpirit.Certainly, there is a vast pratial di�erene and on that di�erene the whole indivisible seriesand ever-asending degrees of the world-existene are founded. Substane, we have said, is onsiousexistene presenting itself to the sense as objet so that, on the basis of whatever sense-relation isestablished, the work of world-formation and osmi progression may proeed. But there need notbe only one basis, only one fundamental priniple of relation immutably reated between sense andsubstane; on the ontrary, there is an asending and developing series. We are aware of anothersubstane in whih pure mind works as its natural medium and whih is far subtler, more exible,1V. 12. 2, 4; X. 129. 1-5. 153



more plasti than anything that our physial sense an oneive of as Matter. We an speak of asubstane of mind beause we beome aware of a subtler medium in whih forms arise and ationtakes plae; we an speak also of a substane of pure dynami lifeenergy other than the subtlestforms of material substane and its physially sensible fore-urrents. Spirit itself is pure substaneof being presenting itself as an objet no longer to physial, vital or mental sense, but to a light ofa pure spiritual pereptive knowledge in whih the subjet beomes its own objet, that is to say, inwhih the Timeless and Spaeless is aware of itself in a pure spiritually self-oneptive self-extensionas the basis and primal material of all existene. Beyond this foundation is the disappearane ofall onsious di�erentiation between subjet and objet in an absolute identity, and there we an nolonger speak of Substane.Therefore it is a purely oneptive - a spiritually, not a mentally oneptive di�erene endingin a pratial distintion, whih reates the series desending from Spirit through Mind to Matterand asending again from Matter through Mind to Spirit. But the real oneness is never abrogated,and, when we get bak to the original and integral view of things, we see that it is never even trulydiminished or impaired, not even in the grossest densities of Matter. Brahman is not only the auseand supporting power and indwelling priniple of the universe, he is also its material and its solematerial. Matter also is Brahman and it is nothing other than or di�erent from Brahman. If indeedMatter were ut o� from Spirit, this would not be so; but it is, as we have seen, only a �nal formand objetive aspet of the divine Existene with all of God ever present in it and behind it. As thisapparently brute and inert Matter is everywhere and always instint with a mighty dynami fore ofLife, as this dynami but apparently unonsious Life seretes within it an ever-working unapparentMind of whose seret dealings it is the overt energy, as this ignorant, unillumined and groping Mindin the living body is supported and sovereignly guided by its own real self, the Supermind, whihis there equally in unmentalised Matter, so all Matter as well as all Life, Mind and Supermind areonly modes of the Brahman, the Eternal, the Spirit, Sahhidananda, who not only dwells in themall, but is all these things though no one of them is His absolute being.But still there is this oneptive di�erene and pratial distintion, and in that, even if Matteris not really ut o� from Spirit, yet it seems with suh a pratial de�niteness to be so ut o�, itis so di�erent, even so ontrary in its law, the material life seems so muh to be the negation of allspiritual existene that its rejetion might well appear to be the one short ut out of the diÆulty,- as undoubtedly it is; but a short ut or any ut is no solution. Still, there, in Matter undoubtedlylies the rux; that raises the obstale: for beause of Matter Life is gross and limited and strikenwith death and pain, beause of Matter Mind is more than half blind, its wings lipped, its feettied to a narrow perh and held bak from the vastness and freedom above of whih it is onsious.Therefore the exlusive spiritual seeker is justi�ed from his view-point if, disgusted with the mud ofMatter, revolted by the animal grossness of Life or impatient of the self-imprisoned narrowness anddownward vision of Mind, he determines to break from it all and return by ination and silene to theSpirit's immobile liberty. But that is not the sole view-point, nor, beause it has been sublimely heldor glori�ed by shining and golden examples, need we onsider it the integral and ultimate wisdom.Rather, liberating ourselves from all passion and revolt, let us see what this divine order of theuniverse means, and, as for this great knot and tangle of Matter denying the Spirit, let us seek to�nd out and separate its strands so as to loosen it by a solution and not ut through it by a violene.We must state the diÆulty, the opposition �rst, entirely, trenhantly, with exaggeration, if need be,rather than with diminution, and then look for the issue.First, then, the fundamental opposition Matter presents to Spirit is this that it is the ulminationof the priniple of Ignorane. Here Consiousness has lost and forgotten itself in a form of itsworks, as a man might forget in extreme absorption not only who he is but that he is at all andbeome momentarily only the work that is being done and the fore that is doing it. The Spiritself-luminous, in�nitely aware of itself behind all workings of fore and their master, seems here tohave disappeared and not to be at all; somewhere He is perhaps, but here He seems to have left only154



a brute and inonsient material Fore whih reates and destroys eternally without knowing itself orwhat it reates or why it reates at all or why it destroys what one it has reated: it does not know,for it has no mind; it does not are, for it has no heart. And if that is not the real truth even of thematerial universe, if behind all this false phenomenon there is a Mind, a Will and something greaterthan Mind or mental Will, yet it is this dark semblane that the material universe itself presents asa truth to the onsiousness whih emerges in it out of its night; and if it be no truth but a lie, yetis it a most e�etive lie, for it determines the onditions of our phenomenal existene and besiegesall our aspiration and e�ort.For this is the monstrous thing, the terrible and pitiless mirale of the material universe that out ofthis no-Mind a mind or, at least, minds emerge and �nd themselves struggling feebly for light, helplessindividually, only less helpless when in self-defene they assoiate their individual feeblenesses in themidst of the giant Ignorane whih is the law of the universe. Out of this heartless Inonsiene andwithin its rigorous jurisdition hearts have been born and aspire and are tortured and bleed underthe weight of the blind and insentient ruelty of this iron existene, a ruelty whih lays its law uponthem and beomes sentient in their sentiene, brutal, feroious, horrible. But what after all, behindappearanes, is this seeming mystery? We an see that it is the Consiousness whih had lost itselfreturning again to itself, emerging out of its giant self-forgetfulness, slowly, painfully, as a Life thatis would-be sentient, half-sentient, dimly sentient, wholly sentient and �nally struggles to be morethan sentient, to be again divinely self-onsious, free, in�nite, immortal. But it works towards thisunder a law that is the opposite of all these things, under the onditions of Matter, that is to say,against the grasp of the Ignorane. The movements it has to follow, the instruments it has to useare set and made for it by this brute and divided Matter and impose on it at every step ignoraneand limitation.For the seond fundamental opposition that Matter o�ers to Spirit, is this that it is the ulminationof bondage to mehani Law and opposes to all that seeks to liberate itself a olossal Inertia. Not thatMatter itself is inert; it is rather an in�nite motion, an inoneivable fore, a limitless ation, whosegrandiose movements are a subjet for our onstant admiration. But while Spirit is free, master ofitself and its works, not bound by them, reator of law and not its subjet, this giant Matter is rigidlyhained by a �xed and mehanial Law whih is imposed on it, whih it does not understand norhas ever oneived but works out inonsiently as a mahine works and knows not who reated it,by what proess or to what end. And when Life awakes and seeks to impose itself on physial formand material fore and to use all things at its own will and for its own need, when Mind awakes andseeks to know the who, the why, the how of itself and all things and above all to use its knowledgefor the imposition of its own freer law and self-guiding ation upon things, material Nature seems toyield, even to approve and aid, though after a struggle, relutantly and only up to a ertain point.But beyond that point it presents an obstinate inertia, obstrution, negation and even persuades Lifeand Mind that they annot go farther, annot pursue to the end their partial vitory. Life strives toenlarge and prolong itself and sueeds; but when it seeks utter wideness and immortality, it meetsthe iron obstrution of Matter and �nds itself bound to narrowness and death. Mind seeks to aid lifeand to ful�l its own impulse to embrae all knowledge, to beome all light, to possess truth and betruth, to enfore love and joy and be love and joy; but always there is the deviation and error andgrossness of the material life-instints and the denial and obstrution of the material sense and thephysial instruments. Error ever pursues its knowledge, darkness is inseparably the ompanion andbakground of its light; truth is suessfully sought and yet, when grasped, it eases to be truth andthe quest has to ontinue; love is there but it annot satisfy itself, joy is there but it annot justifyitself, and eah of them drags as if its hain or asts as if its shadow its own opposites, anger andhatred and indi�erene, satiety and grief and pain. The inertia with whih Matter responds to thedemands of the Mind and Life, prevents the onquest of the Ignorane and of the brute Fore thatis the power of the Ignorane.And when we seek to know why this is so, we see that the suess of this inertia and obstrution is155



due to a third power of Matter; for the third fundamental opposition whih Matter o�ers to Spirit isthis that it is the ulmination of the priniple of division and struggle. Indivisible indeed in reality,divisibility is its whole basis of ation from whih it seems forbidden ever to depart; for its only twomethods of union are either the aggregation of units or an assimilation whih involves the destrutionof one unit by another; and both of these methods of union are a onfession of eternal division, sineeven the �rst assoiates rather than uni�es and by its very priniple admits the onstant possibilityand therefore the ultimate neessity of dissoiation, of dissolution. Both methods repose on death,one as a means, the other as a ondition of life. And both presuppose as the ondition of world-existene a onstant struggle of the divided units with eah other, eah striving to maintain itself,to maintain its assoiations, to ompel or destroy what resists it, to gather in and devour others asits food, but itself moved to revolt against and ee from ompulsion, destrution and assimilationby devouring. When the vital priniple manifests its ativities in Matter, it �nds there this basisonly for all its ativities and is ompelled to bow itself to the yoke; it has to aept the law of death,desire and limitation and that onstant struggle to devour, possess, dominate whih we have seen tobe the �rst aspet of Life. And when the mental priniple manifests in Matter, it has to aept fromthe mould and material in whih it works the same priniple of limitation, of seeking without seure�nding, the same onstant assoiation and dissoiation of its gains and of the onstituents of itsworks, so that the knowledge gained by man, the mental being, seems never to be �nal or free fromdoubt and denial and all his labour seems ondemned to move in a rhythm of ation and reationand of making and unmaking, in yles of reation and brief preservation and long destrution withno ertain and assured progress.Espeially and most fatally, the ignorane, inertia and division of Matter impose on the vital andmental existene emerging in it the law of pain and su�ering and the unrest of dissatisfation withits status of division, inertia and ignorane. Ignorane would indeed bring no pain of dissatisfationif the mental onsiousness were entirely ignorant, if it ould halt satis�ed in some shell of ustom,unaware of its own ignorane or of the in�nite oean of onsiousness and knowledge by whih itlives surrounded; but preisely it is to this that the emerging onsiousness in Matter awakes, �rst,to its ignorane of the world in whih it lives and whih it has to know and master in order to behappy, seondly, to the ultimate barrenness and limitation of this knowledge, to the meagreness andinseurity of the power and happiness it brings and to the awareness of an in�nite onsiousness,knowledge, true being in whih alone is to be found a vitorious and in�nite happiness. Nor wouldthe obstrution of inertia bring with it unrest and dissatisfation if the vital sentiene emerging inMatter were entirely inert, if it were kept satis�ed with its own half-onsient limited existene,unaware of the in�nite power and immortal existene in whih it lives as part of and yet separatedfrom it, or if it had nothing within driving it towards the e�ort really to partiipate in that in�nityand immortality. But this is preisely what all life is driven to feel and seek from the �rst, itsinseurity and the need and struggle for persistene, for self-preservation; it awakes in the end to thelimitation of its existene and begins to feel the impulsion towards largeness and persistene, towardsthe in�nite and the eternal.And when in man life beomes wholly self-onsious, this unavoidable struggle and e�ort andaspiration reah their ame and the pain and disord of the world beome �nally too keenly sensibleto be borne with ontentment. Man may for a long time quiet himself by seeking to be satis�ed withhis limitations or by on�ning his struggle to suh mastery as he an gain over this material world heinhabits, some mental and physial triumph of his progressive knowledge over its inonsient �xities,of his small, onentrated onsious will and power over its inertlydriven monstrous fores. But here,too, he �nds the limitation, the poor inonlusiveness of the greatest results he an ahieve and isobliged to look beyond. The �nite annot remain permanently satis�ed so long as it is onsiouseither of a �nite greater than itself or of an in�nite beyond itself to whih it an yet aspire. And if the�nite ould be so satis�ed, yet the apparently �nite being who feels himself to be really an in�nite orfeels merely the presene or the impulse and stirring of an in�nite within, an never be satis�ed till156



these two are reoniled, till That is possessed by him and he is possessed by it in whatever degree ormanner. Man is suh a �nite-seeming in�nity and annot fail to arrive at a seeking after the In�nite.He is the �rst son of earth who beomes vaguely aware of God within him, of his immortality or ofhis need of immortality, and the knowledge is a whip that drives and a ross of rui�xion until heis able to turn it into a soure of in�nite light and joy and power.This progressive development, this growing manifestation of the divine Consiousness and Fore,Knowledge and Will that had lost itself in the ignorane and inertia of Matter, might well be ahappy e�oresene proeeding from joy to greater and at last to in�nite joy if it were not for thepriniple of rigid division from whih Matter has started. The shutting up of the individual in his ownpersonal onsiousness of separate and limited mind, life and body prevents what would otherwisebe the natural law of our development. It brings into the body the law of attration and repulsion,of defene and attak, of disord and pain. For eah body being a limited onsious-fore feels itselfexposed to the attak, impat, foreful ontat of other suh limited onsious-fores or of universalfores and, where it feels itself broken in upon or unable to harmonise the ontating and the reipientonsiousness, it su�ers disomfort and pain, is attrated or repelled, has to defend itself or to assail;it is onstantly alled upon to undergo what it is unwilling or unable to su�er. Into the emotional andthe sense-mind the law of division brings the same reations with the higher values of grief and joy,love and hatred, oppression and depression, all ast into terms of desire, and by desire into strainingand e�ort, and by the straining into exess and defet of fore, inapaity, the rhythm of attainmentand disappointment, possession and reoil, a onstant strife and trouble and unease. Into the mindas a whole, instead of a divine law of narrower truth owing into greater truth, lesser light taken upinto wider light, lower will surrendered to higher transforming will, pettier satisfation progressingtowards nobler and more omplete satisfation, it brings similar dualities of truth pursued by error,light by darkness, power by inapaity, pleasure of pursuit and attainment by pain of repulse andof dissatisfation with what is attained; mind takes up its own a�ition along with the a�itionof life and body and beomes aware of the triple defet and insuÆieny of our natural being. Allthis means the denial of Ananda, the negation of the trinity of Sahhidananda and therefore, if thenegation be insuperable, the futility of existene; for existene in throwing itself out in the play ofonsiousness and fore must seek that movement not merely for itself, but for satisfation in theplay, and if in the play no real satisfation an be found, it must obviously be abandoned in the endas a vain attempt, a olossal mistake, a delirium of the self-embodying spirit.This is the whole basis of the pessimist theory of the world, - optimist, it may be, as to worlds andstates beyond, but pessimist as to the earthly life and the destiny of the mental being in his dealingswith the material universe. For it aÆrms that sine the very nature of material existene is divisionand the very seed of embodied mind is self-limitation, ignorane and egoism, to seek satisfation ofthe spirit upon earth or to seek an issue and divine purpose and ulmination for the world-play is avanity and delusion; only in a heaven of the Spirit and not in the world, or only in the Spirit's truequietude and not in its phenomenal ativities an we reunite existene and onsiousness with thedivine self-delight. The In�nite an only reover itself by rejeting as an error and a false step itsattempt to �nd itself in the �nite. Nor an the emergene of mental onsiousness in the materialuniverse bring with it any promise of a divine ful�lment. For the priniple of division is not properto Matter, but to Mind; Matter is only an illusion of Mind into whih Mind brings its own rule ofdivision and ignorane. Therefore within this illusion Mind an only �nd itself; it an only travelbetween the three terms of the divided existene it has reated: it annot �nd there the unity of theSpirit or the truth of the spiritual existene.Now it is true that the priniple of division in Matter an be only a reation of the divided Mindwhih has preipitated itself into material existene; for that material existene has no selfbeing, isnot the original phenomenon but only a form reated by an all-dividing Life-fore whih works out theoneptions of an all-dividing Mind. By working out being into these appearanes of the ignorane,inertia and division of Matter the dividing Mind has lost and imprisoned itself in a dungeon of its157



own building, is bound with hains whih it has itself forged. And if it be true that the dividingMind is the �rst priniple of reation, then it must be also the ultimate attainment possible in thereation, and the mental being struggling vainly with Life and Matter, overpowering them only tobe overpowered by them, repeating eternally a fruitless yle must be the last and highest word ofosmi existene. But no suh onsequene ensues if, on the ontrary, it is the immortal and in�niteSpirit that has veiled itself in the dense robe of material substane and works there by the supremereative power of Supermind, permitting the divisions of Mind and the reign of the lowest or materialpriniple only as initial onditions for a ertain evolutionary play of the One in the Many. If, in otherwords, it is not merely a mental being who is hidden in the forms of the universe, but the in�niteBeing, Knowledge, Will whih emerges out of Matter �rst as Life, then as Mind, with the rest of itstill unrevealed, then the emergene of onsiousness out of the apparently Inonsient must haveanother and ompleter term; the appearane of a supramental spiritual being who shall impose on hismental, vital, bodily workings a higher law than that of the dividing Mind is no longer impossible.On the ontrary, it is the natural and inevitable onlusion of the nature of osmi existene.Suh a supramental being would, as we have seen, liberate the mind from the knot of its dividedexistene and use the individualisation of mind as merely a useful subordinate ation of the all-embraing Supermind; and he would liberate the life also from the knot of its divided existeneand use the individualisation of life as merely a useful subordinate ation of the one Consious-Fore ful�lling its being and joy in a diversi�ed unity. Is there any reason why he should not alsoliberate the bodily existene from the present law of death, division and mutual devouring and useindividualisation of body as merely a useful subordinate term of the one divine Consious-Existenemade servieable for the joy of the In�nite in the �nite? or why this spirit should not be free ina sovereign oupation of form, onsiously immortal even in the hanging of his robe of Matter,possessed of his self-delight in a world subjeted to the law of unity and love and beauty? And ifman be the inhabitant of terrestrial existene through whom that transformation of the mental intothe supramental an at last be operated, is it not possible that he may develop, as well as a divinemind and a divine life, also a divine body? or, if the phrase seem to be too startling to our presentlimited oneptions of human potentiality, may he not in his development of his true being and itslight and joy and power arrive at a divine use of mind and life and body by whih the desent ofSpirit into form shall be at one humanly and divinely justi�ed?The one thing that an stand in the way of that ultimate terrestrial possibility is if our presentview of Matter and its laws represent the only possible relation between sense and substane, betweenthe Divine as knower and the Divine as objet, or if, other relations being possible, they are yet notin any way possible here, but must be sought on higher planes of existene. In that ase, it is inheavens beyond that we must seek our entire divine ful�lment, as the religions assert, and their otherassertion of the kingdom of God or the kingdom of the perfet upon earth must be put aside as adelusion. Here we an only pursue or attain an internal preparation or vitory and, having liberatedthe mind and life and soul within, must turn from the unonquered and unonquerable materialpriniple, from an unregenerated and intratable earth to �nd elsewhere our divine substane. Thereis, however, no reason why we should aept this limiting onlusion. There are, quite ertainly,other states even of Matter itself; there is undoubtedly an asending series of the divine gradations ofsubstane; there is the possibility of the material being trans�guring itself through the aeptationof a higher law than its own whih is yet its own beause it is always there latent and potential inits own sereies.
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Chapter 26The Asending Series of Substane\There is a self that is of the essene of Matter - there is another inner self of Life that �llsthe other - there is another inner self of Mind - there is another inner self of Truth-Knowledge- there is another inner self of Bliss." Taittiriya Upanishad.1\They limb Indra like a ladder. As one mounts peak after peak, there beomes lear themuh that has still to be done. Indra brings onsiousness of That as the goal."\Like a hawk, a kite He settles on the Vessel and upbears it; in His stream of movementHe disovers the Rays, for He goes bearing his weapons: He leaves to the oean surge of thewaters; a great King, He delares the fourth status. Like a mortal purifying his body, like awar-horse galloping to the onquest of rihes He pours alling through all the sheath and entersthese vessels." Rig Veda.2IF WE onsider what it is that most represents to us the materiality of Matter, we shall see thatit is its aspets of solidity, tangibility, inreasing resistane, �rm response to the touh of Sense.Substane seems more truly material and real in proportion as it presents to us a solid resistaneand by virtue of that resistane a durability of sensible form on whih our onsiousness an dwell;in proportion as it is more subtle, less densely resistant and enduringly seizable by the sense, itappears to us less material. This attitude of our ordinary onsiousness towards Matter is a symbolof the essential objet for whih Matter has been reated. Substane passes into the material statusin order that it may present to the onsiousness whih has to deal with it durable, �rmly seizableimages on whih the mind an rest and base its operations and whih the Life an handle with atleast a relative surety of permanene in the form upon whih it works. Therefore in the anient Vediformula Earth, type of the more solid states of substane, was aepted as the symboli name of thematerial priniple. Therefore, too, touh or ontat is for us the essential basis of Sense; all otherphysial senses, taste, smell, hearing, sight are based upon a series of more and more subtle andindiret ontats between the peripient and the pereived. Equally, in the Sankhya lassi�ationof the �ve elemental states of Substane from ether to earth, we see that their harateristi is aonstant progression from the more subtle to the less subtle so that at the summit we have thesubtle vibrations of the ethereal and at the base the grosser density of the earthly or solid elementalondition. Matter therefore is the last stage known to us in the progress of pure substane towardsa basis of osmi relation in whih the �rst word shall be not spirit but form, and form in its utmostpossible development of onentration, resistane, durably gross image, mutual impenetrability, - the1II. 1-5.2I. 10. 1, 2; IX. 96. 19, 20. 159



ulminating point of distintion, separation and division. This is the intention and harater of thematerial universe; it is the formula of aomplished divisibility.And if there is, as there must be in the nature of things, an asending series in the sale ofsubstane from Matter to Spirit, it must be marked by a progressive diminution of these apaitiesmost harateristi of the physial priniple and a progressive inrease of the opposite harateristiswhih will lead us to the formula of pure spiritual self-extension. This is to say that they must bemarked by less and less bondage to the form, more and more subtlety and exibility of substaneand fore, more and more interfusion, interpenetration, power of assimilation, power of interhange,power of variation, transmutation, uni�ation. Drawing away from durability of form, we drawtowards eternity of essene; drawing away from our poise in the persistent separation and resistaneof physial Matter, we draw near to the highest divine poise in the in�nity, unity and indivisibility ofSpirit. Between gross substane and pure spirit substane this must be the fundamental antinomy.In Matter Chit or Consious-Fore masses itself more and more to resist and stand out against othermasses of the same Consious-Fore; in substane of Spirit pure onsiousness images itself freelyin its sense of itself with an essential indivisibility and a onstant unifying interhange as the basiformula even of the most diversifying play of its own Fore. Between these two poles there is thepossibility of an in�nite gradation.These onsiderations beome of great importane when we onsider the possible relation betweenthe divine life and the divine mind of the perfeted human soul and the very gross and seeminglyundivine body or formula of physial being in whih we atually dwell. That formula is the result ofa ertain �xed relation between sense and substane from whih the material universe has started.But as this relation is not the only possible relation, so that formula is not the only possible formula.Life and mind may manifest themselves in another relation to substane and work out di�erentphysial laws, other and larger habits, even a di�erent substane of body with a freer ation of thesense, a freer ation of the life, a freer ation of the mind. Death, division, mutual resistane andexlusion between embodied masses of the same onsious life-fore are the formula of our physialexistene; the narrow limitation of the play of the senses, the determination within a small irleof the �eld, duration and power of the life-workings, the obsuration, lame movement, broken andbounded funtioning of the mind are the yoke whih that formula expressed in the animal bodyhas imposed upon the higher priniples. But these things are not the sole possible rhythm of osmiNature. There are superior states, there are higher worlds, and if the law of these an by any progressof man and by any liberation of our substane from its present imperfetions be imposed on thissensible form and instrument of our being, then there may be even here a physial working of divinemind and sense, a physial working of divine life in the human frame and even the evolution uponearth of something that we may all a divinely human body. The body of man also may some dayome by its trans�guration; the Earth-Mother too may reveal in us her godhead.Even within the formula of the physial osmos there is an asending series in the sale of Matterwhih leads us from the more to the less dense, from the less to the more subtle. Where we reah thehighest term of that series, the most supra-ethereal subtlety of material substane or formulation ofFore, what lies beyond? Not a Nihil, not a void; for there is no suh thing as absolute void or realnullity and what we all by that name is simply something beyond the grasp of our sense, our mindor our most subtle onsiousness. Nor is it true that there is nothing beyond, or that some etherealsubstane of Matter is the eternal beginning; for we know that Matter and material Fore are onlya last result of a pure Substane and pure Fore in whih onsiousness is luminously self-aware andself-possessing and not as in Matter lost to itself in an inonsient sleep and an inert motion. Whatthen is there between this material substane and that pure substane? For we do not leap from theone to the other, we do not pass at one from the inonsient to absolute onsiousness. There mustbe and there are grades between inonsient substane and utterly self-onsious self-extension, asbetween the priniple of Matter and the priniple of Spirit.All who have at all sounded those abysses are agreed and bear witness to this fat that there are a160



series of subtler and subtler formulations of substane whih esape from and go beyond the formulaof the material universe. Without going deeply into matters whih are too oult and diÆult forour present inquiry, we may say, adhering to the system on whih we have based ourselves, thatthese gradations of substane, in one important aspet of their formulation in series, an be seen toorrespond to the asending series of Matter, Life, Mind, Supermind and that other higher divinetripliity of Sahhidananda. In other words, we �nd that substane in its asension bases itselfupon eah of these priniples and makes itself suessively a harateristi vehile for the dominatingosmi self-expression of eah in their asending series.Here in the material world everything is founded upon the formula of material substane. Sense,Life, Thought found themselves upon what the anients alled the Earth-Power, start from it, obey itslaws, aommodate their workings to this fundamental priniple, limit themselves by its possibilitiesand, if they would develop others, have even in that development to take aount of the originalformula, its purpose and its demand upon the divine evolution. The sense works through physialinstruments, the life through a physial nerve-system and vital organs, the mind has to build itsoperations upon a orporeal basis and use a material instrumentation, even its pure mental workingshave to take the data so derived as a �eld and as the stu� upon whih it works. There is noneessity in the essential nature of mind, sense, life that they should be so limited: for the physialsense-organs are not the reators of sense-pereptions, but themselves the reation, the instrumentsand here a neessary onveniene of the osmi sense; the nervous system and vital organs are notthe reators of life's ation and reation, but themselves the reation, the instruments and here aneessary onveniene of the osmi Life-fore; the brain is not the reator of thought, but itself thereation, the instrument and here a neessary onveniene of the osmi Mind. The neessity then isnot absolute, but teleologial; it is the result of a divine osmi Will in the material universe whihintends to posit here a physial relation between sense and its objet, establishes here a materialformula and law of Consious-Fore and reates by it physial images of Consious-Being to serve asthe initial, dominating and determining fat of the world in whih we live. It is not a fundamentallaw of being, but a onstrutive priniple neessitated by the intention of the Spirit to evolve in aworld of Matter.In the next grade of substane the initial, dominating, determining fat is no longer substan-tial form and fore, but life and onsious desire. Therefore the world beyond this material planemust be a world based upon a onsious osmi vital Energy, a fore of vital seeking and a fore ofDesire and their self-expression and not upon an inonsient or subonsient will taking the formof a material fore and energy. All the forms, bodies, fores, life-movements, sense- movements,thought-movements, developments, ulminations, self-ful�lments of that world must be dominatedand determined by this initial fat of Consious-Life to whih Matter and Mind must subjet them-selves, must start from that, base themselves upon that, be limited or enlarged by its laws, powers,apaities, limitations; and if Mind there seeks to develop yet higher possibilities, still it must thentoo take aount of the original vital formula of desire-fore, its purpose and its demand upon thedivine manifestation.So too with the higher gradations. The next in the series must be governed by the dominatingand determining fator of Mind. Substane there must be subtle and exible enough to assumethe shapes diretly imposed upon it by Mind, to obey its operations, to subordinate itself to itsdemand for self-expression and self-ful�lment. The relations of sense and substane too must have aorresponding subtlety and exibility and must be determined, not by the relations of physial organwith physial objet, but of Mind with the subtler substane upon whih it works. The life of suh aworld would be the servant of Mind in a sense of whih our weak mental operations and our limited,oarse and rebellious vital faulties an have no adequate oneption. There Mind dominates asthe original formula, its purpose prevails, its demand overrides all others in the law of the divinemanifestation. At a yet higher reah Supermind - or, intermediately, priniples touhed by it - or, stillhigher, a pure Bliss, a pure Consious Power or pure Being replae Mind as the dominant priniple,161



and we enter into those ranges of osmi existene whih to the old Vedi seers were the worlds ofilluminated divine existene and the foundation of what they termed Immortality and whih laterIndian religions imaged in �gures like the Brahmaloka or Goloka, some supreme self-expression ofthe Being as Spirit in whih the soul liberated into its highest perfetion possesses the in�nity andbeatitude of the eternal Godhead.The priniple whih underlies this ontinually asending experiene and vision uplifted beyondthe material formulation of things is that all osmi existene is a omplex harmony and does not�nish with the limited range of onsiousness in whih the ordinary human mind and life are ontentto be imprisoned. Being, onsiousness, fore, substane desend and asend a many-runged ladderon eah step of whih being has a vaster self-extension, onsiousness a wider sense of its own rangeand largeness and joy, fore a greater intensity and a more rapid and blissful apaity, substanegives a more subtle, plasti, buoyant and exible rendering of its primal reality. For the more subtleis also the more powerful, - one might say, the more truly onrete; it is less bound than the gross,it has a greater permanene in its being along with a greater potentiality, plastiity and range in itsbeoming. Eah plateau of the hill of being gives to our widening experiene a higher plane of ouronsiousness and a riher world for our existene.But how does this asending series a�et the possibilities of our material existene? It would nota�et them at all if eah plane of onsiousness, eah world of existene, eah grade of substane,eah degree of osmi fore were ut o� entirely from that whih preedes and that whih follows it.But the opposite is the truth; the manifestation of the Spirit is a omplex weft and in the design andpattern of one priniple all the others enter as elements of the spiritual whole. Our material worldis the result of all the others, for the other priniples have all desended into Matter to reate thephysial universe, and every partile of what we all Matter ontains all of them impliit in itself;their seret ation, as we have seen, is involved in every moment of its existene and every movementof its ativity. And as Matter is the last word of the desent, so it is also the �rst word of the asent;as the powers of all these planes, worlds, grades, degrees are involved in the material existene, soare they all apable of evolution out of it. It is for this reason that material being does not beginand end with gases and hemial ompounds and physial fores and movements, with nebulae andsuns and earths, but evolves life, evolves mind, must evolve eventually supermind and the higherdegrees of the spiritual existene. Evolution omes by the uneasing pressure of the supra-materialplanes on the material ompelling it to deliver out of itself their priniples and powers whih mightoneivably otherwise have slept imprisoned in the rigidity of the material formula. This would evenso have been improbable, sine their presene there implies a purpose of deliverane; but still thisneessity from below is atually very muh aided by a kindred superior pressure.Nor an this evolution end with the �rst meagre formulation of life, mind, supermind, spiritoneded to these higher powers by the relutant power of Matter. For as they evolve, as theyawake, as they beome more ative and avid of their own potentialities, the pressure on them of thesuperior planes, a pressure involved in the existene and lose onnetion and interdependene ofthe worlds, must also inrease in insistene, power and e�etiveness. Not only must these priniplesmanifest from below in a quali�ed and restrited emergene, but also from above they must desendin their harateristi power and full possible e�oresene into the material being; the materialreature must open to a wider and wider play of their ativities in Matter, and all that is needed is a�t reeptale, medium, instrument. That is provided for in the body, life and onsiousness of man.Certainly, if that body, life and onsiousness were limited to the possibilities of the gross bodywhih are all that our physial senses and physial mentality aept, there would be a very narrowterm for this evolution, and the human being ould not hope to aomplish anything essentiallygreater than his present ahievement. But this body, as anient oult siene disovered, is notthe whole even of our physial being; this gross density is not all of our substane. The oldestVedanti knowledge tells us of �ve degrees of our being, the material, the vital, the mental, the ideal,the spiritual or beati� and to eah of these grades of our soul there orresponds a grade of our162



substane, a sheath as it was alled in the anient �gurative language. A later psyhology foundthat these �ve sheaths of our substane were the material of three bodies, gross physial, subtle andausal, in all of whih the soul atually and simultaneously dwells, although here and now we aresuper�ially onsious only of the material vehile. But it is possible to beome onsious in ourother bodies as well and it is in fat the opening up of the veil between them and onsequentlybetween our physial, psyhial and ideal personalities whih is the ause of those \psyhi" and\oult" phenomena that are now beginning to be inreasingly though yet too little and too lumsilyexamined, even while they are far too muh exploited. The old Hathayogins and Tantriks of Indiahad long ago redued this matter of the higher human life and body to a siene. They had disoveredsix nervous entres of life in the dense body orresponding to six entres of life and mind faultyin the subtle, and they had found out subtle physial exerises by whih these entres, now losed,ould be opened up, the higher psyhial life proper to our subtle existene entered into by man, andeven the physial and vital obstrutions to the experiene of the ideal and spiritual being ould bedestroyed. It is signi�ant that one prominent result laimed by the Hathayogins for their pratiesand veri�ed in many respets was a ontrol of the physial life-fore whih liberated them from someof the ordinary habits or so-alled laws thought by physial siene to be inseparable from life in thebody.Behind all these terms of anient psyho-physial siene lies the one great fat and law of ourbeing that whatever be its temporary poise of form, onsiousness, power in this material evolution,there must be behind it and there is a greater, a truer existene of whih this is only the externalresult and physially sensible aspet. Our substane does not end with the physial body; that isonly the earthly pedestal, the terrestrial base, the material starting-point. As there are behind ourwaking mentality vaster ranges of onsiousness subonsient and superonsient to it of whih webeome sometimes abnormally aware, so there are behind our gross physial being other and subtlergrades of substane with a �ner law and a greater power whih support the denser body and whihan by our entering into the ranges of onsiousness belonging to them be made to impose that lawand power on our dense matter and substitute their purer, higher, intenser onditions of being for thegrossness and limitation of our present physial life and impulses and habits. If that be so, then theevolution of a nobler physial existene not limited by the ordinary onditions of animal birth andlife and death, of diÆult alimentation and faility of disorder and disease and subjetion to poorand unsatis�ed vital ravings eases to have the appearane of a dream and himera and beomesa possibility founded upon a rational and philosophi truth whih is in aordane with all the restthat we have hitherto known, experiened or been able to think out about the overt and seret truthof our existene.So it should rationally be; for the uninterrupted series of the priniples of our being and their losemutual onnetion is too evident for it to be possible that one of them should be ondemned and uto� while the others are apable of a divine liberation. The asent of man from the physial to thesupramental must open out the possibility of a orresponding asent in the grades of substane to thatideal or ausal body whih is proper to our supramental being, and the onquest of the lower priniplesby supermind and its liberation of them into a divine life and a divine mentality must also renderpossible a onquest of our physial limitations by the power and priniple of supramental substane.And this means the evolution not only of an untrammelled onsiousness, a mind and sense not shutup in the walls of the physial ego or limited to the poor basis of knowledge given by the physialorgans of sense, but a lifepower liberated more and more from its mortal limitations, a physiallife �t for a divine inhabitant and, - in the sense not of attahment or of restrition to our presentorporeal frame but an exeeding of the law of the physial body, - the onquest of death, an earthlyimmortality. For from the divine Bliss, the original Delight of existene, the Lord of Immortalityomes pouring the wine of that Bliss, the mysti Soma, into these jars of mentalised living matter;eternal and beautiful, he enters into these sheaths of substane for the integral transformation of thebeing and nature. 163
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Chapter 27The Sevenfold Chord of BeingIn the ignorane of my mind, I ask of these steps of the Gods that are set within. The all-knowingGods have taken the Infant of a year and they have woven about him seven threads to make thisweft. Rig Veda.1WE HAVE now, by our srutiny of the seven great terms of existene whih the anient seers�xed on as the foundation and sevenfold mode of all osmi existene, diserned the gradationsof evolution and involution and arrived at the basis of knowledge towards whih we were striving.We have laid down that the origin, the ontinent, the initial and the ultimate reality of all thatis in the osmos is the triune priniple of transendent and in�nite Existene, Consiousness andBliss whih is the nature of divine being. Consiousness has two aspets, illuminating and e�etive,state and power of self-awareness and state and power of self-fore, by whih Being possesses itselfwhether in its stati ondition or in its dynami movement; for in its reative ation it knows byomnipotent self-onsiousness all that is latent within it and produes and governs the universe ofits potentialities by an omnisient self-energy. This reative ation of the Allexistent has its nodusin the fourth, the intermediate priniple of Supermind or Real-Idea, in whih a divine Knowledgeone with self-existene and self-awareness and a substantial Will whih is in perfet unison with thatknowledge, beause it is itself in its substane and nature that self-onsious self-existene dynamiin illumined ation, develop infallibly the movement and form and law of things in right aordanewith their self-existent Truth and in harmony with the signi�anes of its manifestation.The reation depends on and moves between the biune priniple of unity and multipliity; itis a manifoldness of idea and fore and form whih is the expression of an original unity, and itis an eternal oneness whih is the foundation and reality of the multiple worlds and makes theirplay possible. Supermind therefore proeeds by a double faulty of omprehensive and apprehensiveknowledge; proeeding from the essential oneness to the resultant multipliity, it omprehends allthings in itself as itself the One in its manifold aspets and it apprehends separately all things initself as objets of its will and knowledge. While to its original self-awareness all things are onebeing, one onsiousness, one will, one self-delight and the whole movement of things a movementone and indivisible, it proeeds in its ation from the unity to the multipliity and from multipliityto unity, reating an ordered relation between them and an appearane but not a binding realityof division, a subtle unseparating division, or rather a demaration and determination within theindivisible. The Supermind is the divine Gnosis whih reates, governs and upholds the worlds: it isthe seret Wisdom whih upholds both our Knowledge and our Ignorane.1I. 164. 5. 165



We have disovered also that Mind, Life and Matter are a triple aspet of these higher priniplesworking, so far as our universe is onerned, in subjetion to the priniple of Ignorane, to thesuper�ial and apparent self-forgetfulness of the One in its play of division and multipliity. Really,these three are only subordinate powers of the divine quaternary: Mind is a subordinate powerof Supermind whih takes its stand in the standpoint of division, atually forgetful here of theoneness behind though able to return to it by reillumination from the supramental; Life is similarly asubordinate power of the energy aspet of Sahhidananda, it is Fore working out form and the playof onsious energy from the standpoint of division reated by Mind; Matter is the form of substaneof being whih the existene of Sahhidananda assumes when it subjets itself to this phenomenalation of its own onsiousness and fore.In addition, there is a fourth priniple whih omes into manifestation at the nodus of mind, lifeand body, that whih we all the soul; but this has a double appearane, in front the desire-soul whihstrives for the possession and delight of things, and, behind and either largely or entirely onealedby the desire-soul, the true psyhi entity whih is the real repository of the experienes of thespirit. And we have onluded that this fourth human priniple is a projetion and an ation of thethird divine priniple of in�nite Bliss, but an ation in the terms of our onsiousness and under theonditions of soul-evolution in this world. As the existene of the Divine is in its nature an in�niteonsiousness and the self-power of that onsiousness, so the nature of its in�nite onsiousnessis pure and in�nite Bliss; self-possession and self-awareness are the essene of its self-delight. Theosmos also is a play of this divine self-delight and the delight of that play is entirely possessed bythe Universal; but in the individual owing to the ation of ignorane and division it is held bakin the subliminal and the superonsient being; on our surfae it laks and has to be sought for,found and possessed by the development of the individual onsiousness towards universality andtransendene.We may, therefore, if we will, pose eight2 priniples instead of seven, and then we pereive thatour existene is a sort of refration of the divine existene, in inverted order of asent and desent,thus ranged, - Existene MatterConsiousness-Fore LifeBliss PsyheSupermind MindThe Divine desends from pure existene through the play of Consiousness-Fore and Bliss andthe reative medium of Supermind into osmi being; we asend from Matter through a developinglife, soul and mind and the illuminating medium of supermind towards the divine being. The knotof the two, the higher and the lower hemisphere,3 is where mind and supermind meet with a veilbetween them. The rending of the veil is the ondition of the divine life in humanity; for by thatrending, by the illumining desent of the higher into the nature of the lower being and the forefulasent of the lower being into the nature of the higher, mind an reover its divine light in theallomprehending supermind, the soul realise its divine self in the all-possessing all-blissful Ananda,life repossess its divine power in the play of omnipotent Consious-Fore and Matter open to itsdivine liberty as a form of the divine Existene. And if there be any goal to the evolution whih�nds here its present rown and head in the human being, other than an aimless irling and anindividual esape from the irling, if the in�nite potentiality of this reature, who alone here standsbetween Spirit and Matter with the power to mediate between them, has any meaning other thanan ultimate awakening from the delusion of life by despair and disgust of the osmi e�ort and itsomplete rejetion, then even suh a luminous and puissant trans�guration and emergene of theDivine in the reature must be that high-uplifted goal and that supreme signi�ane.2The Vedi Seers speak of the seven Rays, but also of eight, nine, ten or twelve.3par�ardha and apar�ardha. 166



But before we an turn to the psyhologial and pratial onditions under whih suh a trans�g-uration may be hanged from an essential possibility into a dynami potentiality, we have muh toonsider; for we must disern not only the essential priniples of the desent of Sahhidananda intoosmi existene, whih we have already done, but the large plan of its order here and the natureand ation of the manifested power of Consious-Fore whih reigns over the onditions under whihwe now exist. At present, what we have �rst to see is that the seven or the eight priniples we haveexamined are essential to all osmi reation and are there, manifested or as yet unmanifested, inourselves, in this \Infant of a year" whih we still are, - for we are far yet from being the adults ofevolutionary Nature. The higher Trinity is the soure and basis of all existene and play of existene,and all osmos must be an expression and ation of its essential reality. No universe an be merelya form of being whih has sprung up and outlined itself in an absolute nullity and void and remainsstanding out against a non-existent emptiness. It must be either a �gure of existene within thein�nite Existene who is beyond all �gure or it must be itself the All-Existene. In fat, when weunify our self with osmi being, we see that it is really both of these things at one; that is tosay, it is the All-Existent �guring Himself out in an in�nite series of rhythms in His own oneptiveextension of Himself as Time and Spae. Moreover we see that this osmi ation or any osmiation is impossible without the play of an in�nite Fore of Existene whih produes and regulatesall these forms and movements; and that Fore equally presupposes or is the ation of an in�niteConsiousness, beause it is in its nature a osmi Will determining all relations and apprehendingthem by its own mode of awareness, and it ould not so determine and apprehend them if therewere no omprehensive Consiousness behind that mode of osmi awareness to originate as well asto hold, �x and reet through it the relations of Being in the developing formation or beoming ofitself whih we all a universe.Finally, Consiousness being thus omnisient and omnipotent, in entire luminous possession ofitself, and suh entire luminous possession being neessarily and in its very nature Bliss, for itannot be anything else, a vast universal self-delight must be the ause, essene and objet of osmiexistene. \If there were not" says the anient seer \this all-enompassing ether of Delight of existenein whih we dwell, if that delight were not our ether, then none ould breathe, none ould live." Thisself-bliss may beome subonsient, seemingly lost on the surfae, but not only must it be there atour roots, all existene must be essentially a seeking and reahing out to disover and possess it,and in proportion as the reature in the osmos �nds himself, whether in will and power or in lightand knowledge or in being and wideness or in love and joy itself, he must awaken to something ofthe seret estasy. Joy of being, delight of realisation by knowledge, rapture of possession by willand power or reative fore, estasy of union in love and joy are the highest terms of expandinglife beause they are the essene of existene itself in its hidden roots as on its yet unseen heights.Wherever, then, osmi existene manifests itself, these three must be behind and within it.But in�nite Existene, Consiousness and Bliss need not throw themselves out into apparentbeing at all or, doing so, it would not be osmi being, but simply an in�nity of �gures without�xed order or relation, if they did not hold or develop and bring out from themselves this fourthterm of Supermind, of the divine Gnosis. There must be in every osmos a power of Knowledge andWill whih out of in�nite potentiality �xes determined relations, develops the result out of the seed,rolls out the mighty rhythms of osmi Law and views and governs the worlds as their immortaland in�nite Seer and Ruler.4 This power indeed is nothing else than Sahhidananda Himself; itreates nothing whih is not in its own self-existene, and for that reason all osmi and real Law isa thing not imposed from outside, but from within, all development is self-development, all seed andresult are seed of a Truth of things and result of that seed determined out of its potentialities. Forthe same reason no Law is absolute, beause only the in�nite is absolute, and everything ontainswithin itself endless potentialities quite beyond its determined form and ourse, whih are onlydetermined through a self-limitation by Idea proeeding from an in�nite liberty within. This power4The Seer, the Thinker, He who beomes everywhere, the Self-existent. - Isha Upanishad, Verse 8.167



of self-limitation is neessarily inherent in the boundless All-Existent. The In�nite would not be theIn�nite if it ould not assume a manifold �niteness; the Absolute would not be the Absolute if itwere denied in knowledge and power and will and manifestation of being a boundless apaity ofself-determination. This Supermind then is the Truth or Real-Idea, inherent in all osmi fore andexistene, whih is neessary, itself remaining in�nite, to determine and ombine and uphold relationand order and the great lines of the manifestation. In the language of the Vedi Rishis, as in�niteExistene, Consiousness and Bliss are the three highest and hidden Names of the Nameless, so thisSupermind is the fourth Name5 - fourth to That in its desent, fourth to us in our asension.But Mind, Life and Matter, the lower trilogy, are also indispensable to all osmi being, notneessarily in the form or with the ation and onditions whih we know upon earth or in thismaterial universe, but in some kind of ation, however luminous, however puissant, however subtle.For Mind is essentially that faulty of Supermind whih measures and limits, whih �xes a partiularentre and views from that the osmi movement and its interations. Granted that in a partiularworld, plane or osmi arrangement, mind need not be limited, or rather that the being who uses mindas a subordinate faulty need not be inapable of seeing things from other entres or standpoints oreven from the real Centre of all or in the vastness of a universal selfdi�usion, still if he is not apableof �xing himself normally in his own �rm standpoint for ertain purposes of the divine ativity, ifthere is only the universal self-di�usion or only in�nite entres without some determining or freelylimiting ation for eah, then there is no osmos but only a Being musing within Himself in�nitelyas a reator or poet may muse freely, not plastially, before he proeeds to the determining work ofreation. Suh a state must exist somewhere in the in�nite sale of existene, but it is not what weunderstand by a osmos. Whatever order there may be in it, must be a sort of un�xed, unbindingorder suh as Supermind might evolve before it had proeeded to the work of �xed development,measurement and interation of relations. For that measurement and interation Mind is neessary,though it need not be aware of itself as anything but a subordinate ation of Supermind nor developthe interation of relations on the basis of a self-imprisoned egoism suh as we see ative in terrestrialNature.Mind one existent, Life and Form of substane follow; for life is simply the determination of foreand ation, of relation and interation of energy from many �xed entres of onsiousness, - �xed,not neessarily in plae or time, but in a persistent oexistene of beings or soul-forms of the Eternalsupporting a osmi harmony. That life may be very di�erent from life as we know or oneive it, butessentially it would be the same priniple at work whih we see here �gured as vitality, - the prinipleto whih the anient Indian thinkers gave the name of Vayu or Prana, the life-stu�, the substantialwill and energy in the osmos working out into determined form and ation and onsious dynamisof being. Substane too might be very di�erent from our view and sense of material body, muhmore subtle, muh less rigidly binding in its law of self-division and mutual resistane, and body orform might be an instrument and not a prison, yet for the osmi interation some determination ofform and substane would always be neessary, even if it be only a mental body or something yetmore luminous, subtle and puissantly and freely responsive than the freest mental body.It follows that wherever Cosmos is, there, even if only one priniple be initially apparent, even ifat �rst that seem to be the sole priniple of things and everything else that may appear afterwardsin the world seem to be no more than its forms and results and not in themselves indispensable toosmi existene, suh a front presented by being an only be an illusory mask or appearane of itsreal truth. Where one priniple is manifest in Cosmos, there all the rest must be not merely presentand passively latent, but seretly at work. In any given world its sale and harmony of being maybe openly in possession of all seven at a higher or lower degree of ativity; in another they may beall involved in one whih beomes the initial or fundamental priniple of evolution in that world, butevolution of the involved there must be. The evolution of the sevenfold power of being, the realisation5Tur�iya _m svid, \a ertain Fourth", also alled tur�iya _m dh�ama, the fourth plaing or poise of existene.168



of its septuple Name, must be the destiny of any world whih starts apparently from the involution ofall in one power.6 Therefore the material universe was bound in the nature of things to evolve fromits hidden life apparent life, from its hidden mind apparent mind, and it must in the same nature ofthings evolve from its hidden Supermind apparent Supermind and from the onealed Spirit withinit the triune glory of Sahhidananda. The only question is whether the earth is to be a sene of thatemergene or the human reation on this or any other material sene, in this or any other yle ofthe large wheelings of Time, its instrument and vehile. The anient seers believed in this possibilityfor man and held it to be his divine destiny; the modern thinker does not even oneive of it or,if he oneived, would deny or doubt. If he sees a vision of the Superman, it is in the �gure ofinreased degrees of mentality or vitality; he admits no other emergene, sees nothing beyond thesepriniples, for these have traed for us up till now our limit and irle. In this progressive world,with this human reature in whom the divine spark has been kindled, real wisdom is likely to dwellwith the higher aspiration rather than with the denial of aspiration or with the hope that limits andirumsribes itself within those narrow walls of apparent possibility whih are only our intermediatehouse of training. In the spiritual order of things, the higher we projet our view and our aspiration,the greater the Truth that seeks to desend upon us, beause it is already there within us and allsfor its release from the overing that oneals it in manifested Nature.

6In any given world there need not be an involution but only a subordination of the other priniples to one or theirinlusion in one; then evolution is not a neessity of that world-order.169
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Chapter 28Supermind, Mind and the OvermindMaya\There is a Permanent, a Truth hidden by a Truth where the Sun unyokes his horses. Theten hundreds (of his rays) ame together - That One. I saw the most glorious of the Forms ofthe Gods." Rig Veda.1\The fae of Truth is hidden by a golden lid; that remove, O Fostering Sun, for the Law ofthe Truth, for sight. O Sun, O sole Seer, marshal thy rays, gather them together, - let me seeof thee thy happiest form of all; that Consious Being everywhere, He am I." Isha Upanishad.2\The Truth, the Right, the Vast." Atharva Veda.3\It beame both truth and falsehood. It beame the Truth, even all this that is."Taittiriya Upanishad.4ONE POINT remains to be leared whih we have till now left in obsurity, the proess of thelapse into the Ignorane; for we have seen that nothing in the original nature of Mind, Life or Matterneessitates a fall from Knowledge. It has been shown indeed that division of onsiousness is thebasis of the Ignorane, a division of individual onsiousness from the osmi and the transendentof whih yet it is an intimate part, in essene inseparable, a division of Mind from the supramentalTruth of whih it should be a subordinate ation, of Life from the original Fore of whih it is oneenergism, of Matter from the original Existene of whih it is one form of substane. But it has stillto be made lear how this division ame about in the Indivisible, by what peuliar self-diminishing orself-e�aing ation of Consiousness-Fore in the Being: for sine all is a movement of that Fore, onlyby some suh ation obsuring its own plenary light and power an there have arisen the dynamiand e�etive phenomenon of the Ignorane. But this problem an be left over to be treated in a morelose examination of the dual phenomenon of Knowledge-Ignorane whih makes our onsiousnessa blend of light and darkness, a half-light between the full day of the supramental Truth and the1V. 62. 1.2Verses 15, 16.3XII. 1. 1.4II. 6. 171



night of the material Inonsiene. All that is neessary to note at present is that it must be inits essential harater an exlusive onentration on one movement and status of Consious Being,whih puts all the rest of onsiousness and being behind and veils it from that one movement's nowpartial knowledge.Still there is one aspet of this problem whih must be immediately onsidered; it is the gulfreated between Mind as we know it and the supramental Truth-Consiousness of whih we havefound Mind in its origin to be a subordinate proess. For this gulf is onsiderable and, if there are nogradations between the two levels of onsiousness, a transition from one to the other, either in thedesending involution of Spirit into Matter or the orresponding evolution in Matter of the onealedgrades leading bak to the Spirit, seems in the highest degree improbable, if not impossible. ForMind as we know it is a power of the Ignorane seeking for Truth, groping with diÆulty to �nd it,reahing only mental onstrutions and representations of it in word and idea, in mind formations,sense formations, - as if bright or shadowy photographs or �lms of a distant Reality were all thatit ould ahieve. Supermind, on the ontrary, is in atual and natural possession of the Truth andits formations are forms of the Reality, not onstrutions, representations or indiative �gures. Nodoubt, the evolving Mind in us is hampered by its enasement in the obsurity of this life and body,and the original Mind priniple in the involutionary desent is a thing of greater power to whih wehave not fully reahed, able to at with freedom in its own sphere or provine, to build more revelatoryonstrutions, more minutely inspired formations, more subtle and signi�ant embodiments in whihthe light of Truth is present and palpable. But still that too is not likely to be essentially di�erentin its harateristi ation, for it too is a movement into the Ignorane, not a still unseparatedportion of the Truth-Consiousness. There must be somewhere in the desending and asendingsale of Being an intermediate power and plane of onsiousness, perhaps something more than that,something with an original reative fore, through whih the involutionary transition from Mindin the Knowledge to Mind in the Ignorane was e�eted and through whih again the evolutionaryreverse transition beomes intelligible and possible. For the involutionary transition this interventionis a logial imperative, for the evolutionary it is a pratial neessity. For in the evolution there areindeed radial transitions, from indeterminate Energy to organised Matter, from inanimate Matterto Life, from a subonsious or submental to a pereptive and feeling and ating Life, from primitiveanimal mentality to oneptive reasoning Mind observing and governing Life and observing itselfalso, able to at as an independent entity and even to seek onsiously for self-transendene; butthese leaps, even when onsiderable, are to some extent prepared by slow gradations whih makethem oneivable and feasible. There an be no suh immense hiatus as seems to exist betweensupramental Truth-Consiousness and the Mind in the Ignorane.But if suh intervening gradations exist, it is lear that they must be superonsient to humanmind whih does not seem to have in its normal state any entry into these higher grades of being.Man is limited in his onsiousness by mind and even by a given range or sale of mind: what isbelow his mind, submental or mental but nether to his sale, readily seems to him subonsious ornot distinguishable from omplete inonsiene; what is above it is to him superonsious and heis almost inlined to regard it as void of awareness, a sort of luminous Inonsiene. Just as he islimited to a ertain sale of sounds or of olours and what is above or below that sale is to himinaudible and invisible or at least indistinguishable, so is it with his sale of mental onsiousness,on�ned at either extremity by an inapaity whih marks his upper and his nether limit. He has nosuÆient means of ommuniation even with the animal who is his mental ongener, though not hisequal, and he is even apable of denying mind or real onsiousness to it beause its modes are otherand narrower than those with whih in himself and his kind he is familiar; he an observe submentalbeing from outside but annot at all ommuniate with it or enter intimately into its nature. Equallythe superonsious is to him a losed book whih may well be �lled only with empty pages. At�rst sight, then, it would appear as if he had no means of ontat with these higher gradationsof onsiousness: if so, they annot at as links or bridges and his evolution must ease with his172



aomplished mental range and annot exeed it; Nature in drawing these limits has written �nis tohis upward endeavour.But when we look more losely, we pereive that this normality is deeptive and that in fat thereare several diretions in whih human mind reahes beyond itself, tends towards selfexeeding; theseare preisely the neessary lines of ontat or veiled or half-veiled passages whih onnet it withhigher grades of onsiousness of the self-manifesting Spirit. First, we have noted the plae Intuitionoupies in the human means of knowledge, and Intuition is in its very nature a projetion of theharateristi ation of these higher grades into the mind of Ignorane. It is true that in humanmind its ation is largely hidden by the interventions of our normal intelligene; a pure intuition isa rare ourrene in our mental ativity: for what we all by the name is usually a point of diretknowledge whih is immediately aught and oated over with mental stu�, so that it serves only asan invisible or a very tiny nuleus of a rystallisation whih is in its mass intelletual or otherwisemental in harater; or else the ash of intuition is quikly replaed or interepted, before it hasa hane of manifesting itself, by a rapid imitative mental movement, insight or quik pereptionor some swift-leaping proess of thought whih owes its appearane to the stimulus of the omingintuition but obstruts its entry or overs it with a substituted mental suggestion true or erroneousbut in either ase not the authenti intuitive movement. Nevertheless, the fat of this interventionfrom above, the fat that behind all our original thinking or authenti pereption of things thereis a veiled, a halfveiled or a swift unveiled intuitive element is enough to establish a onnetionbetween mind and what is above it; it opens a passage of ommuniation and of entry into thesuperior spiritranges. There is also the reahing out of mind to exeed the personal ego limitation,to see things in a ertain impersonality and universality. Impersonality is the �rst harater ofosmi self; universality, non-limitation by the single or limiting point of view, is the harater ofosmi pereption and knowledge: this tendeny is therefore a widening, however rudimentary, ofthese restrited mind areas towards osmiity, towards a quality whih is the very harater of thehigher mental planes, - towards that superonsient osmi Mind whih, we have suggested, mustin the nature of things be the original mind-ation of whih ours is only a derivative and inferiorproess. Again, there is not an entire absene of penetration from above into our mental limits. Thephenomena of genius are really the result of suh a penetration, - veiled no doubt, beause the light ofthe superior onsiousness not only ats within narrow limits, usually in a speial �eld, without anyregulated separate organisation of its harateristi energies, often indeed quite �tfully, erratiallyand with a supernormal or abnormal irresponsible governane, but also in entering the mind itsubdues and adapts itself to mind substane so that it is only a modi�ed or diminished dynamis thatreahes us, not all the original divine luminosity of what might be alled the overhead onsiousnessbeyond us. Still the phenomena of inspiration, of revelatory vision or of intuitive pereption andintuitive disernment, surpassing our less illumined or less powerful normal mind-ation, are thereand their origin is unmistakable. Finally, there is the vast and multitudinous �eld of mysti andspiritual experiene, and here the gates already lie wide open to the possibility of extending ouronsiousness beyond its present limits, - unless, indeed, by an obsurantism that refuses to inquireor an attahment to our boundaries of mental normality we shut them or turn away from the vistasthey open before us. But in our present investigation we annot a�ord to neglet the possibilitieswhih these domains of mankind's endeavour bring near to us, or the added knowledge of oneselfand of the veiled Reality whih is their gift to human mind, the greater light whih arms them withthe right to at upon us and is the innate power of their existene.There are two suessive movements of onsiousness, diÆult but well within our apaity, bywhih we an have aess to the superior gradations of our onsious existene. There is �rst amovement inward by whih, instead of living in our surfae mind, we break the wall between ourexternal and our now subliminal self; this an be brought about by a gradual e�ort and disiplineor by a vehement transition, sometimes a foreful involuntary rupture, - the latter by no means safefor the limited human mind austomed to live seurely only within its normal limits, - but in either173



way, safe or unsafe, the thing an be done. What we disover within this seret part of ourselves isan inner being, a soul, an inner mind, an inner life, an inner subtle-physial entity whih is muhlarger in its potentialities, more plasti, more powerful, more apable of a manifold knowledge anddynamism than our surfae mind, life or body; espeially, it is apable of a diret ommuniationwith the universal fores, movements, objets of the osmos, a diret feeling and opening to them,a diret ation on them and even a widening of itself beyond the limits of the personal mind, thepersonal life, the body, so that it feels itself more and more a universal being no longer limited by theexisting walls of our too narrow mental, vital, physial existene. This widening an extend itself toa omplete entry into the onsiousness of osmi Mind, into unity with the universal Life, even intoa oneness with universal Matter. That, however, is still an identi�ation either with a diminishedosmi truth or with the osmi Ignorane.But one this entry into the inner being is aomplished, the inner Self is found to be apableof an opening, an asent upwards into things beyond our present mental level; that is the seondspiritual possibility in us. The �rst most ordinary result is a disovery of a vast stati and silentSelf whih we feel to be our real or our basi existene, the foundation of all else that we are. Theremay be even an extintion, a Nirvana both of our ative being and of the sense of self into a Realitythat is inde�nable and inexpressible. But also we an realise that this self is not only our ownspiritual being but the true self of all others; it presents itself then as the underlying truth of osmiexistene. It is possible to remain in a Nirvana of all individuality, to stop at a stati realisation or,regarding the osmi movement as a super�ial play or illusion imposed on the silent Self, to passinto some supreme immobile and immutable status beyond the universe. But another less negativeline of supernormal experiene also o�ers itself; for there takes plae a large dynami desent of light,knowledge, power, bliss or other supernormal energies into our self of silene, and we an asendtoo into higher regions of the Spirit where its immobile status is the foundation of those great andluminous energies. It is evident in either ase that we have risen beyond the mind of Ignorane intoa spiritual state; but, in the dynami movement, the resultant greater ation of Consiousness-Foremay present itself either simply as a pure spiritual dynamis not otherwise determinate in its harateror it may reveal a spiritual mind-range where mind is no longer ignorant of the Reality, - not yeta supermind level, but deriving from the supramental Truth-Consiousness and still luminous withsomething of its knowledge.It is in the latter alternative that we �nd the seret we are seeking, the means of the transition,the needed step towards a supramental transformation; for we pereive a graduality of asent, aommuniation with a more and more deep and immense light and power from above, a sale ofintensities whih an be regarded as so many stairs in the asension of Mind or in a desent intoMind from That whih is beyond it. We are aware of a sealike downpour of masses of a spontaneousknowledge whih assumes the nature of Thought but has a di�erent harater from the proessof thought to whih we are austomed; for there is nothing here of seeking, no trae of mentalonstrution, no labour of speulation or diÆult disovery; it is an automati and spontaneousknowledge from a Higher Mind that seems to be in possession of Truth and not in searh of hiddenand withheld realities. One observes that this Thought is muh more apable than the mind ofinluding at one a mass of knowledge in a single view; it has a osmi harater, not the stamp of anindividual thinking. Beyond this Truth-Thought we an distinguish a greater illumination instintwith an inreased power and intensity and driving fore, a luminosity of the nature of Truth-Sightwith thought formulation as a minor and dependent ativity. If we aept the Vedi image of theSun of Truth, - an image whih in this experiene beomes a reality, - we may ompare the ationof the Higher Mind to a omposed and steady sunshine, the energy of the Illumined Mind beyondit to an outpouring of massive lightnings of aming sun-stu�. Still beyond an be met a yet greaterpower of the Truth-Fore, an intimate and exat Truth-vision, Truth-thought, Truth-sense, Truth-feeling, Truthation, to whih we an give in a speial sense the name of Intuition; for though wehave applied that word for want of a better to any supra-intelletual diret way of knowing, yet what174



we atually know as intuition is only one speial movement of self-existent knowledge. This newrange is its origin; it imparts to our intuitions something of its own distint harater and is verylearly an intermediary of a greater Truth-Light with whih our mind annot diretly ommuniate.At the soure of this Intuition we disover a superonsient osmi Mind in diret ontat with theSupramental Truth-Consiousness, an original intensity determinant of all movements below it andall mental energies, - not Mind as we know it, but an Overmind that overs as with the wide wingsof some reative Oversoul this whole lower hemisphere of Knowledge-Ignorane, links it with thatgreater Truth-Consiousness while yet at the same time with its brilliant golden Lid it veils the faeof the greater Truth from our sight, intervening with its ood of in�nite possibilities as at one anobstale and a passage in our seeking of the spiritual law of our existene, its highest aim, its seretReality. This then is the oult link we were looking for; this is the Power that at one onnets anddivides the supreme Knowledge and the osmi Ignorane.In its nature and law the Overmind is a delegate of the Supermind Consiousness, its delegateto the Ignorane. Or we might speak of it as a protetive double, a sreen of dissimilar similaritythrough whih Supermind an at indiretly on an Ignorane whose darkness ould not bear orreeive the diret impat of a supreme Light. Even, it is by the projetion of this luminous Overmindorona that the di�usion of a diminished light in the Ignorane and the throwing of that ontraryshadow whih swallows up in itself all light, the Inonsiene, beame at all possible. For Supermindtransmits to Overmind all its realities, but leaves it to formulate them in a movement and aordingto an awareness of things whih is still a vision of Truth and yet at the same time a �rst parent ofthe Ignorane. A line divides Supermind and Overmind whih permits a free transmission, allowsthe lower Power to derive from the higher Power all it holds or sees, but automatially ompels atransitional hange in the passage. The integrality of the Supermind keeps always the essential truthof things, the total truth and the truth of its individual self-determinations learly knit together; itmaintains in them an inseparable unity and between them a lose interpenetration and a free andfull onsiousness of eah other: but in Overmind this integrality is no longer there. And yet theOvermind is well aware of the essential Truth of things; it embraes the totality; it uses the individualself-determinations without being limited by them: but although it knows their oneness, an realiseit in a spiritual ognition, yet its dynami movement, even while relying on that for its seurity, is notdiretly determined by it. Overmind Energy proeeds through an illimitable apaity of separationand ombination of the powers and aspets of the integral and indivisible all-omprehending Unity. Ittakes eah Aspet or Power and gives to it an independent ation in whih it aquires a full separateimportane and is able to work out, we might say, its own world of reation. Purusha and Prakriti,Consious Soul and exeutive Fore of Nature, are in the supramental harmony a two-aspeted singletruth, being and dynamis of the Reality; there an be no disequilibrium or predominane of oneover the other. In Overmind we have the origin of the leavage, the trenhant distintion made bythe philosophy of the Sankhyas in whih they appear as two independent entities, Prakriti able todominate Purusha and loud its freedom and power, reduing it to a witness and reipient of herforms and ations, Purusha able to return to its separate existene and abide in a free self-sovereigntyby rejetion of her original overlouding material priniple. So with the other aspets or powers ofthe Divine Reality, One and Many, Divine Personality and Divine Impersonality, and the rest; eahis still an aspet and power of the one Reality, but eah is empowered to at as an independententity in the whole, arrive at the fullness of the possibilities of its separate expression and developthe dynami onsequenes of that separateness. At the same time in Overmind this separateness isstill founded on the basis of an impliit underlying unity; all possibilities of ombination and relationbetween the separated Powers and Aspets, all interhanges and mutualities of their energies arefreely organised and their atuality always possible.If we regard the Powers of the Reality as so many Godheads, we an say that the Overmindreleases a million Godheads into ation, eah empowered to reate its own world, eah world apableof relation, ommuniation and interplay with the others. There are in the Veda di�erent formulations175



of the nature of the Gods: it is said they are all one Existene to whih the sages give di�erent names;yet eah God is worshipped as if he by himself is that Existene, one who is all the other Gods togetheror ontains them in his being; and yet again eah is a separate Deity ating sometimes in unison withompanion deities, sometimes separately, sometimes even in apparent opposition to other Godheadsof the same Existene. In the Supermind all this would be held together as a harmonised play ofthe one Existene; in the Overmind eah of these three onditions ould be a separate ation orbasis of ation and have its own priniple of development and onsequenes and yet eah keep thepower to ombine with the others in a more omposite harmony. As with the One Existene, sowith its Consiousness and Fore. The One Consiousness is separated into many independent formsof onsiousness and knowledge; eah follows out its own line of truth whih it has to realise. Theone total and manysided Real-Idea is split up into its many sides; eah beomes an independentIdea-Fore with the power to realise itself. The one Consiousness-Fore is liberated into its millionfores, and eah of these fores has the right to ful�l itself or to assume, if needed, a hegemonyand take up for its own utility the other fores. So too the Delight of Existene is loosed out intoall manner of delights and eah an arry in itself its independent fullness or sovereign extreme.Overmind thus gives to the One Existene-Consiousness-Bliss the harater of a teeming of in�nitepossibilities whih an be developed into a multitude of worlds or thrown together into one world inwhih the endlessly variable outome of their play is the determinant of the reation, of its proess,its ourse and its onsequene.Sine the Consiousness-Fore of the eternal Existene is the universal reatrix, the nature of agiven world will depend on whatever self-formulation of that Consiousness expresses itself in thatworld. Equally, for eah individual being, his seeing or representation to himself of the world helives in will depend on the poise or make whih that Consiousness has assumed in him. Our humanmental onsiousness sees the world in setions ut by the reason and sense and put together in aformation whih is also setional; the house it builds is planned to aommodate one or anothergeneralised formulation of Truth, but exludes the rest or admits some only as guests or depen-dents in the house. Overmind Consiousness is global in its ognition and an hold any numberof seemingly fundamental di�erenes together in a reoniling vision. Thus the mental reason seesPerson and the Impersonal as opposites: it oneives an impersonal Existene in whih person andpersonality are �tions of the Ignorane or temporary onstrutions; or, on the ontrary, it an seePerson as the primary reality and the impersonal as a mental abstration or only stu� or means ofmanifestation. To the Overmind intelligene these are separable Powers of the one Existene whihan pursue their independent self-aÆrmation and an also unite together their di�erent modes ofation, reating both in their independene and in their union di�erent states of onsiousness andbeing whih an be all of them valid and all apable of oexistene. A purely impersonal existeneand onsiousness is true and possible, but also an entirely personal onsiousness and existene; theImpersonal Divine, Nirguna Brahman, and the Personal Divine, Saguna Brahman, are here equaland oexistent aspets of the Eternal. Impersonality an manifest with person subordinated to it as amode of expression; but, equally, Person an be the reality with impersonality as a mode of its nature:both aspets of manifestation fae eah other in the in�nite variety of onsious Existene. Whatto the mental reason are irreonilable di�erenes present themselves to the Overmind intelligeneas oexistent orrelatives; what to the mental reason are ontraries are to the Overmind intelligeneomplementaries. Our mind sees that all things are born from Matter or material Energy, exist byit, go bak into it; it onludes that Matter is the eternal fator, the primary and ultimate reality,Brahman. Or it sees all as born of Life-Fore or Mind, existing by Life or by Mind, going bak intothe universal Life or Mind, and it onludes that this world is a reation of the osmi Life-Foreor of a osmi Mind or Logos. Or again it sees the world and all things as born of, existing by andgoing bak to the Real-Idea or Knowledge-Will of the Spirit or to the Spirit itself and it onludeson an idealisti or spiritual view of the universe. It an �x on any of these ways of seeing, but to itsnormal separative vision eah way exludes the others. Overmind onsiousness pereives that eahview is true of the ation of the priniple it erets; it an see that there is a material world-formula, a176



vital world-formula, a mental world-formula, a spiritual worldformula, and eah an predominate ina world of its own and at the same time all an ombine in one world as its onstituent powers. Theself-formulation of Consious Fore on whih our world is based as an apparent Inonsiene thatoneals in itself a supreme Consious-Existene and holds all the powers of Being together in itsinonsient serey, a world of universal Matter realising in itself Life, Mind, Overmind, Supermind,Spirit, eah of them in its turn taking up the others as means of its selfexpression, Matter provingin the spiritual vision to have been always itself a manifestation of the Spirit, is to the Overmindview a normal and easily realisable reation. In its power of origination and in the proess of itsexeutive dynamis Overmind is an organiser of many potentialities of Existene, eah aÆrming itsseparate reality but all apable of linking themselves together in many di�erent but simultaneousways, a magiian raftsman empowered to weave the multioloured warp and woof of manifestationof a single entity in a omplex universe.In this simultaneous development of multitudinous independent or ombined Powers or Potentialsthere is yet - or there is as yet - no haos, no onit, no fall from Truth or Knowledge. TheOvermind is a reator of truths, not of illusions or falsehoods: what is worked out in any givenovermental energism or movement is the truth of the Aspet, Power, Idea, Fore, Delight whih isliberated into independent ation, the truth of the onsequenes of its reality in that independene.There is no exlusiveness asserting eah as the sole truth of being or the others as inferior truths: eahGod knows all the Gods and their plae in existene; eah Idea admits all other ideas and their rightto be; eah Fore onedes a plae to all other fores and their truth and onsequenes; no delight ofseparate ful�lled existene or separate experiene denies or ondemns the delight of other existeneor other experiene. The Overmind is a priniple of osmi Truth and a vast and endless atholiityis its very spirit; its energy is an all-dynamism as well as a priniple of separate dynamisms: it isa sort of inferior Supermind, - although it is onerned predominantly not with absolutes, but withwhat might be alled the dynami potentials or pragmati truths of Reality, or with absolutes mainlyfor their power of generating pragmati or reative values, although, too, its omprehension of thingsis more global than integral, sine its totality is built up of global wholes or onstituted by separateindependent realities uniting or oalesing together, and although the essential unity is grasped by itand felt to be basi of things and pervasive in their manifestation, but no longer as in the Supermindtheir intimate and ever-present seret, their dominating ontinent, the overt onstant builder of theharmoni whole of their ativity and nature.If we would understand the di�erene of this global Overmind Consiousness from our separativeand only imperfetly syntheti mental onsiousness, we may ome near to it if we ompare thestritly mental with what would be an overmental view of ativities in our material universe. Tothe Overmind, for example, all religions would be true as developments of the one eternal religion,all philosophies would be valid eah in its own �eld as a statement of its own universe-view from itsown angle, all politial theories with their pratie would be the legitimate working out of an IdeaFore with its right to appliation and pratial development in the play of the energies of Nature.In our separative onsiousness, imperfetly visited by glimpses of atholiity and universality, thesethings exist as opposites; eah laims to be the truth and taxes the others with error and falsehood,eah feels impelled to refute or destroy the others in order that itself alone may be the Truth andlive: at best, eah must laim to be superior, admit all others only as inferior truth-expressions. Anovermental Intelligene would refuse to entertain this oneption or this drift to exlusiveness for amoment; it would allow all to live as neessary to the whole or put eah in its plae in the whole orassign to eah its �eld of realisation or of endeavour. This is beause in us onsiousness has omedown ompletely into the divisions of the Ignorane; Truth is no longer either an In�nite or a osmiwhole with many possible formulations, but a rigid aÆrmation holding any other aÆrmation to befalse beause di�erent from itself and entrenhed in other limits. Our mental onsiousness an indeedarrive in its ognition at a onsiderable approah towards a total omprehensiveness and atholiity,but to organise that in ation and life seems to be beyond its power. Evolutionary Mind, manifest177



in individuals or olletivities, throws up a multipliity of divergent view-points, divergent lines ofation and lets them work themselves out side by side or in ollision or in a ertain intermixture; itan make seletive harmonies, but it annot arrive at the harmoni ontrol of a true totality. CosmiMind must have even in the evolutionary Ignorane, like all totalities, suh a harmony, if only ofarranged aords and disords; there is too in it an underlying dynamism of oneness: but it arriesthe ompleteness of these things in its depths, perhaps in a supermind-overmind substratum, butdoes not impart it to individual Mind in the evolution, does not bring it or has not yet broughtit from the depths to the surfae. An Overmind world would be a world of harmony; the world ofIgnorane in whih we live is a world of disharmony and struggle.And still we an reognise at one in the Overmind the original osmi Maya, not a Maya ofIgnorane but a Maya of Knowledge, yet a Power whih has made the Ignorane possible, eveninevitable. For if eah priniple loosed into ation must follow its independent line and arry out itsomplete onsequenes, the priniple of separation must also be allowed its omplete ourse and arriveat its absolute onsequene; this is the inevitable desent, failis desensus, whih Consiousness,one it admits the separative priniple, follows till it enters by obsuring in�nitesimal fragmentation,tuhyena,5 into the material Inonsiene, - the Inonsient Oean of the Rig Veda, - and if theOne is born from that by its own greatness, it is still at �rst onealed by a fragmentary separativeexistene and onsiousness whih is ours and in whih we have to piee things together to arrive ata whole. In that slow and diÆult emergene a ertain semblane of truth is given to the ditumof Heralitus that War is the father of all things; for eah idea, fore, separate onsiousness, livingbeing by the very neessity of its ignorane enters into ollision with others and tries to live andgrow and ful�l itself by independent self-assertion, not by harmony with the rest of existene. Yetthere is still the unknown underlying Oneness whih ompels us to strive slowly towards some formof harmony, of interdependene, of onording of disords, of a diÆult unity. But it is only by theevolution in us of the onealed superonsient powers of osmi Truth and of the Reality in whihthey are one that the harmony and unity we strive for an be dynamially realised in the very �bre ofour being and all its self-expression and not merely in imperfet attempts, inomplete onstrutions,ever-hanging approximations. The higher ranges of spiritual Mind have to open upon our being andonsiousness and also that whih is beyond even spiritual Mind must appear in us if we are to ful�lthe divine possibility of our birth into osmi existene.Overmind in its desent reahes a line whih divides the osmi Truth from the osmi Ignorane;it is the line at whih it beomes possible for Consiousness-Fore, emphasising the separatenessof eah independent movement reated by Overmind and hiding or darkening their unity, to divideMind by an exlusive onentration from the overmental soure. There has already been a similarseparation of Overmind from its supramental soure, but with a transpareny in the veil whih allowsa onsious transmission and maintains a ertain luminous kinship; but here the veil is opaque andthe transmission of the Overmind motives to the Mind is oult and obsure. Mind separated atsas if it were an independent priniple, and eah mental being, eah basi mental idea, power, forestands similarly on its separate self; if it ommuniates or ombines with or ontats others, it isnot with the atholi universality of the Overmind movement, on a basis of underlying oneness, butas independent units joining to form a separate onstruted whole. It is by this movement that wepass from the osmi Truth into the osmi Ignorane. The osmi Mind on this level, no doubt,omprehends its own unity, but it is not aware of its own soure and foundation in the Spirit oran only omprehend it by the intelligene, not in any enduring experiene; it ats in itself as ifby its own right and works out what it reeives as material without diret ommuniation with thesoure from whih it reeives it. Its units also at in ignorane of eah other and of the osmiwhole exept for the knowledge that they an get by ontat and ommuniation, - the basi senseof identity and the mutual penetration and understanding that omes from it are no longer there.All the ations of this Mind Energy proeed on the opposite basis of the Ignorane and its divisions5Rig Veda, X. 129. 3. 178



and, although they are the results of a ertain onsious knowledge, it is a partial knowledge, not atrue and integral self-knowledge, nor a true and integral world-knowledge. This harater persistsin Life and in subtle Matter and reappears in the gross material universe whih arises from the �nallapse into the Inonsiene.Yet, as in our subliminal or inner Mind, so in this Mind also a larger power of ommuniationand mutuality still remains, a freer play of mentality and sense than human mind possesses, and theIgnorane is not omplete; a onsious harmony, an interdependent organisation of right relations ismore possible: mind is not yet perturbed by blind Life fores or obsured by irresponsive Matter.It is a plane of Ignorane, but not yet of falsehood or error, - or at least the lapse into falsehoodand error is not yet inevitable; this Ignorane is limitative, but not neessarily falsi�ative. Thereis limitation of knowledge, an organisation of partial truths, but not a denial or opposite of truthor knowledge. This harater of an organisation of partial truths on a basis of separative knowledgepersists in Life and subtle Matter, for the exlusive onentration of Consiousness-Fore whihputs them into separative ation does not entirely sever or veil Mind from Life or Mind and Lifefrom Matter. The omplete separation an take plae only when the stage of Inonsiene has beenreahed and our world of manifold Ignorane arises out of that tenebrous matrix. These other stillonsient stages of the involution are indeed organisations of Consious Fore in whih eah livesfrom his own entre, follows out his own possibilities, and the predominant priniple itself, whetherMind, Life or Matter, works out things on its own independent basis; but what is worked out aretruths of itself, not illusions or a tangle of truth and falsehood, knowledge and ignorane. Butwhen by an exlusive onentration on Fore and Form Consiousness-Fore seems phenomenallyto separate Consiousness from Fore, or when it absorbs Consiousness in a blind sleep lost inForm and Fore, then Consiousness has to struggle bak to itself by a fragmentary evolution whihneessitates error and makes falsehood inevitable. Nevertheless, these things too are not illusionsthat have sprung out of an original Non-Existene; they are, we might say, the unavoidable truthsof a world born out of Inonsiene. For the Ignorane is still in reality a knowledge seeking foritself behind the original mask of Inonsiene; it misses and �nds; its results, natural and eveninevitable on their own line, are the true onsequene of the lapse, - in a way, even, the right workingof the reovery from the lapse. Existene plunging into an apparent Non-Existene, Consiousnessinto an apparent Inonsiene, Delight of existene into a vast osmi insensibility are the �rstresult of the fall and, in the return from it by a struggling fragmentary experiene, the renderingof Consiousness into the dual terms of truth and falsehood, knowledge and error, of Existene intothe dual terms of life and death, of Delight of existene into the dual terms of pain and pleasureare the neessary proess of the labour of self-disovery. A pure experiene of Truth, Knowledge,Delight, imperishable existene would here be itself a ontradition of the truth of things. It ouldonly be otherwise if all beings in the evolution were quiesently responsive to the psyhi elementwithin them and to the Supermind underlying Nature's operations; but here there omes in theOvermind law of eah Fore working out its own possibilities. The natural possibilities of a worldin whih an original Inonsiene and a division of onsiousness are the main priniples, wouldbe the emergene of Fores of Darkness impelled to maintain the Ignorane by whih they live, anignorant struggle to know originative of falsehood and error, an ignorant struggle to live engenderingwrong and evil, an egoisti struggle to enjoy, parent of fragmentary joys and pains and su�erings;these are therefore the inevitable �rst-imprinted haraters, though not the sole possibilities of ourevolutionary existene. Still, beause the Non-Existene is a onealed Existene, the Inonsiene aonealed Consiousness, the insensibility a masked and dormant Ananda, these seret realities mustemerge; the hidden Overmind and Supermind too must in the end ful�l themselves in this apparentlyopposite organisation from a dark In�nite.Two things render that ulmination more faile than it would otherwise be. Overmind in thedesent towards material reation has originated modi�ations of itself, - Intuition espeially withits penetrative lightning ashes of truth lighting up loal points and strethes of ountry in our179



onsiousness, - whih an bring the onealed truth of things nearer to our omprehension, and,by opening ourselves more widely �rst in the inner being and then as a result in the outer surfaeself also to the messages of these higher ranges of onsiousness, by growing into them, we anbeome ourselves also intuitive and overmental beings, not limited by the intellet and sense, butapable of a more universal omprehension and a diret touh of truth in its very self and body. Infat ashes of enlightenment from these higher ranges already ome to us, but this intervention ismostly fragmentary, asual or partial; we have still to begin to enlarge ourselves into their likenessand organise in us the greater Truth ativities of whih we are potentially apable. But, seondly,Overmind, Intuition, even Supermind not only must be, as we have seen, priniples inherent andinvolved in the Inonsiene from whih we arise in the evolution and inevitably destined to evolve,but are seretly present, oult atively with ashes of intuitive emergene in the osmi ativityof Mind, Life and Matter. It is true that their ation is onealed and, even when they emerge, itis modi�ed by the medium, material, vital, mental in whih they work and not easily reognisable.Supermind annot manifest itself as the Creator Power in the universe from the beginning, for if itdid, the Ignorane and Inonsiene would be impossible or else the slow evolution neessary wouldhange into a rapid transformation sene. Yet at every step of the material energy we an see thestamp of inevitability given by a supramental reator, in all the development of life and mind theplay of the lines of possibility and their ombination whih is the stamp of Overmind intervention.As Life and Mind have been released in Matter, so too must in their time these greater powers of theonealed Godhead emerge from the involution and their supreme Light desend into us from above.A divine Life in the manifestation is then not only possible as the high result and ransom of ourpresent life in the Ignorane but, if these things are as we have seen them, it is the inevitable outomeand onsummation of Nature's evolutionary endeavour.END OF BOOK ONE
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